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ABSTRACT 

Only in relatively brief periods of time has the history of 

man been free from violent, organized conflict. Modern society has 

not yet despaired of finding peace, but the quest continues amidst 

verbal and physical violence both nationally and internationally. At 

the juncture of the possibility of multi-national annihilation through 

warfare, Montaigne remains as universally "a propos" as he has been.in 

other areas of discussion. This treatise examines the Essais to see 

Montaigne judge man faced with military conflict. 

Few thinkers before the twentieth century have seemed interes

ted in questioning the right of man to wage war. Montaigne is a prod

uct of his times in this respect. Erasmus raises a nearly lone voice 

against war in the modern humanist current. As sympathetic, as sensi

tive as is Montaigne to life and his fellowmen, he does not partici

pate with Erasmus in an impassioned censure of war. Montaigne neither 

questions the right of Princes to wage war nor does he openly propose 

a political means for achieving international or civil peace. As sur

prising as it may seem, political peace hardly seems to merit his 

consideration. 

The first editions of the Essais are patently pro-military. He 

sets out to examine and learn the role he assumed on the death of his 

father: the role of feudal, military vassal to the throne of France. 

vii 
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His first few years of retirement from the Parliament of Bordeaux saw 

him following the court of France in various exploits against the Prot

estants,. hoping perhaps for an appointment to military command. Mon

taigne soon saw the futility of his politico-military aspirations (he 

was a relatively minor French nobleman), but he never abandoned his 

interest and commitment to the current politico-military institution. 

He was a member of the French, military fraternity to the end. 

His loyalty to the politico-military traditions was part of 

the foundation upon which he developed his concept of peace. The 

only guaranteeable peace is based on self-disciplined conformity to 

the individual's nature and to the socio-political traditions, the 

former yielding to the latter in action but not in conscience. This 

inner, disciplined peace was the required essence of the great mili

tary leader and. could exist in the midst of combat though it may not 

exist in a time of civil peace. The religious wars swirling around 

Montaigne exemplified Montaigne's conviction that man is master only 

of his own destiny and often not of that. He accepted war as a natu

ral phenomenon and concentrated on man in and out of conflict. 

Although civil and international war was accepted as natural, 

man's role therein was not neutral. Montaigne would have liked to 

profess neutrality, but he realized its impossibility. Man's conduct 

of war was moral if it followed the right of international tradition. 

War must be justified by reason of the national good and the 
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preservation of political institutions even if such are corrupt. The 

individual soldier, and especially the commander, must pursue his vo

cation energetically, for victory and ensuing peace is the object of 

war. He must, however, be generous in his conduct: clement to the 

vanquished and devoid of cruelty in his relation to the enemy. Mon

taigne's early interest in tactical warfare was replaced by his 

interest in man's struggle for inner peace achieved through self-

discipline. 



PART ONE 

THE IMPACT OF MILITARY EXAMPLES, ANECDOTES, QUOTATIONS 

AND SOLDIERLY LANGUAGE ON THE ESSAIS 

This treatise, divided into two main parts, considers the 

impact of the militaristic atmosphere on the style of the Essais and 

on the moral attitudes of Montaigne in respect to war. It will be 

shown that the impact of Montaigne's military involvement on the style 

of his writing is not overwhelming, but that it is nevertheless exten

sive, unostentatiously permeating the entirety of the Essais. The 

thread of military-associated elements of style is one of the con

stants in the evolution of his style. 

1 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Essais of Montaigne are a vast reservoir of human under

standing in which one discovers many ideas. Montaigne saw not only 

himself, but all of us in the process—including those who would make 

a study of his writings and thus of Montaigne himself. In an uninten

tionally prophetic way he sees critics as being not a very original 

group: (A) "...je ne sgay comment il advient...qu'il se trouve autant 

de vanite et de foiblesse d'entendement en ceux qui font profession 

d'avoir plus de suffisance, qui se meslent de vacations lettrees..." 

(II,xvii,659). However, man never tires of observing himself and his 

peers. Man is an endless object of study, and man will never com

pletely comprehend himself. 

References to the basic text are taken from the critical text 

originally edited by Pierre Villey and reprinted under the direction 

of V.L. Saulnier at the Presses Universitaires de France in 1965 in 

one volume.^" Since the chronology of insertions, additions and cor

rections to the text have bearing on the study, the indications of the 

successive editions will follow Villey's symbol system, that is: "(A)11 

designates passages first appearing in the 1580 edition, "(B)" indi

cates additions or alterations for the 1588 edition plus Book III and 

1. Michel de Montaigne, Les Essais de Michel de Montaigne, 
edited by Pierre Villey, Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, 
1965, 1387pp. 

2 



"(C)" denotes those changes or additions appearing in post-1588 edi

tions ' conforming to the Bordeaux text. Five other current editions of 

the Essais have been used in the preparation of this treatise: the 

O 
edition prepared by Dr. Armaingaud, the edition prepared by Maurice 

Rat,^ the edition prepared by Albert Thibaudet,^ one edited by Barral 

and Michel"* and an English translation presented by Donald M. Frame.^ 

Certain editions are used for particular purposes. The edi

tions "L'Integrale" and "Pleiade" are used for references to the let

ters Montaigne wrote. The Garnier edition was used for the Journal de 

Voyage en ItalieJ For the notes in the margins of books Montaigne 

read, the edition prepared by Dr. Armaingaud was used. The critics 

who have been particularly useful for this treatise are Villey, Strow-

ski, Lanson, Armaingaud, Hallie, Parslow, Plattard, Citoleux and Revol. 

2. Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, edited by Dr. Arthur 
Armaingaud, Paris, Louis Conard, 1924-1941, 12 volumes. 

3. Montaigne, Essais, edited by Maurice Rat, Paris, Garnier, 
1962, 2 volumes. 

4. Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, edited by Albert Thibaudet 
and Maurice Rat, Paris, Gallimard (Pleiade), 1962, 1791pp. 

5. Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, edited by Robert Barral and 
Pierre Michel, Paris, Editions du Seuil, (L'Integrale), 1967, 623pp. 

6. Montaigne, The Complete Essays of Montaigne, translated 
by Donald M. Frame, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1958, 883pp. 

7. Montaigne, Journal de voyage en Italie par la Suisse et 
l'Allemagne en 1580 et 1581, edited by Maurice Rat, Paris, Garnier, 
1955, 299pp. 



Floyd Gray's comprehensive study of Montaigne's style, although not 

treating the particular area of this treatise, is an excellent and 

thorough presentation of the main characteristics of Montaigne's style 

8 in the Essais. Gilbert Mayer has made a study of images in the Essais 

9 with a section on military images which has been useful. Michael Met-

schies devoted a study to Montaigne's quotations,"^ and Walter Schnabel 

focused on Montaigne's metaphors;^ both of these studies treat mili

tary elements applicable to their areas of study. Since it was not 

the object of these studies to focus particularly on the military as

pects of style, they treat these aspects rather summarily. Montaigne's 

style is influenced by military involvement only in certain ways. Ex

amination of syntax, orthography or phonology was unfruitful. It is in 

the larger aspects of style where Montaigne's military background has 

its impact. Therefore, the stylistic analysis has been limited mainly 

to anecdotal, metaphorical, and quotational structures and language as 

used according to cultural grouping. The stylistic study will not be 

exhaustive, but rather it will mark the extent of stylistic penetration 

8. Floyd Gray, Le style de Montaigne, Paris, Nizet, 1958, 262pp. 

9. Gilbert Mayer, "Les images dans Montaigne, d'apres le 
chapitre de 1'institution des enfants," Melanges de philologie et 
d'histoire litteraire, offerts a Edmond Huguet, Paris, Societe des 
textes frangais modernes, 1940, 488pp. 

10. Michael Metschies, Zitat und Zitierkunst in Montaignes 
Essais, Geneve, Droz, 1966, 94pp. 

11. Walter Schnabel, "Montaignes Stilkunst, eine Untersuchung 
vornehmlich auf Grund seiner Metaphern," Sprache und Kultur der Ger-
manisch-romanischen Volker, Breslau, Priebatsch, 1930, Band VI, 141pp. 
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from Montaigne's moral involvement with war. The statistical element 

in the work is not designed to develop mathematical conclusions. Its 

sole purpose is to show the reflection on Montaigne's style which his 

military involvement caused. 

The second part of the study, concerning the moral attitudes 

of Montaigne relative to war and to man in war and in peace, will be 

more thorough. There is no dearth of critics on Montaigne's moral im

peratives. There is hardly a critic who, writing on Montaigne's ideas, 

has not commented on his moral attitudes. So extensive are the studies 

on Montaigne that his moral attitudes are commonplace amongst his crit

ics. The problem is resolved into a selection of the significant crit

ics bearing upon this study. For a general and comprehensive treatment 

of his moral attitudes, Alexander Vinet, Gustave Lanson, Dr. Arthur Ar-

maingaud, Jean Plattard, Fortunat Strowski and Pierre Villey seem to be 

the most useful. In addition to these authors who have treated moral

ity generally and certain specific subjects, there are others with sig

nificant contributions to understanding Montaigne's attitudes towards 

war and peace. Perhaps one of the most significant thinkers at present 

is Philip Hallie who treats the personal philosopher as a legitimate, 

valuable entity. 

Alphonse Grim, treating -Montaigne's public life and Neal Dow, 

discussing Montaigne's ideas on nature, were helpful in setting the 

background for this study's peculiar emphasis. Armaingaud, Joseph 



Revol, Jean Plattard and Marc Citoleux have written more than sum

marily of Montaigne's involvement with war or the military, Of these, 

the least significant is Citoleux whose desire to prove Montaigne's 

avid military involvement clouds his judgment. Plattard writes sever

al pages on Montaigne's involvement with the military, but it is Ar-

maingaud in an article and Joseph Revol in a pamphlet who have the 

most to say. Joseph Revol studied Montaigne from the viewpoint of a 

military man, and Armaingaud details Montaigne's involvement in war 

without much comment as to Montaigne's moral judgment thereon. How

ever, it is an excellent mise-au-point of Montaigne's declarations 

about the military situation. 

Having made this study, it seems that certain areas of 

Montaigne's thoughts indicate possibilities for further study. A full-

length study might be profitable considering the paradoxical in Mon

taigne. I do not think that sufficient has been yet said of Montaigne 

and the struggle between good and evil. A third area of investigation 

might be into the reality of Montaigne's memory. 

Sainte-Beuve perhaps started the parade of scholars who recog

nized the value of style; he found that "... une des grandes causes 

du succes de Montaigne, et meme la condition essentielle et unique, 

sans laquelle tout le reste eut ete comme non avenu, 1'instrument de 

12 son charme et sa vraie baguette d'enchantement, c'est son style." 

12. Charles Augustin Sainte-Beuve, Port-Royal, Paris, 
Hachette, 1901, vol. 2, pp. 444-45. 
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This would not necessarily disavow those studies which have ignored 

Montaigne's style, but it would suggest that a study of style in con

nection with any other aspect of Montaigne's writings would not be a-

miss. Among the various studies dissecting the Essais, it must be 

realized that the latter are a whole, and as such Montaigne wanted 

them to appear. Accordingly, it is pleasant to find Philip Hallie 

also convinced that the Essais were not fragmented by additions. 

Great scholars like Pierre Villey have traced the evolution 
of some aspects of these ideas through the various editions 
of the Essais published in Montaigne's lifetime. But after 
all, Montaigne signed his name to the totality of the Essais. 
He did not progress beyond any of them in the sense of repu
diating them.^ 

In accord with my conviction that the Essais in their present critical 

form are the way Montaigne wished them to be received and read, 

the isolation of various stylistic and conceptual features for ex

amination in the light of Montaigne's evironment will only be used to 

aid in understanding the work in its entirety. 

I have absorbed some of the spirit of Montaigne, and appre

ciate his criticism of scholars: (C) "Les sgavans a qui touche la 

jurisdiction livresque, ne connoissent autre prix que celuy de l'eru-

dition et de l'art ..." (II,xvii,657). Although it is valuable to 

know what the critics through the last couple of centuries have said 

about Montaigne and the Essais, I am not making a study of the critics. 

13. Philip P. Hallie, The Scar of Montaigne, An Essay in 
Personal Philosophy, Middletown, Connecticut, Wesleyan University 
Press, 1966, p. xvii of the Introduction. 
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I am studying Montaigne and the Essais. Each critic sees what he wants 

to see in the writings of Montaigne in spite of the attempt at objec

tivity. I suspect that my bias will show as much as that of others 

since I am analyzing a particular element in the thoughts and actions 

of the first Essayist. 

Montaigne's profound interest in man and in himself makes 

morality a principle area of profitable investigation in the Essais. 

Lanson,"^ Hallie (p.xvii) jLevis-Mirepoix,^^ and Gide"*"^ all warn that 

it is not appropriate to Montaigne's style and purpose in writing the 

essays to try to put a too rigid order into his thought or style. This 

certainly is true, for Montaigne is a "personal philosopher" as Hallie 

would say, who makes prescriptions for others only as they see them in 

reading the thoughts of Montaigne. Therefore, the examination of the 

comments of Montaigne on aspects of war and on the military situation 

will establish some loose patterns constructed out of the passages 

gathered throughout the Essais. It will not be the pattern established 

by Montaigne, and will therefore be artificial to the extent that one 

set of structured ideas will be forced into another. Nevertheless, 

one can come to some conclusions, by studying these passages, as to 

the moral attitudes of Montaigne, and that is the purpose of the study. 

14. Gustave Lanson, "La vie morale selon les Essais de Mon
taigne," Revue des Deux Mondes, jan-fev, 1924, vol. 19, p. 851. 

15. Le Due de Levis-Mirepoix, "Montaigne et l'individualisme," 
La Revue Universelle, 1, Serie No. 58, 25 mai 1943, p. 721. 

16. Andre Gide, Essai sur Montaigne, Paris, Schiffrin 
(edition de la Pleiade), 1929, p. 12. 
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Moral attitudes cannot exist without opposites, and this is 

one of the major tenets of Montaigne's submission to nature and his 

acceptance of the natural fact of war's existence. He believes that 

there is no good without evil, no happiness without unhappiness, and 

no virtue without vice (III,xii,1047,B; III,viii,934,B; I,xx,95-6,C). 

Ronsard set the same idea to verse: 

Ainsi plaist au seigneur de nous exerciter, 
Et entre bien et mal laisser l'homme habiter, 
Comme le marinier qui conduit son voyage 
Ores par le beau temps et ores par l'orage. 

Now, man is the only one of the Greatures on the earth who can perceive 

this polarity of life, and Montaigne is one of the men of the sixteenth 

century who is most acutely conscious of this polarity of men and 

things. Therefore, he makes a strong point of his judgment as opposed 

to simply filling the head with knowledge. Judgment cannot be exer

cised without differences, and the differences most studied by Montai

gne reside in the violent nature of men; another is found in his love 

for order. "La curiosite de Montaigne," says Strowski, "ne s'applique, 

ne s'interesse qu'a l'Momme."^'' Indeed, Montaigne's study of man, 

since his nature is contradictory, necessitates moral judgment in 

which individual and group demands are examined. 

Since the time of Erasmus, men have variously occupied them

selves with the abstract concept of war, and since the First World War, 

16. Pierre de Ronsard, "Discours des miseres de ce temps," 
Oeuvres completes, Paris, Gallimard (Pleiade), 1950, vol. 2, p. 544. 

17. Fortunat Strowski, Montaigne, Paris, Alcan, 1906, p. 134. 
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there has been a very considerable amount of thinking on the concept of 

18 war. Perhaps one of the foremost scholars on war is Quincy Wright 

who has digested what thinkers have said about war and who has done 

considerable thinking about it himself. Among the multitudinous defi

nitions of war that he lists I will paraphrase a workable definition 

which will guide the discussion of this treatise. War is violent con

flict between recognizable groups of world society marked in time by 

periods of a cessation of violence which is defined as peace. At least 

one side of the belligerents must consider their cause as legal where

as both sides generally consider that their cause is just. 

Montaigne will not give us any such definition, since he does 

not presume to preach so much as to expose. However, in the exposi

tion of his ideas about life,we shall see his position on war and man's 

role in war and peace. Armaingaud points out that Montaigne's moral 

19 position is independent of religion and Friedrich concurs: 

Wenn nun Montaigne von "science morale" spricht, so klingt 
darin zwar der altere Begriff der "philosophia moralis" an. 
Nach antiker Auffassung bildete diese das erste Glied der 
dreigliedrigen Philosophie und hatte sich mit der Erkennt-
nis des hochsten Gutes und der sittlichen Lebensfiihrung zu 
bes cha f ti gen. 

18. Quincy Wright, A Study of War, (abridged edition), 
Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1964, 451pp. 

19. Dr. Arthur Armaingaud, "La morale de Montaigne," Revue 
politique, CXVIII, 1923, p. 139. 

20. Hugo Friedrich, Montaigne, Bern, A. Francke, 1949, p. 222. 



O "I 
So Montaigne's attitude about war will be less a Christian ethic 

than that of the philosophers, moralists and thinkers of antiquity. 

Since man is the center of morality, both for the philosopher of an

tiquity and for Montaigne, Revol rightly points out, from the 

vision of an army officer, that man in war is and always will be the 

central figure regardless of the magnitude of the weapons at his dis

posal: "Ce n'est pas le canon qui tue; c'est l'homme qui le pointe. 

II faut done sans cesse envisager l'homme, et c'est la contribution de 

22 Montaigne...." In war or in peace, then, it is man, the moral agent, 

who is the object of Montaigne's scrutiny; man who is capable, in a 

moral sense, of being more virtuous than God (as Moirtaigne saw Him, II, 

xv,613; II,xxix), since God acts correctly by nature and man must make 

the right thing happen by decision and action against adversity. 

Military conflict is a fertile ground for testing man and the 

principal stone on which Montaigne sharpened his judgment. Montaigne's 

examination of war and man'3 moral involvement in it does not take 

place in a vacuum. Therefore, the milieu he lived in (parents and 

family traditions, societal pressures and education) has its role in 

shaping the thoughts of Montaigne. It will be found that he is more 

bound to the traditions than a modern pacifist would like to admit. 

21. Paul Ramsey, War and the Christian Conscience, Durham, 
N.C., Duke University Press, 1961, pp. xiii and xiv, (subtitled: How 
Shall Modern War be Conducted Justly). 

22. Joseph Revol, Montaigne et l'art militaire, Paris, 
Chapelot, 1911, p. 20. 



However, he is neither so bound to them that he ignores the new 

ideas that float on the wind nor is he a determinist (II,xxix,709), for 

both of these extremes would have impaired the use of his judgment. He 

recognized that living brought problems, many of which were so fine as 

to make decisions uncertain. His solution was to (A) "... se rejetter 

au parti ou il y a plus d'honnestete et de justice; et puis qu'on est 

en doute du plus court chemin, tenir tousjours le droit..." (I,xxiv, 

128). In the exercise of this judgment, Montaigne will not condemn 

international war except for reasons of private interest void of pub

lic utility. He would not so much condemn civil war as the lax and 

undisciplined way in which it was conducted; nevertheless, he laid the 

blame on the doorstep of the Protestants. 

Montaigne's consciousness of his being and his environment is 

as acute as that of any person who has lived. Villey says of him: 

"Sa discipline consistera essentiellement dans 1'observation des faits 

-et dans la soumission a leufs suggestions.... C'est de la connaissance 

de la nature humaine que Montaigne tirera ses regies pratiques et un-

iquement de cette connaissance."^ It is a bit strong to say that 

Montaigne restricts himself to man's nature. It would require us to 

ignore his defense of Raymond Sebond and like treatises in other es

says. He was a great observer of Nature, the whole of it, and from 

the entirety of it he drew his rules of conduct. "Fortune" and the 

23. Pierre Villey, Les sources & 1'evolution des Essais de 
Montaigne, Paris, Hachette, 1908, t. I, p. 28. 
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larger concept of "iktureMboth play a role in his concept of war and 

man in war and in peace. Furthermore, his observation of man in war 

and peace shapes his concept of Fortune and Nature. Fortune is the 

unseen, fateful enemy of both protagonists, and Nature later eclipses 

the place of arbitrary Fortune and serves as a vague set of undefined 

rules which should guide man and combattants in war and peace. With 

the increased emphasis on the role of Nature, both cosmic and indi

vidual, Montaigne accords new emphasis on peace. 

He never considers peace in the temporal sense of the concept 

as a permanently attainable phenomenon in society as a whole. In fact, 
m 

he hardly even uses the word. Montaigne was too preoccupied with the 

reality of life in which "Valuable ideas were conceived and tested..." 

A # 

says Parslow. A second feature which prevented Montaigne from giving 

much attention to peace was in the authoritarian atmosphere of the six

teenth century: "La morale du moyen-age repose essentiellement sur le 

25 principe d'autorite..." notes Villey, and in spite of the stirrings 

of the Renaissance, the authority of the traditions of the Middle Ages 

weighed heavily on the French nobility of Montaigne's time. Indeed, 

Montaigne recognized long before the atom bomb and Jaspers that "Da 

der Zustand nie der der vollendeten Gerechtigkeit sein kann, so ist er 

24. Morris Parslow, Montaigne's Composition: a Study of the 
Essays of the Third Book, Unpublished dissertation, Princeton Uni
versity, 1954, p. 18. 

25. Villey, Les Sources et 1'evolution des -Essays de 
Montaigne, t. I, p. 6. 



26 nur der Zustand des Rechts, der imraer noch Unrecht einschliefjt... 

In view of this realization, Montaigne will concentrate on the only 

guaranteeable peace: that of inner, individual peace. Keller says of 

the anti-war writings of the humanists "... it was they who were most 

unreliable in their anti-war position and who most easily lost sight 

of the moral question of who was the aggressor. ... it is they who 

most readily turned their backs on the principle of peace....Mon

taigne does not so much turn his back on peace, for he does not really 

broach the issue except as it applies to the individual. And the type 

of peace on which he focuses his concentration (inner peace) could be 

absent in civil peace or present in military conflict. 

One could almost make an axiom respecting genius: the more 

intelligent the individual, the more varied will be his interests and 

consequently the more contradictory will appear his actions and atti

tudes when they are separated by time. Montaigne too, is contradic-

* 

tory in his attitudes about war and his actions in the face of war. 

The prestigious Dr. Armaingaud in commenting on Montaigne's evaluation 

of himself as inconstant (see "De l'inconstance de nos actions," II,i, 

335,B) states: "... il a au contraire montre un esprit tres resolu, 

26. Karl Jaspers, Die Atombombe und die Zukunft des Menschen, 
Politisches BewuBtsein in unserer Zeit, Miinchen, R. Piper & Co. 
verlag, 1962, p. 17. 

27. Abraham C. Keller, "Anti-war Writing in France, 1500-
1560," PMLA, LXVII, March 1952, Number 2, p. 245. 



tres un et tres constant."^® There are those elements of Montaigne's 

personality and up-bringing which allow a constancy that is remarkable 

in view of other conflicting concepts; however, there is not only a 

contrast in his attitudes and in his actions but an evolution in the 

two realms of character and behavior as to military environment. Mon

taigne did not remain paralyzed between his natural predilection for 

calm and his ambition for military renown. Hallie correctly places 

Montaigne as "... an active moderate, acting to help cure a diseased 

France.He tried to walk between the two religious ideologies while 

maintaining the right of the old and condemning the new. Montaigne 

realized before Wright that "The internal and external advocates of 

change usually gained more from war than the advocates of stability. 

... Thus wise defenders of the status quo usually preferred propaganda 

30 ... or legal argument as methods of settling controversies..." Con

tradictory as was Montaigne's character (lethargic and ambitious), he 

managed to walk extremely successfully between the extremes. 

Since the Essais were written over a period of twenty years, 

it is obvious that there is an element of evolution in thought and ac

tion. Villey set the pattern for subsequent studies of evolution, but 

what seems more surprising is the degree of constancy some aspects of 

his military involvement manifest. Wright, speaking of the end of the 

28. Armaingaud,Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, vol. 1, p. 105. 

29. Hallie, p. 9. 

30. Wright, p. 49. 
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Middle Ages and of the sixteenth century, declares that "European civi

lization seems to have sprung from very warlike primitive peoples" (p. 

37). He notes further that France participated in forty-seven percent 

of the European wars between 1480 and 1940 (pp. 52-3), and he comments 

some forty pages later that "...during those periods wars undertaken in 

the name of Christian solidarity or for the promotion of justice were 

usually really intended solely for princely aggrandizement or plunder" 

(p. 95). Montaigne says so (II,xii,443), and in the reading of the 

Eesais chronologically, one feels the change that takes place in him. 

Jasinski comments on the effect the turmoil of the time had 

on the production of political and historical prose and says "Les 

guerres civiles multiplient ... et ... suscitent les apologies, les 

temoignages...."31 Montaigne, who starts his career de la robe aonrte 

absorbed with the responsibilities of the gentleman of France and with 

ambitions of military grandeur succumbs gradually to the other polar 

tendancy of his character: the calm, moral-philosopher. Villey says: 

"Tout ce travail litteraire prouve incontestablement que la pensee 

Q 9 
frangaise avait alors un gout marque pour les idees morales...." 

This is a natural course for the intellectuals of the time. The thesis 

of Citoleux, that the real Montaigne was an ardent theologian and 

31. Rene Jasinski, Histoire de la litterature frangaise, 
Paris, Nizet, 1965, pp. 142, 145. 

32. Villey, Les sources et 1'evolution des Essais..., t. I, 
p. 18. 
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33 34 soldier, the comments of Griin along with the affirmations of Strow-

35 ski (p. 132) and Plattard that the manuscript stolen by one of Mon

taigne's valets was designed to make a comparative study of weapons 

all point to Montaigne's early militaristic attitude. 

From one who could best sense it, Revol accurately portrays 

Montaigne's attitude on the relative value of military courage to moral 

courage: "Quoi qu'il en soit, le courage militaire est, en definitive, 

fort chancelant; les appetits individuels 1'aiguillonnent, le soutien-

nent souvent au detriment de l'interet commun. ... Montaigne place 

bien au-dessus de lui le courage moral, celui du philosophe" (p.25). 

Moral courage based on one's personal philosophy both in and out of 

war is the viable courage. Montaigne does not abandon his early 

positions on military customs in the light of political necessities 

(as he sees them), but his new emphasis on the individual who must 

face the responsibilities of war and of peace eclipses his early 

interest in the tactical aspects of war. With minor reservations, 

1 can accept Lanson's reflection on the evolution of Montaigne's 

attitudes on war and politics: "Sans exaltation chevaleresque, par 

un lent pregres de reflexion, il est enfin arrive a soumettre 

33. Marc Citoleux, Le vrai Montaigne, theologien et soldat, 
Paris, Lethielleux, 1937, 317pp. 

34. Alphonse Griin, La vie publique de Michel Montaigne, 
Paris, Amyot, 1855, pp. 168, 347-62. 

35. Jean Plattard, Montaigne et son temps, Paris, Boivin, 
1933, p. 133. 
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Of. 
entlerement la politique a la morale." As almost the last act of his 

writing, Montaigne looks back wistfully at the military career that was 

and that might have been greater. He is a reservist soldier as long as 

he has the strength for it. 

I hope this study will not give Montaigne undue torment, 

wherever he is, through any gross misjudgment. In undertaking this 

study, I also fall under the barb of Montaigne's satire: (B) "II y a 

plus affaire a interpreter les interpretations qu'a interpreter les 

choses, et plus de livres sur les livres que sur autre subject: nous 

ne faisons que nous entregloser. Tout fourmille de commentaires; 

d'auteurs, il en est grand cherte" (III,xiii,1069). Montaigne was 

not particularly interested in analyzing the books he read, but in 

drawing wisdom from them. By extension, what W.F. Jackson Knight says 

in the introduction to the Aeneid is also applicable to Montaigne. He 

indicates that in order for Virgil to develop such a great style, "... 

he needed to read and remember a very great number of books, and let 

his own phrases, and therefore the form of his own thought, grow out 

of them...."37 Each reader sees in the Essais what pleases him. For 

most readers it has been the honest exposition of the soul of a forth

right man they enjoy in the Essais. For me, in the examination of 

36. Gustave Lanson, "La vie morale selon les Essais de 
Montaigne," Revue des Deux Mondes, p. 841. 

37. Virgil, The Aeneid, tr. W.F. Jackson Knight, Baltimore, 
Penguin, 1956, p. 17. 
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Montaigne and his moral attitudes on the politico-military situation of 

his time and on man in nature, he represents the sane attitude for the 

individual in both peace and war. I suggest that Wright's analysis of 

war and man is a propos: 

The evidence of contemporary primitive cultures, of contem
porary apes, and of the remains of prehistoric man suggests 
that forms of violence have always been widespread among men, 
though there has always been much variation in warlikeness 
among groups. No golden age of peace existed at any stage of 
human history, nor did any iron age of continual war. Neither 
the Rousseauan nor the Hobbesian concept of natural man is 
adequate (p. 22). 

One can find an answer in Montaigne who shows the mean between 

Rousseau and Hobbes, both of whom would have done well to have studied 

Montaigne more carefully. The Essais of Montaigne do indeed present 

the universe of man through this very particular man, Michel Eyquem 

de Montaigne. 



CHAPTER 2 

MILITARY EXAMPLES AND ANECDOTES 

Of all the features of style which bear the influence of Mon

taigne's military involvement, war-stories are the most representative 

of Montaigne's first form of presenting himself. They show him less in 

that they are borrowed from personal observance of the military events 

surrounding him and from the histories of conflict with which his li

brary was endowed. These anecdotes form a voluminous portion of the 

Essais and reveal Montaigne through the type of anecdote he selects and 

what he adds to the story. 

Montaigne in Search of Wisdom 

Military-associated anecdotes utilized in this study generally 

illustrate a certain idea Montaigne is considering, or they serve as a 

point of departure for a discussion. Therefore the terms "anecdote" 

and "example," though not synonymous, will be used interchangeably. An 

illustration taken from the mechanics of ordering this study shows the 

reason for the above statement. In first taking notes from the Essais, 

the anecdotes concerning group conflict were recorded on 4 x 6 cards. 

Pondering the grouping of these anecdotes, and placing them in logical

ly, related categories, it became obvious that these anecdotes fell into 

groups according to morally applicable categories: courage, valiancy, 

grandeur, glory, virtue, clemency, compassion, and their opposites. So, 

for the most part, Montaigne's anecdotes exemplify something. 

20 
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Montaigne's early sources of wisdom are varied, but a very sub

stantial dose of history was his fare. History, and mostly military in 

nature, was his favorite source of anecdotes: (A) "J'ayme les Histor-

iens ou fort simples ou excellens...qui...nous laissent le jugement en-

tier pour la cognoissance de la verite" (II,x,417). The annotated 

section of the critical text indicates the extent of his studies in his

tory. At the end of his essay on books, (II,x), he shows both his ex

clusion of common people in his preference for nobility, and his faith 

in historians, especially those who make history. Referring to Guil-

laume Du Bellay, who, along with his brother, Martin, compiled their 

memoirs between 1513 and 1547, he says: (A) "...ce qu'on peut faire 

icy de profit, c'est par la deduction particuliere des batailles et ex

ploits de guerre ou ces gentilshommes se sont trouvez..." (II,x,420). 

Famous historians appear and reappear: Froissart, Bodin, Bouchet, Gui-

chardin, Gomara, Goulard, Plutarch, Quintus Curtius Rufus, Herodotus, 

Diodorus Siculus, Tacitus and Xenophon, to name only the most important 

ones appearing in the first three annotated pages of text (pp. 1223-5). 

Montaigne's use of military anecdotes is extensive and continu

ous throughout the Essais, but not so much in Book III as in the first 

two books. He never ceases his search for wisdom; it is in Book I and 

Book II that he seeks it most outside of himself. By 1578 he has begun 

to analyse his own writing and dependence on others for wisdom: (A) " 

"C'est icy purement l'essay de mes facultez naturelles...et qui me sur-

prendra d'ignorance, il ne fera rien contre moy, car a peine respondroy-

je a autruy de mes discours...(II,x,407). He recognizes his dependence 



on others for wisdom. His humility is almost humorous in the following 

statement: (A) "Qui sera en cherche de science, si la pesche ou elle se 

loge: il n'est rien dequoy je face moins de profession. Ce sont icy 

mes fantasies, par lesquelles je ne tasche point a donner a connoistre 

les choses, mais moy..." (II,x,407), which shows him in transition away 

from a servile reliance on borrowings. Montaigne seems to feel, in the 

following post-1588 insert, a little ashamed of his intellectual capaci

ty, and his extensive reading which he does not accept as being very 

meritorious: (C) "Et si je suis homme de quelque legon, je suis homme 

de nulle retention. ... Qu'on ne s'attende pas aux matieres, mais a la 

fagon que j'y donne" (II,x,408). In the (A) passage above, written a-

bout 1578, he does not feel that what he says is as important as how he 

says it. No doubt he is conscious of the amount of borrowing he has 

done. This self-consciousness is more apparent in a comment he made be

fore 1576, which brings his writings into analogy with a painting: 

(A) ...le vuide tout au tour, il le remplit de crotesques, 
qui sont peintures fantasques, n'ayant grace qu'en la var-
iete et estrangete. Que sont-ce icy aussi, a la verite, 
que crotesques et corps monstrueux, rappiecez de divers 
membres, sans certaine figure, n'ayantsordre, suite ny 
porportion que fortuite? (I,xxviii,183). 

This is a contradiction to hold this patchwork of anecdotes in disdain, 

and yet invite us to value his style and content. Montaigne winks at us. 

Justification of these books "rappiecez de divers membres" con

cerns him to his very last comments: (C) "Qu'on voye, en ce que j'em-

prunte, si j'ay sgeu choisir de quoy rehausser mon propos. Car 



je fay dire aux autres ce que je ne puis si bien dire, tantost par 

foiblesse de mon langage, tantost par foiblesse de mon sens" (II,x,408). 

It is not just a question of quotations appearing as part of the text 

or separated from the text, but of all his borrowings, including anec

dotes. Montaigne's time was not one of copyright laws. Therefore he 

felt only minor twinges of conscience, as noted above, in translating 

passages from Seneca, Cicero, and especially Plutarch from Amyot's 

translation without indicating his source (II,x,408). 

Yes, he is quite aware of the foreign element in his essays — 

perhaps avoiding the reality of the extent of his borrowings: (C) "Je 

ne compte pas mes emprunts, je les poise. Et si je les eusse voulu 

faire valoir par nombre, je m'en fusse charge deux fois autant" (II, 

x,408). But he did borrow extensively from many sources, and the 

value in studying these borrowings is stated by Montaigne himself: (C) 

"Je ne dis les autres, sinon pour d'autant plus me dire" (I,xxvi,148). 

Montaigne has just castigated his contemporaries for being nothing but 

patchwork; and he is in a position to do so, for his essays are not 

just a number of borrowings sewn together. What he borrows, extensive 

as it is, becomes part and parcel of his own being. They are reflec

tions of what he would have said, had they not been said before by 

others. 

Extensive Use of Anecdotes of Military Origin 

No, Montaigne does not count his borrowings; this is his 

"privilege. It is also the privilege of the Montaigne critic to 



perform such a purely mechanical task in order to establish the true 

value of the author's technique. A numerical evaluation of the extent 

of the use of anecdotes elucidates the magnitude of his dependency on 

a commonplace of his time. The use of anecdotes is not a phenomenon 

of the first two books only, though it is true that the number of an

ecdotes in Book III is sharply reduced. It would appear from a 

sampling count that the number of anecdotal examples bearing on mili

tary conflict, compared with all other illustrations, has a higher 

ratio than might be assumed. In an analysis of ten essays picked for 

their relatively moderate content of war stories (five in Book I, three 

in Book II and two in Book III)three-fifths of the total anecdotes 

in these selected essays are war-related. If this could be defini

tively interpreted, more than half of the anecdotes in the Essais are 

military-related. Montaigne used somewhat more than 450 anecdotes of 

military implication, or drawn from incidents of military conflict. 

By far the majority of these examples are found in the first 

two books: about 205 in Book I and about 185 in Book II, leaving about 

65 in Book III. Ignoring introductory comments by Villey in his crit

ical edition and combining half-pages, one can show the relative den

sity of these examples. In Book I, there are 205 anecdotes in 283 

pages or almost one anecdote per one and one-half pages of text. 

43. I,xii (0/4), I,xiii (2/0), I,xiv (32/6), I,lii (3/3), 
I,lxiv (0/1), II,i (2/6), II,xxvii (5/4), II,xxxiii (4/4), III,iii 
(3/1), III,vii (4/2). The first number in parentheses indicates non 
military conflict examples; the second one represents military-asso
ciated examples. 



Since the essays in Book I average about five pages in length, it 

would give an average of three and one-half anecdotes per essay. In 

Book II, there is a lower average of examples in more pages of text: 

184 anecdotes in 419 pages of text, leaving an average of only one 

example per three pages of text; but there are twenty fewer essays, 

allowing an average of five military examples per essay. In Book III, 

the average density of examples per essay remains the same, five, but 

since the number of pages per essay has considerably increased, there 

is an average of five pages of text for each anecdote with military 

significance —66 examples in 313 pages of text. 

There is another way to look at these examples, that of date 

of insertion. Following the critical text established by Villey and 

his "(A)", "(B)", "(C)" designations, an interesting pattern appears. 

Although a comprehensive total of all examples does not figure in 

this study directly, it would appear that the examples bearing on the 

subject of this study follow generally the pattern indicated by the 

conclusions of most Montaigne scholars: that is, he nearly doubled 

Book I and Book II by post-1580 additions. And of the additions sig

nificant for this study, there are nearly three times as many "(C)" 

additions as "(B)" additions. In Book I, there are 106 "(A)" ex

amples, 24 "(B)" examples and 75 "(C)" examples. In Book II, 124 of 

the anecdotes appeared in the 1580 edition, 18 were added in 1588 

and 42 more were included in post-1588 editions. Naturally, Book 

III has no "(A)" examples, but to the 35 anecdotes given in 1588 

he added 31 more after 1588. Looking now at the overall picture, 
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there are about 230 (A) examples, to which were added about 77 (B) ex

amples, and after 1588 there were an additional 148 examples in the 

text. Of course, many of the former examples were altered and en

larged in later reworkings by Montaigne. It should be noted that 

225 (B) and (C) examples compared to 230 (A) examples gives a final 

comparison between the two major portions of Montaigne's creative 

periods. 

Some chapters have few or no examples drawn from military-

related sources; others are replete with, or even ail-inclusively, 

war-associated anecdotes. Fourteen out of the fifty-seven essays in 

Book I have no military-related anecdotes. In Book II, five out of 

thirty-seven have none, while one out of the thirteen essays in Book 

III shows none. Considering only the pages of these fourteen essays 

void of military anecdotes, there are merely forty-four pages without 

any war-related anecdotes. This, of course, does not represent the 

total number of pages without examples in the entire Essais important 

for this treatise. In the text used for this mechanical work of 

counting, 150 pages out of the 250 pages in Book I have no applicable 

anecdotes.^ Therefore, according to the averages I have given above, 

there surely are more examples than one on some of the pages. To cite 

the extremes, his essay "Observations sur les moyens de faire la guerre 

de Julius Caesar" (II,xxxiv) concerns itself almost entirely with 

military conflict, as the title suggests. Here Montaigne gives example 

44. Montaigne, The Complete Essays of Montaigne, Tr. by Donald 
M. Frame (Stanford, California: Stanford U. Press, 1958), 883 pp. 



after example. Or take "Des plus excellents Hommes" (II,xxxvi), where 

again there are about three examples per page. On the other extreme, 

there are those essays in which there are no examples capable of 

interpretation as bearing on military conflict: in Book I, there are 

fourteen. Some of the titles do not suggest that there will be any 

examples of military violence: "Vingt et neuf sonnets d'Estienne de 

la Boetie" (I,xxix), "Des prieres" (I,lxvi), "D'un enfant monstrueux" 

(II,xxx), while others might rather indicate that Montaigne would have 

an example or two: "Des menteurs" (I,viii), "D'un defaut de nos 

polices" (I,xxxv), "Nous ne goustons rien de pur" (II,xx) or "Du re-

pentir" (III,ii); still, no military anecdotes appear in these essays. 

Where Montaigne has used no examples bearing military impli

cation he still may have commented about military conflict. In all, 

then, here are only thirteen essays in which Montaigne does not con

sider military conflict in any aspect: nine in Book I, and four in 

Book II. Although there are no war-related anecdotes in "Du repentir" 

(III,ii) as there are in all the other essays of Book III, he still 

has some comments about war in it. In seven essays having no examples 

of military conflict, Montaigne nevertheless comments on military con

flict. It would appear that his earlier statement: (A) "Le parler 

que j'ayme, c'est un parler ... plustost soldatesque, ..." (I,xxvi, 

171-72), and the later addition (B) "En nostre langage je trouve 

assez d'estoffe, ... car il n'est rien qu'on ne fit du jargon ... de 

nostre guerre, qui est un genereux terrein a emprunter ..." (III,v, 



874) are Montaigne's verbalization of what the preceding statistics 

have proven. If, out of 107 essays, only thirteen have no element of 

concern for some form of military violence, the contention that 

his preoccupation with war and its related involvement is demon

strated. This is not limited to his younger years and the writing of 

the first two volumes of his Essais. 

Contrary to what might generally be assumed, Montaigne's war-

related anecdotes are not confined to the first edition of 1580. With 

the shift in emphasis away from knowing man by observing his fellowmen 

to that of observing himself to know himself and human nature, it is 

normal to see a large drop in military anecdotes. Only anecdotes of 

military or war-related significance were counted in Book III, not all 

anecdotes. It might be interesting to see to what extent all examples 

have been reduced. The concentration of examples drawn from military 

conflict are not necessarily where one might expect them, for example: 

"De l'utile et de l'honneste" (III,i), "De la diversion" (III,iv), 

"Des coches" (III,vi), "De 1'incommodite de la grandeur" (III,vii) — 

these all exceed the average number of examples per number of pages 

for Book III. There is also a sort of middle group: "De trois com

merces" (III,ii), "De l'art de conferer" (III,viii), "De mesnager sa 

volonte" (III,x) and "Des boyteux" (III,xi). Then there is a group 

where anecdotes are more rare: "Sur des vers de Virgile" (III,v), 

"De la vanite" (III,ix), "De la phisionomie" (III,xii) and "De 1'ex

perience" (III,xiii). As noted earlier, "Du repentir" (III,xii) is 

void of war stories. Sixty-six examples do not represent a great 
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many anecdotes, but it is nevertheless only a reduction which is re

flected also in Montaigne's general use of anecdotes in Book III. 

Considering the "(B)" and "(C)" additions to the first edition 

of the Essais, it is shown that Montaigne continues interested 

both in the style he had used in the 1580 books, as well as in the 

subject of war. 

Statisticians generally are careful not to draw improper con

clusions about thair arithmetical delvings where man is concerned. By 

extension, it would not seem appropriate to read more into the figures 

discussed above than what they merit. The statistics may indicate 

more, but they at least show that Montaigne used military-related an

ecdotes extensively; less densely in Book III but not less frequently 

in point of chronology, when on considers the extent of insertions to 

the various editions as they came along. In fact, there is a renewed 

interest in anecdotes after 1588. 

How Montaigne Used Military-related Anecdotes 

Having established the extent of the use of war-related anec

dotes, an examination of the manner in which these anecdotes are used 

is in order. Montaigne is seen not only in what he says but how he 

says it, and military-related anecdotes tell part of the story. 

One of the patterns used throughout the Essais is portrayed in 

the first essay, "Par divers moyens on arrive a pareille fin" (I,i). 

The essay discusses the problem that a vanquished city deals with when 

conquered by an immoderate commander. His opening statement would not 
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indicate anything more than a general altercation —perhaps between 

two persons. It is an opening phrase which seems to be there merely 

to announce the examples he is going to give as illustration. He indi

cates that there are two sides to the question: bluster and bluff or 

composure. One might almost give as a subtitle to the Essais the 

title of this first essay. This is a procedure that he follows re

peatedly: he discusses one series of actions and their results, then 

considers a series of contrary examples having the same results as the 

former. It is not possible to affirm unquestionably his procedure, 

but it would appear that he read the examples that he gives in the 

second and third paragraphs first. Then, having wondered about the 

results of these situations (contrary to nature, both having relative

ly the same result), he cemented these examples with his comments in 

the introductory paragraph and in the sixth and eighth paragraphs. 

For the 1588 edition, Montaigne, having reread the essays and having 

read many other books in the meantime, adds both comments (paragraph 

five) and more examples (the first half of paragraph nine). After the 

1588 edition, he again adds both comments and examples in paragraphs 

seven and nine. The subjects of the anecdotes are important only to 

show the antithetical procedure Montaigne so often used. 

So, this first essay, like many of the essays of the first 

two volumes, is made of examples cemented together by Montaigne's ob

servations. About eighty-five percent of the essay is anecdotes, all 

of which are military in nature. Although the essay is eighty-five 

percent military in nature because of the preponderance of anecdotal 



examples drawn from military history, its main thrust is not military 

at all. What Montaigne already seeks to understand is man. At this 

point, 1571-1572,^ only the "gentleman" is worthy of his examination. 

Reflecting, then, on these anecdotes, he is led to muse: (A) "Certes, 

c'est un subjet merveilleusement vain, divers, et ondoyant que l'horn-

me" (I,i,9). The entire structure that elicits such a remark is built 

on military anecdotes. 

Due to his membership in the "First Estate,many of his 

examples seem to be merely there for the purpose of airing his views 

as a military tactician. In the sixth essay of Book I, "L'heure des 

parlemens dangereuses,"there are ten examples of military conflict in 

nearly as many paragraphs. Taking the paragraphs in order and dating 

them, there is an (A), (C), (A), (C), (C), (A), and (B) distribution; 

thirty-four lines of (A) text, eight lines of (B) and twenty-five 

lines of (C). So this essay was doubled after the first edition. 

The conclusion of all these examples does not appear in the 

final paragraph but in the first. (A) "... chose qui eust eu a l'avan-

ture apparence en un autre siecle. Mais, comme je viens de dire, nos 

fa£ons sont entierement eloignees de ces reigles; et ne se doit atten-

dre fiance des uns aux autres, que le dernier seau d'obligation n'y 

45. Villey, Les Essais de ... Montaigne, p. 7 (note at head 
of essay). 

46. The "Estates" were the social groups of France before the 
Revolution of 1789. The "First Estate" was comprised of nobility, the 
second of clergy and the third of the bourgeoisie and the peasants . 



soit passe: encore y a il lors asses affaire" (I,vi,28), he says 

after describing the defeat of the Protestants at Mussidan near Mon

taigne, in his opening paragraph. In this essay, he does not give 

contrary examples—all the examples both current and from antiquity 

reinforce the idea expressed in the title. Only the first example 

was drawn from Montaigne's experience. This essay seems to show that 

Montaigne, this time, was inspired by the report of events at Mussidan, 

then sought examples to further elucidate the first. In the 1580 

edition, there were five other examples: three from the histories of 

47 French campaigns in Italy, one from Plutarch and one from Cicero. 

The examples added in 1588 (and thereafter) follow the pattern estab

lished for the 1580 edition. Other essays in which military strategy, 

technique, or tactics is the impetus for examples which reinforce the 

theme of the particular essay are: "On est puny pour s'opiniastrer 

a une place sans raison" (I,xv), "De la bataille de Dreux" (I,xlv), 

"Observations sur les moyens de faire la guerre de Jules Caesar" (II, 

xxxiv). 

In the essay "Des armes des Parthes" (II,ix), Montaigne humor

ously criticizes the use of armor, citing as example an incident taken 

from Tacitus' Annates, III,xliii,xlvi: (B) "Tacitus peint plaisamment 

des gens de guerre de nos anciens Gaulois, ainsin armez pour se main-

tenir seulement, n'ayans moyen ny d'offencer, ny d'estre offencez, 

47. Maurice Rat, Montaigne, Essais, Tome I, (Notes 72-78), 
p. 686. 
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ny de se relever abbatus" (II,ix,404). The example from Tacitus has 

been sandwiched in his general tactical conclusion that armor is at 

best a mixed blessing: (A) "S'il se voit quelqu'un tue par le defaut 

d'un harnois, ... Et, ... je croy que l'on trouvera quelque invention 

de nous emmurer pour nous en garentir, et nous faire trainer a la 

guerre enfermez dans des bastions ..." (II,ix,404). Here is a spe

cific case where one can be relatively sure that the historical ex

ample was inserted to illustrate Montaigne's thinking. It also 

indicates his continuing interest in military history. A final il

lustration of Montaigne, the military tactician, (and these few given 

here only represent a sampling) is found in his essay on Julius 

Caesar's ways of waging war. Montaigne finds it very unmilitary of 

Vercingetorix to wall himself up in Alexia (II,xxxiv,741). 

Socio-political Commentary 

Many of his examples or anecdotes, especially in connection 

with religious wars, serve as a vehicle for political or social com

mentary. In the two examples given above, one concerning armor and 

the other concerning cease-fires for negotiations, there are definite 

overtones of social protest. In the latter, Montaigne is not happy 

with the untrustworthiness of commanders of his time; and in the for

mer, he is not in favor of the impersonal, at-a-distance combat that 

gunpowder was introducing into warfare. In the essay "L'histoire de 

Spurina" (II,xxxiii), Montaigne writes considerably about the passions. 

Among the persons he discusses, Julius Caesar figures prominently. 
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For a couple of long paragraphs Montaigne gives several examples of 

"The Passion" of Caesar particularly his clemency during the civil war 

fought between him and Pompey. Here is his last example before his 

evaluation: (A) "II (Caesar) deffendit, le jour de sa grande bataille 

de Pharsale, qu'on ne mit qu'a toute extremite la main sur les citoy-

ens Remains" (II,xxxiii,732). Then his comment shows the relation of 

this military (civil war) example to the way Montaigne used examples 

in the Essais. 

(A) Voyla des traits bien hazardeux, selon mon jugement; et 
n'est pas merveilles si, aux guerres civiles que nous sen-
tons, ceux qui combattent comme luy l'estat ancien de leur 
pays, n'en imitent l'exemple: ce sont moyens extraordinaires, 
et qu'il n'appartient qu'a la fortune de Caesar et a son ad
mirable pourvoyance de heureusement conduire (II,xxxiii,732). 

In other places Montaigne is not so clement for the reformers as in 

this passage where he seems influenced by Caesar's own example. In 

these war-related examples of social involvement, Montaigne generally 

applies the example to the situation of his time. In most of these 

cases, as seems his typical procedure, he has not intended at the 

beginning of the essay to talk of clemency or civil war in France, but 

that is where his thoughts lead. And one suspects that his anecdotes 

and examples lead him at these times. 

In some of the few essays where there are no anecdotes of 

military conflict, there are a few anecdotes which expect the reader 

to understand a situation of military significance. In "Que 1'in

tention juge nos actions" (I,vii), the discussion concerns the direct 

result of politico-military conflict. Henry VII of England was 



delivered to the Duke of Suffolk by Don Philippe under the following 

terms: that the Duke would not kill him so long as the Duke were 

alive. Before his death, the Duke made his son and heir promise to 

have this enemy killed as soon as he had expired. And in "Des men-

teurs" (I,ix), speaking of his poor memory, about which he had a 

depressive obsession, he says he does not want to remember offenses. 

Otherwise he would need a prompter, such as Darius had, who reminded 

him of his defeat at the hands of the Athenians. So, again, the 

allusion refers to a military situation. 

In his essay "Des menteurs," the examples come from politics 

rather than from campaigns. Can this imply that Montaigne saw no 

liars among military leaders? Probably not, but he did read only 

about those that appeared in the history books —those worthy of being 

discussed. The examples, though political in nature, concern war di

rectly. Pope Julius II, reports Montaigne, sent an ambassador to 

England with the commission to incite the King of England to war 

against France. And Francis I kept an ambassador-spy in Milan (from 

where France had been recently expelled by military force) in order to 

protect his interests there. So it would appear, in the first two 

books, that examples of war, serving as many other examples do, give 

rise to his ideas and illustrate the various facets of ideas already 

conceived. Although Montaigne considers all aspects of life around 

him, nothing receives his attention quite like that of man in conflict 

with his surroundings. 



Reflective Aphorisms 

The military-related anecdote is also employed to illustrate 

his reflective aphorisms about man. He examines life in the face of 

death, poverty and pain, drawing on violent conflicts for illustration; 

he talks of corollary skills of great captains: Caesar, Alcibiades 

and Alexander; he examines the morality of certain actions through the 

lives of men in conflict. He discusses through numerous examples the 

favorite subject of the landed nobility and of the knight —tactics of 

war. An example of this application has already been given in con^ 

nection with the discussion of the very first essay showing the organ

ization and use of anecdotes. (A) "Certes, c'est un subject 

merveilleusement vain, divers, et ondoyant que l'homme. II est mal

aise d'y fonder jugement constant et uniforme"(I,i,9). This is an 

aphorism surrounded by military anecdotes. In his essay on solitude 

(I,xxxix) he gives the example of Stilpo who has lost all in war but 

remains calm since he has not lost himself; therefore he has not really 

lost anything that was truly his (I,xxxix,240). To this war-related 

anecdote he inserts a post-1588 humorous comment by the philosopher 

Antisthenes to the same effect; then follows an aphorism pointing to 

his later self-interest: (A) "Certes l'homme d'entendement n'a rien 

perdu, s'il a soy mesme" (I,xxxix,240). This observation is followed 

by another war-related anecdote about Paulinus, Bishop of Nola, (A) 

"Quand la ville de Nole fut ruinee par les Barbares," (p.240)— an 

anecdote in every way analogous to that of Stilpo cited above. The 

Bishop prayed not to be touched by the loss of material things, since 
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they could not ruin what was really his riches. Then follows an aph

orism similar to the one above: (A) "Voyla que c'est de bien choisir 

les thresors qui se puissent affranchir de 1'injure, et de les cacher 

en lieu ou personne n'aille, et lequel ne puisse estre trahi que par 

nous mesmes" (I,xxxix,241). If military or war-associated anecdotes 

indicate the general usage, examples rather than anecdotes are more 

frequent in Book III. 

The manner in which war stories are used in Book III shows con

siderable refinement in technique. One illustration of example and 

aphorism is nevertheless in order. In the following example Montaigne 

opens the paragraph with this comment on man: (B) "Nos plus grandes 

agitations ont des ressorts et causes ridicules" (III,x,1018). Then 

this statement is followed by two sentences each indicating an example 

to illustrate his aphorism: (B) "Combien encourut de ruyne nostre 

dernier Due de Bourgongne pour la querelle d'une charretee de peaux de 

mouton? Et l'engraveure d'un cachet, fut-ce pas la premiere et mais-

tresse cause du plus horrible crollement que cette machine aye onques 

souffert" (III,x,1018)? The second example refers to the rivalry be

tween Marius and Sulla in the first century B.C. and the beginnings of 

civil war in the Roman empire. 

An Exercise in Judgment 

It would appear that in large part, the military anecdotes 

used in the Essais are there to exercise Montaigne's judgment. (C) 

"Le mediter est un puissant estude et plein, a qui sgait se taster 
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et employer vlgoureusement: j'aime mieux forger moil ame que la meubler" 

(III,iii,819). This statement, though accenting the greater concern 

for judgment, must not blind one to the realization that Montaigne may 

also have had an excellent memory. One certainly becomes suspicious 

of this "lack of memory" with which he so often confronts the reader. 

One is reminded of Shakespeare's famous line in Hamlet: "The lady 

48 protests too much, methinks, ..." (III,ii). Continuing the above 

quotation Montaigne says: (C) "La lecture me sert specialement a es-

veiller par divers objects mon discours, a embosongner mon jugement, 

non ma memoyre" (III,iii,819). But what a memory he really has; or 

does he take notes of his reading in order to insert appropriate 

examples throughout the Essaisl Since he mistakes sometimes the spel

ling of a name or the correct detail of some story, one is tempted to 

believe he recalls many of his anecdotes directly from memory. Further

more, Montaigne is continuously conscious—even a bit self-conscious— 

of style. One might think that with all these examples, the reading 

of the Essais would proceed with difficulty. So it might appear to 

someone reading them inattentively; for there are many interruptive 

elements: "Irony and paradox are apparent not only in Montaigne's con

tent but in all kinds of stylistic habits, notably the abruptness of 

48. William Shakespeare, The Complete Works of William 
Shakespeare Comprising his Plays and Poems (London: Spring Books, 
1958), p. 963. 
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syllepsis, oxymoron, and word-play in general.But for the careful 

reader, intent on understanding himself and life, these elements are 

like steps to that goal. Montaigne, overly conscious of the borrow

ings he employed, contrasted his style with that of the great writers 

and thinkers of antiquity: (A) "...a me reconnoistre, au prix de ces 

gens la, si foible et si chetif, si poisant et si endormy, je me fay 

pitie ou desdain a moy mesmes" (I,xxvi,146). It is generally con

ceded that Montaigne felt insecure in the first volumes of his Essais 

both in the direction of his content and in the procedure of style. 

The above quotation he elucidated with his own personal experience 

in reading something written by one of his contemporaries. In the 

following passage, he remarks how boring it was until he came to a 

part quoted from antiquity: 

(A)... au bout d'un long et ennuyeux chemin, je vins a 
rencontrer une piece haute, riche et eslevee jusques aux 
nues. ... c'estoit un precipice si droit et si coupe que, 
des six premieres paroles, je conneuz que je m'envolois 
en 1'autre monde. De la je descouvris la fondriere d'ou 
je venois, si basse et si pro.fonde, que je n'eus onques 
plus le coeur de m'y ravaler (I,xxvi,147). 

This observation, made early in his Essais, chronologically speaking, 

did not seem to deter his continued study, reflecting, borrowing and 

commenting. Just previous to the above experience, he notes how much 

consolation he finds in agreeing with those venerable writers of an

tiquity. He reminds the reader in a post-1588 addition to chapter 

nine of Book III that his book has a unity: :(C) "Mon livre est 

49. Donald M. Frame, Montaigne's Essais, A Study (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1969), p. 89. 
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tousjours un. Sauf qu'a mesure qu'on se met a le renouveller, afin 

que l'acheteur ne s'en aille les mains du tout vuides, ..." (III,ix, 

964). The unity among all the illustrations borrowed from history 

derives from the internalizing nature of Montaigne: (C) "Les livres 

m'ont servi non tant d'instruction que d'exercitation" (III,xii,1039). 

He sharpened his wit on them; he chewed and digested what he read, 

making what he wrote appear as if he were thinking out loud for us. 

What Montaigne chose to include, be it quotation or paraphrase, it is 

representative of him both as to content and as to style. The examples 

and illustrations seem to me part and parcel of Montaigne, as if, in 

the reading, they no longer belong to the original author but to 

Montaigne —that they are part of his memory and his judgment. 

What Sainte-Beuve said about the anecdotes used by Montaigne 

is generally accepted by the Montaigne scholars: "...ce sont des anec

dotes bien contees, ... qu'il enfile a 1'avenant."-*® And I would 

agree, in the light of their use in Book I; less would I accept such 

a statement regarding their use in Book II, and not at all when con

sidering Book III. 

Perhaps, in rereading the Essais later in his life, Montaigne 

saw the real purpose for using examples more clearly than at first. 

He thought of his examples as so much matter on which to exercise 

his mind—ever judgment: (A) "Je prends de la fortune le premier ar

gument. lis me sont egalement bons. Et ne desseigne jamais de les 

50. Sainte-Beuve, Port-Royal, Vol. 2, p. 407. 
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produlre entiers" (1,1,302). He adds in a (C) addition a long passage 

noting that his "... maistresse forme ... est I'ignorance" (1,1,302). 

So, from the beginning, his examples teach him the lessons of life. 

(C) "Les examples nous apprennent, ..." he says in another post-1588 

addition; then he tells what the particular examples he is thinking 

of teach him: 

(C)... et en cette martiale police et en toutes ses sem-
blables, que l'estude des sciences amollit et effemine les 
courages, plus qu'il ne les fermit et aguerrit. Le plus 
fort Estat qui paroisse pour le present au monde, est celuy 
des Turcs; peuples egalement duicts a l'estimation des armes 
et mespris des lettres. Je trouve Rome plus vaillante avant 
qu'elle fust sgavante (I,xxv,143). 

He learned, it would seem, that a strong, military government is de

sirable. It appears that he first put these examples in the text to 

help himself. Having copiously illustrated his text with anecdotes, 

he shows his own vanity when he has felt injudiciously attacked by 

his critics about style: (C) "... si guere d'autres donnent plus a 

prendre en la matiere, et, comment que ce soit, mal ou bien, si nul 

escrivain l'a semee ny guere plus materielle ny au moins plus drue 

en son papier" (I,xl,251). He feels that there is plenty of matter 

there for others to turn over in their minds. If he is not proud of 

his Essais, he is not ashamed of the examples and anecdotes he has 

used: (C) "Je ne les Biistoires] regarde pas seulement par 1'usage 

que j'en tire" (I,xl,251). Although Montaigne does not distinguish 

his military examples in the above statement, it applies to them 

equally because of their importance. An examination of a few 
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specific examples should further clarify the example/anecdote judgment 

process. 

It has been explained that Montaigne often proceded with a 

problem by thesis and antithesis, which is obviously putting one's 

judgment to work. A good example of this is found in "De 1'incerti

tude de notre jugement" (I,xlvii). The problem is the effectiveness 

of the general or supreme leader of an army. The thesis is his pre

servation; the antithesis is his loss of effectiveness when his pre

servation is uppermost in his consideration (I,xlvii,283-84). After 

recounting how Pyrrhus nearly lost a battle saving his own life 

through hiding his identity, he gives several examples illustrating 

both sides; and this passage added after 1588 shows his interest here 

had not flagged: (C) "... Alexandre, Caesar, Lucullus aimoient a se 

marquer au combat par des accoustremens et armes riches, de couleur 

reluisante et particuliere: Agis, Agesilaus et ce grand Gilippus, au 

rebours, alloyent a la guerre obscurement couverts et sans attour im

perial" (I,xlvii,284). Montaigne does not resolve the problem; for 

the examples on opposing sides leave his judgment suspended, in his 

great catch-all of indecision—fortune: (A) "Ainsi nous avons bien 

accoustume de dire avec raison que les evenemens et issues dependent, 

notamment en la guerre, pour la pluspart, de la fortune, laquelle ne 

se veut pas renger et assujectir a notre discours et prudence, ..." 

(I,xlvii,286). Hopefully, Montaigne will not mind a trick of his 

own manner used on him. This next illustration is itself antithetical 

to the one given above. He gives an anecdote about Socrates, as told 



by Alcibiades through Plato, in which Socrates was very much in control 

of his destiny. Socrates, though having to retreat, maintained such a 

proud and resolute bearing that no one dared attack him in his retreat. 

Montaigne's judgment concludes: (B) "Voila le tesmoignage de ce grand 

capitaine, qui nous apprend, ce que nous essayons tous les jours, 

qu'il n'est rien qui nous jette tant aux dangers qu'une faim incon-

sideree de nous en mettre hors" (III,vi,900). Really, judgment is 

what Montaigne is concerned with from beginning to end. He studied 

historical anecdotes and exercised his judgment through them. Many of 

these were military anecdotes. 

Analysis of Book III 
with its Differences from Books I and II 

In Book III, Montaigne makes a much more integrated use of ex

amples and anecdotes. Anecdotes are shorter and fewer in relation to 

the amount of personal commentary. He relies more on examples of a 

few lines. The differences lie both with style and with content. 

More than anything else, it is my opinion that Montaigne's difference 

in focus, in attitude, and in subject changes the style. The dichoto

my of style between the first two books and Book III is more a result 

of Montaigne's 180-degree shift of focus for the study of man than a 

conscious change in style—that is, the style changes, not because 

Montaigne has become so much better a writer stylistically (although, 

naturally he has improved), but because he has consciously decided to 

portray himself. There is sufficient material to study within his own 
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soul without spending so much time elsewhere. Does he abandon his 

studies in history and in antiquity in this shift? Not at all. The 

critics are not generally too kind to Montaigne when considering the 

style of the 1580-edition of the Essais. Most of them fall in line 

behind Sainte-Beuve: "... ce sont des anecdotes bien contees ... 

qu'il enfile a l'avenant. II en tire courte matiere a morale, mais a 

une morale toute simple et comme admise de tous, et qui semble n'etre 

la que comme un fil leger et flottant pour 1'aider a assortir tant 

bien que mal ses histoiresEloquently and bitingly stated, and 

there are few who would not agree with this observation. Others have 

preferred to be more objective. In La Utterature frangaise edited by 

Joseph Bedier and Paul Hazard, Villey notes the two major ways that 

anecdotes are used by Montaigne: 

Ses developpements du debut se ramenent a deux types. Voici 
le premier; il cite un exemple qui l'a frappe, en ajoute 
quelques autres pour confirmer ou pour contredire, rappelle 
une sentence qu'il a tiree d'un auteur ancien. ... Voici son 
second procede: au lieu de paytir d'un exemple, il part d'une 
idee ou d'un theme general...."' 

Montaigne, who appears insecure in Books I and II, depends on the au

thority of other authors. In Book III, he will need their help less, 

but he will not abandon it. 

An analysis of three essays in Book III will illustrate the 

shift in attitude and the consequent shift in style. It is to be 

51. Sainte-Beuve, Port-Royal, Vol. 2, p. 407. 

52. Pierre Villey, "Montaigne," La litterature franqaise, 
edited by Joseph Bedier and Paul Hazard (Paris: Larousse, 1948, Vol. ]), 
p. 281, (updated by Raymond Lebegue and Jean Baillou). 



expected that we might find examples to illustrate his thought since 

this has been a constant method in the previous volumes. In Books I 

and II one is not always positive whether the example or the idea came 

first. One can be a little more sure in the third volume—but not 

much. Apart from the title of this essay, "De 1'utile et de l'hon-

neste" (III,i), Montaigne's opening maxim gives direction to the 

essay: (B) "Personne n'est exempte de dire des fadaises. La malheur 

est de les dire curieusement" (III,i,790). He then quotes a line from 

Terence seconding his thoughts; afterwards, he continues his reflec

tions: "Cela ne me touche pas. Les miennes m'eschappent aussi non-

challamment qu'elles le valent. D'oii bien leur prend. Je les quit-

terois soudain, a peu de coust qu'il y eust. Et ne les achette, ny 

les vens que ce qu'elles poisent" (III,i,790). After stating again 

that he writes as he speaks, he announces that one need not accept him 

alone as worth believing: (B) "Je parle au papier comme je parle au 

premier que je rencontre. Qu'il soit Dray, voiay dequoy" (III,i,790, 

italics mine). This last line shows his continued tendency to sup

port his thoughts with examples. Then follows an example of Tiberius' 

answer to the possibility of being rid of his worst enemy, a German 

leader, Arminius: (B) "II fit responce que le peuple Romain avoit 

accoustume de se venger de ses ennemis par voye ouverte, les armes en 

main, non par fraude et en cachette. Il quitta futile pour I'hon-

neste" (III,i,790, italics mine). 

Suddenly, with that last line, one is back to wondering if he 

had not been inspired by having read this anecdote in the Annals of 
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Tacitus. In fact, the position of the example (second paragraph), the 

way he introduces the subject, and the similarity of his final comment 

in the anecdote to the title all suggest that the essay found its or

iginal inspiration and impetus in the anecdote from Tacitus. From 

this initial anecdote, he seems to write as the ideas logically follow 

one another. The entire essay starts, as it were, from this one 

politico-military anecdote.. 

Having posed, in essence, the problem of good and evil with 

its attendant subtleties, Montaigne says: (B) "Nostre bastiment, et 

public et prive, est plain d'imperfection. Mais il n'y a rien d'in-

utile en nature; non pas l'inutilite mesmes; ..." (Ill,i,790). He 

first examines the useful and honorable in public functions; then in 

individuals, and exposes his own processes in the face of public and 

private decisions where there is a conflict of moral action. He says 

that he prefers floating between two opposing camps and would take a 

candle both to Saint Michael and to his serpent (III,i,792). Having 

stated this position he proceeds again with two politico-military an

ecdotes for the sake of focus and support: (B) "Fut-ce pas Atticus, 

lequel se tenant au juste party, et au party qui perdit, se sauva par 

sa moderation en cet universel naufrage du monde, parmy tant de mu

tations et diversitez" (III,i,792) and a longer one about Gela, tyrant 

of Syracuse. What is seen here is that Montaigne continues to punc

tuate his ideas with anecdotal illustrations in Book III. There are 

six more military-related anecdotes in this essay, with which Montai

gne illustrates his position or a maxim. The maxims and the sentence 
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which precede the fifth example will suffice for my own illustration: 

(B) "Je suy le langage commun, qui faict difference entre les choses 

utiles et les honnestes; si que d'aucunes actions naturelles, non 

seulement utiles, mais neccessaire, il les nomme deshonnestes et 

sales. Mais continuons nostre exemple de la trahison" (III,i,796, 

italics mine). He is not satisfied with a simple declaration of his 

ideas but supports his conclusions from history. Gray's allusion to 

Montaigne's insecurity in Books I and II from borrowings, but subse

quent self-assurance in Book III since there are so few borrowings 

must not be an oversimplification of the situation. Additions of 

examples to the first two editions of the Essais have shown that the 

reduction in numbers of anecdotes in Book III does not indicate an 

abandonment of the tool; it is merely the indication of Montaigne's 

increased self-confidence. He continues to use them because they 

continue to serve his stylistic purposes. 

Although the anecdotes are reduced in number and density, he 

continues to use them with increased skill. The first essay of Book 

III, "De 1'utile et de l'honneste," is an example of the greater skill 

in using a pattern already established in the first two volumes. 

Villey, in his preface to the first essay of the third volume declares 

that, for most of the essays in the third volume, the composition can 

only generally be surmised as occurring somewhere between late 1585 

and early 1588, and that most of the essays were reworked during this 

53. Gray, pp. 190-93, 202. 
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period.He seems to feel more certain about the last essay "De 1'ex

perience,11 which he says was written between the end of 1587 and the 

54 beginning of 1588. The examples in this essay are structured differ

ently. An examination of essays six and thirteen will serve to com

plement the first and also serve as an overview. 

In chapter six, Book III, Montaigne begins in an absent-

minded, dreamy way: a few lines about great authors not always being 

trustworthy; then he moves on to three types of wind that pass from 

the body. Next he discusses seasickness, finishing the first page of 

text on the question of facing danger and the role of fear: (B) "II 

[to fear] me servit autrefois, au pris d'autres, pour conduire et 

tenir en ordre ma fuite, qu'elle fut (C) sinon sans crainte, toutes-

fois (B) sans effroy et sans estonnement: elle estoit esmeue, mais 

non pas estourdie ny esperdue" (III,vi,899). In these later essays, 

having read of Socrates in Plato's works, he draws much on Socrates' 

image. 

The first sentence of the following paragraph introduces a 

military example concerning Socrates and Alcibiades: (B) "Les grandes 

ames vont bien plus outre, et representent des fuites non rassises 

seulement et saines, mais fieres. Disons celle qu'Alcibiades recite 

de Socrates, son compagnon d'armes: ..." (Ill,vi,899). Then follows 

the anecdotes of Socrates, Laches and Alcibiades retreating from a 

military rout. About two pages into the text, the title "Des coches" 

54. Villey, Essais de Michel de Montaigne, pp. 789 & 1064. 



emerges: (C) "si j'en avoy la memoire suffisamment informee, je ne 

pleinderois mon temps a dire icy l'infinie variete que les histoires 

nous presentent de l'usage des coches au service de la guerre, ..." 

(Ill,vi,901). Here emerges the first sign of a change from his pre

vious procedures (not the first sign chronologically, perhaps, but the 

first for this treatise). Using the crutch of his poor memory for an 

excuse, he announces, consciously or unconsciously, that he is not 

going to over-stuff the text with examples (at least in this essay). 

Then he tells how the Hungarians used coaches against the Turks. 

After this standard anecdote, he greatly abbreviates anecdotes— 

they mesh and intertwine better with the comments than in the first 

two books. After slipping from the subject of coaches to sumptuous-

ness in dress and public displays, he presents this one-sentence re

port on Demosthenes: (B) "Demostenes combat a outrance la loy de sa 

ville qui assignoit les deniers publics aux pompes des jeux et de 

leurs festes; il veut que leur grandeur se montre en quantite de vais-

seaux bien equipez et bonnes armees bien fournies" (III,vi,902). In 

fact he often merely suggests the anecdote—alluding to the story be

hind the comparison, the commentary or the reference. 

The example given above is a case in point. The anecdote 

Montaigne read about Demosthenes is not given, merely suggested. In 

the paragraph following the one mentioned above, Montaigne uses Theo-

phrastus to pose the antithesis. He does not give an anecdote, but 

one suspects that one exists behind the reference: (C) "Et a Ion 

raison d'accuser Theophrastus d'avoir establi, en son livre des 



richesses, un advis contraire, et maintenu telle nature de despence 

estre le vray fruit de l'opulence" (III,vi,902). The example is given, 

the reference mentioned, but no anecdote proper appears. After having 

compared the New World savages with their conquerors, he says, speaking 

of these aborigines: (B) "Quant a la hardiesse et courage, quant a la 

fermete, constance, resolution contre les douleurs et la faim et la 

mort, je ne craindrois pas d'opposer les exemples que je trouverois 

parmy eux aux plus fameux exemples anciens que nous ayons aus memoires 

de nostre monde par dega" (III,vi,909). It seems that Montaigne is 

taking advantage of his essay "Des cannibales" (I,xxxi) and the inci

dents generally known to the educated people of his audience to carry 

the discussion. The examples of which he is speaking (resolution, 

constancy, courage) refer to these savages' attitudes towards war. 

Speaking further of Spanish barbarity, he recounts the capture and ig

nominious treatment of the kings of Mexico and Peru—not so much in 

an anecdote but more as an example. For instance: (B) "A une autre

fois, ils mirent brusler pour un coup, en mesme feu, quatre cens 

soixante hommes tous vifs, les quatre cens du commun peuple, les soi-

xante des principaux seigneurs d'une province, prisonniers de guerre 

simplement" (III,vi,913). This, then, is an example, but no longer 

entirely an anecdote. He is relying much more on the intelligence of 

his reader to understand the history behind the allusion. 

In essay III,xiii, "De 1'experience," one finds perhaps the 

best illustration of the shift from an almost servile use of anecdotes 

to the abbreviated, alluding, confident exposure of evidence beyond 
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himself, to a more pure use of example. The following example leaves 

the anecdote in the background through the image: 

(B) Je prens plaisir de voir un general d'armee au pied d'une 
breche qu'il veut tantost attaquer, se prestant tout entier 
et delivre a son disner, a son devis, entre ses amys; (C) et 
Brutus, ayant le ciel et la terre conspirez a l'encontre de 
luy et de la liberte Romaine, desrober a ses rondes quelque 
heure de nuict pour lire et breveter Polybe en toute secur-
ite (III,xiii,1108). 

So, although Montaigne uses the same techniques in Book III as in 

Books I and II, he uses far fewer anecdotes. In addition, he uses his 

examples differently. They are abbreviated in length, more integrated 

with his comments and analyses, and become more metaphorical. 

Borrowings: 
Comparative, Stylistic Analysis 

How did Montaigne handle the anecdotes he borrowed from his 

sourccs.. Did he make direct translations? did he paraphrase? Did he 

improve on the original? and did he use them for similar purposes as 

their original authors? The purpose of this section is not to make 

an exhaustive, comparative analysis which would lead too far afield: 

the examination is limited to the purpose of determining the extent 

of alteration from the original, if any, and whether or not the change 

was an improvement. Therefore, the texts I use, so far as possible, 

approximate the originals—Amyot's translation of Plutarch for example. 

Latin will be given for the scholarly comparison where applicable and 

Greek for Plato; however, I have also used English translations of the 

Greek and Latin texts since I am insufficiently familiar with them in 

the original. 
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A few side-by-side comparisons appear to indicate that Montai

gne was essentially faithful to the fabric of the original stories, 

but that he felt free to alter for his own purposes. Montaigne was 

very conscious of style, as may well be noted by his letter to his 

father in 1568 indicating the completion of the translation of Sebond's 

Natural Theology: 

...j'ay taille & dresse de ma main a Raimond Sebon ... un 
accoustrement a la Frangoise, & l'ay devestu, autant qu'il 
a este en moy, de ce port farrouche, & maintien Barbares
que, que vous luy vites premierement: de maniere qu'a mon 
opinion, il a meshuy assez de fagon & d'entre-gent, pour 
se presenter en toute bonne compaignie.^^ 

Since Montaigne, with his extensive library, read a great many books, 

some of the things he read were better than others. If the original 

was better than he could render it, he sometimes quoted it in the 

pristine form. However, since most of the anecdotes were long, and 

since they were not used for the beauty of the language generally but 

for illustration, Montaigne usually rendered them into good French. 

He naturally translated some of his sources. He enjoyed Plu

tarch's Lives and Moral Essays so much that he copied almost verbatim 

some passages. Villey and Frame both indicate that he has copied word 

for word a passage of Plutarch's Moral Essays as it was translated by 

Amyot.^^ Another instance of this may be seen by placing in parallel 

55. Thibaudet, Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, (Pleiade), 
p. 1360. 

56. Frame, The Complete Essays..., note 64, p. 455; Villey, 
Les Essais de ... Montaigne, note 27 for page 601, p. 1294. 
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columns two texts concerning the battle of Pharsalia, one from I,xlvii 

"De l'inequalite qui est entre nous," and the other from Plutarch's 

Lives. 

...affaiblit la violence que ...affoiblit la violence que 
le courir donne aux premiers le courir donne aux premiers 
coups, et quant et quant ote coups, et, quant et quant oste 
l'elancement des combattants l'eslancement des combatans les 
les uns contre les autres, uns contre les autres, qui a 
qui a accoutume de les rem- accoustume de les remplir d'im-
plir d'impetuosite et de fu- petuosite et de fureur plus que 
reur plus que nulle autre autre chose, quand ils viennent 
chose, quand ils viennent a a s'entrechoquer de roideur, 
s'entre-choquer de roideur, leur augmentant le courage par 
leur augmentant le courage le cry et la course, et rend la 
par le cri et la course, et chaleur des soldats, en maniere 
rend la chaleur des soudards, de dire, refroidie et figee 
en maniere de dire, refroidie (I,xlvii,284). 
et figee (Vie de Pompee, XCIX).^' 

Montaigne here indicates that he is going to give Plutarch's own 

rendition, but even with this declaration he feels free to render it 

with a change or two (discounting the difference in editions).. 

In a couple of examples taken from Julius Caesar's Gatlic 

War, Montaigne gives what appears to be a very faithful rendering of 

Caesar's comments—exact enough to be a direct translation (cf. the 

English translation of Moses Hadas^®). 

57. Plutarque, Les vies des hommes illustres, traduction de 
Jacques Amyot, texte etabli et annote par Gerard Walter (Paris: 
Gallimard (Pleiade), 1951, Vol. 2), p. 303. 

58. 'Among other social usages a principal difference from other 
people is that they do not permit their sons to approach them in public 
until they are sufficiently grown for military service, and they con
sider it reprehensible for a young boy to appear in public in the pre
sence of his father"(VI,18). [Julius Caesar, The Gallic War, ed. by 
Moses Hadas (New York: Random House, 1957), pp. 137-39.] 
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In reliquis vitae institutis (A) Entre autres coustumes par-
hoc fere ab reliquis differ- ticulieres qu'avoyent nos an-
unt, quod suos liberos, nisi ciens Gaulois, a ce que dit 
cum adoleverunt, ut munus Caesar, cettecy en estoit: que 
militiae sustinere possint, les enfans ne se presentoyent 
palam ad se adire non patiun- aus peres, ny s'osoient trouver 
tur filiumque puerili aetate en public en leur compaignie, 
in publico in conspectu pa- que lors qu'ils commengoyent a 
tris adsistere turpe ducunt.-^ porter les armes, comme s'ils 

vouloyent dire que lors il es
toit aussi saison que les peres 
les receussent en leur fami-
liarite et accointance (II,viii, 
396) 

Montaigne indicates that what he reports comes from Caesar, thereby 

disowning, of course , any originality in the passage. In this passage 

and another from the same sections (Caesar, Gallic War, VI,21 and 

Montaigne, II,viii,390) Montaigne does not falsely interpret Caesar's 

passage; he does, however, take the liberty to make his own personal 

extension of Caesar's remarks. These examples are given in connection 

with comments on youth and marriage, in which Montaigne agrees with 

Aristotle that marriage at thirty-five for man is soon enough. The 

order in which Montaigne presents what Caesar says does not appear to 

be the same as in the original; he repeats it with his own slant. 

However, a.translator is allowed this type of freedom. Montaigne's 

deviations indicate that he sees the Gauls as recommending abstinence 

from an adult society until military proficiency is reached, including 

abstinence from sex. Caesar merely reports that those who, following 

the military profession, abstained from sex the longest were most 

59. Julius Caesar, The Gallic War, with original Latin text 
and an English translation by H.J. Edwards, C.B. (Cambridge, Mass.5 
Harvard University Press, 1917, VI,18), pp. 342-43. 
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esteemed —feeling it contributed to height and strength. Montaigne 

negatively turns Caesar's account to say that sexual intercourse wea

kened courage, whereas Caesar merely reports the social disfavor of 

promiscuity of men younger than twenty years old. 

In a passage from Plato's Republic, and using different ter

minology but changing little the content, Montaigne maintains that 

woman is little different from man: 

The women of the guardians ... Platon appelle indifferem-
must take their part with the ment les uns et les autres a 
men in war and the other duties la societe de tous estudes, 
of civic guardianship ... exercices, charges, vacations 
(v,457a)^ guerrieres et paisibles ... 

(Ill,v,897). 

Socrates' main clause is in connection with physical exercises in which 

the women (like the men) should strip to participate. The subordinate 

clause gives the justification—since they share in all other func

tions with the men. Montaigne turns this subordinate clause, along 

with other parts of the dialogues, into his principal clause. The 

passage remains, though not a translation, nearly equivalent to the 

original. In copies of texts that Montaigne used, this near-trans-

lation transfer in the anecdotes is easier to ascertain than in texts 

where one has to use English translations of the originals. 

In an anecdote drawn from the Memoires of Martin and Guillaume 

Du Bellay, it is not a question of translation, or of copying; but 

60. 1 Atio&uteov &F) touq twv CPIAANOJV yuvat^tv, 
e7i:et7tep &p£Tf|v avrt l^aTtwv d|icpisaowzai, Hal ho ivojvrjTeov 
TtoXe^ou te nat tt)q aX^.r)Q (puXanffe tt^q Ttept tt^v tuoA.iv, nat 
' OUH aWa TCpaHTEOV. Plato, The Republic, with English translation 
by Paul Shorey (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1930-35, vol. 1), 
pp.450-51, (v,457a). 
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Montaigne, in different words, records the event. Montaigne's passage 

is written with his usual easy manner and with no apparent desire to 

hide the source, but no care in following exactly the original version: 

.. .mais ceux-cy y veulent encore 
mesler la puissance d'agir. Le 
fait du capitaine Bayard est de 
meilleure composition, lequel, 
se sentant blesse a mort d'une 
harquebusade dans le corps, con-
seille de se retirer de la mes-
lee, respondit, qu'il ne commen-
ceroit point sur sa fin a tourner 
le dos a l'ennemy: et, ayant com-
batu autant qu'il eut de force, 
se sentant defaillir et eschapper 
de cheval, commanda a son maistre 
d'hostel de le coucher au pied 
d'un arbre, mais que ce fut en 
fagon qu'il mourut le visage 
tourne vers l'ennemy, comme il 
fit (I,iii,18). 

The significant deviation develops where Montaigne seems to ignore Du 

Bellay's statement that Bayard repulses the enemy before allowing him

self to be taken out of battle. Montaigne modifies this to say that 

Bayard fought until he felt himself slipping from his mount. He then 

allowed his "maistre d'hostel" to place him against a tree facing the 

... et le capitaine Bayar fut 
blesse d'une arquebouzade au 
travers du corps; lequel, 
persuade de ses gens de se 
retirer, ne le voulut con-
sentir, disant n'avoir ja
mais tourne le derriere a 
l'ennemy; et, apres les 
avoir repoussez se feit des-
cendre par un sien maistre 
d'hostel, lequel jamais ne 
l'abandonna, et se feit 
coucher au pied d'un arbre, 
le visage devers l'ennemy 

61 

enemy. 

61. M. Petitot, Collection complete des memoires relatifs a 
l'histoire de France, edited by Claude Bernard in collaboration with 

• A. Petitot and L.J.N. Monmergue (Paris: Foucault, [Memoires des Du 
Bellay—Martin et Guillaume], vol. 17 of 131 volumes, 1821), pp, 450-51. 
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Paraphrased Anecdotes 

If in the above analysis of anecdotes it appears that it is a 

simple case of translating or at best a one-to-one transfer of ideas, 

in the following examples, Montaigne paraphrased the anecdotes or ex

amples. Not only does he paraphrase, but also he severely condenses 

some of the stories. The first example in this category, coming from 

Julius Caesar's The Gallvo War shows this extreme reduction of the 

original to suit Montaigne's purpose. It takes thirteen pages to tell 

the entire story of the fall of Alesia. Montaigne gives the summary 

of the events in his judgment of Vercingetorix's mistake: (A) "L'autre 

point, qui semble estre contraire et a l'usage et a la raison de la 

guerre, c'est que Vercingentorix qui estoit nomme chef et general de 

toutes les parties des Gaules revoltees, print party de s'aller enfer-

mer dans Alexia" (II,xxxiv,741). Montaigne has taken this story and 

made an example out of it. 

Montaigne's discussion of Julian shows his most usual manner 

of treating anecdotes. He reports that which fits his own purposes, 

remaining essentially faithful to the facts and drawing together rele

vant facts from an extensive amount of primary material. 

XXV,3,6. Quos cum Iulianus (A) Quant a la suffisance mili-
cavendi immemor'j diffluxisse taire, il fut admirable en toutes 
trepidos elatis vociferando les parties d'un grand capitaine; 
manibus aperte demonstrans, aussi fut-il quasi toute sa vie 
irasque sequentium excitans, en continuel exercice de guerre, 
audenter effunderet semet in et la pluspart avec nous en 
pugnam, clamabant hinc inde France contre les Allemans et 
candidati (auos disiecerat Francons. Nous n'avons guere 

62. Julius Caesar, (VII, 68-90), pp. 477-511. 
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terror) ut fugientium molem 
tamquam ruinam male compositi 
culminis declinaret, et (in 
certum unde) subita equestris 
hasta, cute brachii eius 
praestricta, costis perfossis, 
haesit in ima iecoris fibra. 
7. Quam dum avellere destra 
manu conatur, acuto utrimque 
ferro digitorum nervos sensit 
excisos, et provolutus iumento, 
praesentiumque veloci concursu, 
relatus in castra, medicinae 
ministeriis fovebatur. 8. Mox-
que ubi lenito paulisper dol-
ore, timere desiit, magno 
spiritu contra exitium certans, 
arma poscebat et equum, ut 
reviso proelio suorum fiduciam 
repararet, ac videretur sui 
securus, alienae salutis solli-
citudine vehementer adstringi: 
eo vigore, licet in negotio 
dispari, quo Epaminondas ille 
dux inclitus letaliter apud 
Mantiniam saucius et revectus 
ex acie cura quaerebat sol-
licita scutum. Quod cum 
vidisset propius laetior, vi 
vulneris interiit, et qui ani-
mam intrepidus amittebat, iac-
turam clipei formidavit..•. 
XXV,4,7. Dein prudentiae eius 
indicia fuere vel plurima, e 
quibus explicari sufficiet 
pauca. Armatae rei scientis-
simus et togatae....^3 

memoire d'homme qui ait veu plus 
de hazards, ny qui ait plus sou-
vent faict preuve de sa personne. 
Sa mort a quelque chose de pareil 
a celle d'Epaminondas: car il fut 
frappe d'un traict, et essaya de 
l'arracher, et l'eut fait sans ce 
que, le traict estant tranchant, 
il se couppa et affoiblit sa main. 
II demandoit incessamment qu'on 
le rapportat en ce mesme estat 
en la meslee pour y encour-
ager ses soldats, lesquels con-
testerent cette bataille sans 
luy trescourageusement, jusques 
a ce que la nuict separa les 
armees (II,xix,670). 

(English verson of A. Marcellinus 
follows here. 

Julian, careless of his own 
safety, ... rushed boldly into the 
fight. His guards...were crying 
to him from all sides to get clear 
of the mass of fugitives...when 
suddenly...a cavalryman's spear 
grazed the skin of his arm, pier
ced his ribs, and lodged in the 
lower lobe of his liver. 7. While 
he was trying to pluck this out 
with his right hand, he felt that 
the sinews of his fingers were cut 
through on both sides by the sharp 
steel. Then he fell from his horse 
.... 8. And soon, as the pain di
minished somewhat, he ceased to 
fear, and fighting with great 

spirit against death, he called for his arms and his horse in order 
by his return to the fight to restore the confidence of his men, 
and troubling nothing about himself, to show that he was filled 
with great anxiety for the safety of the others, with the same 
vigour, though under different conditions, with which the famous 
leader Epaminondas, when mortally wounded at Mantinea ... took 

63. Ammianus Marcellinus, Ammianus Marcellinus, Latin Original 
with English translation by John C. Rolfe, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
Univ. Press, 1935,[XXV,3,1-9 & XXV,4,7], vol.2), pp. 491-95; 505, 507. 



It is a bit unfortunate, but nevertheless necessary, to give this long 

quotation in order to point out Montaigne's procedures at this junc

ture of his stylistic and conceptual evolution. One feels that Mon

taigne probably read the original (perhaps refreshing his memory at 

the time of writing) and then, without referring back to the original, 

used what was appropriate for the development of his own text. The 

extent of reduction in form of the original is graphically obvious. 

Montaigne does not report the events in the same sequence as does 

Marcellinus, nor does he remain slavishly faithful to the original 

account. Montaigne deviates in his explanation of Julian's desire to 

return to battle, saying that he "...demandoit incessamment...11 to 

return. Then, Montaigne does not think it important to report that 

Julian died happy once he had his shield. One can find even greater 

reductions of original source material than the one above. 

In the essay "Des armes des Parthes" (II,ix), Montaigne, dis

cussing the advantages and disadvantages of armor, gives an abbre

viated account of Tacitus' story of the Gauls and their armor. 

Montaigne turns the half-page of text in the Annals into a one-

sentence, broad, brush stroke: (B) Tacitus peint plaisamment des gens 

particular care to ask for his shield. And when he saw it near him, 
he died of his terrible wound, happy .... XXV,4,7. Then there were 
very many proofs of his wisdom, of which it will suffice to mention 
a few. He was thoroughly skilled in the arts of war and peace .... 

64. Tacitus, The Annals of Tacitus, translated by D.R. Dudley 
Clew York: The New American Library of World Literature Inc., 1966), 
pp. 124-35. 



de guerre de nos anciens Gaulois, ainsin armez pour se maintenir seule-

ment, n'ayans moyen ny d'offencer, ny d'estre offencez, ny de se re-

lever abbatus" (II,ix,404). Montaigne avoids all the verbiage used by 

Tacitus and succinctly reports the substance of the original story. 

It should be noted that, although his last example precedes the one on 

Julian by more than two hundred pages, in point of chronology, however, 

it post-dates the former. By the time of the composition of the 1588 

edition, Montaigne is much more his own man—a creator more than an 

organizer. So rather than stringing beads of anecdotes, he is ex

tracting the essence of the story which applies to his own needs. 

Here, as in many of the similar structures, one sees the genius of 

Montaigne's ability to say what he wanted with such economy of words. 

Anecdotes Extended and Interpolated 

In the passages presented above, and more particularly those 

referred to hereafter, the story is generally used for a different 

purpose from what its original author had intended. This follows 

from Montaigne's developing view in the Essais. He is not writing 

history; he is examining it and applying what he reads to the par

ticular point of discussion. In an example from Diodorus (whose em

phasis, speaking of Epaminondas, is on being a great military leader), 

Montaigne's emphasis moves to the humanitarianism of Diodorus in spite 

of his being a great military leader.^ In relating the account from 

65. Diodorus of Sicily, Diodorus of Sicily, original text 
"with an English translation by Charles L. Sherman, Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1952, (Diodorus, XV, 71-72), pp. 151, 153. 
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Diodorus, Montaigne does not report the suspicion of sympathy with the 

enemy that jealousy incited against Epaminondas as well as the charge 

of treason. He also does not indicate that Epaminondas served as a 

common soldier and that his companions-in-arms re-established him as 

general. Montaigne interpolates the shame and humility the people 

felt in re-establishing Epaminondas to his former position, and the 

judgment that victory followed him like his shadow (II,xxxvi,757,C). 

Although Montaigne remains relatively honest with his use of this 

anecdote, he interpolates freely. 

In this group of anecdotes, it seems not so important that 

Montaigne reduced the volume of words from the original; he marks 

them with his own style and adapts them to his own purpose. An ex

ample from Plato's Republic, compared with Montaigne's use of the 

example, shows Montaigne's manner of extending the original meaning: 

And ... one who wins the prize (B) Que ne prend il envie a 
of valour and distinguishes quelqu'une de cette noble 
himself shall first be crowned harde (C) Socratique (B) du 
by his fellows in the campaign corps a 1'esprit, (C) ache-
... and ... he should kiss and tant au pris de ses cuisses 
be kissed by everyone? ... and une intelligence et genera-
I add to the law the provision tion philosofique et spiri-
that during that campaign none tuelle, le plus haut pris ou 
whom he wishes to kiss be al- elle les puisse monter? Platon 
lowed to refuse, so that if ordonne en ses loix que celuy 
one is in love with anyone, qui aura faict quelque signale 
male or female, he may be the et utile exploit en la guerre 
more eager to win the prize. ne puisse estre refuse durant 

66. Plato, The Republic, (v, 468bc), pp. 488-89. 

Tdv 6e &p lazevcsoLvxa te xal eu6o>ti[rnaavTa ou TtpwTov |j.£v 
£tet axpcxTetaQ utio tujv auaTpaTeuoiaevwv |i£ipaHtu>v te xal 
7 u x t & a ) V  e v  \xepei v n b e h o c c j t o u  boxei a o t  X P ^ V 0 C 1 '  c J T e c p a v a ) 0 f ) v a t ;  
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l1expedition d'icelle, sans 
respect de sa laideur ou de 
son aage, du baiser ou autre 
faveur amoureuse de qui il la 
vueille. Ce qu'il trouve si 
juste en recomandation de la 
valeur militaire, ne le peut 
il pas estre aussi en recoman
dation de quelque autre valeur 
(III,v,896-97)? 

Plato merely mentions that one should not refuse a kiss to the hero 

during the campaign. Perhaps rightly so, Montaigne interpolates that, 

given Greek mores, the hero might not be refused any other amorous 

requests. Beauty or ugliness was not a matter of concern for Plato, 

but for Montaigne, there is an extension—no matter how ugly or old. 

Montaigne applies this principle to intelligence and wisdom, and down

grades physical beauty. This passage appears to serve as a catalyst 

to elicit and support Montaigne's idea on sex: women ought to be more 

attracted to a man's intellectual greatness than to his physical beau

ty. Similar examples of Montaigne's interpolation and extension of 

the original source could also be shown in Plutarch (Vie d'0thon3IX-X, 

Livesy Amyot, Pleiade, Vol. II, pp. 1187-88) in comparison with one of 

Montaigne's analyses of military tactics (I,xlii,283). Montaigne, 

T] ou;"Ejaolye. Tt 6e; 6e^L(o0f|vat; Kat touto. ' A X X a .  to&', 
OL(iat,, r)v o eyu>, ouheti aoi Sonet. TD tcoTov; To cpiArjaai 
ie Hal cpiAr)0fjvai utco enaOTOu. n&vTwv, ecpr]^, fiaXtaxa; Hat 
Tcpoaxt0r)[it ye T(j> vo|iq), ewq av etci TauTt]Q cool ttJc; axgaxeta^, 
(ir)6evt e^etvai an;apvr]0rjvai,, ov av PouXrjTai cpiAE~Vj iva nai, 
lav t£q tou xuxj] £pwy t] appevoQ 0T)A.eiaQ, 7tpo0up.oTspoQ p 
upoQ to Tap lots ta cpepeiv. 
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the military tactician and observer of man, goes beyond the report of 

the incident to his evaluation of man. 

There are also those anecdotes which, when compared with the 

original, give the impression of having been resurrected from Montai

gne's memory, where they had lain for some time. Some of the anec

dotes already discussed participate in this analogy. An example taken 

from the Memoires des Du BeVLay concerning M. de Boutieres at Turin**? 

is an unpretentious account, the details of which Montaigne has 

skewed (II,iv,364). Les Du Bellay do not even hint that Turin was 

nearly lost in the battle, as Montaigne suggests. This passage has 

been influenced more by what Montaigne has just written, and subject 

more to his poor memory than to any desire for accuracy. The para

graph which preceded this one in the 1580 edition probably brought to 

mind the anecdote, for he has just mentioned the vice contrary to 

curiosity—nonchalance: (A) "... en laquelle j'ay veu plusieurs hom

ines si extremes, que trois ou quatre jours apres on retrouvoit encores 

en leur pochette les lettres toutes closes qu'on leur avoit envoyees" 

(II,iv,364). As with the majority of military anecdotes, however, 

the anecdotes just discussed are faithful to the general ideas of the 

original source. In this instance it is not just a case of stylistic 

embroidery, but of an idea too. 

67. Petitot, vol; 19, pp. 410-13. 
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Stylistic Significance 

These comparisons of military anecdotes seem to indicate that 

Montaigne, when relying on anecdotes from history, felt no compulsion 

to change them very much as to content (though he felt free to embel

lish them), but he did a considerable amount of stylistic alteration, 

generally for the better. He probably felt that these anecdotes im

proved his essays by emphasizing or illustrating various facets of his 

discussions. As far as the reader is concerned, anecdotes do increase 

the depth of understanding of the discussion, and they also increase 

interest by adding a variety of human (historical and personal) exper

iences to the essays. Some anecdotes are copied nearly verbatim from 

the original, others are translated with the same result. Most of 

Montaigne's anecdotes in connection with military history are summari-

zations of his readings. Montaigne often synthesizes examples from 

various parts of the text with little concern for a word-for-word 

correspondence. His interest was not in translating but in getting 

across his own ideas—not those of his sources. 

In a military anecdote taken from A. Marcellinus, who says 

that Julian's Spartan living habits made people wonder if he were not 

resuming the philosopher's cloak, Montaigne prefers to see Julian as 

68 living a soldier's life. If it appears that Montaigne generally re

duces the anecdote into something more succinct in every instance, the 

graphic example hereafter shows that he could measurably improve on 

68. Ammianus Marcellinus, p. 505. 
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the original by expansion. The comparison between Guillaume and Martin 

Du Bellay's writings and Montaigne's writings clearly portrays the 

latter's improvement of an original: 

Du Bellay 

• • • 

aussi 
un gentilhomme 
qui 
estoit 
au pres 
de moy, 
entra 
en 
telle frayeur, 
qu'il 
tomb a 
mort 
sans 
estre 
frapg 
• • • • 

Montaigne 

(A) ... 
Et 
au mesme siege 
fut memorable 
la peur 
qui serra, 
saisit 
et glaga si fort 
le coeur 
d'un gentil-homme 
qu'il 
en tomba 
roide mort 
par terre 
a la bresche, 
sans 
aucune blessure 
(I,xviii,75). 

Montaigne is not just a purveyor of interesting military anecdotes. He 

is not afraid to put his own stamp of interpretation on the story. The 

Du Bellay account is frugal and to the point such as one would find 

with a historian. Montaigne's account shows the touch of someone who 

wants to make an effect, who wants to have the words count their most. 

The simple repetition of sibilants "...serra, saisi et glaga si fort..." 

and the addition of the en and the roide add considerable force to the 

version given by Montaigne. In a longer example, again graphically 

arranged in vertical columns, it can be shown that even when he changed 

69. Petitot, vol. 19, pp. 235-236. 
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very little as to the content, there is considerable reshuffling of 

the order of the content, as well as other stylistic changes. 

Du Bellay 

un porteur d'enseigne,' 
ayant la garde. 
d'une ruine -* 
qui estoit J 
a la muraille J 
au bourg Saint Pierre,-
voyant monsieur de Bourbon") 
venir ... J 
entra en tel effroy,— 
que, 

Montaigne 

(A) ... 
un port' enseigne, 

-qui estoit a la garde 

poingT^V 
me, JZ: 

cuidant fuir devers la ville,-
passa, 
1'enseigne au 
par ladite ruine 
et s'en alia 
droict aux ennemis: 

Ledit enseigne, 
ayant marche 
environ trois cens 
hors la ville,. 

1'alarme 

1 
pas p 

et oyant au camp-

-b 

dudit seigneur de Bourbon? 
se recogneut, 
et, 
ainsi qu'un homme 
qui vient de dormir, 
reprist ses esprits, 
et tout le pas ~1 
s'en retourna J L 
devers la ville, 
et par la mesme ruine 
dont il estoit sorti 
rentra dedan.^® 

du bourg sainct Pierre, 

•fut saisi d'un tel effroy 
a la premiere alarme, 
que, 

W>ar le trou d'une ruine 
il se jetta, 
1'enseigne au poing, 
hors la ville, 
droit aux ennemis, 
pensant tirer 
vers le dedans de la ville, 
et a peine en fin, 

i± 

•voyant la troupe 
•de Monsieur de Bourbon 

il se recogneust, 
et, 
tournant teste, 

r'entra par ce mesme trou, 

par lequel il estoit sorty 
plus de trois cens pas 
avant en la campaigne. 
(I,xviii,75). 

In this particular example, Montaigne has reduced the version of Du 

Bellay without particularly improving it stylistically; Montaigne is 

70. Petitot, vol. 18, pp. 27-28. 
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content to play the historian himself in this example. He has reported 

the incident much as Du Bellay did himself. 

These analyses help us see Montaigne himself, which was his 

primary purpose. Stylistically, they show us.a Montaigne always striv

ing to write succinctly or effectively, not only his own ideas but 

those of other authors; note the economy of the following example: 

Amyo t/Plutarch :: Montaigne / / Amyot/Plutarch : Montaigne 

• • • (B) ... parce qu'il A 
ceux qui celuy qui semblait 
envoyaient que 
demander demandoit ceux qui celuy 
d'enlever a les avaient qui 
les morts 11ennemy en leur en 
pour un corps puissance estoit 
les inhumer pour fussent requis, 
quittassent 1' inhumer victorieux; c'estoit 
la victoire renon§oit et ne se tiltre 
de sorte a la pouvait dire de 
qu'il ne victoire que ceux qui gain 
leur etait et les demandaient (I»iii'»17) • 
pas puis ne de grace 
apres luy les eussent 
loisibles estoit en leur 
de dresser plus puissance, 
un trophee loisible autrement 
pour marque d' en lis ne les 
de dresser eussent pas 
victoire; trophee requis; 
....71 (1,111,17). 71 

This graphic representation of the original anecdote^ as he read it 

from Amyot's translation, and the way Montaigne structured it, placed 

in parallel, vertical columns shows in a striking manner Montaigne's 

stylistic incisiveness. Montaigne takes from the anecdote only that 

which elucidates the point or contrasts with the point he is discussing 

71. Plutarque, Les vies..., vol. II, (yie de Nioias, XI), pp. 
15-16. 



Amyot has longer, more wordy sentences than Montaigne, who drives 

straight to the point. Montaigne reduces Amyot's forty-three words 

(from "combien" to "victoire') to twenty-four words. The second thought 

group is similarly reduced: from Amyot's thirty-eight words, Montaigne 

says essentially the same only better in twelve words. Montaigne drops 

the double verb "envoyer demander" for "demandoit" and replaces "conge 

d'enlever les morts" by "a l'ennemy un corps." It is typical of Mon

taigne to change Plutarch/Amyot's plural manner of expression "ceux, 

les, leurs" to "celuy, 1', luy" showing Montaigne's more individualis

tic vision. Through simplicity, Montaigne shows a vigorous style in 

restructuring Amyot's last phrase of the first half of the example by 

using "en" to replace Amyot's translation of Plutarch's last four 

words. 

If Montaigne felt it necessary to borrow anecdotes, he certain

ly was not subservient to them. Even in an example in which Montaigne 

transfers the anecdote with total loyalty to the original content, the 

manner of expression is seriously altered and generally improved. The 

corresponding elements are all transferred, but in Montaigne's own 

special way. Therefore, we see Montaigne as a precise craftsman of 

language, as an astute observer of man and as a competent student of 

military history and tactics. He would make us believe that he does 

not change the content of his borrowings; (C) "Aux exemples que je 

tire ceans, de ce que j'ay oui, faict ou diet, je me suis defendu 

d'oser alterer jusques aux plus legeres et inutiles circonstances. Ma 

conscience ne falsifie pas un iota, ma science je ne sgay" (I,xxi,106). 
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And we must agree with him somewhat with tongue in cheek. Montaigne 

may not have been too conscious of these stylistic differences, but the 

difference between his version and the original is obvious. Happily 

for Montaigne most of the alterations are improvements over the 

original. 

Military Examples and Anecdotes: 
Why? 

Why Montaigne used anecdotes of war is closely allied with his 

reasons for writing the Essais. He tells us in "De l'oisivete" (I, 

viii) that he has retired in order to give more time to reading, 

thinking and exercising his reasoning. He tells us that rather than 

establishing order in his mind, the free time has given his mind free 

rein—"le cheval echappe:" (A) "... il se donne cent fois plus d'af-

faire a soy mesmes, qu'il n'en prenoit pour autruy; et m'enfante tant 

de chimeres et monstres fantasques ... que pour en contempler a mon 

aise l'ineptie et l'estrangete, j'ay commance de les mettre en rolle 

..." (I,viii,33). An intelligent and wealthy man, retired, Montaigne 

reads. What does he read? 

Among other things, but extensively, he reads the histories of 

military campaigns. The anecdotes he found there served as the tools 

to illustrate his "fantasies." Montaigne was self-conscious about his 

ability to write and to say something worth publishing. He never 

really lost his self-consciousness about these borrowed anecdotes, as 

has been seen by post-1588 comments inserted in the text. Neverthe

less, his main object in using anecdotes was not for their sake but to 
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come to grips with the moral problems of man. Military-related anec

dotes (as well as others, of course) were used for the exercise of 

his judgment on moral issues: 

(B) Comme quelqu'un pourroit dire de moy que j'ay seulement 
faict icy un amas de fleurs estrangeres, n'y ayant fourny 
du mien que le filet a les lier. Certes j'ay donne a 
l'opinion publique que ces parements empruntez m'accompai-
gnent. Mais je n'entends pas qu'ils me couvrent, et qu'ils 
me cachent: c'est le rebours de mon dessein, qui ne veux 
faire montre que du mien ... (Ill,xii,1055). 

Although Montaigne may not have had this in mind when he began writing, 

by the time of the first edition he recognizes that he was only por

traying himself (see Au leateuv, p. 3). He must have realized, too, 

that one cannot write anything without revealing oneself. 

It seems not too extravagant to think that Montaigne should 

read what he enjoyed and that he shared his reflections concerning 

these thoughts and events with his prospective readers. (C) "Je m'en 

charge de plus fort tous les jours outre ma proposition et ma forme 

premiere, sur la fantasie du siecle et enhortemens d'autruy. S'il me 

messied a moy, comme je le croy, n'importe: il peut estre utile a 

quelque autre" (III,xii,1055). He adds anecdotes and examples and 

quotations from beginning to end because he enjoys reading and illus

trating his earlier ideas. He is a little like Robert Frost's Silas in 

Death of the Hired Man who continues to find arguments for his ideas 

long after the discussion is over. Likewise, Montaigne felt nervous 

with his borrowings, and he does not think them becoming of him at 

times. Gray has also criticized his anecdotal borrowing (see note 10, 

p. 5 and note 18, p. 27, Floyd Gray). However, one must not conclude 
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that he utilized them merely because of the exhortations of others or 

simply because of the popularity of the genre. 

Since the Essais are the manifestation of his personality, 

military-related examples and anecdotes (because he chose them, and 

that, so abundantly) express his moral position and his nature. It is 

not giving the whole picture to say that he chose examples because of 

the "fantasie du siecle." Though he was conscious of the interests of 

his time and partook of them, the examples and anecdotes he used in-

eluding the war-related ones --and perhaps they more than others-- re-

fleet Montaigne, the humanist and the moralist. 

Where else could one find a more fertile source for moral 

judgment than in the examination of man facing conflict? Military an-

ecdotes lend themselves to a more profound study of man --man facing 

moral decisions: 

(A) Les Historiens sont rna droitte bale; ils sont plaisans 
et aysez; et quant et quant (C) l'homme en general, de qui 
je cherche la cognoissance, y paroist plus vif et plus entier 
qu'en nul autre lieu, la diversite et verite de ses condi
tions internes en gros et en destail, la variete des moyens 
de son assemblage et des accidents qui le menacent (II,x, 
416). 

In Book III he turns more inward in his search for man, but he does 

·not cease reading and inserting anecdotes that put man in the light of 

decisions concerning military conflict. Even in war he admits that 

one can counterfeit the qualities of moral greatness: 

(A) On a raison de descrier l'hipocrisie qui se trouve en la 
guerre: car qu'est il plus aise a un homme pratic que de 
gauchir aux dangers et de contrefaire le mauvais, ayant le 
coeur plein de mollesse? ... (C) assez de gens souvent se 
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cacheroient ou il se faut presenter le plus, et se repentir-
oient d'estre placez en lieu si honorable, auquel la neces
sity les rend asseurez (II,xvi,625). 

Moral man is his prime study, and the military situation is the arena 

in which Montaigne does a considerable amount of studying to discover 

him. 

Anecdotes, especially those of a military nature, aid Montaigne 

in transferring his ideas to his contemporaries, for whom honor on the 

field of battle and courage in the face of danger were matters of con

tinual concern. It was a common practice to borrow, and one that his 

readers readily understood. The anecdote gave more life to his ideas, 

for they recounted the activities of real people, many of whom were 

known by Montaigne's contemporaries, and those of antiquity were al

most as real to those predisposed to read the Essais. 



CHAPTER 3 

QUOTATIONS, METAPHORS AND 
LE PAELER SOLDATESQUE 

Montaigne's involvement with military life and its consequent 

impact on style is not limited to military anecdotes. Its influence 

is felt in all of Montaigne's stylistic techniques, but more partic

ularly in those examined in this study. An exhaustive study of quo

tations metaphors and soldierly language is not the purpose of this 

treatise. Nevertheless, quotations, metaphors and soldierly language 

reflect the impact of military conflict on Montaigne. 

Quotations 

Among the quotations (and Montaigne never tired of making 

them), many have a bearing on the subject of war. One could continue 

to examine these stylistic devices in much the same manner as the an

ecdotes have been considered. However, the peculiar nature of their 

use will also be considered. Here, as with anecdotes, one is concer

ned with what must be considered as borrowed material. Since Montai

gne seldom indicated the source, this study is indebted for the sources 

of the quotations to the labors of those scholars who did the work for 

the critical text. With anecdotes, the number of military-related 

examples is extensive; and one may easily assume that the impact of 

war stories is extensive. With quotations, one must draw some other 
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conclusions. Since they do not follow the pattern of anecdotes em

ployed in the Essais, quotations that are military-associated are few

er in number and consequently less densely placed. Nevertheless the 

procedure of analysis is essentially the same as for anecdotes. All 

the quotations signalled by the textual critics were counted; then 

those quotations having military significance were counted, aad last

ly the quotations were grouped according to the time they were pub

lished. 

It was found with anecdotes that Book I had the most war-

related anecdotes. Similarly, Book I also has more war-associated 

quotations than do either of the other two books. There are about 310 

quotations in 238 pages of text in Book I, or approximately one and 

one-third quotations per page. However, of these quotations there are 

only thirty-seven which appear to be related to military conflict. 

Therefore, about every six and one-half pages there is a military-

related quotation. Only about one-tenth of the quotations in Book I 

are military-related. There are twelve (A), ten (B) and fifteen (C) 

quotations which show Montaigne's continued interest in this type of 

quotation as it applied to his particular points of discussion. These 

statistics lead to the conclusion that quotations of a military flavor 

are not very numerous. As with anecdotes, some essays have no war-

associated quotations; others have several. None have many. In fact, 

forty-two of the fifty-seven essays in Book I have no quotations bear

ing directly on this study. Only the essay "Des destriers" (I,xlviii) 



has more than a few—eleven. There are almost ten times more anecdotes 

concerned with war than quotations concerned with war. 

Book II follows the same pattern as Book I as to the conflict-

related quotations. In the 360 pages of text there are 487 quotations, 

or an average of almost one and one-half quotations per page. However, 

the density of militarily significant quotations drops to one-four

teenth of the total, or approximately one every ten and one-half pages. 

There are only thirty-four war oriented quotations: seven (A), twenty-

two (B), and five (C). Of the thirty-seven essays in Book II, only 

fourteen have quotations of directly attributable military signifi

cance. As one may suspect from its length, the greatest number of 

applicable quotations comes from the "Apologie de Raimond Sebond" 

(II,xii), —sixteen. The other essays with quotations which directly 

apply to this study, as in Book I, contain no more than three military-

related quotations. 

Book III, lacking any (A) quotations has fewer applicable 

quotations, but the pattern seen in the other two volumes continues. 

There are seventeen (B) and ten (C) quotations yielding twenty-seven 

military-related quotations out of a total of 378 in 260 pages. Mon

taigne still loves to quote (averaging about one and one-half quota

tions per page), but he gives only one citation in nine and one-half 

pages that applies directly to war. Again, only one-fourteenth of 

the quotations in Book III bear on physical conflict. Fewer essays 

have no military-associated quotations (four), and although the essays 

are much longer, there are still only between one and three military 



quotations per essay in which they are found. Only one essay exceeds 

this number: "De la vanite" (III,ix), in which eight are found. 

Less than one-tenth of all the quotations have a direct mili

tary bearing. In fact, of the 1175 quotations, only 98 mention war, 

conflict or the. military; this is a bit more than eight percent. There 

may be more applicable quotations; only those with obvious relation

ship to war were counted. It would be inappropriate to be too impres

sed with these statistics. Although military-related quotations do 

not have extensive use in the Essais, they do have their significant 

impact. 

It is not uncommon for quotations having no clear bearing on 

war to be used to illustrate a military discussion. Montaigne is dis

cussing virtue, which he insists must not be subject to display, in 

"De la gloire" (II,xvi,623-24): (A) "Qui n'est homme de bien que par 

ce qu'on le sgaura ... celuy-la n'est pas homme de qui on puisse tirer 

beaucoup de service." He then quotes from Ariosto's Orlando Furioso 

(XI,lxxxi), in which Orlando's deeds would not have been recorded had 

no one observed them. Montaigne's next line speaks directly of war: 

"II faut aller a la guerre pour son devoir, et en attendre cette re

compense ...: c'est le contentement qu'une conscience bien reglee re-

goit en soy de bien faire." This paragraph ends with four lines from 

Horace in which there is no evidence of military conflict. Still 

considering virtue in the last paragraph of the page Montaigne says: 

"... elle nous couvre de la crainte de la mort, ... elle nous asseure 

la de la perte de nos enfans, de nos amis et de nos fortunes, et, quand 
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l1opportunity s'y presente, elle nous conduit aussi aux hazards de la 

guerre." Then follows a quotation from Cicero in a post-1588 addition: 

"Non emolumento aliquo, sed ipsius honestatis decore" {De finibus, I,x, 

36). Still there is no overt reference to war. In this example war 

too is of secondary importance to virtue, but war is the framework 

through which the value of the man shines. So quotations without ob

vious military content can serve as illustrations in the midst of 

statements of war. Another example in "L'heure des parlemens danger-

euse" (I,vi,28-29): (C) "Et certes la guerre a naturellement beau-

coup de privileges raisonnables au prejudice de la raison; et icy faut 

la regie: 'Neminem id agere ut ex alterius praedetur inscitia'" 

(Cicero, De offieiis, III,xvii,72).^ This quotation does not appear 

to have any military bearing, but is used nevertheless in a military 

context. In "De la peur" (I,xviii,76), in "De la coustume" (I,xxiii, 

120) and in "Des plus excellents hommes" (II,xxxviii,755) there are 

other examples of the same order. 

Conversely, there are quotations with obvious allusion to war 

that are used to illustrate discussions that are not in the least con

cerned with war. A case in point may be shown in "Que philosopher 

c'est apprendre a mourir" (I,xx,89). This essay, in which one might 

expect much of a military nature, is really almost bereft of it. 

There is only one example of military conflict, some war-related 

Cicero, De finibus, Latin text with tr. by H. Rackham 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1914), p. 40. 

2. Cicero, De offieiis, Latin text with tr. by Walter Miller 
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Pr.ess, 1913), p. 342. 
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metaphors and a quotation concerning the conflict of gladiators. Thus 

Montaigne begins the second paragraph of this page (p. 89) indicating 

his preference in facing death: (A) "Je veux qu'on agisse, (C) et 

qu'on allonge les offices de la vie tant qu'on peut, (A) et que la 

mort me treuve plantant mes chous, mais nonchallant d'elle, et encore 

plus de mon jardin imparfait." He then relates how an acquaintance 

complained of death not allowing him to finish his book, to which Mon

taigne says in the third paragraph: (A) "II faut se descharger de ces 

humeurs vulgaires et nuisibles." Then he relates that cemeteries 

(according to Lycurgus) are placed near towns to help people be accus

tomed to seeing dead persons. Next follows this quotation, single 

spaced and separated from the text as does Montaigne: 

(B) Quin etiam exhilarare viris convivia caede 
Mos olim, et mis cere epulis spectacula dira 
Certaitijm ferro, saepe et super ipsa cadentum 
Pocula respersis non parco sanguine mensis: 
(Silius Italicus, XI,51) ̂ 

noting in vivid terms the violent conflict of gladiators' battles. 

And from this example, he proceeds to examples of the manner in which 

Egyptians hardened themselves to death by seeing paintings of death at 

meal times. For other examples of the same nature, see "De la vanite" 

• (III,ix,963) or "De la phisionomie" (III,xii,1050). In a short illus

tration in "De 1'experience" (III,xiii,1086) where Montaigne has been 

writing of pleasures, of appetite in health and illness and then of 

3. Silius Italicus, Silius Italicus Punica, latin 
text with English translation by J.D. Duff (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1934),p. 104. 
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Cupid, he says: 

(B) ... et me suis jeune ... preste autant licentieusement et 
inconsidereement qu'autre au desir qui me tenoit saisi, 

"Et militavi non sine gloria," (Horace, Odes, III,xxvi,2) 

plus toutesfois en continuation et en duree qu'en saillie ... 
(Ill,xiii,1086). 

Thus he places a quotation of military connotation into an unrelated 

subject. In this case the quotation serves as a metaphorical expla

nation of his situation. 

Perhaps just as frequently as in the preceding two conditions 

(military quotations with other subjects or military subjects without 

military quotations) military quotations equally accompany military 

subjects: "Si le chef d'une place assiegee..." (I,v,25; two quota

tions, one by Virgil the other by Cicero/Ennius) or "De la praesump-

tion" (II,xvii,640, second quotation by Virgil). All examples are 

not equally good, but the following from "De mesnager sa volonte" (III, 

x,1007) will serve as well as most. Man is the object of study and 

the subject is self discipline: 

(B) La principale charge que nous ayons, c'est a chacun sa 
conduite; (C) et est ce pour quoy nous sommes icy .... Je 
ne veux pas qu'on refuse aux charges qu'on prend 1'attention, 
les pas, les parolles, et la sueur et le sang au besoing: 

non ipse pro charis amicis 
Aut patria timidus perire (Horace, Odes, IV,ix,51), 

... Mais il luy faut donner le branle avec discretion .... Car 
combien de gens se hazardent tous les jours aux guerres, dequoy 
il ne leur chaut, et se pressent aux dangers des batailles .... 

One might think that military-related quotations associated with mili

tary discussions would be the most prevalent, but it appears that no 
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such dominant relationship exists. The three categories of association 

exist in approximately equal numbers. Montaigne's freedom of expres

sion in connection with his own demands of clarity for the idea being 

discussed prevents any arbitrary stylistic alliance. He wants to ex

press an idea, and the borrowing that suits his purpose, anecdote or 

quotation (military or other), is utilized as he desires. 

Although it seems that Montaigne used quotations and para

phrased anecdotes for much the same purposes, their differing natures 

elicit differing results. That is, he quotes in order to add weight 

to his own arguments, because it is popular and perhaps to add varie

ty. The difference in impact is due mostly to the force of the origi

nal language and the fact that quotations interrupt the style of 

Montaigne. 

Quotations come generally from a different source than do 

anecdotes. Most of the anecdotes come from historical sources, and 

some examples come from moralists, but nearly all quotations come from 

moralists, philosophers and poets. In this last sentence one compre

hends the difference in volume and therefore density of military in

volvement between anecdotes and quotations. Although Homer and Virgil 

were very much concerned with war, Montaigne almost ignores the for

mer in quotations, and the latter's quotations seldom seem (out of 

their original context) to be involved with military conflict. 

In the detailed analysis of four essays, Montaigne's pattern 

of using quotations emerges: whom he favors and which authors appear 

to have military subjects. In "L'heure des parlemens dangereuse" 



(I,vi), there are four quotations. Two of these are within the body 

of the paragraphs and are taken from prose sources: Quintus Curtius 

and Cicero. The two quotations separated from the paragraphs are from 

poetic sources: Ariosto and Virgil. This is the standard pattern for 

all quotations. Three of these quotations are obviously military-as-

sociated, and the fourth is surrounded by military problems and serves 

a military end. In the essay "Des noms" (I,xlvi), there are five 

poetic quotations: two from Virgil, two from quotations used by Cice

ro and one from Juvenal. Three of the five quotations are implicated 

with military exploits, and the fourth (the first quotation of Virgil), 

through its context, is also associated with violent conflict. 

In "L'apologie de Raimond Sebond" (II,xii), there are 253 

quotations, of which only sixteen are obviously military-related. In 

this instance all the obviously military-related quotations save one 

are poetic, seven of which come from Virgil. In the essay on vanity 

(III,ix), the same pattern prevails: seventy-one quotations, eight 

of which are obviously poetic and war-related. Military-associated 

quotations appear to suffer the same fate as do the anecdotes in Book 

III; there are fewer of them both in relation to the total numbers 

of quotations and to the involvement with the theme of the essay. 

Of the ninety-eight war-related quotations, seventy are from the 

poets, of whom the top four are Virgil, Lucan, Horace, and Lucretius. 
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If one were to organize the six major sources of conflict 

quotations, one would see that Montaigne quotes the poets in the first 

two major editions of 1580 and 1588, but that in post-1588 editions he 

quotes mostly from the historian, Livy, and the moralist, Cicero. The 

major differences, then, existing between anecdotes and quotations (as 

far as military-related examples are concerned, besides the obvious 

differences that the different terms imply) lie with the difference in 

source. Anecdotes most generally come from historians and quotations 

from poets. A second general factor lies with the basic difference in 

usage by Montaigne between anecdotes and quotations. Anecdotes are, 

without exception, given in the language of the essays, either as trans

lated or paraphrased by Montaigne or by Amyot or as they appeared in 

the original (Du Bellay, Guichardin et al). Another very significant 

difference is in the volume and number. In both respects military-

related anecdotes far outweigh military-related quotations. 

Quotations were apparently popular in the works of Montaigne's 

day and they persist in scholarly treatises today, but generally quo

tations no longer carry the same appeal in books destined for general 

readers. This evolution has obvious historical and social explanations. 

But as concerns Montaigne, the most serious loss of general appeal 

coincides with the loss of knowledge and appreciation of Latin. To 

one for whom Latin has no immediate literary penetration, Montaigne's 

numerous Latin quotations not only lose their impact, but become a 

minor irritant. Montaigne's quotations having a military bearing also 

lose in the exchange. One can be little impressed with a critic's song 
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of praise for quotations if these are not readily understood by the 

reader. Metschies' laudatory remarks about quotations, "Eine Text-

stelle, die bereits von einem Autor in einem neuen Sinn zitiert wurde, 

kann von einem schopferischen Leser wiederum einen andersartigen Sinn 

erhalten, den sie nun weder mit dem Original noch mit dem Werk des 

Vermittlers teilt ...."^ wanes in the light of the stylistic disadvan

tage of looking to footnotes for a version of the quotation in a modern 

vernacular. Montaigne, of course, did not foresee this disadvantage, 

since nearly all who would read his Essais in that century could read 

Latin with a modicum of appreciation. One cannot say on the other 

hand, that quotations as used by Montaigne only detract from his style 

—the exotic and the writings of great thinkers of antiquity continue 

to carry their share of interest not only in translation but also in 

the original version. 

The stylistic value of quotations in the Essais is shared by 

those quotations of a military nature. Military-related quotations do 

not differ from the uses Montaigne made of quotations in general. He 

used quotations to add weight to his discussion: (C) "Qu'on voye, en 

ce que j'emprunte, si j'ay sgeu choisir de quoy rehausser mon propos. 

Car je fay dire aux autres ce que je ne puis si bien dire, tantost par 

foiblesse de mon langage, tantost par foiblesse de mon sens" (II,ix, 

408). This does not refer exclusively to quotations but more partic

ularly it does. It is an apology that has little merit in view of 

4. Metschies, Zitat und Zitierkunst in Montaignes Essais, p. 3. 



Montaigne's real stylistic ability. The real mer.it of Montaigne's 

discussion is not so much in the judicious selection of quotations as 

in the way he uses them. He makes the words of a quotation serve his 

own ideas. In this light, the knowledge of the original-author source 

has much less value. These quotations removed from their context (in 

spite of Metschies) with Montaigne lose the flavor of the original, 

except as it is retained by the text of the original language. Quo

tations serve as an adjunct to what his thoughts portray, and break up 

the otherwise never-ending .(sometimes languishing) flow of his ideas. 

Montaigne, as with all of us, could not escape his environment 

and what he read while passing his time was part of-his milieu and af

fected his style. He sees in what he reads those ideas that will back 

up his own opinions and inserts them where they will do the most good . 

Some quotations, in light of their original context,would not fit 

Montaigne's ideas. 

(C) Je n'ay aucunement estudie pour faire un livre; mais 
j'ay aucunement estudie pour ce que je l'avoy faict, si 
c'est aucunement estudier que effleurer et pincer par la 
teste ou par les pieds tantost un autheur, tanstost un 
autre; nullement pour former mes opinions; ouy pour les 
assister pieg'a formees, seconder et servir (II,xviii,666). 

He does not accept here that his ideas come from the quotations, but 

rather that the quotations serve him. In like manner, war-related 

quotations serve his opinions: here on courage, valiance, or virtue; 

there on cowardice, on facing death, or as an image. He continues to 

lean on the reputation of those great names who preceded him, but in 

view of the relatively few military-related quotations, he does not 

put much of his weight on them. 
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Throughout the Essais Montaigne continues to quote, and 

yet one sees no significant evolution of his stylistic use of quo

tations with military bearing. Only in whom he quotes does one notice 

a change. (A) and (B) quotations are almost exclusively poetic in 

nature, whereas (C) quotations of military significance are almost as 

exclusively prose sources. These prose sources are less lyric and 

more historical and moral in nature. 

Military Images and Metaphors 

I have followed H. Benac's definition.Image is the general 

term applicable to any object or idea used to clarify, describe, en

large, explain or elaborate another idea or object. It will include 

symbols, allegories, parables, comparisons and metaphors. However, 

the terms image and metaphor are used synonimously unless otherwise 

specifically indicated. 

Not in volume but in numbers, images can be classed with anec

dotes in the Essais, and Montaigne helped maintain the vigor and in

terest of these essays through this added stylistic tool. It seems on 

reading the Essais that metaphors are as easily produced as any other 

feature of his style. It has been found that military thought has 

permeated other stylistic features. It is therefore logical to as

sume that the military-nobility complex will find its way into images 

—and so it does. Montaigne has said that the language of hunting and 

5. H. Benac, Guide pour la recherche des idees dans les dis
sertations et les etudes litteraires (Paris: Hachette, 1961), p. 165. 
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war is a generous field of expressions (II,v,874). Schnabel, in a 

small volume treating metaphors in the Essais, comments: "Die Essais 

sind voller Metaphern, die es mit dem Kriegswesen irgendwie zu tun 

haben. Die kriegerischen Zeiten, in denen Montaigne lebte und von 

denen er in seinem Werke haufig berichtet, spiegeln sich hier deut-

lich wider.Schnabel has not given any figures. He is satisfied to 

say that the Essais are full of war-related images. This full is sub

ject to a considerable latitude of interpretation. There are more 

war-related images than war-related anecdotes and considerably more 

than war-related quotations. Because images and metaphors can be re

duced to a single word, a statistical analysis of metaphors would be 

more profitably conducted with a computer. The possibility of missing 

many of them in a simple, careful reading is indeed great. At any 

rate, a numerical count would add little to what is already clear— 

the military metaphor is a favored stylistic device. 

Although military images do not occupy as voluminous a role as 

military anecdotes, they nevertheless have an important and distinc

tive place in Montaigne's style. Schnabel feels that Montaigne re

stricted his use of war-source metaphors: "Gerade dieses Gebiet hat 

Montaigne am meisten zu Entleihungen herhalten miissen" (p. 72). And 

in considering these examples he declares he will only give a sampling. 

In fact that is all Schnabel does. He lists sixty-eight examples with 

very little further comment: "Ich werde mich also im Anfiihren von 

6. Schnabel, Montaignes Stilkunst..., p. 72. 



Beispielen hier besonders beschranken" (p.72). An exhaustive listing 

of military metaphors may not be worth the return in understanding, 

but surely more than a simple listing of the images is to be expected. 

After considering the works of Mayer, Thibaudet and Schnabel who counts 

1263 images, Gray concludes that there are even more images than Schna

bel indicates. It seems clear to me that Schnabel is more correct than 

Mayer, unless there is a semantic misunderstanding, and Gray is more 

correct than both Mayer and Schnabel. Schnabel lists sixty-eight mili-

tary-related metaphors which represent only a part of all metaphors. 

Five and one-half pages out of 141 pages in Schnabel's study are de

voted to military-related metaphors, and this probably does not ex

haust the military images. The majority of the war-termed metaphors 

are based on the general terminology of war. All the parts of speech 

do not apply, of course; nouns and verbs make up the majority of the 

images. These simple images, for purposes of definition, are those 

that are of only one or two words in a few sentences. They will be 

further emphasized in the quotations by the use of italics. 

There are a number of metaphors based on the word arme, and 

its related words: armer, armee3 armurey gendarme. The first example il

lustrates how Montaigne maintains a dynamic concept of life through a 

7. Gray, Le style de Montaigne, pp. 139, 153. Cf. Mayer, "Les 
images dans Montaigne," pp. 110-118, and Schnabel, "Montaignes Stil-
kunst...," pp. 72-77. 
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military-related metaphor in "De la colere", and here he is writing on 

the subject of the essay: 

Aristote dit que la colere sert par fois d*arme a la vertu 
et a la vaillance. Cela est vray-semblable; toutesfois ceux 
qui y contredisent respondent plaisamment que c'est un'arae 
de nouvel usage: car nous remuons les autres armes, cette 
cy nous remue; ... (II,xxxi,720). 

Aristotle's image as reported by Monaigne is clear enough. Montaigne 

turns the same image to his own advantage so as to portray the anti

thetical argument. The last use of the word amies is not metaphor

ical but used in its primary meaning. In the process, Montaigne has 

given a very striking image of the relation of anger to man's actions. 

In the essay on pedantry, Montaigne proposes that only the learning 

that is put to use is of any value, and then more particularly when 

utilized without assistance: (B) "Nous nous laissons si fort aller 

sur les bras d'autruy, que nous aneantissons nos forces. Me veus-je 

armer contre la crainte de la mort? c'est aux despens de Seneca" (I, 

xxv,137-38). In the above example and in the following one, the in

finitive serves the image. (C) "Quoy? si (B) la science, essayant de 

nous aimer de nouvelles deffences contre les inconveniens naturels..." 

(III,xii, 1039). In the essay "De l'inequalite qui est entre nous" 

Montaigne points out that in many respects even the King is no better 

than the average man. In the example that follows, the verb is con

jugated and evokes a comparison more than a metaphor: (B) "... ils 

n'ont point d'autre sommeil et d'autre appetit que le nostre; leur 

aoier n'est pas de meilleure trempe que celuy dequoy nous nous armons; 

leur couronne ne les couvre ny du soleil ny de la pluie" (I,xlii,267). 



If one can figuratively cam oneself against things, one can also dis

arm one's abstract opponents: (A) "... c'est icy, chez nous, ... que 

doivent estre consideres les forces et les effects de l'ame; ... Ce 

seroit injustice de luy avoir retranche ses moyens et ses puissance; 

de l'avoir desarmee3 pour, ... ordonner et establir definitivement 

de tout son estre" (II,xii,549). In one instance Montaigne sees the 

soul bereft of its means of defending itself in a metaphor of military 

import; so also he utilizes a military-related word to show how a pe

dant "throws his weight around:" (A) "... ceux cy, pour se vouloir 

eslever et gendarme? de ce sgavoir qui nage en la superficie de leur 

cervelle, vont s'ambarrassant et enpestrant sans cesse" (I,xxv,139). 

The military-related images created out of the terms common to the 

military situation discussed above are a sample of the total of images 

available in the Essais. The other categories discussed hereafter 

will also be merely representative. 

Another group of images are clustered around battre and its 

variants and other words used in connection with combat. This group 

seems even more plentifully represented than the group on arms. In 

the first example of this group, Montaigne has been discussing the 

foolishness of attempting to punish gods, real or imagined, and that 

even prayers of castigation are ridiculous: (A) "Car ceux la sur-

passent toute follie, d'autant que l'impiete y est joincte, qui s'en 

adressent a Dieu mesmes, ou a la fortune, comme si elle avoit des or-

eilles subjectes a nostre batterie, ..." (I,iv,23). The example just 

cited comes from an essay on passion, and the following one comes from 



his essay on the force of one's imagination. The image is given in 

connection with his never-ending (but not morbid) interest in sex. In 

this circumstance a poor gentleman of his acquaintance is afraid of 

the powers of sorcery on his wedding night until (C) "... un amy l'ayt 

asseure d'estre fourni d'une contrebatterie d'enchantemens certains a 

le preserver" (I,xxi,100). After this, follows Montaigne's account of 

the trick with the coin to keep the gentleman potent. These first 

two examples give us images of artillery action, while in the fol

lowing examples the general sense of combat is utilized. 

In his essay on physiognomy, Montaigne has just said that his 

sovereign precept of action is to follow nature; he says: (B) "Je me 

laisse aller, comme je suis venu, je ne combats rien, mes deux mais-

tresses pieces vivent de leur grace en pais et bon accord; ..." (Ill, 

xii,1059). In the preceding paragraph were given two noun, military 

metaphors, whereas in the example immediately above, the term portray

ing the image was used as a verb. Likewise in the following example 

the present participle serves to carry the image: (A) "L'intelligence 

qui nous a este donne pour nostre plus grand bien, l'employerons nous 

a nostre ruine, combatans le dessein de nature, et l'universel ordre 

des choses, ..." (I,xiv,55). One might almost consider Montaigne a 

pantheist, so much does he worship nature. As he uses medical terms 

and the medical situation to create images for other ideas, so does he 

use military terras to vivify his discussion of medicine: (A) "Quand le 

credit de ces derniers [medecins or doctors] commen§a a s'envieillir, 

Herophilus mit en usage une autre sorte de medicine, qui Asclepiades 
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vint a aombattre et aneantir a son tour." Then follows, as Montaigne 

knows so well how to concentrate, a capsule history of the vicissitudes 

of medicine with different scholars in which he continues the image of 

combat: "L'Empire de la medecine tomba ... abolit ... fut abatue ... 

eombattoit ..." (II,xxxvii,771). He has used nearly every form of the 

verb except the subjunctive in the above examples. He is a man of 

action both physically and mentally, as his use of the verb suggests. 

In most battles, there are the attackers and the defenders; 

there is retreat and defeat. Montaigne is a bit annoyed with the lan

guishing style of Cicero because there is too much preliminary dis

cussion before arriving at the point—(A) "Ny les subtilitez 

grammairiennes, ny l'ingenieuse contexture de parolles et d'argumen

tation n'y servent; je veux des discours qui donnent la premiere charge 

dans le plus fort du doubtei les siens languissent autour du pot" (II, 

x,414). If an attack image suits his purpose for a stylistic analysis, 

it also serves to describe his personal affliction: (B) "En outre, 

la condition de cette maladie n'est point mal advenante a ma complexion 

prompte et soudaine. Quand elle m'assaut mollement elle me faict peur, 

..." (Ill,xiii,1092). Battles and assaults are made up of individuals 

who must fight with individuals; so there are a number of images drawn 

from that area of violent conflict. One of his most famous statements 

bearing on poetry uses words straight from military vocabulary: (A) 

"Car, comme disoit Cleantes, tout ainsi que la voix, contrainte dans 

l'etroit canal d'une trompette, sort plus aigue et plus forte, ainsi 

me semble il que la sentence, pressee aux pieds nombreux de la poesie 



s'eslance bien plus brusquement et me fiert d'une plus vive secousse" 

(I,xxvi,146). This example is not only a vivid metaphor but an excel

lent comparison. In his essay on man's passions reacting against a 

false object, Montaigne draws an image from fencing to illustrate this 

thinking: (A) "A quoy ne nous prenons nous a tort ou a droit, pour 

avoir ou nous escrimer" (I,ix,23)? In spite of his disapproval of 

dueling, he accepts another form of that personal conflict and uses an 

image from jousts in a discussion of the mental prowess of any young 

gentleman. Here is his advice to the expected son of the Comtesse de 

Gurson: (A) "On luy apprendra de n'entrer en discours ou contestation 

que ou il verra un champion digne de sa luite et la mesmes a n'emploi-

er pas tous les tours qui luy peuvent servir, ..." (I,xxvi,154). So 

much for the attack and the individual combat. In the realm of 

defence there is a vocabulary suited to metaphorical use. 

Fortune, one of his favorite, recurring topics, elucidates an 

interesting image in relation to the defense of a castle and poverty: 

(B) "Car, outre ce que le sort a dequoy ouvrir cent brech.es a la pau-

vrete au travers de nos (C) richesses, ny ayant souvent nul moyen entre 

la supreme et infime fortune: ... (B) et envoyer cul sur point toutes 

nos deffences et levies ... (I,xiv,63-64). These military terms have 

served their purposes in a discussion of poverty. Similar terms as

sociated with war and defence also served Montaigne in a discussion 

about health and illness: (B) "Le changement, quel qu'il soit, es-

tonne et blesse. ... Ordonnez de l'eau a un Breton ... deffendez le 

promener a un laquay basque; ils les privent de mouvement, et en fin 
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d'alr et de lumiere" (III,xiii,1085). It is an impossible task to 

make all the military-related images fit into a particular category 

without having a great many categories. The following one fits here 

with combat as well as with any other. Part of the defensive function 

of war is to guard prisoners. Montaigne paints an image of prison to 

make a point about the education of youth: (C) "Sgavoir par coeur 

n'est pas s$avoir: c'est tenir ce qu'on a donne en garde a sa memoire" 

(I,xxvi,152). Extracting these images from the context of the Essais 

with as little comment as I have given them, might give the impres

sion that Montaigne had a list of military terms from which he picked 

the appropriate one to suit his purpose. Rather, these images appear 

in the current of Montaigne's ideas as naturally as breathing—so 

naturally, that one is caught up in the impact of the image's portray

al of the idea, more often unconscious of its nature. 

There are a series of images implemented by targets, names of 

weapons and related terms. As one might expect, targets and aiming 

have to do with goals in life: (A) "A qui n'a dresse en gros sa vie 

a une certaine fin, il est impossible de disposer les actions partic-

ulieres" (II,i,337). Several lines later, Montaigne draws the image 

to illustrate his statement: "L'archier doit premierement sgavoir ou 

il viae, et puis y accommoder la main, I'arc, la aovde3 la flesahe et 

les mouvemens" (II,i,337). Any objective that has a single point of 

focus could be subject to this type of metaphor. Montaigne has made 

numerous allusions to his abhorrence of falsity (II,xvii), and in a 

discussion of truth and error, honesty and dishonesty, he draws another 



image from targetry: (B) "Si, comme la verite, le mensonge n'avoit 

qu'un visage, nous serions en meilleurs termes,... Mais le revers de la 

verite a cent mille figures et un ehamp indefiny. ... Mille routtes des-

voient du blccno une y va" (I,ix,37). Images of the nature of these a-

bove are not too extensive in the Essais, but there are others related 

to the weapons of war. 

Montaigne's unobtrusive insertion of a metaphorical word with 

the provisions of war is well illustrated with his comment in connec

tion with his discussion of Aristotle's tutoring of Alexander the 

Great. Alexander, he says, was not so successful with the instruc

tion in mathematics and syllogisms as with (A) "...[J'instruction] des 

bons preceptes touchant la vaillanoe, proiiesse, la magnanimite et 

temperance, et l'asseurance de ne rien craindre; et, avec cette muni

tion, il l'envoya encore enfant subjuguer l'Empire du monde ..." (I,x 

xxvi,163). Since Montaigne lived at a time when the sword was the 

primary individual weapon, its metaphorical use should be expected: 

(A) "...c'est merveille que, sauf nous, aucune chose ne s'estime que 

par ses propres qualitez. ... C'est le pris de I'espee que vous cher-

chez, non de la guaine" (I,xlii,259). The need for sharpening weapons 

was valid in Montaigne's time, (B) "J'esguise mon courage vers la pa

tience, je l'affoiblis vers le desir" (III,vii,916); in fact he pre

ferred the sword. Several images are built around this weapon. (C) 

"La raison humaine est un glaive double et dangereux. Et en la main 

mesme de Socrates, son plus intime et plus familier amy, voyez a quants 

de bouts c'est un boston" (II,xvii,654). This example comes amidst 
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self-deprecation of mind, memory and judgment; the second one follow

ing, is pretty much on the same subject: (A) "... a quoy faire la 

science, si l'entendement n'y est (I,xxv,140)? The former example is 

preceded by the one which follows in point of time. (A) "C'est un dan-

gereux glaive [la science], et qui empesche et offence son maistre, 

s'il est en main foible et qui n'en sgache l'usage, ..." (I,xxv,140). 

This quotation shows that Montaigne's personal scepticism germinated 

before his Apology for Raymond Sebond. The pike serves in a simile 

ironically showing the unfruitful methods of the pedants of Montaigne's 

time: 

(A) Je voudrois que le Paluel ou Pompee, ces beaux danseurs 
de mon temps, apprinsent des caprioles a les voir seulement 
faire, sans nous bouger de nos places, comme ceux-cy veulent 
instruire notre entendement, sans I 'esbranler: (C) ou qu'on 
nous apprinst a manier un eheval, ou une pique ... sans nous 
y exercer, comme ceux icy nous veulent apprendre a bien juger 
et a bien parler, sans nous exercer ny a parler ny a juger 
(I,xxvi,152). 

Montaigne, our man of self-contradictions, has strongly urged a reform 

in the manner of instruction for the youth, but fourteen pages later 

(though in point of time there could be but little separation) he is 

just as vehemently opposed to change: (A) "Toute estrangete et par

ticularity en nos meurs et conditions est evitable comme ennemie de 

communication et de societe (C) et comme monstrueuse. ... (A) J'en ay 

veu fuir la senteur des pommes plus que les hax>quebusade8j ..." (I, 

xxvi,166). Thus this image of contrast would have us put dangers in 

proper perspective, both as to society and as to the senses. Of all 

the single-word metaphors, the extra one in the last example above, 

ennemie, is one of Montaigne's favorites. 



A final arbitrary group of simple images relates to the ennemt 

or adversaire. Ennemi and arme are the two terms that recur more fre

quently among the military-related metaphors than any other. In one 

of Montaigne's many considerations of death (death is very often 

considered the enemy) he portrays and considers Seneca and Plutarch as 

these two face death. (B) "A voir les efforts que Seneque se donne 

pour se preparer contre la mort, ... j'eusse ebranl& sa reputation, 

s'il ne l'eut en mourant tresvaiflarrment maintenue. Son agitation si 

ardente ... montre aucunement qu'il estoit presse de son adversaire" 

(III,xii,1040) . Montaigne often persists in his metaphor, almost to 

the point of allegory, drawing out the image to its capacity. Pit

ting Plutarch agains Seneca, the image continues: (B) "La fagon de 

Plutarque ... est plus desdaigneuse et plus destendue ... plus virile 

et persuasive. ... L'un [Seneca], plus vif, nous pique et eslanae en 

sursccut, touche plus l'esprit. L'autre ... touche plus l'entendement" 

(III,xii,1040). Among the many examples of the simple word ennemi 

used metaphorically, only some of the more representative ones were 

analysed. Of those singled out from the text for examination, only 

three short ones will be presented here. 

Besides the struggle attending death, there is the struggle 

of anyone afflicted with some illness. Montaigne makes no attenuated 

images of these enemies—the doctor and his medicine. (C) "On va 

trovblant et esveiltant le mal par oppositions contraires. ... les 

violentes harpades de la drogue et du mal sont tousjours a nostre 

perte3 puisque la quereVLe se desmesle chez nous et que la drogue ... 
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de sa nature ennemi a nostre sante et qui n'a aoaez en nostre estat 

que par 1e trouble" (II,xxxvii,767). This image turns out with all 

its ramifications to be more complex than to give only the part ap

plicable to the category of this paragraph—the phrase with the word 

•ennemi. This term has application to many circumstances, however, 

and fits equally well in the following examples: (B) "Mes meurs mol-

les, ennemies de toute aigreur et asprete, peuvent aysement m'avoir 

desaharge d'envies et d'inimitiez ..." (Ill,iii,820), or (B) "De ma 

complexion, je ne suis pas ennemy de l'agitation des cours ..." (Ill, 

iii,823). These two examples within three pages of each other (show

ing the paradoxical in Montaigne) are both of psychological signifi

cance. But, in spite of Montaigne's avowed timidity (a timidity he 

was not afraid to subjugate to the needs of the state), he recognized 

that the commander or the chief of state should not be ruled by this 

type of nature: (B) "... la prudence si tendre et circonspecte est 

morteUe ennemye de hautes executions" (I,xxiv,129) . Yes, the great 

accomplishments Montaigne admired were more often than not military 

feats. One of the results of combat is that the victor takes booty 

from the enemy. Using this term, Montaigne applies it to liars who 

•entangle themselves in their own stories: (B) "Car ces circonstances 

... estans subjettes a plusieurs changements, il faut que leur parole 

se diversifie quand et quand; ... et si par fortune ces hommes rapor-

tent en butin leurs instructions si contraires, que devient cette 

belle art" (I,ix,36)? From liars and butin3 Montaigne turns to an 

even more forceful word for a few images. 
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Whether or not Montaigne's memory was as bad as he makes it 

out to be, he nevertheless considered it abominable, if the terms he 

uses in images have not lost the power of their original meaning: (A) 

"Pour subvenir un peu a la trahison de ma memoire et a son defaut ..." 

(II,x,418). Taking the Essais as a whole, there is no concept more 

heinous to Montaigne than betrayal. However, considering the manner in 

which Montaigne uses the term in this image, it seems to have lost some 

of its force as used denotatively. In his essay on solitude he uses 

the term in connection with the riches that cannot be lost save by our

selves. He has just given the anecdote of Bishop Paul, Bishop of Nola, 

who lost all his belongings, but who had not lost his knowledge and 

wisdomi (A) "Voyla que c'est de bien choisir les thresors qui se puis-

sent affranchir de I'injure, et de les cacher en lieu ou personne 

n'aille, et lequel ne puisse estre trahi que par nous mesmes" (I,xxxix, 

241). Perhaps the mildest use of this term is in connection with the 

above image. 

After giving an example from the life ofPhilippides by Plutarch, 

he continues: (B) "Je vois que chacun se mutine si on luy cache le 

fons des affaires ausquels on l'emploie, ..." (Ill,i,794). Then he 

gives the image corresponding to being safe from combat. Ignorance 

cannot always keep one safe in military conflict, nor in politics— 

(B) "Si je dois servir d'instrument de tromperie , que ce soit aumoins 

8auve ma conscience. Je ne veux estre tenu serviteur ny si affection-

ne ny si loyal, qu'on me treuve bon a trahir personne" (III,i,794). 
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Trompeirie and trahir, both used in their basic sense, set off the sauve 

conscience used in a metaphorical sense. The examples used in the 

preceding paragraphs were not all simple, as the sense of the word im

plies, but most of the simple metaphors could be extracted from their 

context and make some sense. 

Montaigne rather enjoyed developing a good image and extend

ing it as far as it would serve well. So, in addition to the simple, 

single-word metaphor, there are a number of multiple or complex meta

phors. Since several complex or extended images have already been 

presented, the number considered hereafter will be restricted. Also, 

by reason of the length of many of these images, requiring long quo

tations to present the metaphor in its entirety, only three short but 

yet complex metaphors and one long one will be considered. The first 

three images all treat the conflict between health and sickness, be

tween life and death and between the soul at peace or disturbed with 

itself. Montaigne, in his essay on tasting good and evil, has already 

become concerned with the physical afflictions of the body. In the 

midst of this essay, he paints the following picture: 

(A) "Tout ainsi que I 'ennemy se rend plus aigre a nostre 
fuite, aussi s'enorgueillit la douleur a nous voir trembler 
soubs elle. Elle se rendra de bien meilleure composition 
a qui luy fera teste. II se faut opposer et bander contre. 
En nousacculant et tirant arriere3 nous appellons a nous 
et attirons la ruine qui nous menasse. (C) Comme le corps 
est plus ferme a la charge en la roidissant, aussi est 
l'ame" (I,xiv,58). 

The image begins with a comparison that in English criticism would be 

called a simile. The next two sentences are pure metaphors in the 
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English sense of the word, and the last sentence is again a simile or 

a comparison. In the second example, physical suffering is not the 

enemy, but death: (A) "Si c'estoit ennemy qui se peut eviter, je con-

seillerois d'emprunter les comes de la aouardise. Mais puis qu'il ne 

se peut, (B) puis qu'il vous attrape fuyant et poltron aussi bien 

qu'honneste homme et que nuVLe trampe de ouirasse vous aouvre, ... 

(A) aprenons a le soutenir de pied fevme3 et a le aombattre" (I,xx,86). 

Here in the space of five lines, Montaigne has used thirteen one or 

two-word images to give an overall portrayal of his manner of op

posing and preparing for death. Part of the following example has 

already been cited in connection with the simple images using the word 

enemy (III,xii,1040, p. 95 this treatise). The example here is the 

concentrated center of the entire image: 

(C) J'ay veu pareillement d'autres escrits encore plus reverez, 
qui, en la peinture du eon flit qu'ils soutiennent contre les 
aiguillons de la chair, les representent si cuisants, si puis-
santset invinoibles que nous mesmes, qui sommes de la voirie 
du peuple, avons autant a admirer l'estrangete et vigueur in-
cogniie de leur tentation que leur resistance (III,xii,1040). 

The entire image is three paragraphs, extending to more than a page in 

length with eleven military-associated words used as metaphors. Then, 

the variety of images solicited—from the concrete to the abstract, 

using most of the parts of speech, from the general to the particular— 

increase the impact of the image. 

The first volumes of Montaigne's Essais are not so replete 

with the complex military image as Book III. The long example chosen 

for consideration is taken from the eighth essay in Book III. In 
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"L'art de conferer" (III,viii) the image under consideration is really 

a discussion of Montaigne's procedures of argument or debate: 

(B) II ny faut point tousjours ceder, quelque verite ou beau-
te qu'elle [une bonne sentence] ait. Ou il la faut combatre 
a esoient, ou se tirer avriere, soubs couleur de n'entendre 
pas, pour taster de toutes parts comment elle est logee en 
son autheur. II peut advenir que nous nous enferronss et 
aidons au coup outre sa port&e. J'ay autrefois employe a la 
necessite et presse du combat des revirades qui ont faict 
faucee outre raon dessein et mon esperance: je ne les don-
nois qu'en nombre, on les recevoit en pois. Tout ainsi comme 
quand je debats contre un homme vigoureux je me plais d'an-
ticiper ses conclusions, ... j'essaye de prevenir son imag
ination imparfaicte encores et naissante (l'ordre et la 
pertinence de son entendement m'advertit et menace de loing), 
de ces autres je faicts tout le rebours: ... Cecy est bon, 
cela ne l'est pas, et qu'ils rencontrent, voyez si e'est la 
fortune qui rencontre pour eux (III,viii,936). 

Fifteen war-related words that set forth in detail a comparison of 

combat in the art of discussion (with verbs, adverbs, adjectives, 

nouns and phrases in a unit) extend and give depth to this image. 

Even the two words homme vigoureux are colored by the entire image 

related to war. Another word that might not normally have any mili

tary significance assumes it here through the general nature of the 

image—Montaigne may have meant it too: the word couleur meaning the 

standard. The image comports not only the battle involving many sol

diers but the single combat. Montaigne is not careful to keep his 

analogy restricted in scope. He begins with the general picture of 

opposing armies, but there are in the mosaic, glimpses of individual 

combattants. His last image evokes an arrow that either hits or mis

ses the target by the author's intent or by chance. The image of the 

hitting or missing that shooting an arrow portrays, represents the 

argument given in the discussion. 
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Along with the anecdote, the military image, perhaps more than 

any other stylistic tool, helped Montaigne sharpen his discussions, 

give clarity to his ideas and delineate his moral position. For an 

essay-wide analysis of military-related images, "De 1'institution des 

enfans" is a good one to examine. Villey indicates that it was writ

ten at the turning point of Montaigne's focus—from study of external 

existence as it relates to man to the study of inner existence as it 

Q 
relates to itself and to other men. The essay, then, catches Montai

gne about midpoint in his stylistic evolution. In this essay there 

are approximately twenty war-related images composed of about twenty-

five military-related words. These images are spread among the 

9 twenty-five and one-half pages of the essay. The last ten pages of 

text do not have any military images; so one could say that these 

images appear in the first fifteen pages—almost two to a page. Nine 

of these words are verbs, while the other sixteen are nouns. This is 

a rather typical distribution of the parts of speech for these images: 

there are few other parts of speech presented in war-related images. 

Using the same categories as presented in the study of metaphors, 

there are about six images derivative of the verb armer or having to 

do with weapons; four are connected with aiming and the target', three 

could be classed under enemy; and twelve might be grouped with aorribat3 

8. Villey, Les Essais ... de Montaigne, p. 145, (Preface to 
essay). 

9. Frame, The Complete Essays of Montaigne, pp. 106-131. 
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either general or individual. The simile and the metaphor are very 

often linked together under the term metaphor in French criticism, but 

considering the English terminology, there are two similes, three com

parisons, thirteen metaphors and two allegories. 

Critics do not all agree as to the accepted definition of al

legory; so the interpretation used here is the image that goes from 

the concrete (in the plastic sense) to the abstract. In one of the 

revealing passages on Montaigne's moral position on war and its re

lated involvement, he paints a very striking image of his attitude to

ward the young gentleman who has neither any penchant nor any aptitude 

for the military profession: (C) "Si ce disciple se rencontre de si 

deverse condition, qu'il aime mieux ouyr une fable que la narration 

d'un beau voyage ou un sage propos quand il l'entendra; qui, au son du 

tabourin qui arme le geune cwdeur de ses oompagnons, se destourne a un 

autre qui l'appelle au jeu des batteleurs; ..." (I,xxvi,162). Montai

gne goes on to say that one may as well strangle him or put him in a 

baker's shop to learn a trade. This image might be challenged, but 

the following one is more strictly allegorical. Montaigne wants the 

tutor to develop in the student a profound reverence for virtue. In so 

doing, he should help the youth discover (C) "... que les poetes 

suivent les humeurs communes, et luy faire toucher au doigt que les 

Dieux ont mis plus tost la sueur aux advenues des cabinetz de Venus que 

de Patlas" (I,xxvi,161). it might be argued that Pallas also repre

sents wisdom as well as war, therefore Montaigne intended the refer

ence to be to wisdom. However, I prefer to believe that the analogy 
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fits better with the contrast of war to love, since Montaigne has been 

talking about poetry. In war, one perspires physically, (an almost un

conscious event during the struggle), but with wisdom and poetry (love 

poetry) one consciously perspires. The contrast would not be as effec

tive had he meant Pallas as the goddess of wisdom.^® 

Montaigne worked at making the Essais seem natural; he also 

worked at his images. Floyd Gray has noted this in his study of Mon

taigne's style: "Or la creation litteraire chez Montaigne consiste a 

peser toute chose, a tout evaluer selon l'ecart entre une apparence 

exterieure et une essence interieure.Military images show this an

tithesis in pronounced and striking metaphors. Gray made no effort to 

single out the different varieties of subjects for metaphors as did 

Schnabel, but he examined them in connection with all the metaphors. 

No other source for images used by Montaigne is quite as graphic, quite 

as contrastive as are the military images. Yet they seem so easily, 

so smoothly a part of Montaigne that they, too, fit Gray's overall con

clusion on the image: "Dans les Essais3 1'image est rarement une fi

gure litteraire, un ornement qu'on puisse isoler de la suite des idees. 

L'image n'est pas dans le langage pour un effet de style; elle est re-

ellement dans la pensee de Montaigne, qui la projette telle quelle, 

usant des moyens litteraires a sa portee"(p. 155). Montaigne has an 

uncanny sense of appropriateness in the use of war-related images. 

10. Charles Mills Gayley, The Classic Myths in English 
Literature and in Art (New York: Ginn and Co., 1939), p. 23. 

11. Gray, Le style de Montaigne, p. 155. 
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They never seem "out-of-place," at least when one has become familiar 

with Montaigne's personality. It seems out-of-place for him to call 

his memory a traitor; but one comes to accept that as part of Montai

gne. It is, in fact, unavoidable, since he makes it abundantly evident 

that he is revealing himself with all his weaknesses as well as his 

strengths. The military metaphor becomes, under the aegis of self-

revelation, therefore, part and parcel of Montaigne, a natural form of 

his expression. Montaigne has turned the words of a violent art into 

a tool of expression, that, in his hands succinctly portrays his 

thoughts. One is not surprised, then, to read from Sainte-Beuve: "On 

reconnait tout d'abord aux mots qu'on cite de lui, aux lettres dont on 

nous donne les extraits, cette aimable fertilite de parole qui trouvait 

toujours 1'image a la fois familiere et gracieuse, la pointe comme 

Montaigne, mais plus adoucie et fleurie.Sainte-Beuve was not ex

amining the military examples of images when he made that remark, but 

making a general observation based on the overall impression he re

ceived from reading the Essais. But as violent as is war, Montaigne's 

military images fit so well that one is almost unconscious of the mag

nitude of difference between the connotation and the denotation in the 

meaning of the word. 

Parler Soldatesque 

Montaigne is an author full of contrasts, full of self-contra-

dictions, a man of paradox. Le parler soldatesque is one of these 

12. Sainte-Beuve, Port-Royal, Tome I, p. 2. 
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circumstances. The first thing anyone of the twentieth century would 

think of is a language filled with abbreviations such as GCAt STRAK, 

MASH— in fact, a jargon not at all readily accessible to the average 

educated person. In addition to the modern soldier's particular jar

gon, one might expect his language to be profusely punctuated with not 

only unsavory, vulgar and lurid language, but similar stories. One 

concedes that certain essays are not only frank in language but also 

eyebrow-raising to certain sensitive individuals. 

A first task might therefore be to determine what Montaigne 

really meant by le parler soldatesque. It is often easiest to begin 

by stating what something is not. It is not appropriate to compare 

the society of the sixteenth-century Frenchman with that of the 

twentieth-century American, although it could be done. It seems never

theless safe to assume that a soldier is a soldier, no matter the cen

tury, and that the soldier of Montaigne's time was able to swear like 

a trooper. What a careful reading of the Essais clears up in this re

gard is that Montaigne did not participate in the seamy side of the 

soldier's language, the vulgar (American connotation) for vulgarity's 

sake. A more acceptable direction of investigation for his meaning 

lies in the realization that in his earlier essays he considered the 

common man as not worthy of serious examination. 

Indeed, was he not thinking of the speech of French Gentlemen, 

with whom he most associated, and with whom he so enjoyed associating? 

(B) "II n'est occupation plaisante comme la militaire. ... La compai-

gnie de tant d'hommes vous plaist, nobles, jeunes, actifs ... la 
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%-ibert& de oette conversation sans art ..." (Ill,xiii, 1096; italics 

are mine). This passage in the last of his essays, when he had come 

to look on the common man as a significant and worthy creation, never

theless shows his preference for partners in conversation. 

(B) J'ayme une societe de familiarite forte et virile, une 
amitie qui se flatte en l'asprete et vigueur de son com
merce, comme l'amour, es morsures et esgratigneures sang-
lantes. 
(C) Elle n'est pas assez vigoureuse et genereuse, si elle 

n'est queretleuse, si elle est oivil-Lsee et artiste, si 
elle craint le hurt et a ses allures contreintes (III,viii, 
924; italics mine). 

Except for his household and his own servants, he probably had rela

tively little conversation with the common man. His letters indicate 

the noble and military nature of his verbal commerce. (B) "En nostre 

langage je trouve assez d'estoffe, ... car il n'est rien qu'on ne fit 

du jargon de nos ohasses et de nostre guerre, ..." (Ill,v,874); italics 

mine), Montaigne declares. But who is privileged to go on a hunt? 

Almost anyone other than nobility who hunted was considered a poacher. 

It is significant that Montaigne placed these two situations together 

as an area from which to borrow terms, metaphors and anecdotes, ser

ving as evidence that when Montaigne speaks of soldierly language, he 

means that language used by the nobility of France associated with the 

hunt and with war. "He saw in war and hunting, and in the language 

13 they used, many important virtues," says Phillip Hallie. "Soldiers 

and hunters use a language whose metaphors and phrases are embedded 

13. Hallie, The Scar of Montaigne, pp. 108-9. 
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in action For them talking is for the sake of living, and not 

for the sake of talking alone, as it so often was in the parlors of 

France" (Hallie, pp.108-9). Montaigne is not above the humorous, but 

life is a serious matter with him—including conversation: (B) "... 

si j'estois asture force de choisir, je consentirois plustost, ce 

crois-je, de perdre la veue que l'ouir ou le parler" (III,iii,922). 

To someone for whom language is this important, the crude, debasing 

portion of the language of the common soldier is not acceptable. The 

other extreme he likes as little as the former—the pedant surely is 

not one character that Montaigne admires. 

What is in the language of the noble warrior that pleases 

Montaigne? Is it an unaffected, straightforward manner of speaking? 

(B) "J'ayme, entre les galans hommes, qu'on exprime courageusement, 

que les mots aillent ou va la pensee. II nous faut fortifier l'ouie 

et la durcir contre cette tandreur du son ceremonieux des parolles" 

(III,viii,924; italics mine). The same idea was expressed in one of 

the metaphors quoted earlier (II,x,414). One might say that Montaigne 

is the avowed enemy of the "precieux:" (C) "Comme aux accoustremens 

c'est pusillanimite de se vouloir marquer par quelque fa^on particu-

liere et inusitee: de mesmes, au langage, la recherche des frases 

nouvelles et de mots peu cogneuz vient d'une ambition puerile et pe-

dantesque" (I,xxvi,172). If Montaigne is not pedantesque he is not 

affected in his language either. He wants to speak a straightforward, 

easily understood speech (II,xvii,637-38). One must take with a lit

tle grain of salt his desire to speak as the man of the street: (C) 
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"Peusse-je ne me servir que de ceux [mots] qui servent aux hales a 

Paris" (I,xxvi,172)! He wants, most of all, to be understood by those 

who read what he writes. In speaking of Montaigne's language, Gray 

elucidates the situation: "Le vocabulaire de Montaigne n'est pas sa

vant; il comprend des locutions familieres, des proverbes ou des ex

pressions qui ont une allure proverbiale: ..." (pp. 39-40). Many of 

those familiar locutions, popular proverbs, and current expressions 

came from the military language his contemporaries easily appreciated. 

In lamenting his language in comparison with the writings of anti

quity, he apologizes: (A) "Je ne sgay faire valoir les choses pour le 

plus que ce qu'elles valent, ma fagon n'ayde rien a la matiere" (II, 

xvii,637). The apology, if such it be, is to Montaigne's advantage; 

for in this manner he fulfills one of his most important personal re

quirements : to be absolutely truthful about himself and what he sees. 

Much of Montaigne's emphasis on language has been one of speaking 

rather than writing. 

By soldierly speech, he meant merely, that his writings should 

approximate conversation. Certainly the people of the Hates were not 

that interested in what Montaigne said. One suspects a bit of nos

talgia in Montaigne's remark that his Essais might be of some use in 

preventing the butter from Les Hates from melting (II,xviii,664). The 

whole problem is not answerable from the quotations of Montaigne so 

much as by an examination of his style. Montaigne wrote as he felt 

moved by his surroundings, his mood, the essay he was writing and many 

other variables. One time he indicates he would rather write for those 
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who are cultured and another he slips into the middle of the stream: 

(A) "... si ces essays estoyent dignes qu'on en jugeat, il en pourroit 

advenir, a mon advis, qu'ils ne plairoient guiere aux esprits communs 

et vulgaires, ny guiere aux singuliers et excellens: ceux-la n'y en-

tendroient pas assez, ceux-cy y entendroient trop; ils pourroient vi-

voter en la moyenne region" (I,liv,313). In the preceding two 

paragraphs of the text (post-1588 edition), Montaigne has added, speak

ing of simple peasants and "natures fortes et claires," that he fits 

in the middle: (C) "Les mestis qui ont dedaigne le premier siege d'ig-

norance de lettres, et n'ont peu joindre 1'autre (le cul entre deux 

selles, desquels je suis....), sont dangereux, ineptes, importuns: 

ceux icy troublent le monde" (I,liv,313). Although Montaigne may not 

have intended it thus, where would the military nobleman better fit 

than in the middle? Certainly, many contemporary wits would agree that 

the military is dangerous, inept and bothersome. 

Probably, Montaigne is again exhibiting excessive humility, but 

he persists in referring to his language as that of the ordinary French

man: (B) "Quand on m'a dit ou que moy-mesme me suis diet: Tu es trop 

espais en figures. Voila un mot du creu de Gascoingne. Voila une 

•frase dangereuse (je n'en refuis aucune de celles qui s'usent emmy les 

rues frangoises; ceux qui veulent combatre 1'usage par la grammaire se 

moquent)" (III,v,875). Here, Montaigne has done what he does in many 

other circumstances; he has repeated himself—(A) "Tout le commerce que 

j'ay en cecy [les Essais] avec le publiq, e'est que j'emprunte les 

utils de son escripture, plus soudaine et plus aisee" (II,xviii,664). 
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Montaigne's underestimation of his own intellect probably made him 

somewhat boring conversationally (taking his own word for it) to the 

very people he admired in the military: (A) "Je ne sgay ny plaire, ny 

rejouyr, ny chatouiller .... Je ne s$ay parler qu'en bon escient, et 

suis du tout denue de cette facilite ... d'entretenir les premiers 

venus et tenir en haleine toute une trouppe ..." (II,xvii,637; italics 

mine). Montaigne strove for a conversational style suited to his 

noble acquaintances among the troops: (A) "Mais je sens bien que par 

fois je m'y laisse trop aller, et qu'a force de vouloir eviter l'art 

et l'affectation, j'y retombe d'une autre part.... Comme a faire, a 

dire aussi je suy tout simplement ma forme naturelle: d'ou c'est a 

l'adventure que je puis plus a parler qu'a escrire" (II,xvii,638). 

Although Montaigne cannot keep his friends amused and interested in 

his stories, he prefers the conversational approach in writing his 

Essais. Not just any conversational style suited his purpose, but 

that which coincided with the educated, noble commander of Montaigne's 

time. 

However, more than any other reason, he wanted a speech and 

writing of clarity. A lack of accuracy, succinctness and comprehen

sion in military communication has been a cardinal sin since wars have 

been waged. In fact, precise and understandable communication is pro

bably the single most important attribute of the good military comman

der, after knowledge of weapons, tactics, human nature and the 

possession of basic, alert intelligence. 
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It is hard not to be just a bit irritated with Montaigne's con

tinual presentation of his weaknesses. However, it is probably the na

ture of all great writers to be super-conscious of the style they 

present to the public. Montaigne had some great models from antiquity 

with whom he compared style: (A) "Je juge leur beaute; je la voy, si 

non jusques au bout, aumoins si avant qu'il m'est impossible d'y as-

pirer. ... Tout est grossier chez moy; il y a faute de gentillesse et 

de beaute" (II,xvii,637). And one has to remind oneself of the basic

ally sincere nature of Montaigne, who wanted most of all to portray 

himself. Even these exclamations of his insufficiency and roughness 

of expression have a stylistic message. He reminds his reader in an

other passage that his language is not too gay: (C) "... plustost 

graves et severes (au moins si je dois nommer stile un parler informe 

et sans regie, un jargon populaire et un proceder sans definition, 

sans partition, sans conclusion, trouble, ..." (II,xvii,637). In 

reading these selections, however, one becomes more and more aware of 

Montaigne's ability to express himself. 

(B) Pour ce mien dessein, il me vient aussi a propos d'es-
crire chez moy, en pays sauvage, ou personne ne m'ayde ny 
me releve, ou je ne hante communeement homme qui entende 
le latin de son patenostre, et de frangois un peu moins ... 
et sa fin principale et perfection, c'est d'estre exactement 
mien. Je corrigerois bien une erreur accidentale, dequoy je 
suis plain, ainsi que je cours inadvertemment; mais les im
perfections qui sont en moy ordinaires et constantes, ce 
seroit trahison de les oster (III,v,875). 

What really is striking beyond the ideas Montaigne is presenting, is 

the skill with which he exactly portrays these ideas and sentiments. 
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What becomes more and more evident is that Montaigne's style 

is familiarly understandable—much more so than would be any ordinary 

conversation. Villey, among the many scholars of Montaigne in com

menting on Montaigne's "soldierly language," remarks somewhat non

chalantly: "Nous nous tromperions fort si nous concluions des 

declarations precedentes (du parler soldatesque) que Montaigne s'est 

propose de parler ses Essais. La forme en est au contraire extreme-

ment travaillee."^ What Montaigne accomplished was to give the feeling 

of conversing with the reader while maintaining the continuity of a 

studied composition. He does this in an intelligible, thorough lan

guage. This is not to say that a military commander should talk in 

all ways as did Montaigne, or write as did Montaigne, but he ought to 

be as clear and understandable. In this respect, the soldierly lan

guage to which Montaigne probably referred is the concise, appropriate, 

language necessary to make oneself completely understood. 

It has been shown that what Montaigne probably meant by le par

ter soldatesque was above all, a language that is clearly understood: 

(A) "Nostre intelligence se conduisant par la seule voye de la parolle, 

celuy qui la fauce, trahit la societe publique" (II,xviii,666-67). 

Even more specifically, Montaigne describes it in his instruction to 

the Countess of Gurson in connection with her expected son: 

(A) Le parler que j'ayme, c'est un parler simple et naif, 
tel sur le papier qu'a.la bouche; un parler succulent et 
nerveux, court et serre, (C) non tant delicat et peigne 

14. Villey, Montaigne, p. 150 
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comme vehement et brusque ... (A) plustost difficile qu'en-
nuieux, esloigne d'affectation, desregle, descousu et hardy 
... non pedantesque, non fratesque, non pleideresque, mais 
plustost soldatesque, oomme Suetone appelle celuy de Julius 
Caesar; (C) et si ne sens pas bien pour quoy il l'en appelle 
(I,xxvi,171-72; italics mine). 

It is not surprising that Montaigne is not clear on Suetonius' mean

ing for neither are we. One is sure of Montaigne's meaning only 

through an analysis of his style. However, Montaigne regarded Julius 

Caesar as one of the greatest military commanders in the world of his 

time. He also considered as one of Caesar's best qualities his abili

ty to inspire loyalty in his men. Caesar could have done this only 

through his ability as a military leader—not the least of which, but 

one of the more important, was his ability in communicating with his 

men. 

In determining what Montaigne meant by soldierly language, 

the question has largely been answered. He refused the trends many of 

the writers of his time had taken toward the introduction of foreign 

words (III,v,873). He preferred the language (the words at least) of 

the man in the street, but felt free to use these words in novel ways. 

Floyd Gray remarks that "On pourrait citer une quantite de passages 

des Essais qui sont neufs par les images et les alliances de mots, 

mais dont le vocabulaire apparait assez commun si l'on prend chaque 

mot a part" (p. 36). It has been noted, however, that Montaigne pro

bably did not make a pedantic attempt to approximate the language of 

the aommon man but rather followed the ordinary, everyday language of 

his contemporaries in his social strata. It is obvious that had he 

intended the Essais for the man in the street of his time, he would 
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have had to have the essays read out loud; for many of his compatriots 

did not know how to read. I dare say that much of their language 

would have been nearly incomprehensible to Montaigne's associates. 

Therefore, Montaigne had to transform the syntax and transpose the 

words to suit his purpose: the words of the man of the street, yes, 

but transformed to a style readily accessible to the understanding of 

the warrior noble. 

In two places already indicated (III,viii,924 and III,xiii, 

1096) Montaigne writes nostalgically and warmly of the atmosphere as

sociated with young and noble soldiers. The subjects of conversation 

in such a situation are generally uninhibited. No one needs to main

tain social decorum. This phenomenon may be reflected in Montaigne's 

willingness to discuss any subject. He felt free to write about any

thing that entered his head, just as he felt free to talk about any 

subject with his soldier-colleagues. Montaigne was not, for all his 

admiration of this atmosphere, prone to take any of these subjects 

lightly; they were all considered equally serious. There was nothing 

about man, even the humorous, which Montaigne considered frivolous. 

Another feature of style which exemplifies soldierly language 

is the use of war-related anecdotes. He amply used these short 

accounts which were immediately understandable by his contemporaries. 

Montaigne says he feels incompetent in telling stories to amuse people 

(II,xvii,637). The anecdotes usually serve another purpose—rarely 

their own. But his sense of inadequacy does not prevent him from tel

ling them just the same: :(C) "Desrobons icy, la place d'un compte. 
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Un Gentll-hoirane Francois ..." (I,xxiii,lll). In addition to the numer

ous anecdotes of military nature inserted in the Essais, Montaigne 

utilized many simple examples and illustrations from military history 

and his personal experience. 

The most obvious and continued manifestation of soldierly lan

guage is represented in the extensive use of military terminology in 

images. Along with the anecdotes, the images, the freedom of language, 

the common language, Montaigne often made even his longer sentences 

masle et mi-lvtaive by breaking them up, partitioning them with short 

asides tangent to the subject at hand—what he probably considered the 

curt, clipped language of the soldiers with whom he associated. A 

careful reading of the accounts of military men of his time (Monluc, 

les freres Du Bellay) shows that Montaigne's language is more polished, 

easier reading and more understandable than his contemporaries. 

General Considerations of Style Compared 
with War-affected Elements of Style 

Although there have been specialized studies of particular as

pects of Montaigne's style, most of them have been of a general nature. 

What is the relationship existing between these general studies and the 

particularities in this study? In emphasizing the military elements of 

Montaigne's style, one should not ignore the whole picture of style in 

his writings. 

The critic takes with a grain of salt Montaigne's declaration 

in Au Leoteur that he is not writing for the reader, but for himself 

his family and his friends; one must accept that for the most part 
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Montaigne is only subconsciously working on his style to please the 

public. His reworking of the style of the Essais was not, therefore, 

to please the public but himself. A second general consideration in 

Montaigne's attitude that affects the style is the finite public that 

he was more or less subconsciously considering while writing. It is 

accepted that he did not write for the relatively illiterate masses 

though he used their vocabulary. One result of the above considera

tions is that the Essais come naturally by a certain amount of com

plexity. Among the general accolades of Montaigne's style, some 

are willing to see the difficulties of reading his essays. Plattard, 

for example, is one who sees some of the problems: "Convenons qu'ils 

ne sont pas d'une lecture aisee et que, pour en lire plus de quinze 

pages d'affilee, il faut un gros effort d1attention....What Plat

tard has indicated in the above citation is only the beginning of the 

difficulties in reading Montaigne. One might examine the stylistic 

elements of the Essais in an antithetical, easy-difficult framework. 

He is not the most popular of authors in the world or in France today; 

nor has he ever been on best-sellers' lists. 

Often Montaigne lets his thoughts ramble in long, involved 

sentences. In this light, Gray mentions a recurring phenomenon in the 

Essais, that "... chez Montaigne une phrase ne procede pas d'une autre. 

Apres chaque phrase, il y a un arret complet" (p. 31). Although this 

statement cannot stand alone, it is one of those occasions in which 

15. Plattard, Montaigne et son temps, (Preface, see note 3), 
p. 6. 
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the particular seems to ignore the general. There are undoubtedly sen

tences that stand alone in a paragraph, but many sentences could be 

produced where the sentences do rely on one another and there is a 

logical following. Hallie agrees with Gray in this stylistic inter

pretation, though with less finality: "He wanted many of his senten

ces to be understood alone, not as part of an argument, but as the 

direct, immediate expression of insights or feelings." This analogy 

of the style of Montaigne is not difficult to live with, for it allows 

the existence of larger segments (paragraphs, for example) to be con

sidered as whole and independent units. 

Montaigne recognized that reading his essays was not always an 

easy matter: (B) "Je m'esgare, mais plus tot par licence que par mes-

garde. Mes fantasies se suyvent, mais par fois c'est de loing, et se 

regardent, mais d'une veue oblique" (III,ix,994). He admits that there 

are sentences separate from the general current of his thought; how

ever, this very quotation is not a long sentence but a couple of short, 

interdependent sentences. Montaigne continues later in the same para

graph through a post-1588 addition, his reflection on the difficulty 

for the reader of his Essaia: (C) "C'est l'indiligent lecteur qui 

pert mon subject, non pas moy; il s'en trouvera tousjours en un coing 

quelque mot qui ne laisse pas d'estre bastant, quoy qu'il soit serre" 

(III,ix,994). It is probably more appropriate to think of Montaigne 

as letting one idea suggest another and another, in a freedom of 

16. Hallie, p. 102. 
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expression that suited his personality and his preference for conver

sation. 

Obviously, then, his sentences do not follow as logically as 

they might, had he wanted to bend his thought patterns to the neces

sities of the ordered, smooth form. Hallie again, captures the cor

rect essence of Montaigne's personality behind the writing: "A man is 

not a logical unity; he is a set of individual moments spread out in 

the time between his birth and death" (p. 102). Montaigne's military 

milieu, and his interest in his position therein, brought numerous, 

metaphorical units of structure associated with war, which add to the 

depth of reading. For anyone willing to take the effort to read Mon

taigne and not just the essays, the reward is worth the added effort. 

If long sentences make a reading of the works of Montaigne a bit dif

ficult (since the sentences do not always follow as logically as one 

would desire) there is another way that his imagination and his seem

ingly unconcerned style make his Essais challenging reading. 

His fantasy could not always be restricted to one-sentence di

gressions. Often these digressions developed into a paragraph; they 

sometimes developed into an entire essay. Small wonder that it takes 

.careful reading to appreciate Montaigne. Montaigne comments gaily be

fore and after the passage concerned with I'indiligent leateuv: (C) 

"0 Dieu, que ces gaillardes escapades, que cette variation a de beaute, 

et plus lors que plus elle retire au' nonchalant et fortuite. ... (B) je 

vois au change, indiscrettement et tumultuairement. (C) Mon stile et 

mon esprit vont vagabondant de mesmes" (III,ix,994). As was noted in 
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connection with one of the metaphors (II,x,414), Montaigne professed 

to prefer a style which proceeded directly to the subject at hand, but 

he did not always proceed in this manner. Sometimes one has to dis

cover the reason for the title of an essay several pages later, "... 

which is hard to ascertain among all the asides,remarks Gray 

rather wryly in discussing this matter. 

He develops, at times, a long argument with many asides for 

examples, only to nullify it by an equally lengthy antithetical argu

ment, equally provided with examples. For an individual who is used 

to the right answers, this procedure is quite disturbing, no doubt. 

In many, if not most, of these antithetical debates Montaigne suspends 

his judgment. His defence of Raymond Sebond is the longest and best 

known essay where antithesis is utilized, but there are numerous other 

essays (especially Book I) which exemplify this procedure. Many mili

tary examples are used to illustrate these arguments: "Si le chef as-

siegee doit sortir pour parlementer" (I,x), "Que l'intention juge nos 

actions" (I,xii) name two out of about twenty cases which could exem

plify antithetical development of military subjects or military sub

jects used in antithetical arguments. Hallie goes to some length to 

show that Montaigne is against the too abundant imagination and the 

splitting of definitions (pp. 78-81), yet it is one of Montaigne's 

usual procedures, and one which allows him to suspend judgment, to 

propose the sceptic's approach to controversy. It is one of the anti

thetical paradoxes of the Essais that many of the military anecdotes 

17. Gray, p. 238. 
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used by Montaigne to illustrate one position, could as well be placed 

in an opposite context—(see III,ix,833-34; III,ix,831-32; III,xi,909): 

the first would fit as well for an example of constancy as for emotion; 

the second could serve both as a reason for peace or for the exped

iency of war, and the last could illustrate resolve or the corruption 

of the times. Montaigne's mind seems to develop every argument with 

pros and cons. This antithetical habit is akin to another—dialogue. 

Much of his thinking is not a dialogue between the author and 

the reader but an internal monologue with two points of view. Gray 

calls it "...un dialogue avec lui-meme..." (pp. 206, 244), and yet, as 

he admits, there is very little if any conversation. Even in the de

velopment of antithetical positions, Montaigne does not proceed in the 

form of an argument, for he develops first one side, then the other. 

Only occasionally does he oppose each statement of the antithetical 

argument by its opposite position. Montaigne was probably as good a 

judge of his own style as anyone has been (in spite of the detached, 

objective analyses of modern critics). He recognized his nature and 

procedure, which was one of following his inclination wherever it led 

him: (A) "A mesme que mes resveries se presentent, je les entasse; 

tantost elles se pressent en foule, tantost elles se trainent a la 

file. ... Je me laisse aller comme je me trouve: ..." (II,x,409). 

Montaigne's fantasy sometimes leads the reader on a merry chase, but 

it is up to the reader to follow, in spite of the difficulty. Montai

gne's flights of imagination often lead him to examples and anecdotes 

from military history and to his own experiences in war. 



For the modern reader there is a problem that did not trouble 

Montaigne's contemporaries—vocabulary. As it has been shown, Montai

gne was not convinced that the French language needed to receive a for 

eign transfusion but preferred rather to use known words in new and 

more imaginative ways. For us, the dated words present a problem of 

appreciation. One has to become familiar with the archaic part of the 

vocabulary in order to appreciate the Essais in the original language. 

Fortunately, military terms have not changed much in the interim. 

This is one area in which war-related stylistic features do not con

tribute to the difficulty of reading the writings of Montaigne. Not 

all the standard military terms are used by Montaigne. I suspected 

the word attaque with its various forms would be abundant in the es

says; particularly in connection with the pain he endured with kidney 

stones. However, the expectation was vain—other words were found to 

express the same idea. Some military terms are no longer a part of 

modern military terminology because of the obsolescence of the article 

arquebuse for example. Military terminology is one feature of Montai

gne's style which links his time, with few exceptions, to our own. 

Citoleux would have us believe that Montaigne's language is 

•vulgar: "Avouons tout d'abord qu'il y a chez le philosophe des Essais 

18 une grossierete fonciere." This seems to me a very considerable ex

aggeration. Let one admit rather that Montaigne is honest enough to 

say what he thinks and to talk about whatever suits his fancy. But 

18. Marc Citoleux, Le vrai Montaigne, theologien et soldat 
(Paris : Lethielleux, 1937), pp. 215-16. 
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Montaigne treats every subject with equal respect; any subject that 

deals with man is worth discussing and in the appropriate terms. His 

language is conversational and thereby familiar. Above all, he does 

not have the ostentatious language of the learned. Plattard summar

izes this aspect in the following terms: "II ne veut done pas que son 

style ait rien de celui de l'avocat ou du frater, e'est-a-dire du pre-

dicateur ou theologien controversiste; mais surtout il se garde de 

toute affectation doctorale.He was against affectation but not 

against clarity. 

Michel Butor, in his Essais sur les Essais feels that quota

tions, though in a different language than most readers now understand, 

are a very important part of Montaigne's work: "En restant dans le 

vocabulaire de la peinture, on peut dire que les citations sont d'abord 

des 'rehauts* en une matiere plus ferme, plus riche. Certaines pour-

ront etre interpretees comme de veritables incrustations."^® The quo

tations Montaigne used certainly do add distance between the Essais in 

their original form and the modern reader, but they also add variety 

and interest to the essays to one for whom the quotations are directly 

accessible in the original language. Otherwise one soon becomes irri

tated with the necessity to look to a footnote for the translation. 

There is one other problem associated with quotations—contextual ig

norance. Metschies sees the quotations in the Essais as an invitation 

19. Plattard, p. 284. 

20. Michel Butor, Essais sur les Essais (Paris: Gallimard, 
196$, p. 115. 
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to added enrichment through carry-over into the context from which the 

quotation was taken: 

Seiner natiirlichen Umgebung beraubt, biifit das zitierte Zitat 
seine Lebenskraft ein, wenn der Leser es nicht in den Kontext 
des Originals gleichsam zuriick projeziert. Hierzu seien die 
Essais als begleitende Lecture empfohlen. Ohne eingehende 
Kenntnis des Kontextes ist es nich moglich, den vollen Gehalt 
eines Montaigneschen Zitats zu erfassen.21 

Metschies sees also that if there is additional meaning to him who has 

read extensively, it is also a handicap to him who reads the Essais 

without similar background. Quotations with some sort of military 

involvement can only have impact in the same context as do all the 

quotations. Since the military-related quotations are not numerous, 

the involvement in this area of style is not great for this study. 

Reading Rewards 

In spite of the difficulties in reading the Essais there are 

rewards for the persistent. Montaigne was not writing a children's 

reader; so one is not offended by difficulties. If there is any re

jection of the Essais, it is because of the individual's resistance to 

thinking deeply as the reading of Montaigne requires; Montaigne im

pels cine.to think about life and one's self. Hallie points out this 

magical process of Montaigne's style as "... mental activity, surround

ing each aphorism like silence, ... that almost make us forget that 

21. Metschies, Zitat und Zitierkunst in Montaignes Essais, 
p. v. 
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we are thinking and feeling men living from moment to moment, changing, 

22 1 
swerving." The greatest thing about the style of the Essais is hard

ly visible, hardly subject jto scrutiny—it is the essence of Montaigne 

that seems to breathe from the pages as one proceeds. Once can almost 

feel his presence as a curious manifestation of Extra Sensory Percep

tion. The unobtrusive way that war-related terms are made to serve 

as metaphors for totally peaceful subjects exemplifies the subtlety of 

his style. What is one person's stumbling block is another's step-

ladder . 

Montaigne's style is such that several readings cannot destroy 

its pleasure. The constant variety and the continual evolution of his 

procedures maintain interest. One of the elements that greatly con

tribute to the maintenance of interest in the Essais is the continuous 

use of images. Montaigne uses the various stylistic devices: metaphor, 

anecdote, quotation, antithesis, long sentences next to short ones, to 

name only a few. One of the striking features of the metaphors of 

Montaigne is the smoothness with which these metaphors are part of the 

style of Montaigne. Gray says, speaking of the image: "Elle est en-

racinee dans le scheme total de son univers; de plus, elle partage 

1'atmosphere de l'essai et contribue parfois a la former.None of 

the metaphors shows this so strikingly as do the military-related 

images. A subject with such a violent denotative meaning is part of 

22. Hallie, p. 103. 

23. Gray, p. 152. 
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an unrelated, nonviolent idea of Montaigne, and the contrast does not 

surprise the reader. Often, one is not even aware of the basic mean

ing of the word used as a metaphor, so well does it fit with the flow 

of his thought. Probably one of the reasons why this unobtrusiveness 

of style exists is because it represents Montaigne's natural manner of 

expression. Mayer noted in relation to images that "C'est moins dans 

le dessein de persuader que par un besoin naturel de son temperament 

qu'il s'est servi d'un nombre considerable d'images."^ It is pre

cisely in the area of metaphor and anecdote where the largest concen

tration of military-related terms, ideas and stories assist Montaigne 

in the varied portrayal of his thoughts. Indeed, he did find it an 

abundant source of inspiration. 

Montaigne enlarged the first two books by nearly one-half with 

post-1580 additions. The effect of the examples is compounded through 

these additions and is noted by the critics of Montaigne's style. 

Sainte-Beuve indicated "... ce sont des anecdotes ... qu'il enfile a 

l'avenant. II en tire courte matiere a morale....Sainte-Beuve, 

in ways charmed by Montaigne, was sometimes adversely affected by Pas

cal because of the latter's objection to Montaigne. Consequently, 

from one comment to another, Sainte-Beuve alternates admiration with 

mild castigation. Nevertheless, the image is well taken, Montaigne 

does give example after example. Frame states it another way: "It 

24. Mayer, "Les images dans Montaigne...," p. 110. 

25. Sainte-Beuve, Port-Royal, p. 407. 
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is characteristic of Montaigne's movement that his phrases, sentences, 

and paragraphs are not like building blocks forming some stately but 

static edifice; rather they seem to flow, to come tumbling out in an 

uneven line, like a waterfall—or a living creature." This is typi

cal of the military-related examples and illustrations he gives; for 

the paragraphs are often nothing but examples, sometimes one, sometimes 

several in a paragraph, flowing one into the other and at times knock

ing against one another: (A) "Je n'ay point d'autre sergent de bands 

a ranger mes pieces que la fortune. A mesme que mes resveries se pre-

sentent, je les entasse; tantost elles se pressent en foule, tantost 

elles se trainent a file" (II,x,409, my italics). The image is well 

taken—this unregimented procedure without a loss of clarity. 

Why did Montaigne choose military anecdotes? What was the 

impact of these on the structure of the Essaisl Montaigne supplies 

the first answer: (B) "... il n'est rien qu'on ne fit du jargon de nos 

chasses et de nostre guerre, qui est un genereux terrein a emprunter 

..." (Ill,x,874 my italics). He did not take all this anecdotal ma

terial from his personal experience—he loved to read. I believe he 

also enjoyed writing. He says he did not study to write the book but 

•that he studied because he wrote (II,xviii,665-66). As he read, it 

helped him form his ideas; it helped him exemplify his thoughts, and 

it did not bother him in the least to borrow extensively (II,xxxv,749). 

It is known that he did not consider the examples important as a 

26. Frame, Montaigne's Essais, A Study, p. 89. 
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matter of remembering details so much as he considered them tools to 

sharpen his wit and form his judgment. Although he says that his anec

dotes did not form his opinion but seconded it, one wonders really how 

exact the observation is; for it often appears that his judgment and 

opinion develop after reading, rather than finding examples to bolster 

his opinions. However, the latter is the more frequently visible—he 

does draw examples to support his opinions and his doubts. These many 

military examples are an integral part of his style, and the elimina- . 

tion of them would seriously alter both the style and the content of 

the Essais. From this general feeling, taken out of the Essais, simi

lar application may be made to the many anecdotes tSken from the ac

counts of military campaigns. 

This discussion of the general features of the style of Mon

taigne, in relation to the war-related involvement with style, has 

been framed by the easy-difficult aspect of the essays. In this frame

work one can see that often'the very things which make the essays of-

Montaigne difficult also make them attractive. The Essais will never 

be easy or tight reading, but they will always be interesting reading 

so long as man is interested in man. Whoever enjoys the seemingly un

structured in life: observing nature in woods, mountains or ocean; 

conversing with an intelligent friend without regard to where the 

ideas lead; reading something challenging without being pressed for a 

definitive, black-and-white conclusion, save its own pleasure, will 

likely enjoy Montaigne's thoughts. Villey sees in the Essais this type 

of antithesis of boredom: 
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II estfamilier, il est simple, il est spontane. II adopte 
1'allure de la conversation; il cause bonnement avec son 
lecteur, ravi: car le lecteur n'est pas habitue a trouver, 
chez les ecrivains qu'il pratique, cette amabilite, cette 
aisance. La composition est souple, indifferente a la 
ligne droite, fertile en detours, d'ou l'on revient quelque-
fois par des chemins sinueux, et quelquefois brusquement. 

He continues extolling the style of Montaigne, in particular the seem

ingly effortless transition from one idea to another without the rigid, 

pedantic procedures used by many of his contemporaries. The impact of 

terms of military belligerance on the style of the Essais is unobtru

sive, giving a sense of naturalness that is part and parcel of Montai

gne's techniques with all other subjects. Excepting those essays in 

which he is examining specifically a military situation, military-

related stylistic features can almost pass unnoticed. Even the leng

thy anecdotes blend so well with the fabric of his tapestry, one can 

often be unaware of the original, violent denotation of the term, the 

image or the story. 

Montaigne tried conscientiously not to alter history in his 

transmittal of historical anecdotes, and I believe he succeeded. As 

for the structure of the anecdote, he seemed not to be bound by any 

necessity to remain a slave to the original. Some of the anecdotes 

are given exactly as they appeared in the original—quoted. Some ap

pear to have been related as if they had just been read, but with no 

attempt to remain slavish to the original. Others are extensively al

tered stylistically; and still others are not loyal to the original 

27. Pierre Villey, Raymond Lebegue and Jean Baillou, "Le 
seizieme siecle," La litterature frangaise, Edited by Joseph Bedier 
and Paul Hazard (Paris: Larousse, 1948, vol. I), p. 291. 
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content and are extensively altered in the structure too. In nearly 

every case except those passages actually quoted, Montaigne improves 

upon the style of the original. This does not mean to impugn the 

very real greatness of the original latin text. Gray agrees that "... 

il serait facile de montrer que chaque fois que Montaigne tire un re-

cit de Plutarque, d'Amyot ou ailleurs, il lui donne une forme tres 

28 superieure a celle de l'original." Vianey also noted Montaigne's 

ability to improve the style of the original source: "Montaigne prend 

a Amyot textuellemerit des expressions et des tours de phrases quand il 

pense ne pas pouvoir trouver mieux. Mais d'habitude il corrige l'his-

toire."̂  in spite of Montaigne's self-consciousness of the borrow

ings (III,v,875), he never stopped borrowing. What seems to be the 

only logical conclusion for this study is that these borrowings really 

do, in their way, portray Montaigne, too: they show what he thought 

important in what he read. Sainte-Beuve said: 

II est un petit nombre d'ecrivains qui ont un privilege: lis 
ont peint l'homme dans leurs oeuvres, ou plutot ils sont 
l'homme, l'humanite meme, et comrae elle ils deviennent un 
sujet inepuisable, eternel, d'observations et d'etudes. Tels 
sont et seront toujours Moliere, La Fontaine, Montaigne.30 

Montaigne's military anecdotes are as much a part of him as any other 

part of his essays. They are an integral and essential part of the 

28. Gray, p. 244. 

29. Joseph Vianey, "Montaigne, conteur," Melanges de philolo-
gie et d'histoire litteraire, offert a Edmond Huguet (Paris: Societe 
des textes frangais modernes, 1940), pp. 204-205. 

30. Charles Augustin Sainte-Beuve, Nouveaux lundis (Paris: 
Michel Levy Freres, 1866, vol. II), p. 156. 
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whole tapestry. The internal monologue has an effect of reducing the 

connotative brutality associated with military-related words and an

ecdotes . 

Evolution of the War-associated 
Stylistic Features of the Essais 

As in the general features of style in the essays, there is an 

evolution in the style influenced by Montaigne's military involvement. 

Gray is as severe as any of the critics on the style of the first pub

lication of Montaigne's essays: "... les essais de sa premiere man-

iere ... sont courts, sees, sans chaleur, et ses quelques remarques 

personnelles sont aussi faibles que la lumiere timide d'une aurore hi-

vernale" (p. 190). With the additions appearing in the final critical 

edition, there is much more substance, more of Montaigne, more well 

integrated examples and anecdotes. Gray leaves the reader with the 

impression that Montaigne added with too light a concern to his 1580 

edition and that these additions are all too visible. I must agree 

with Michel Butor who sees these additions as nigh impossible to lo

cate without the aid of the markings of the critical edition. He 

cites a passage from "De 1'institution des enfants" (I,xxvi), and 

dares the reader to find, stylistically, what was added later. He con

cludes: "Or ces ajouts, si nous pouvons y suivre 1'evolution de la 

pensee de Montaigne, n'enlevaient pas pour lui aux chapitres anciens 

leur originalite par rapport aux suivants, ne les trahissaient pas."^ 

31. Butor, p. 15 
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He further concludes "Que la naissanoe des trois livres forme une suc

cession chronologique..(p. 17), saying that no one would think of 

contesting that. The terms linear and vertical development used by 

Gray and Butor and others in connection with the evolution of the 

Essais seem to me to be rather too studied. What takes place simply 

is a qualitative alteration of the original volumes. What remains 

after the additions in the Bordeaux copy is a set of essays with es

sentially the same character as before but improved stylistically and 

enriched in thought and illustration. 

Sainte-Beuve said that one would never run out of things to 

discover in and things to say about the Essais. In this light, the 

last word on the style of Montaigne is not contained in my treatise, 

since his style is not as naive as might be thought. Gray must not be 

misunderstood when he writes: "II sait ... qu'il n'est pas l'artisan 

d'un livre et que son livre n'est pas un livre comme les autres. ... 

il ne fait pas un livre, il est son livre" (p. 14). Gray is empha

sizing the naturalness of Montaigne's style, in contrast to the pedan

tic "faiseur de livres." The contrary (that Montaigne is a literary 

artisan, however) is such as to leave very little room for argument. 

Montaigne was an artisan of style of the first order. Lablenie treats 

the same subject, admitting that Montaigne disdained the vocation of 

writer, but he also recognizes that "... il faut en definitive beau-

OO 
coup travailler pour savoir rester, devenir, ou redevenir naturel."J 

32. E. Lablenie, Essais sur Montaigne (Paris: Societe 
d'edition, d'enseignement superieur, 1967), pp. 101-102. 
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A whole chorus of critics would agree that Montaigne extensively worked 

on his style: Villey says: "Quand Montaigne ecrit: je ne me corrige 

point, cela se doit entendre de la pensee; des milliers de corrections, 

OO 
dans 1'exemplaire de Bordeaux, concernent la forme." Hallie writes: 

"Montaigne felt ... very strongly, and he used all his powers to em

body in ink on paper the movements, sometimes patterened, sometimes 

random, of his mind" (p. 111). Plattard states: "II s'est cree un 

style de conversation,""^ Frame adds: "A careful craftsman...."^ Ar-

maingaud comments: "Montaigne ne lisait pas ses livres a la legere et 

n'ecrivait pas, comme il a pu en avoir l'air...." Since, as Armain-

gaud notes in connection with Montaigne's historical studies, Montai

gne read "... la plume a la main..." (p. 13) it would appear that he 

rather carefully developed the Essais. 

The significant evolution in the style of the Essais is none

theless away from the use of historical anecdotes and toward a more 

introspective contemplation. This is seen in the third volume of the 

Essais. At the same time, however, Montaigne is adding anecdotes to 

the first two volumes; and in the post-1588 edition, he adds even more. 

Montaigne does not renounce his former procedures since he continues 

33v Villey, Les Essais de Michel de Montaigne, p. 151. 

34. Plattard, p. 285. 

35. Frame, Montaigne's Essays, A Study, p. 87. 

36. Dr. A. Armaingaud, Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, vol. 
XII, p. 13. 
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to use them, but he embarks on a new and more confident manner of 

writing, less dependent on ideas or stories from history. Between 

Books I and II on the one hand, and Book III on the other, there is a 

dichotomy of style, caused not so much by any effort to abandon his 

earlier procedures as by a 180 degree shift in focus: from an outward 

one to an inward one. Military examples in Book III are fewer than in 

Books I and II as all examples are fewer in Book III. They are used 

in much, the same way in which they are used in the preceding two vol

umes, but with more finesse, with considerably less emphasis one the 

event itself. The anecdotes are much shorter generally and are better 

integrated, more smoothly a part of the analysis. 

While military-related anecdotes suffer the fate of anecdotes 

generally, military images seem to increase in numbers as the essays 

progress chronologically. War-related quotations are reduced in num

bers both from Book I to Book III and in relation to the number of 

quotations added in subsequent editions. There is a slump in Book II, 

but the additions in the post-1588 category still do not match those 

of the 1580 edition. Montaigne's parler soldatesque, as he appears to 

define it, also suffers some evolution due to the increased introspec

tion. Book III seems jess masle et nrititaire than the other two vol

umes simply through the change in emphasis. This lessening of military 

language does not, however, exist, if one considers military language 

the speech of the French nobility. The evolution of style, seen in 

the military anecdotes, terms, metaphors, and quotations, is not itself 

completely changed, though the focus is almost completely reversed. 
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Throughout the evolution in the style of Montaigne's Essais, 

there is a very definite consistency which also shows through in the 

use of military vocabulary, war-related metaphors and anecdotes and 

war-related quotations. One of the best indications of this is the 

fact that the evolution of the thought and style of Montaigne is not 

so much a matter of change from Book I to Book II to Book III, but in 

07 
the chronology of additions. In other word, the evolution is more a 

curve, a progression than a reversal—as if he traveled a half-circle 

(cf. Gray pp. 29-30). Montaigne does not deny what he was: 

(A) ... au demeurant, je ne corrige point mes premieres im-
ginations par les secondes; (C) ouy a l'aventure quelque mot, 
mais pour diversifier, non pour oster. (A) Je veux represen-
ter le progrez de mes humeurs, et qu'on voye chaque piece en 
sa naissance. Je prendrois plaisir d'avoir commence plus tost 
et reconnoistre le trein de mes mutations (II,xxxvii,758). 

The military-related anecdote is one of the most obvious manifestations 

of consistency. 

Montaigne, using his usual pattern of Book I in "De 1'incerti

tude de notre jugement" (I,xlvii), (balancing one argument against an

other) has exemplified his statement "... ce n'est pas victoire, si 

elle ne met fin a la guerre." He then cites the death of Monsieur de 

Foix and that Pharax stopped the king of Lacedemonia from pursuing the 

Argives. Part of the argument is original with the 1580 edition and 

part was added with the Bordeaux manuscript. Without the markings of 

the critical edition indicating the insertion, one would have 

37. Fortunat Strowski, Montaigne, Paris, Alcan, 1906, pp. 185-
187. " . 
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difficulty discovering the seam of the patch (I,xlvii,282). Montaigne 

continues to the very last to use military anecdotes where he had used 

them before. It is as if he had stretched himself around that arc 

without letting go of his former self, facing in a different direction 

OQ 
through the evolution. ° But our essayist shows that he intends to re

main somewhat glued to his historical self: (A) "... ce n'est pas 

tour de rassis entendement de nous juger simplement par nos actions de 

dehors; il faut sonder jusqu'au dedans..." (II,i,338). In this he 

has seen the change in his emphasis but he has not renounced his for

mer methods. His interest in history continues; his interest in the 

military continues; therefore, there is a continuous expression of war-

related anecdotes, metaphors of military terminology, and quotations 

from war-associated sources. 

Although there is evolution in Montaigne's use of military 

terms, these terms paradoxically show one of the elements of greatest 

consistency. Frame likewise notes that "This final material shows 

no marked changes in thought or attitude from that of 1588, but ... 

greater readiness to contradict what he had written earlier, greater 

39 boldness ... in ... self-revelation, obscenity, ...." This very 

•freedom from restrictions of propriety shows his continued taste for 

military language. Even though Montaigne feels unsure of himself in 

the first few essays and relies somewhat more than one might wish on 

38. Cf. Villey, Montaigne, pp. 43-44. 

39. Frame, Montaigne's Essays, A Study, p. 53. 
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the histories in his library, it is still Montaigne who is telling the 

story, clothing the events in the language of his environment, his own 

education, his own special touch. Montaigne reflects in a post-1588 

addition something that has been a constant in all the reading he did: 

(C) "Je demande en general les livres qui usent des sciences, non ceux 

qui les dressent" (II,x,414). The judgment he sought most from the 

judgment of others was that of man in war and man at peace with him

self, even in war. The unostentatious constant throughout the Essais 

is the parler soldatesque of the humanistic French gentleman of the 

sixteenth century. 



PART TWO 

MONTAIGNE, MORALITY AND WAR 

One must first set the following ground rule: war is neither 

moral nor immoral. Only thinking beings can qualify for this dis

tinction. One can determine, however, if the use of war by man to 

accomplish his aims is moral or immoral. It should not be an impos

sible task to evaluate Montaigne's Essais and conclude what Montaigne 

thought was moral or immoral in relation to group conflict. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MONTAIGNE, THE MILIEU AND THE MORAL WAR 

Since the dawn of recorded history there have only been pauses 

between armed contests. At the time of Montaigne's birth man was able 

to get along with his neighbor in about the same manner as when re

corded history began. War was a fact of life in society. 

The Milieu 

Montaigne's immediate family participated directly in the cam

paigns of Francis I. The life and genealogy of Montaigne leave one 

convinced that he was born into a family in which military life was an 

accepted part of the duty of the citizen. This military tradition is a 

very short one and does not go back beyond his grand-father."'" Pierre 

Eyquem had sufficient influence, by example, to steer his son's desires 

toward a military career. He tried actually to direct him into a legal 

career, and he made sure of his fortune in the juridical circles of 

Bordeaux, but the life of the "long robe," proved to be more ill-suited 

to Montaigne's temperament than the life of the soldier. 

Montaigne visited the scenes of battle as a young nobleman and 

was an accepted visitor at Court. Villey, in an article, summarizes 

Montaigne's involvement with the politico-military situation of his 

time: four times he visits the Court; he accompanies Francis II to 

1. Fortunat Strowski, Montaigne, Paris, 1906,1, i, p. 15. 
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Bar-le-Duc, and he is in the retinue of Charles IX at the siege of 

Rouen. Even after retiring, he is actively observing and serving the 

2 Crown in a liaison capacity. Although Montaigne never becomes a ca

reer soldier in the modern sense, it is obvious that he had more than 

a casual acquaintance with the military scene of his day and that he 

was more than summarily conversant with the political implications of 

military tactics and strategy. 

Contemporary Histories 

By reading the writings contemporary with Montaigne, it becomes 

clear that war permeated every fiber of society, involving everyone. 

Some were victims, and others were predators. As history must be gath

ered from those who write, and those who wrote were occupied with war, 

the histories are replete with tales of war. Jean Plattard reflects 

the educated man's interest in war by saying: "Devenir un capitaine 

3 
etait le reve de tout gentilhomme resolu a faire sa fortune. There 

was hardly any nobleman who was not seeking his fortune. In 1911 an in

fantry officer, Joseph Revol, in studying Montaigne and military tac

tics, reflects the historical realities of Montaigne's contemporaries: 

De son temps, toute la noblesse vaillante et capable de se 
tenir en selle etait sous les armes. Celle qui demeurait 
oisive, confinee dans ses terres, etait depourvue d'esprit 
militaire et s'efforfait, dans 1'imbroglio des partis, de 

2. Pierre Villey, "Montaigne," La litterature frangaise, 
Larousse, p. 280; cf. Strowski, Montaigne, pp. 36-7, 84. 

3. Jean Plattard, Montaigne et son temps, Paris, Boivin, 
1933, pp. 80-81. 
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conserver une neutralite n'allant pas- quequefois sans etre 
dangereuse. Montaigne comptait parmi cette derniere.^ 

As easy as it is to ascertain that war was one of the most dominant 

subjects of the writers of Montaigne's time, it is likewise easy to 

determine the attitudes of those who waged war and wrote about it. 

Since, for the most part, the historians were part and parcel 

of the nobility, it is not surprising that they generally viewed war 

from the status quo bias of the nobility. The nineteenth century his

torian, Lacretelle, in a study of France during the Civil Wars, views 

the Renaissance as the continuation of the Middle Ages in the manner of 

conducting war.^ Well might he say: "L'art de la guerre etait alors 

bien eloigne des vastes et terribles developpements que trois siecles 

devaient lui donner; tout tenait aux inspirations plus ou moins heur-

euses des capitaines" (p. 121). Wars were only extensions of the tour

naments held in arenas, both attended by gay and beautiful spectators. 

Going off to war was an adventure hard to equal. In the campaigns of 

1552, the King set Vitry as the place of assembly to which eight thou

sand gentlemen responded. The government had its means of encouraging 

the soldier: "La cour anime par des fetes les preparatifs militaires. 

...La reine et Diane de Poitiers accompagneront le roi jusqu'a la 

frontiere; nouvelles occasions de fetes; jamais l'image des plaisirs 

ne s'est trouvee mieux melee a celle de la guerre" (Lacretelle, pp. 

117-18). Foreign wars were not the only ones accompanied by festivals. 

4. Revol, Montaigne et l'art militaire, p. 7. 

5. Charles Lacretelle, Histoire de France pendant les guerres 
de religion, Paris, Delaunay, 1814, vol. 1 or 4 vols., p. 165. 
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At the siege of Rouen, where Montaigne was ostensibly present, there 

was a repetition of the scenes of Vitry: "Ce fut une partie de plaisir 

pour la cour que le siege d'une des villes les plus industrieuses et 

les plus opulentes de la France" (Lacretelle, p. 101). The note of 

irony from Lacretelle's portrayal of these events is probably correct, 

but the irony is not so prevalent in the original documents from which 

he gathered his information. Military endeavors were serious and wor

thy functions for the nobility in the sixteenth century. Not only the 

whims of the King but often those of the greater nobility were justi

fiably indulged by waging war against a neighbor. 

Jean Bodin wrote not so much for the sake of war as to reflect 

the atmosphere of the time. It was the triumph of virtue which ap

pealed to him: "What is more delightful than to contemplate through 

history the deeds of our ancestors placed before our eyes as in a pic

ture? What more enjoyable than to envisage their resources, their 

troops,, and the very clash of their lines of battle?"^ Bodin's ap

proach to history was not designed to discourage war, and the echo of 

this observation resounds throughout the Essais. The Du Bellays, Mar

tin and. Guillaume, were two observer-warrior-historians who reported 

the events of their times and the bias of the French nobleman. They re

port Francis I as answering the accusation of his "...par trop plus con-

scientieuse et scrupuleuse..." conduct in relation to Charles V: "Si 

doncques toute guerre est juste qui est necessaire et forcee, et, par 

6. Jean Bodin, Method for the Easy Comprehension of History, 
translated from Latin by Beatrice Reynolds, New York, Columbia 
University Press, 1945, pp. 11-12. 
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le commun consentement des humains, celuy est force a la guerre, et 

prent justement les armes...."^ Francis I was not so different from 

the sovereigns that preceded or followed him as to his attitude on 

war. They accepted war as the logical answer to the settlement of 

otherwise non-negotiable differences between states. 

Two other Frenchmen became famous through writing of their 

own personal involvement in the religious wars: Blaise de Monluc and 

Frangois de la Noue. The former served the kings and the Catholic 

cause and the latter served under Conde the cause of the Huguenots. 

Professional soldiers hardly oppose the principle of war, so one is not 

surprised to find these two accepting its necessity'in the same manner 

as does Francis I. Jean Giono, in the preface to Monluc's Commentaires 

puts things in their proper perspective: "'Monluc homme de sang', dit 

Michelet. Pas plus que Duras ... pas plus que n'importe lequel de ses 

Q 
contemporains, comme tout homme en guerre de religion." It is, how

ever, the professional soldier who best sees the unfortunate nature of 

war and who appears most sincerely to abhor its excesses. Monluc 

laments the loss in lives and wealth caused by the wars between Charles 

V of Spain and Francis I of France (p. 30), but it does not prevent 

him from boasting of the military prowess of the soldiers of Gascony: 

7. Claude-Bernard Petitot, Collection complete des memoires 
relatifs a l'histoire de France, Memoires des Du Bellay: Martin et 
Guillaume. Paris, Foucault, 1819-1826, volume 18, pp. 419-20. 

8. Blasie de Monluc, Commentaires, Paris, Gallimard (Pleiade), 
1964, pp. ix-x (Introduction by Jean Giono). 
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"... un magazin de soldats, la pepiniere des armees, la fleur et le 

chois de la plus belliqueuse noblesse de la terre et l'essain de tant 

de braves guerriers, qui peuvent contester l'honneur de la vaillance 

Q 
avec les plus fameux capitenes Grecs et Romains qui feurent oncques." 

There is no need for valiant and belliqueuse noblesse unless one has 

a war to wage. Monluc has the dubious fame of counseling foreign wars 

since peace for him is impossible: 

II faut penser ou de batre les autres ou s'entrebatre soy-
raesme. Si on pouvoit tousjours vivre en paix, cela seroit 
bon, et que chacun fist son labourage, comme faisoient les 
Romains, en paix; mais cela ne se peut faire. Ainsi, Sire, 
je dis et soustiens que c'est un mauvais conseil de penser 
faire la paix, si par mesme moyen vous ne songez a commencer 
une guerre estrangere (p. 669). 

So there it is. The professional soldier sees the evil of war; never

theless, he can brag of his own country with its hardy military men, 

and he can recommend the waging of foreign wars and preparation for 

them during times of peace. No, one can hardly expect eagles to eat 

the same food as doves. 

Frangois de la Noue does not become a commander of armies as 

does Monluc. La Noue serves the Huguenot caus^ which was not destined 

to make military greatness pay in this manner for him. His Disaours 

were written during a period of imprisonment in the castle of Limbourg 

in April of 1580. He was a well-educated, moral soldier whose ideas 

often parallel those of Montaigne on military subjects. La Noue sees 

the army as the glory of France: "Les armes ont tousjours este parmy 

9. Monluc, p. 3. 
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la nation frangoise en singuliere recommandation, & la commune opinion 

est, qu'elles luy ont acquis ceste grande gloire a quoy elle est mon-

tee...."^ In this light he felt that the army should be maintained 

for the defense of the national integrity. He felt that the poor no

bility should be maintained by the state in military service in order 

to retain their skills for the service of the state. He harbored no 

sympathy for those who followed the ravages of war in order to despoil 

the victims, and he maintained that peace should be the ultimate goal 

of all citizens: "... que l'homme doit principalement tendre a la 

paix & tranquillite, a fin de mener une vie plus juste" (p. 210). He 

adds, however, "En ce que je dis icy, je n'entens pas condamner celles 

[guerres] qui sont legitimes, ausquelles la necessite contraint d'en-

trer pour se defendre, car on ne souille pas ses mains en les y em-

ployant" (pp. 210-11). In waging a necessary war he insists that it 

not be waged "... exempte des proprietez qui luy sont ... comme essen-

tielles, a sgavoir de rapacite, desordre, & cruaute..." (p.392). In 

his tenth and twentieth discourses he attacks false opinions held by 

the nobility (that valor is the only goal of the gentleman, that the 

lord who remains at home is a coward and that it is an obligation to 

execute unjust orders from the Prince) and the feeling of sovereigns 

that they must expand their kingdoms. 

Another military gentleman, Brantome, began writing about this 

same time. Having seen service in Italy, Spain, Portugal and in his 

10. Frangois de la Noue, Discours politiques et militaires, 
Geneve, Droz, 1967, p. 209. 
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own country since 1560, he was still a dedicated soldier when an 

accident in 1584 immobilized him. His anecdotal memoirs parallel 

somewhat the works of Plutarch not only stylistically but in content 

also. He was entirely dedicated to the grandeur of the nobility, that 

is, in the traditions passed on from the Middle Ages and from antiqui

ty. In nearly all the lives he portrayed he demonstrated his admir

ation of some military leader. His first discourse on Charles VIII 

indicates his attitude about war. He writes of Charles' poor child

hood examples in leadership and military activity given by his father, 

Louis XI, and yet Charles had military ambition beyond expectations. 

Greatness, according to Brantome,comes from military ambition, and 

military exploits are the general framework for the valor, the virtue, 

and the glory of kings. 

The historians have intoned the necessity of war almost as one 

voice. Some have been able to see the evil in war; others have seen 

mostly the glory. All have seen it as the field of personal valor. 

Although some have deplored the cruelty and disorder and have indi

cated that peace would be preferable, war has been accepted, with a 

sigh, as one of the natural phenomena of civilized man. 

Contemporary Philosopher- Moralists 

The philospher-moralists were not so unanimous in their ap

proach to war. Perhaps the most famous name among intellectuals of 

11. Pierre de Bourdeille, Seigneur de Brantome, Vies des 
hommes illustres et grands capitaines, Frangais et etrangers, du 
seizieme siecle, Paris, Desmarest, 1910, t. Ill, pp. 4-5. 
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the sixteenth century was Erasmus. Relatively independent in Europe, 

he refused, in spite of numerous requests from the French court through 

Bude, to come to France to lend his services to the grandeur of French 

education and letters. Was there anyone else at that time who stren

uously opposed war as he did in his Treatise on War? 

Erasmus laments the acceptability of war to the contemporary 

mind: "It is so much approved, that it is counted a wicked thing to 

12 reprove this one thing...." Corollary to this lament of its ac

cepted position he strenuously recommends its avoidance (p. 4). After 

some forty pages of impassioned presentation of the horrors of war, 

one realizes that he has not so thoroughly escaped his militaristic 

situation. As a Christian he accepts God's sending the Israelites of 

Moses1 day to war, and argues that they fought not among themselves. 

This admission weakens, for modern man, Erasmus' strong reasons against 

war. He takes to task those who favor the greatness of the Greek and 

Roman men of war but admits: "...how many things ... were either 

wisely done, or soberly spoken of them in the midst of their wars" 

(p. 44). His most telling argument against war comes near the end of 

his treatise in his refutation of the justification of war for the 

safeguarding of the nation. He says that by no means "...more un-

thriftily may the commonweal perish than by war.... Ye waste the citi

zens' goods, ye fill the houses with lamentation, ye fill all the 

country with thieves, robbers, and ravishers" (pp. 60-61). Although 

12. Desiderius Erasmus, The Treatise on War, Boston, The 
Merrymount Press, 1907, p. 5. 
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he has rendered the most devastating blow to the philosophical accep

tance of war for his time, we cannot help seeing that even Erasmus has 

his terms under which war might be justified. The Anoients "...re

joiced to advance and enrich such provinces as they had conquered by 

war..." (p. 43). So, if one can conquer and then uplift the conquered, 

is one justified? For the Christian—"...it is unlawful for Christian 

men to make any other war but that which is the fairest war of all, 

with the most eager and fierce enemies of the Church..." (pp. 44-5). 

Erasmus1 independent position allowed him to be the most vociferous 

opponent of war, but again, war was acceptable in certain circum

stances. 

The French scholar who was most similar to Erasmus followed 

at some distance, in his footsteps, but with considerably more circum

spection. Guillaume Bude did not escape the aura of respect for the 

hero of Greek and Roman antiquity. Delaruelle, in an article on Bude 

notes his admiration. I underscore the military nature of the hero he 

admires: "L*Ideal qu'il se forme du prince irreprochable transparalt 

aussi dans la sympathie qu'il montre pour certains de ses heros: toutes 

ses preferences s'en vont, d'instinct, vers Pompee. ...la gloire de 

1 ̂  Pompee est toute pure...." Although Bude wrote most of his ideas in 

Latin, he composed a treatise for the sovereign, "De 1'institution du 

Prince," in which he appears machiavellian in his praise of Alexander, 

13. Louis Delaruelle, Bibliotheque de l'ecole des hautes 
etudes, Etudes sur l'humanisme franqais "Guillaume Bude," Paris, 
Champion, 1907, vol. 162, p. 212. 
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Homer, Caesar, Hannibal and Fabius Maximus."^ Bude reiterates, with 

his own stamp of approval, the idea of the divine right of kings, and 

he returns to this theme in chapter XLIII,where he insists that the 

sovereign should do what is necessary to conserve the greatness of his 

kingdom even though fortune has a great role in its destiny (pp. 23 

and 177). If the sovereign is to protect the greatness of a nation, 

he is not excused in waging war unjustly. To Bude, the unjust war 

is that war waged by the Church or against the Church. Delaruelle 

lifts this idea from a digression in the De Asse of Bude.^ One must 

not think that Bude is against the Church, for he is bound to 

its position and to that of the King. Like Erasmus," he is very much 

disturbed by the ravages that war causes. War, then, is only justified 

when fortune forces the Prince to wage it—and then,against a neighbor 

and not a Christian one. 

The boldest contemporary thinker on the nature of the State 

was Niccolo Machiavelli, who is often maligned because of his 

realistic approach to the necessities of the State and its leader. 

First, no State is worth anything if it cannot maintain itself. There

fore, power is the prime responsibility and principal tool of the 

chief of State. He saw that Cyrus conquered Persia only because the 

Medes were discontent and the citizens were effeminate from a long 

14. Guillaume Bude, Desiderius Erasmus, De Petrarque a Des-
cartes, La correspondance d'Erasme et de Guillaume Bude (translated 
by Marie-Madelaine de la Garanderie), Paris, J. Vrin, vol. XIII, pp. 
46-47, 152. - . 

15. Delaruelle, pp. 81-84. 
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peace. He maintained that a State should do as much in a military way 

for preparation in times of peace as in times of war, and therefore, 

the Prince had glory in proportion to the existence of good laws, good 

arms, good allies and good examples. At one point he states: "A 

Prince ought to have no other aim or thought, nor select anything else 

for his study, than war and its rules and discipline; for this is the 

sole art that belongs to him who rules....It is easy enough to 

see that war is a natural phenomenon for Machiavelli, one in which the 

Prince must learn to function. In his practical insights, he sees that 

the Prince should, however, base his power on the idea of protecting 

the common people, not oppressing them (IX, X). He perceives that 

free, republican States are easier to conquer than totalitarian ones 

but that, once conquered, the free State is almost impossible to rule, 

while the totalitarian one is quite easy to rule (IV, V). Machiavelli 

foresaw the difficulty of any State in solving military conflicts after 

they had become big ones, remarking that the Romans always dealt with 

their problems at once rather than waiting until they could no longer 

avoid them (III). He felt that the Prince could not safely rely on 

professional or mercenary soldiers: "... nothing can be so uncertain 

or unstable as fame or power not founded on its own strength..." (XIV, 

p. 21). A final quotation shows at once the practicality of Machiavel

li and his comprehension of the nature of the human condition: "That 

war is just which is necessary, and arms are hallowed when there is no 

16. Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince, tr. by W.K. Marriott, 
(Great Books), vol. 23, Chapter XIV, p. 21. 
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other hope but in them" (XXVI,36). The Renaissance man had not yet 

come to grips with the problem of what was necessary \ he merely ac

cepted war as one of the unavoidable factors of his environment. 

Contemporary Literary Artists 

Not only the least objective about war, but also the least 

stable in accepting it as a normal state of affairs were the writers 

of Montaigne's time. Some critics have pointed to Estienne de la 

Boetie's De la servitude volontaire, as an indictment of the military 

cruelty of the time. Nearly the whole of his treatise, later en

titled Le Contrhn as to attitude on war, could be summed up in his 

view of the sovereign and the people subservient to him. There is 

disdain for a people which allows itself to be ruled by an arbitrary 

cowardly tyrant. It is not the war that is assailed; it is the weak

ness of the will of Prince and people: "...quel malheureux vice? 

voir un nombre infini de personnes non pas obeir, mais servir; non 

pas estre gouvernes, mais tiranises ... non pas d'un Hercule ny d'un 

Samson, mais d'un seul hommeau, & le plus souvent le plus lasche 

& femelin de la nation; non pas accoustume a la poudre des batailles, 

mais ancore a grand peine au sable des tournois ...."^ This is 

hardly the type of language designed to convince a society against 

war. It is more likely to foment a revolution. Montaigne 

did not praise in vain the military and diplomatic qualities 

17. Estienne de la Boetie, Oeuvres completes, Geneve, Slatkine 
'Reprints, 1967, pp. 4-5. 
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of La Boetie; he rightly interpreted the attitudes of his intimate 

friend. 

Pierre de Ronsard did not divorce much of his poetry from the 

influence of the political situation and the protection of the court. 

His Disaours des mis^res de oe temps is a Catholic biased complaint 

18 addressed to the Queen Mother about the religious wars of the time. 

He addresses his poetic harangue to Theodore de Beze: 

Ce n'est pas une terre Allemande ou Gothique, 
Ny une region Tartare ny Scythique: 

La science et les arts des ta jeunesse tendre, 
Pour luy faire service et pour en bien user, 
Et non, comme £u fais, a fin d'en abuser (p. 552). 

Ronsard is not complaining of De Beze's skills; he is only concerned 

with the direction, the place where these skills are used. Is there 

any less suffering in a war waged in another man's country than in 

one's own? When he begins to expound on his own bias, he sounds as 

bloodthirsty as he appeared indignant before because of the war at 

home: 

0 Tout-Puissant, donne que nostre Prince 
... sans grace et sans misericorde 
Traine lie l'ennemy d'une corde, 
Bien loing derriere a son char attache:...19 

Naturally, not all of Ronsard's poetry is so politically self-conscious; 

but the poetry dealing with war, an event inseparable from politics, is 

18. Pierre de Ronsard, Oeuvres completes, Paris, Gallimard, 
(Pleiade), 1950, volume 2, p. 545. 

19. Ibid., "Priere a Dieu pour la victoire," p. 622. 
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very clearly allied with his benefactors. For this dissertation 

it is not important to demonstrate the true feelings of Ronsard 

20 on the issue of war. One may doubt, as does Abraham Keller, that 

such poems reflect his true interests. What they do show significant

ly is that war itself is not the subject of the attack, but the place 

and reasons for the war. 

The other great prose writer who began the sixteenth century, 

Rabelais, has often been quoted as opposing war. A careful examination 

of his work reveals that, again, it is not so much war that he is 

against as the manner in which it is waged or the reasons for which it 

is waged. The war with Picrochole is a case in point. Rabelais does 

not go into much detail in describing the offenses of Picrochole. It 

seems to suffice that Picrochole is identified as the villain, the 

aggressor: "...gastant et dissipans tout par ou ilz passoient, sans 

21 espargner ny pauvre, ny riche, ny lieu sacre, ny prophane...." In 

passages that are often quoted, Grandgousier reluctantly takes up arms 

as the last necessity: "Ce non obstant, je n'entreprendray guerre que 

je n'aye essaye tous les ars et moyens de paix; la je me resouls" 

(p. 114). Since Picrochole persists, Grandgousier is now justified, 

and Rabelais is able to delight his readers with the miraculous ex

ploits of Frere Jean. With an eye to humor, Rabelais has one of 

20. Abraham C. Keller, "Anti-War Writing in France, 1500-
1560," PMLA, March 1952, Number 2, pp. 240-250 

21. Francois Rabelais, Oeuvres completes, Paris, Garnier, 
1962, Tome I, Livre I, Chapter XXVI, p. 103. 
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Picrochole's archers surrender to Frere Jean: "'Monsieur le Priour, 

Monsieur le Priour, Monsieur l'Abbe futeur, Monsieur le Cardinal, 

Monsieur le tout! Ha! ha! hes! non, Monsieur le Prieur, mon bon petit 

Seigneur le Priour, je me rends a vous'" (pp. 164-5)! Is this not 

comic enough for Rabelais' audience? Perhaps Rabelais wanted to show 

the gruesomeness of war, but there is no doubt about the horror, in 

spite of the comedy, in what follows: —Et je te rends (dist le 

moyne) a tous les diables.' Lors d'un coup luy tranchit la teste, 

luy coupant le test sus les os petrux, et enlevant les deux os breg-

matis et la commissure sagittale avecques grande partie de l'os 

coronal ..." (pp. 164-5). Picrochole is not justified, but Frere 

Jean's actions point to medieval heroics. In one passage the moyne 

advises Gargantua to let the enemy escape, since an enemy cornered is 

a more formidable enemy. Gargantua goes against this advice (pp. 161-

2). The third and fourth volumes of Rabelais, although sometimes es

pousing peace, display a continual round of comic wars with the same 

gruesome descriptiveness. So, one is left feeling: War is bad if 

one is on the receiving end but great sport when one is able to beat 

the invader. 

Of all the writers of the sixteenth century whose works are 

studied for their beauty and for their literary value, perhaps none 

was more sincerely against war than the warrior-poet, Agrippa d'Au-

bigne. He is supposed to have been launched into a military career by 

an exclamation of his father upon seeing some Protestants hanged. 

He was also extremely moved by the atrocious scene because of his 
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22 tender age. He did not need to please any particular group in the 

society of the time and his poetry reflects this independence: 

Voici le plaisir 
Entier et parfait, 
C'est de voir en paix 
Freres et voisins 
Tous biens accordes 
S'esgayer entr'eux(pp. 32-3). 

D'Aubigne is not too concerned with foreign wars or even the philo

sophical problems associated with war. He merely sees the terrible 

drama taking place around him (pp. 86-7). Obviously, D'Aubigne has 

his bias, too, but he sees with the most sympathetic eyes, both sides 

of the problem. He makes no excuse for the side on which he struggles; 

he painfully records the morose tragedy. Although he loves life and 

hates war, yet he wages war. One is left with the reluctant conclusion 

that he accepted war as the ultimate arbiter between belligerents. 

Historians, philosophers and poets have been considered in the 

paragraphs above to see what was the atmosphere in which Montaigne 

labored and bore the Essais. Nothing appears more obvious than that 

war was an accepted phenomenon. The writers deplored its ravages, but 

saw in victory the means of bringing peace to a rebelious society. 

The historians accepted war as the means to greatness, the painting of 

life from which one learned one's lessons, in which one could exclaim 

at the glimpse of some magnificent quality. The moralists were all 

too often part of one side or the other of the political argument. 

22. Agrippa d'Aubigne, Prose & Poesie, Neuchatel, Messeiller, 
1943, pp. 32-33. 
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They deplored the lack of discipline much as did the soldier historian 

and, with that, the atrocities committed in the name of conquering 

one's enemies. Nevertheless, when it came to their own particular 

interests, war was quite justifiable. The poets, d'Aubigne not ex

cepted but less egotistical, were quite willing to sing the praises of 

whichever aspiration most moved them. Keller, who wants to find 

writers opposed to war in his article on "Anti-War Writing in France," 

must (somewhat reluctantly) admit: "Every campaign found poets sound

ing the battle-cry; every victory and every peace treaty had its 

poetic memorations. The poems were sanguinary or peace-loving as the 

occasion demanded, and the same poets wrote both kinds of poems in 

truth. 

It is all too evident that in nearly all the segments of the 

society of Montaigne war was only opposed in certain particulars. 

Keller's analysis of the popular attitude is quite similar to that of 

the intellectual as well: "The popular opposition to war can be most 

simply stated. Here there was little evidence of pacifism, and the 

case against war was made up of complaints against particular abuses" 

(p. 248). The common people were not leading the intellectual, but 

quite the contrary was the more realistic appraisal. The cries for 

peace were more sounding brass and tinkling aynbals than sincere at

tempts to eliminate war. The traditions of honor, glory, virtue and 

valor were indeed deeply rooted in the attitudes and actions of the 

23. Keller, pp. 246-247. 
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thinking men of the sixteenth century, but one must not be too quick 

to condemn those of that period. Michelet, in speaking of the politi

cal power of the King, said: "Le seigneur universel, lointain, mys-

terieux, le roi, qui parait au XIIIe siecle, arme de la double 

puissance de l'Etat et de l'Eglise, est-il quelqu'un d'assez fou pour 

vouloir lutter contre lui?"^ No, Montaigne did not live in the thir

teenth century, but Michelet reminds us that the feudal system "... 

semble mourir au XIIIe siecle, pour refleurir au XIVe. Meme au XVIe 

siecle encore, la ligne nous en refait une ombre, que continuera la 

noblesse jusqu'a la Revolution" (vol. 7, p. 7). The shadow of the 

Middle Ages is very long when considering the customs of the gentleman. 

Montaigne's Permanent Tower Friends 

It is a common enough attitude among scholars searching for 

the elements of peace and war in the literature of the sixteenth cen

tury to consider the humanistic movement antithetical to the thrust of 

war. From his pacifistic position, Keller laments: "... it might 

have been reasonably expected that some indelible mark would be made 

on pacifistic thinking with which to enrich the heritage of peace-

loving ... humanity.He then includes among three influences that 

should have made this mark "... the spread of Humanism ... stressing 

values utterly antithetical to a state of war..." (p. 240). Alas, for 

24. Jules Michelet, Histoire de France, No. Ill, volume 7, 
Paris, 1843 - 1867, p. 24. 

25. Keller, p. 240. 
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the position he is examining, the element of Humanism drawn from the 

anaients only appears antithetical to war in the minds of modern hu

manists. Montaigne's most influential, most faithful companions were 

those lodged on the shelves in his tower. 

Greek Writers 

The ideas of these men indicate that war was as acceptable in 

their lives as it was in the lives of the nobility of the sixteenth 

century. Although Homer, for example, may teach modern man a peace-

loving lesson because of our own mood, international peace was not the 

lesson he gave to the mind of the man of the Renaissance. He preferred 

the lessons that Hector intoned to his wife: "... I have learnt ever 

to be valiant and fight in the forefront of the Trojans, winning my 

*?£t father's great glory and mine own." Before the time of Julius 

Caesar, Homer's books were the Bible of the military commander. Mon

taigne only reflects the attitudes of the time when he relates Alex

ander's reverence for Homer. The Iliad and the Odyssey are more than 

a prolonged war, but they are nevertheless a war followed by a series 

of running battles. Homer was one of the three exaellens hommes 

Montaigne discusses; Alexander was another. 

As time passes, Montaigne's admiration for Alexander cools and 

his acclaim of Socrates increases. If Montaigne had not decided to 

26. Homer, The Complete Works of Homer, New York, Random 
House, 1950, p. 113. 
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leave his first presentation basically intact, Socrates might have been 

one of the three exceVlens hommes instead of Homer or Alexander. Plato, 

in the Republic, has Socrates debate the problem of the State in an 

international situation. He treats war as the extension of desires 

(individual and national): "Socrates—We need not say yet whether war 

dots good or harm, but only that we have discovered its origin in de

sires which are the most fruitful source of evils both to individuals 

27 
and to states" (11,374; IV,441-445). He thus treats war as the nat

ural consequences of the mortal state. The whole of Plato's theoret

ical society is based on the need for order (IV,421-427); therefore 

the most important of the three basic units of the society was the 

element designed to maintain order—the guardian: "Now in no form of 

work is efficiency so important as in war .... These guardians of our 

state, then, inasmuch as their work is the most important of all, will 

need the most complete freedom ... and the greatest amount of skill..." 

(11,374, p. 62). From the base of the Guardians came the governors 

and the philosophers, for Plato felt that the highest achievement of 

man—the search for the good and the beautiful—had to pass, as part 

of the education process, through the study and exercises of war (VII, 

•536-7, pp. 258-9). War was not considered as good or evil. It was 

what men did in the exercise of war (1,332-3; V,461; 11,379) that dem

onstrated evil in that they tended to divide the State or to unite it, 

in that they fostered order or confusion. 

27. Plato, The Republic of Plato, London, Oxford Univ. Press, 
1945, pp. 61-2, 139. 
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It should not be too surprising to find Plato's famous pupil, 

Aristotle, following in his philosophical footsteps. The State and 

the civilized man are the highest forms of existence for the (just man. 

Man outside of the State is the lover of war, and yet, the highest 

good of the State is best demonstrated in the military man and in the 

military society: "First, there must be food; secondly, arts, ... 

28 
thirdly, there must be arms... (VII,8,1328b). Aristotle's influence 

on Machiavelli is clear in the former's ideas: "...laws ... aim at 

the maintenance of power ... and the greater part of the laws are 

framed with a view to war" (VII,2,1324b, p. 528). War, for Aristotle, 

is the natural corollary of the state of man who always desires more 

than he has (II,7,1267b; 11, 1-5): "And so, in one point of view, the 

art of war is a natural art of acquisition, for the art of acquisition 

includes hunting, an art which we ought to practise against wild 

beasts, and against men who, though intended by nature to be governed, 

will not submit; for war of such a kind is naturally just" (1,8,20-6, 

p. 450). He thus recognizes the just and the unjust war as natural 

functions of the reasoning, moral human condition. One need not remind 

oneself of the impact of Aristotle throughout the Middle Ages and into 

the Renaissance. Montaigne and most of his contemporaries appeared 

little disposed to challenge these ideas on the function of the State. 

In studying the Greek attitudes on war, it is not too necessary 

to separate the philosophers, the poets and the historians. It is more 

28. Aristotle, Politics, tr. Benjamin Jowett, Chicago (Great 
Books), 1952, volume 9, p. 532. 
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accurate to say that all the intellectual manifestations from Greece 

in its golden age of thought were philosophical in nature; philoso

phical in light of the original meaning of the term—lover of wisdom. 

With this in mind, the historians of Greece were as welcome and in

fluential at Montaigne as were the philosophers. 

One of the Greek historians found in the library at Montaigne 

is Herodotus. His reports of the wars of Greece are not merely the 

factual, narrative exposition of the events but an exposition of his 

judgment of the events. Book VII and BockVIII of his Histories, in 

which he discusses the conflict between Xerxes and the Greek confed

eracy, is replete with his bias on war: It should be waged for the 

glory, honor, wealth, dominion (and sometimes revenge) of one's own 

29 nation. Although he does not approach the idea of war as to whether 

or not it is justifiable, it is clear that he thinks some wars, are 

justifiable while others are not. Herodotus deals with war as a 

matter-of-fact function of the human scene. He is still able to admit 

that war is not the ideal state of a society, and he differentiates 

between international and civil war: "... for internal strife is a 

thing as much worse than war carried on by a united people, as war 

itself is worse than peace" (VIII,3, p. 260). In spite of this, he 

makes no attempt to dissuade man from engaging in military practices 

but rather points to the wisdom in being prepared for it. 

29. Herodotus, Histories, Chicago, Britannica (Great Books), 
1952, volume 6, pp. 236-49, 287-88, (Book VII,133-85 and Book VIII, 
143-4). 
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A second Greek historian-moralist, with the accent on the 

moral, is so well-known to Montaigne scholars that it is hardly neces

sary to consider his attitudes on war and the military. Plutarch so 

influenced Montaigne and consequently the Essais that one need only 

mention briefly some of the attitudes of Plutarch to see the appli

cation to Montaigne. Plutarch, more moralist than historian, recounts 

the events of history in order to elucidate a moral principle that he 

is considering. In the introduction to the Moralia, the translator, 

Babbitt, notes that both the Movalia and The Lives have essentially 

on 
the same purpose. One is already aware of the stylistic debt Mon

taigne owed him, as seen in the borrowings on war introduced in the 

first part of this study. He appears even more indebted to him for 

his ideas and attitudes. Plutarch often uses an example from war to 

illustrate an individual application: 

...For just as states which are chastened by border warfare 
and continual campaigning become well content with good or
der and a sound government, so persons who have been com
pelled on account of enmities to practise soberness of living 
... are insensibly led by force of habit to make no mistakes 
and are made orderly in their behaviour, even if reason co
operate but slightly (Movdlia, vol. II, p. 13). 

Plutarch is not challenging the existence of war; he is learning from 

a fact of life. He is discovering a good in something which brings 

suffering—the waging of war. The trait of character to which Plu

tarch gives the most consistent attention, then, is the ordered, calm 

demeanor of the individual. Plutarch sees the enemy as doing one a 

30. Plutarch, Moralia, tr. Frank C. Babbitt, London, Heine-
mann, 1949, volume I, p. xii. 
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service: "...Thus ... your enemy, by taking up and diverting to him

self your malice and jealousy, will render you more kindly and less 

disagreable to your friends in their prosperity" (vol. I, p. 37). This 

is not really a justification of war, but an acceptance of normalcy in 

which the individual grows: "Indeed, there is nothing more dignified 

and noble than to maintain a calm demeanor when an enemy reviles one 

... but far more important is the practice" (vol. II, p. 29). Yes, 

the practice •in war, where one can show oneself noble, valiant, hon

orable, virtuous and clement: "...even to forego taking vengeance on 

an enemy when he offers a good opportunity is a handsome thing to do. 

But in case a man shows compassion for.an enemy in affliction, and 

gives a helping hand to him when he has come to be in need..." he is 

to be regarded with affection (vol. II, p. 31). Nowhere does it seem 

that Plutarch condemns war. It is always the backdrop, the contrast, 

the opposition from which great men show what makes them great. If 

the Greeks began the impetufe of man studying man and thus the human--

istic movement, it was not designed to eliminate war but to examine 

man in his environment, of which war was an integral part. There may 

have been Greek writers who really intended arguing for the removal of 

war. Aristophanes' Lysistrata is an example,and many modern critics 

feel that Homer's writings were antithetical to war. However, my 

feeling is that the general atmosphere concerning war emanating from 

the Greek writers is one of acceptance of war as a phenomenon as nor

mal as the waves breaking on their rocky shoreline. 
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Montaigne's Latin, Tower Friends 

The Latin writers have a more favored position in the tower 

at Montaigne simply from the point of view that Montaigne read Latin 

with such ease. The Greeks he read in Latin and French translations; 

therefore he read with perhaps more discrimination. Although he con

sidered Homer as among the great men, there is hardly a quotation from 

him in the entire Essais. He restricted his interests to the histori

cal, the moral and the philosophical aspects of the Greek writers. 

Not so with the Romans. Here the poets have as great a role as the 

other two elements. 

Latin writers and historians such as Pliny, Ammianus Marcel-

linus and Tacitus are among his early companions. Montaigne read the 

writings of Julius Caesar to observe a successful military leader, but 

he could not condone Caesar's personal ambition. Caesar is naturally 

pro-war, but what of the historians and epistolary writers not direct

ly associated with war? They have some detachment from the dedication 

to war that Caesar exhibits, but they are generally not prone to op

pose it. They have followed the pattern of the Greek writers in 

this respect. Marcellinus is concerned with describing the military 

prowess and wisdom of Julian, for example: "He was thoroughly 

skilled in the arts of war and peace And in reporting 

31. Ammianus Marcellinus, Ammianus Marcellinus, tr. John C. 
Rolfe, Cambridge, Harvard Univ. Press, 1935, volume 2, p. 505. 
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Julian's final words while he was dying from a battle wound: "... I 

thank the eternal power that I meet my end ... in the mid-career of 

glorious renown..." (vol. 2, p. 499), it is well to remember that the 

renown came from military accomplishments more than any other way. 

Montaigne's later admiration of Julian is for his conduct in combat— 

an admiration he refused to retract even in the face of criticism 

from the papal censors. 

Pliny does not have very much to say about war in his letters, 

but there is enough to establish that he too followed the attitudes of 

the Rome of his time: war was a justifiable function of State, in 

which virtue is demonstrated. In his letter to Macrinas (XX), he re

ports the Senate's passage approving the erection of a statue to 

Spurinna and one to his son Cottius for heroic deeds in war: "... not 

as they would to many others, who never were in action, ... but as it 

would be decreed to those who have justly bought such a distinction 

32 with their blood, their exertions, and their deeds." It is not hard 

to see what Pliny admires in this passage nor in the following one, in 

which he speaks of his own experience in war as a youth: 

As for myself, it is true, indeed, I served in the army when 
I was a youth; but it was at a time when courage was sus
pected, and want of spirit rewarded; when generals were with
out authority, and soldiers without modesty; when there was 
neither discipline nor obedience, but all was riot, disorder, 
and confusion: in short, when it was happier to forget than 
to remember what one learnt (Letter LXXXIX, p. 321). 

If the above citation indicates disapproval of a military situation, 

32. Pliny, Harvard Classics, New York, Collier, 1909, volume 
9, pp. 216-17, (tr. William Melmoth). 
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the opposite must be what Pliny admired: courage, authority, dis

cipline, obedience and order. Pliny thus follows a very long tradi

tion of attitudes in which military attributes and military glory are 

prime virtues. 

Tacitus seems mainly concerned with the most important names 

in the Roman Empire. These men were more interested in the glory of 

their name than the consequences their acts brought on the common man. 

One has a slight feeling in the reading of the Annals that Tacitus 

accepts the inevitable existence of war reluctantly. He finds fault 

with a system which seems to foster greatness only through war. Still, 

it is through the accounts of war that he is able to pursue his objec

tive as a historian: "As I see it, the chief duty of the historian is 

this: to see that virtue is placed on record, and that evil men and 

33 evil deeds have cause to fear judgment at the bar of posterity." 

Montaigne indicates (III,viii,940) that he has read Tacitus' history 

in one sitting. The attitude of Tacitus toward war and man—that is, 

the crucible in which virtue is produced— is one which fits very well 

the nature of Montaigne. He does not entirely stop reading his his

torical sources; their importance only diminishes after 1580. 

Montaigne continues steadfastly to draw inspiration from the 

poets. Of the Latin poets there are three from whom he seeks inspi

ration most: Virgil, Lucretius and Horace. W.F. Jackson Knight 

33. Tacitus, The Annals of Tacitus, tr. Donald R. Dudley, 
New York, Mentor, 1966, p. xi. 
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declares In the introduction to his translation of the Aeneid 

that "Most great poems are concerned with wickedness, violence, and 

horror. But often, ... the whole tendency of the same poems is really 

towards peaceful goodness, humanity, and reconciliation. Virgil's 

poem," he concludes, "pre-eminently has this tendency."34 fhe thought 

seems pre-eminent, but one sees in the poem, very often, what one wants 

to see. No doubt to the modern mind the Asneid does indeed tend towards 

peaceful goodness, but in a mind charged with visions of military 

glory, quite another side of the poem is visible. 

Aeneas is a pawn of destiny. He is driven by the gods into a 

series of battles in order to found an empire in Italy. How is he to 

bring about this empire? It is by conquest. 

This is a tale of arms and of a man.... He met many tribu
lations on his way.... And he had also to endure great suf
fering in warfare. But at last he succeeded in founding his 
city, and installing the gods of his race in the Latin land; 
and that was the origin of the Latin nation, the Lords of 
Alba, and the proud battlements of Rome (1:1, p. 27). 

These are Virgil's opening lines. Knight further notes that theAsneid 

was the result of the pride in the accomplishments of Roman ancestors 

(p. 11). The pride was in the conquests accomplished by these ances

tors, in carving out an empire at the expense of other nations. Virgil 

predicts the end of the poem in the first few stanzas—an end full of 

the arrogance of a conquering people: "To Romans I set no boundary in 

space or time. I have granted them .dominion, and it has no end. Yes, 

34. Virgil, Aeneid, tr. W.F. Jackson Knight, Baltimore, 
Penguin, 1956, p. 15. 
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even the furious Juno, who now wearies sea, earth, and heaven with the 

strain of fear, shall amend her plans, and she and I will foster the 

nation which wears the toga, the Roman nation, masters of the world" 

(I,276-309,p. 36). If it is towards peace that the poem tends, it 

arrives there through the lusty use of the sword. 

With Lucretius the pattern of steady, if not always lusty, ac

ceptance of war as a here-to-stay phenomenon is broken. He is some

what similar to some of the French poets of the sixteenth century such 

as Ronsard (when not influenced by political patronage) and d'Aubigne. 

Lucretius did not militantly attack those who waged war^ but he saw war 

as one of the sources of pain and suffering. He would have laws and 

governments established not as Plato would have them, for the defense 

of the State, but for the establishment of peace by men wearied of 

35 strife and violence. One senses a tint of irony in his portrayal of 

the philosopher's peace: "Sweet is it too, to behold great contests 

of war in full array over the plains, when you have no part in the 

danger..." (p. 65). Or is this the philosopher's arrogance? At any 

rate, the praise of honor through use of the sword is not part of 

Lucretius in De reman naturae. His own introduction to this work 

states: "Bring it to pass that meantime the wild works of warfare may 

be lulled to sleep over all seas and all lands" (p. 28). This, of course^ 

does not sound bellicose. 

35. Lucretius, On the Nature of Things, tr. by Cyril Baily, 
London, Oxford University Press, 1910, p.224. 
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Horace is no less reluctant to look upon war as an agreeable 

element in the society of men. He, like Ronsard, was somewhat depen

dent on imperial favor, but he appears to have been less influenced by 

his royal patronage. What is probably more the case, however, is that 

Horace was less inclined personally to view war favorably. Neverthe

less, Horace served in the army of that Brutus who assassinated Julius 

Caesar. He fought in the second battle of FhilLppi in which the army 

of Brutus was routed. Horace fled, and appears never to have con

sidered thereafter that war was anything but the expression of an 

36 inferior society. Horace catered only weakly to the bellicose 

traditions of Rome on the insistance of Augustus Caesar II (p. 248). 

The poets speak more with their hearts and less with their 

reasoning. It is not surprising, therefore,to see support of a war-like 

society and also the rejection of war as a means to solve problems. 

The Latin poets who do not support war, however, are not energetic in 

opposing it. Virgil praises the exploits of Aeneas, Lucretius de

scribes the character of man in nature (war is included as part of na

ture) and Horace views war with repugnance but does not attack it 

otherwise. 

The Roman moralists have an early beginning in their 

influence on Montaigne. Small at first, this influence continues to 

grow. The two most influential moralists were Seneca and Cicero. Both 

of these statesmen were strong supporters of the State and the 

36. Quintus Horatius Flaccus, The Satires and Epistles of 
Horace, tr. by Edward Fraendel, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1957, p. 50. 
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necessities of law and order. Seneca considers in a matter-of-course 

way that the military man is the base upon which the ordered society 

is maintained. Still, he chides those who would consider that only 

the combatant is the defender of the State: "...le bon soldat n'est 

pas necessairement en ligne, ne defend pas necessairement l'aile 

droite ou l'aile gauche; il peut aussi garder les portes ... faire 

sentinelle pendant la nuit.... All of his advice is not directed 

to the soldier who defends his country but to the whole citizenry. 

What is most evident throughout his treatise, De Tranquitlitate Animi, 

in respect to war, is the acceptance of war's natural position in the 

scheme of things. 

There are many traits of character that Montaigne 

and Cicero share with each other. Among them is the feeling of loy

alty for their respective countries. Cicero placed his service to the 

State above personal convenience. He wrote mainly during periods of 

forced retirement—feeling all the while that his writing was inferior 

(as a means of serving the State) to his active participation in State 

affairs. Convinced that civilization could not exist without the 

State, it is not surprising to see that he considers war as a neces

sary, if unpleasant, reality. He considers the failure to defend 

to be an evil as serious as aggression's evil. Protection of 

37. Seneca, "De la tranquillite de l'ame" (111,5), Dialogues, 
traduit et etabli par Rene Waltz, Paris, Societe d'edition "Les 
Belles-Lettres," 1965, volume 4, p. 80. 
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society is almost a sacred duty. With a clear-sightedness that was 

not lacking in Montaigne, Cicero sees the corruptibleness of military 

ambition: "...the strongest temptation to forget the claims of justice 

is born of the passion for military and political distinction" (p. 76). 

Cicero goes a step further than most of the writers and thinkers we 

have considered. He is not for or against war, but views it entirely 

as a tool of the State. He tempers this with the humane desire for 

peace. He says: "In my opinion peace should be our constant aim if 

there is no danger of treachery" (p. 17). He is even more explicit as 

to how war should function: 

Our one object in making war should be that we may live in 
peace unmolested; when victory is gained we should spare 
those who have not been cruel or barbarous. ... It is our 
duty not only to be merciful to the conquered, but, even 
though the battering-ram has shattered their walls, to shel
ter those who lay down their arms and seek the protection 
of the commander (pp. 16-17). 

A war for peace might well be justified by Cicero,who maintains that 

these wars must be waged by strict international laws and "...tempered 

by the noble motive of imperial glory" (p. 18). Since he thinks 

of man in Nature as a reasoning animal, he admits that "there are two 

methods of settling a dispute, discussion and force; the one is charac

teristic of man, the other of beasts; it is only when we cannot employ 

conciliation that we are justified in resorting to force" (p. 16). 

For Cicero, then, war is a justifiable means of settling controversies 

between nations but should not be used until negotiation fails. It 

38. Cicero, "On Moral Duties, Book I," tr. by George B. 
"Gardiner, The Basic Works of Cicero, ed. by Moses Hadas (Columbia 
University), New York, Random House, 1951, p. 13. 
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should be tempered by clemency and have in view only the good of the 

State. The final goal and result of war should be peace. 

The Church Fathers 

Of the great thinkers who preceded Montaigne, perhaps the least 

used in the Essais were the Church Fathers. Montaigne may have con

sulted them, but he quoted very little from them. Perhaps the greatest 

of these was Saint Augustine. As might be expected, St. Augustine 

places war on the plane of good and evil. Since there are evil men, 

there will be just men to oppose them: "For it is the wrongdoing of 

o n  
the opposing party which compels the wise man to wage just wars....1 

As if repeating Cicero, he relates war to peace: "...Neither is 

there anyone who does not wish to have peace. For even they 

who make war desire nothing but victory—desire, that is to say, 

to attain to peace with glory. For what else is victory than the 

conquest of those who resist us? and when this is done there is 

peace" (p. 517). If peace be the aim even of those who wage war, 

war could be waged for a righteous cause. Thus does St. Augustine 

justify the wars waged by the Israelites under Joshua. He agrees with 

Cicero again in that these wars should be waged on just principles— 

that evil ways are not justified in waging war against evil men or 

evil nations. In justifying war, however, he is not ignoring that 

it is better to have "...a good neighbor at peace, than to conquer 

39. Saint Augustine, The City of God, XIX,7, tr. by Marcus 
Dods, (Great Books), Chicago, Britannica, 1952, volume 18, p. 515. 
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a bad one by making war" (p. 196). St. Augustine was humanitarian, in 

spite of his justification of war. He finds no commander, no con

queror justified except in clemency after his victory. 

St. Thomas Aquinas follows so closely in the footsteps of St. 

Augustine that there is little reason to discuss him. One may sum

marize his position simply as a justification of war for three reasons: 

first, in defense of the common good when so ordered by those who are 

duly in authority; second, there must be a just cause for an offensive 

war, and third, "...it is necessary that the belligerents should have 

a right intention, so that they intend the advancement of good, or the 

avoidance of evil."^® St. Thomas Aquinas is more inclined to consider 

that peace is a pure gift of God no matter its source. 

Only a sampling of the thinkers available to Montaigne has 

been presented in the preceding pages. There are other examples which 

could have been added. However, these certainly would have been only 

repetitive of those already presented. It is quite clear that not 

everyone was in favor of war. But it is equally clear that none seem 

willing to absolutely ban it. Not that many would not prefer to be 

without war, but the nature of man was accepted— a nature which at 

least guaranteed the necessity for defensive wars. All of the writers 

studied above were willing to concede that there can be just wars. The 

only requirement for just wars was the aggression of other nations. 

40. Saint Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, Part 1,2, Q. 
XL, Art. I, tr. by the Fathers of the English Dominican Province, 
Chicago, Britannica (Great Books), 1952, volume 20, pp. 578-9. 
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Montaigne, and War Justified 

The arguments as to the extent of Montaigne's independence 

from his surroundings will not soon cease. However, one thing seems 

certain amid the conflicts of critics. He was indeed influenced. In 

spite of all his efforts to divorce himself from the requirements of 

societal living that are underlined by some critics, others can bring 

out similarly effective arguments to show that Montaigne gladly sub

mitted himself to the strictures and exigencies of his political re

quirements. The truth lies somewhere in between the two extremes. To 

repeat the numerous critical affirmations of Montaigne's indebtedness 

to his peers, to his compatriots whom he observed and to the great 

thinkers of antiquity would only be an unnecessary redundancy. One 

element of this environment marked him; and although he is not chame-

leon-like indistinguishable from this environment, he is still a son 

of his century; he justifies war —at least indirectly. 

Status Quo and Order 

Montaigne is somewhat pacific but not a pacifist. He is even 

ready to allow evil means to accomplish good. He is almost ready for 

any means in order to preserve the customs, the laws, the status quo of 

the society in which he lives. His admiration of the Greek courage in 

the face of the necessity to change these factors in their society is a 

case in point. (C) "Toute opinion est assez forte pour se faire espou-

ser au pris de la vie. Le premier article de ce beau serment que la 
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Grece jura et maintint en la guerre Medoise, ce fut que chacun chan-

geroit plustost la mort a la vie, que les loix Persiennes aux leurs" 

(I,xiv,53, italics mine). It is also true, as Vinet points out,^ that 

Montaigne was raised somewhat with the purpose of eliminating a too 

rigid adherence to the customs of his society. Nevertheless, he came 

to dislike the changes initiated by the Protestant mouvement, and one 

senses a real desperation in his desire to put a stop to the events: 

(A) Nos meurs sont extremement corrompues.... de nos loix et 
usances, il y en a plusieurs barbares et monstrueuses: 
Toutesfois, pour la difficulte de nous mettre en meilleur 
estat et le danger de ce crollement, si je pouvoy planter 
une cheville a nostre roue et 1'arrester en ce point, je le 
ferois de bon coeur. ... Le pis que je trouve en nostre estat, 
c'est 1'instability, et que nos loix, non plus que nos ves-
temens, ne peuvent prendre aucune forme arrestee (II,xvii,655). 

Is this not indeed supporting argument for the cause of the King and 

the Catholic faction? How else could one stop this change except 

through the force of arms? It is not unknown that whenever he visited 

the field of honor, it was on the side of the King and the Church, but 

especially the former. Villey remarks: "Contre tous ceux qui, au nom 

de la raison individuelle, songeaient a des 'nouvelletes', Montaigne 

enseigne la soumission aux faits. Les 'loix' sont pour lui une pre

sence presque physique a laquelle il est vain de vouloir rien 

/ o 
changer." No, Montaigne does not say that one should defeat the 

Protestants in battle. He is too interested in calming the two 

41. Alexandre Vinet, Moralistes des seizieme et dix-septieme 
siecles, Paris, Fischbacher, 1904, p. 58. 

42. Villey,"Le seizieme siecle"[Montaigne], Litterature fran-
caise, volume 1, Paris, Larouse, p. 287. 
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belligerents, and he is all too aware of the brutality of both factions 

to wish war as the means to bring peace. Nevertheless, the preser

vation of the customs of the land were worth preserving even at the 

cost of force. Some of his contemporaries* in particular Monluc (Cf. 

discussion of Monluc, pp. 143-4) as has been cited before, favored the 

use of soldiers in foreign wars to siphon off the passions of the 

people to outside causes. Montaigne sees this with disfavor but admits 

its possible necessity: 

(A) ... une guerre estrangiere est un mal bien plus doux que 
la civile; mais je ne croy pas que Dieu favorisat une si in-
juste entreprise, d'offenser et quereler autruy pour notre 
commodite. 

Toutesfois la foiblesse de nostre condition nous pousse 
souvent a cette necessite, de nous servir de mauvais moyens 
pour une bonne fin (II,xxiii,683-4, Cf. Ill,iv,831). 

Although he admits the evil nature of the procedure, he leaves the door 

open for its use in order to eliminate a worse evil. It is not so hard 

for a soldier to see into the evils of war, be pacific and yet remain 

committed to the necessities of war. In a parenthetical comment about 

his castle, Montaigne shows the reasoned, pacific nature of his life: 

"...(car je ne me suis jamais laisse induire d'en faire un outil de 

guerre, a laquelle je me mesle plus volontiers ou elle est la plus 

esloingnee de mon voisinage)" (III,ix,965). It is a somewhat uncom

plimentary remark which might cause some to wince, but shows Montai

gne's emotional and rational involvement with the civil wars. He 

indicates his preference in and out of war a few lines further down the 

page: (B) "J'eschape; mais il me desplait que ce soit plus par 
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fortune, voire et par ma prudence, que par justice, et me desplais 

d'estre hors la protection des loix et soubs autre sauvegarde que la 

leur" (III,ix,966). The laws protect only so long as there are forces 

sufficient to guarantee them or so long as the people freely follow 

them. In Montaigne's dissolute century, he is quite willing that the 

laws be enforced. 

Montaigne's admiration of great military men and his respect 

for their accomplishments mark the extent to which he accepts the use 

of force topreserve the customs and the laws of his country. Contrasted 

with the exigencies of a stable society, it is not surprising to have 

him remark: (C) "...en tous ... devoirs de la vie, la route de ceux 

qui visent a l'honneur est bien diverse a celle que tiennent ceux qui 

se proposent l'ordre et la raison" (III,x,1019). He is addressing him

self to the problem of individual peace or individual honor, but the 

application fits with a nation also. As it will be shown later, ordre 

et raison do not exclude the military situations; Epaminondas, Montai

gne's idol, blends these elements with the military: (B) "...qui...ne 

tua jamais homme qu'il eust vaincu; qui, pour ce bien inestimable de 

rendre la liberte a son pays, faisoit conscience de tuer un Tyran (C) 

ou ses complices (B) sans les formes de la Justice..." (Ill,i,801). 

What is liberty if it is not the freedom to follow the customs of one's 

country without the fear of changing them? Montaigne at once admires 

Epaminondas for fighting for the preservation of the systems of his 

country and yet being able to use reason and order, compassion and 

restraint in the exercise of such forceful means. One must not assume 
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that Montaigne's admiration of restraint prevents him from being 

biased in his own preferences. There is little question where his 

allegiance lies in the internecine conflict (I,xxiii,119; cf. III,i, 

793). He is not merely being facetious in the last sentence above. 

He does intend that those who disrupt the customs of a country de

serve to be inhibited forcefully from proceeding. One (individual or 

country) is justified in defending one's position and customs. 

The Heritage of the Middle Ages 

Although Montaigne did not see eye to eye with Machiavelli, he 

does approach the machiavellian in his view of the Prince and the 

State. He sees the sovereign of a nation as the key to the ordered 

society, the protector of its traditions. As critics have pointed 

/ *5 
out, including Dow and Lanson, Montaigne was very jealous of his 

own conscience, but his judgment made him equally willing to submit to 

the King in every practical way: (B) "Toute inclination et soubmis-

sion leur est deue, sauf celle de l'entendement. Ma raison n'est pas 

duite a se courber et flechir, ce sont mes genoux" (III,viii,935). 

Montaigne's independence is often emphasized; however it is a rather 

debilitated independence since submission to the current political 

power is granted in all the categories where action is involved. Mon

taigne has reason for this: the health of the State for the ultimate 

43. Neal Dow, The Concept and Term "Nature" in Montaigne's 
Essais, (Unpublished dissertation), U. of Penn., Philadelphia, 1940, 
p. 55. Lanson, "La vie morale selon les Essais de Montaigne," 
Revue des Deux Mondes, jan.-fev. 1924, 515, Ser.7, vol. 19, pp. 839-40. 
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good of all its citizens. And there seemed no question in his mind as 

to the duty of the citizen towards the King in this respect: (B) "II 

n'est occupation plaisante come la militaire; occupation et noble en 

execution (car la plus forte, genereuse et superbe de toutes les ver-

tus est la vaillance), et noble en sa cause: il n'est point d'utilite 

ny plus juste, ny plus universelle que la protection du repos et grand

eur de son pays" (III,xiii,1096). This declaration near the end of the 

third volume of Essais is not merely an idle declaration of practical ac

tion, but also a revelation of the reasoned result of his way of life. 

A post-1588 addition to "De 1'institution des enfans" makes 

clear his feelings about the relationship of nobility to the sovereign: 

(C) "Si son gouverneur," he advises the countess of Gurson, "tient de 

mon humeur, il luy formera la volonte a estre tres loyal serviteur de 

son prince et tres-affectionne et tres-courageux; mais il luy refroi-

dira l'envie de s'y attacher autrement que par un devoir publique" (I, 

xxvi,155). The relationship of independent thinking to loyalty both 

to the Sovereign and to the State is clear. Montaigne has not for

gotten the lesson of Bayard that he recounted in the third essay of 

Book I—the Middle Ages' hero who serves the King and the country to 

the end (I,iii,18). He has reported at the beginning of his third 

volume the same idea: (B) "Les loix m'ont oste de grand peine; elles 

m'ont choisy party et donne un maistre: toute autre superiority et 

obligation doibt estre relative a celle la et retrenchee" (III,i,794-

5). It would be hard to find words less unequivocal than these, and 

he followed them with commensurate action. His correspondence with the 
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Marechal de Matignon^ and his four years as mayor of Bordeaux substan

tiate his words. "Montaigne se refusait a etre un rebelle..."45 con

cluded Villey. 

In the monarchical situation in which Montaigne found himself, 

the following remark made concerning the Athenian naval battle 

could only have been popular in official circles: (C) "A peu 

que je n'entre en haine irreconciliable contre toute domination popu-

laire, quoy qu'elle me semble la plus naturelle et equitable..." (I, 

iii,20). He may have had a republican idea or two in his head from 

time to time, but it was the King who had the power and the responsi

bility in both peace and war: 

(B) Je tiens que c'est aux Roys proprement de s'animer 
contre les Roys, et me moque de ces esprits qui de gayete 
de coeur se presentent a querelles si disproportionnees.... 
la cause des loix et defence de l'ancien estat a tousjours 
cela que ceux mesmes, qui pour leur dessein particulier le 
troublent, en excusent les defenseurs... (Ill,i,793). 

The decision of whether to wage war or not was not in the hand of the 

common man nor in the hand of the individual nobleman. This decision 

was the sole responsibility of the sovereign. This decision on the 

part of Montaigne did not prevent him from admiring the worthy exploits 

of Henry IV against Henry III but rather to complain, if somewhat 

obliquely, of the latter's incompetence. 

• 44. Armaingaud, Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, volume II, 
Paris, 1924-41; cf. ed. Pleiade, Oeuvres completes, pp. 1345-1396. 

45. Villey, Les sources & l'evolution des Essais..., volume 
I, p. 32; cf. Paul Bonnefon, Histoire de la langue et de la Litterature 
frangaise, ed. by Petit de Juleville, Seizieme Siecle, volume 3, p. 446. 
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Montaigne does not accept Machiavelli wholesale,but he never

theless repeats his ideas about the duty of the Prince in relation to 

war. "Nothing," says Machiavelli, "makes a prince so much esteemed as 

great enterprises and setting a fine example.Montaigne echoes the 

melody with a series of examples drawn from antiquity enlarging on the 

same theme. Vespasian from his death-bed dispensed the affairs of 

State to the end. When chided by his physician he replied, according 

to Montaigne: (A) "II faut ... qu'un Empereur meure debout." Montai

gne added to this: "Voyla un beau mot, a mon gre, et digne d'un grand 

prince" (II,xxi,676). He continues his reflections on the subject, 

noting that a person is little inspired to risk his own life for a 

sovereign who shows little willingness to risk his own for the safety 

of all the troops and the country. He adds a now famous comparison 

between Henry III and Henry IV: (C) "J'en sgay un qui aymeroit bien 

tnieux estre battu que de dormir pendant qu'on se battroit pour luy..." 

(II,xxi,677). To the above anecdote could be added the one he reported 

from Plutarch's Lives—Demosthenes in the court of Philippus. When his 

companions asked the king: (B) "...qu'es-tu pour faire tant le brave? 

es-tu homme d'armes? es-tu archier? es-tu piquier? —Je ne suis rien de 

tout cela, mais je suis celuy qui sgait commander a tous ceux-la" (I, 

xl,251). Unmistakably, the King's primary duty, in Montaigne's mind, 

is to be the commander of the military forces for the good of the 

State. To do this, he must be energetic; he must even be willing to 

46. Machiavelli, The Prince, chapter XXI, p. 31. 
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risk himself: (B) "Ceux qui preschent aux princes la deffiance si at

tentive, soubs couleur de leur prescher leur seurte, leur preschent 

leur ruyne et leur honte. Rien de noble ne se faict sans hazard. ... 

La prudence si tendre et circonspecte, est mortelle ennemye de hautes 

executions" (I,xxiv,129). How many varieties of hautes executions is 

Montaigne thinking of in the above citation? He is not limiting his 

thought to those of military nature, of course, but it is unquestion

able that the general interpretation does fall into that area. 

Armaingaud can argue the pretended revolutionary role of Mon

taigne in relation to La Boetie's Servitude volontaive^ but for me 

the evidence is overwhelmingly on the side of obedience to the State, 

which was the Prince. Montaigne makes the Prince equal to, if not 

above, the laws and reiterates his belief in the necessity of pure 

obedience to the office of the King,if not a mental approbation to his 

evil deeds (I,iii,16). Writing in relation to La Boetie, Montaigne 

says: (A) "Mais il avoit un'autre maxime souverainement empreinte en 

son ame, d'obeyr et de se soubmettre tres-religieusement aux loix sous 

lesquelles il estoit nay" (I,xxviii,194). In Book II, the defense of 

Raymond Sebond, he repeats the principle of obedience to the sovereign: 

(A) "La premiere loy que Dieu donna jamais a l'homme, ce fust une loy 

de pure obeissance..." (II,xii,488). If this be not sufficient, a 

letter written to Matignon reveals his attitude at the period of his 

term as mayor: "...je vous supplie pourtant ne faire nul doubte que je 

47. Armaingaud, Montaigne, Pamphletaire, l'enigme du "Contr'un", 
Paris, Hachette, 1910. 
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refuse rien a quoi vous serez resolu & que je n'ay ny chois ny dis-

48 
tinction d1affaire ny de persone ou il ira de vostre comandemant...." 

And finally his post-1588 attitude toward the education of the noble 

youth reflects his acceptance of the military role of nobility with 

the Prince at the top: 

(C) Si ... au son du tabourin qui arme la jeune ardeur de 
ses compagnons, [le jeune noble] se destourne a un autre qui 
l'appelle au jeu des batteleurs; qui, par souhait, ne trouve 
plus plaisant et plus doux revenir poudreux et victorieux 
d'un combat, que de la paulme ou du bal avec le pris de cet 
exercice: je n'y trouve autre remede, sinon que de bonne 
heure son gouverneur l'estrangle..." (I,xxvi,162-3). 

The sovereign, then, has the right to wage war, and it is the duty of 

the nobility as well as the tiers &tat to answer to~the conscription. 

Any force within or without the State which disturbs the tranquil

lity of the society can justifiably be considered an enemy and war can 

be justly waged against it. Montaigne has even indicated that any war 

which the Prince begins must be supported even if the conscience dis

agrees. The net result is the justification of a war desired by the-

Prince. 

Although not a slave to the customs of his own environment, he 

was willing to accede to force for the preservation of the country's 

traditions—change was considerably more evil than what was already 

extant. As part of this complex of the social system, he accepted the 

principle of complete behavioral submission to the office of the King. 

He accepted evil in the status quo because of his greater love for 

order. 

48. Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, Pleiade, Lettre XXV, p. 1391. 
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The reasons for his acceptance of war steim from his love of 

order. This is another of the Montaigne paradoxes since order is 

another form of peace. For that matter, peace at one's own terms is 

always the object of the combattant. When one has achieved that peace, 

it is called a victory. Nearly the whole of chapter 47, Book I is 

concerned through military examples with the uncertainty of one's 

judgment. Montaigne demonstrates this through the juxtaposition of 

examples offering opposing moral conclusions. He shows first that 

some consider it a mistake not to pursue the advantage to total vic

tory. He gives as examples the failures of the Catholics at Moncon-

tour in not pursuing the Huguenots, and also the King of Spain in not 

pursuing his advantage over the French at Saint-Quentin. He gives a 

third example in a war between Caesar and Pompey. Then, he proffers 

this comment: (A) "ce n'est pas comme a l'escrime, ou le nombre des 

touches donne gain: tant que l'ennemy est en pieds, ce n'est pas vic-

toire, si elle ne met fin a*la guerre" (I,xlvii,282). He has repeated 

in chapter 47 what he said in chapter 45: (A) "...le but et la visee, 

non seulement d'un capitaine, mais de chaque soldat, doit regarder la 

victoire en gros..."(I,xlv,274). These statements regarding particu

lar battles are reiterated in his support of the position of the King 

and the Catholic Church in the Civil Wars. It is precisely the lack 

of victory that so frustrates Montaigne. In spite of his loyalty 

to the crown, he cannot help comparing the military competency 
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of Henry IV to the incompetence of the ruling house in achieving the 

desired victory which would preserve the customs, traditions, laws and, 

above all, order of society. 

Montaigne recognized that it was the priority of the King to 

make the decisions as to war. He left to the sovereign the decisions 

between States. He recognized in sum, that war is the court of last 

resort between nations. He hardly addresses himself to the question 

of justification of international wars since this is the prerogotive 

of the Royal Court. In few instances only does he question its moral

ity. He questions the morality of waging a foreign war to alleviate an 

internal malady. In all the examples of war taken from the Essais, 

Montaigne does not ask if war has its position in the scheme of things. 

He does not need to declare that war is justified between nations. He 

does not condemn it. Therefore, it is justifiable. 

Although Montaigne questions the morality of waging a foreign 

war merely to suit the necessities of an internal disease, he never

theless admits that evil means are sometimes necessary to arrive at a 

good end. Montaigne does not say that war is good; he does not even 

get to the point of seeing (perhaps it is too evident) that war is in

animate and therefore devoid of a capacity of moral judgment. It is 

man, utilizing war, who is moral or immoral. War is a rather extreme 

tool, he readily admits, for solving a problem, but that it may also be 

the very tool required he also accepts. In the case of preserving 

one's way of life, even war is justifiable. Montaigne does not, for 

example, so much condemn the Spaniards for waging war in the New World 
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as he deplores the means and results of the victory: (B)"Oue n'est tom-

bee soubs Alexandre ou soubs ces anciens Grecs et Romains une si noble 

conqueste ... soubs des mains qui eussent doucement poly et defreche 

ce qu'il y avoit de sauvage, et eussent conforte et promeu les bonnes 

semences que nature y avoit produit..." (III,vi,910). What is strik

ing in this passage of Montaigne is that he did not at all condemn 

the noble conqueste but that he saw the spread of the Greek, and Roman 

culture even by means of war as an ultimate good. 

The Role of Judgment in Peace and War 

Montaigne did not bring his judgment to bear on man's right 

to wage war. His most energetic use of judgment within the realm of 

military conflict resides in man's actions -in the military situation. 

Lanson pinpointed this principle of Montaigne's moral vision: "La 

morale des discours et des livres n'est rien, la morale des actions 

est tout. C'est encore un point sur lequel il n'a jamais varie."1̂  

Lanson quotes the passage and it bears citing again at this point. 

(A) C'est sans doute une belle harmonie quand le faire et le 
dire vont ensemble, et je ne veux pas nier que le dire, lors 
que les actions suyvent, ne soit de plus d'authorite et effi-
cace: comme disoit Eudamidas oyant un philosophe discourir 
de la guerre: Ces propos sont beaux, mais celuy qui les diet 
n'en est pas croyable, car il n'a pas les oreilles accous-
tumees au son de la trompette (II,xxxi,716). 

Montaigne judged war through the eyes of the landed aristocracy with 

emotional links to the feudal system. 

49. Lanson, "La vie morale selon les Essais...", p. 847. 



Education and the Noble Soldier 

Disdain for. the pedant and the rhetorician is matched only by 

his admiration of the capable military leader. He considers rhetoric 

in one statement as (A) "... un util invente pour manier et agiter une 

tourbe et une commune desreiglee, et est util qui ne s'employe qu'aux 

estats malades..." (I,li,305-6). Montaigne's admiration hardly throws 

a glimmer of light in the direction of those who made a profession of 

letters. One of the few upon whom he let this ray of light fall was 

Adrianus Turnebus. He recognized that he had been almost entirely 

occupied with letters but notes that (A) 11 [il] ... n'avoit toutesfois 

rien de pedantesque..and in addition to this, "...il y voyoit si 

cler, d'une apprehension si prompte, d'un jugement si sain, qu'il sem-

bloit qu'il n'eut jamais faict autre mestier que ta guerre, et affaires 

d'Estat" (I,xxv,139, italics mine). The highest praise he can give for 

Turnebus, then, is to consider him equal to the profession of soldier. 

Most other contemporary men of letters are left in the limbo of no 

comment. 

In another instance he compares (C) "Un homme de vocation jur-

idique..." (I,xvii,72) with the man of arms. He recounts the visit of 

a lawyer to a private library stocked with legal books. He found no 

quarrel with the library, but upon leaving "...il s'arrete a gloser 

rudement et magistralement une barricade logee sur la vis de l'estude, 

que cent capitaines et soldats rencontrent tous les jours, sans remar-

que et sans offence" (I,xvii,72). Here again, the pedantesque is com

pared to the good sense, the balanced person represented by the 
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soldier. Obviously, Montaigne is not against learning, but he cannot 

help comparing the States of Sparta and Athens and the Romans as to 

the effect of education. He concludes that (C) "... l'estude des sci

ences amollit et effemine les courages, plus qu'il ne les fermit et 

aguerrit" (I,xxv,143-4). He then relates how the barbarians were able 

to overrun these States and how Charles VIII easily conquered parts of 

Italy. He reports the reasons given for the easy victory: (C) "...a 

ce que les princes et la noblesse d'ltalie s'amusoient plus a se 

rendre ingenieux et sgavant que vigoureux et guerriers" (143-4). As 

far as literature is concerned, it is more dangerous for a State than 

salutary. 

Since Montaigne's audience was nearly restricted to the ed

ucated nobility, it is not surprising to note that almost all his 

remarks are given for the good of his intended audience. In spite of 

his mellowed condescension towards the peupte after 1580, he still re

gards them with a jaundiced eye: (C) "A peu que je n'entre en haine 

irreconciliable contre toute domination populaire, quoy qu'elle me 

semble la plus naturelle et equitable..." (I,iii,20). And why such 

hatred? because the Athenian pedants and popular officials put to 

death some commanders for pursuing their advantage instead of burying 

their dead. Montaigne sees the military vocation as the only viable 

one for the landed gentleman, hence the entire focus of the Essais is 

to that society which guaranteed the status quo and the order of 

society. Montaigne is a disciple of Plato and the guardian aaste. 

His discussion of the education for the son of the Comtesse de Gurson 
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is a modified repetition of the education of the guardians of Plato. 

(A) Les jeux mesraes et les exercices seront une bonne partie 
de l'estude; la course, la luite, (C) la musique, (A) la danse, 
la chasse, le maniement des chevaux et des armes. Je veux 
que la bienseance exterieure, et 1'entre-gent, (C) et la dis
position de la personne, (A) se fagonne quant et quant l'ame. 
Ce n'est pas une ame, ce n'est pas un corps qu'on dresse: c'est 
un homme; il n'en faut pas faire a deux (I,xxvi,165). 

Montaigne would have the tutor direct the young noble to the studies 

of (A) "...ces grandes ames des meilleurs siecles" (I,xxvi,156) , and 

it is not difficult to see that the majority of these grandes ames 

are—military commanders. What will he read? Among the books that 

Montaigne himself read, he would have him above all read (A) "...des 

vies de nostre Plutarque..." (I,xxvi,156). What is more significant 

is the reason for the young noble to read these accounts. He would 

have him learn not so much the dates of the various events or unimpor

tant details such as the place where some famous general died, but the 

character, the personality and procedures of the commander and the 

reasons for victories or defeats. 

The final position of Montaigne in relation to science and man 

is contained in one of his earliest pronouncements on the subject. 

Learning must have a practical, active function; it must not be ban

died about in dialectical arguments or serve any purpose other than 

what is useful to the life of the individual and by extension useful 

to the State. (B) "Je suis de cet avis, que la plus honorable voca

tion est de servir au publiq et estre utile a beaucoup" (III,ix,952). 

He recommends learning for the nobility almost exclusively: (A) 

"...elle n'a point son vray usage en mains viles et basses" (I,xxvi, 
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149). Note particularly where its service is most recommended: (A) 

"Elle est bien plus fiere de preter ses moyens a conduire une guerre, 

a commander un peuple, a pratiquer l'amitie d'un prince ou d'une na

tion estrangiere...11 (I,xxvi,149). Military, political and diploma

tic activities are the proper vocations for the nobilityj and pedantry 

is the opposite, useless activity. He even severely attacks the judi

cial system of France, particularly the legal class of people whom he 

considered disdainfully as the "quatriesme estat" (I,xxiii,118). One 

may consider that Montaigne was being humorous in his remark about the 

young noble who prefered "le jeu des batteleurs" to returning "poudreux 

et victorieux d'un combat" (I,xxvi,162), but I think he intends no ex

aggeration. He even opposed those exercises in the schools that did 

not prepare young men for martial duty. He said these exercises were 

(B) "...non seulement inutiles, mais contraires plutost et dommageables 

a l'usage du combat militaire" (II,xxvii,698). If this is not clear 

enough, Montaigne puts it in unequivocal terms: (A) "La forme pro-

pre, et seule, et essencielle, de noblesse en France, c'est la vacation 

militaire" (II,vii,383-4). From the distribution of the quotations 

given above, it is clear that Montaigne did not change his position in 

this respect. He considered, however, political and diplomatic service 

as military service along with actual combat. 

The Virtuous Renaissance Noble 

Since the essential role of the nobility in Montaigne's mind 

is that of the military life, the essential characteristic of nobility 

must be one of honor, virtue and valor. Honor, valor, and virtue may 
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be demonstrated in a variety of ways, but not so well as in war. The 

first two volumes of the Essais are the most concerned with virtue, 

and what Montaigne means by virtue can only be understood in the light 

of man's judgment. Montaigne is not interested in the judgment re

quired in deciding between unimportant controversies where there is no 

difficulty involved: (A) "II en va ainsi par tout; la difficulte donne 

pris aux choses" (II,xv,613). His disdain for the pedant has demon

strated this point. In the eyes of Montaigne, it is impossible to be 

virtuous and not face the difficult and the dangerous. 

Virtue and honor (or "gloire") come as a result of courage and 

valiancy, especially in combat. One of the first references to this 

idea calls this virtue holy: (A) "...ayant eu a desdaing les larmes 

et les prieres, de se rendre a la seule reverence de la satnote image 

de la vertu, que c'est l'effect d'une ame forte et imployable, ayant en 

affection et en honneur un vigueur masle, et obstinee" (I,i,8, italics 

mine). There are a multitude of passages throughout the Essais which 

could be cited to corroborate Montaigne's admiration of steadfast cour

age in the face of death or bodily injury. In like manner one could 

find numerous passages where he shows his loathing of cowardice: (B) 

"De se tenir son affection immobile et sans inclination aus troubles de 

son pays et en une division publique, je ne le trouve ny beau ny hon-

neste" (III,i,793, see also I,xvi). So, although he carries a candle 

to the saint and one to the serpent (III,i,792), he must have the cour

age to favor one faction. Among all the varied examples of virtue, the 

best is found in the thirty-first essay of Book I: 
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(A) L'estimation et le pris d'un homme conslste au coeur et 
en la volonte; c'est la ou gist son vray honneur; la vail-
lance, c'est la fermete, non pas des jambes et des bras, 
mas du courage et de l'ame; elle ne consiste pas en la val-
eur de nostre cheval, ny de nos armes, mais en la nostre. 
Celuy qui tombe obstine en son courage.... Qui pour quelque 
danger de la mort voisine ne relasche aucun point de son 
asseurance; qui regarde encores, en rendant l'ame, son en-
nemy dUne veue ferme et desdaigneuse, il est battu, non pas 
de nous, mais de la fortune; il est tue, non pas vaincu (I, 
xxxi,211). 

Montaigne repeats this entire concept in the very last essay and to 

considerable length. It is an often enough quoted passage beginning, 

(B) "II n'est occupation plaisante comme la militaire..." (III,xiii, 

1096). This is not the last of his expressions on the virtue he 

most talks about. His later admiration of Socrates is based on the 

value attached to firmness in the face of adversity. Montaigne even 

paraphrases in several pages what Socrates said to his judges: (C) 

"J'ay tousjours admonnete ceux qui m'ont ouy parler de ne racheter 

leur vie par une action deshoneste. Et aux gerres de mon pays, ... et 

autres ou je me suis trouve, j'ay montre par effect combien j'estoy 

loing de garentir ma seurete par ma honte" (III,xii,1053). Montaigne's 

early view of the gentleman and virtue was based mostly on being brave 

and energetic in combat. He considers the defence of Thermopylae as 

the most glorious of actions, concluding: (C) "...est-il quelque tro-

phee assigne pour les vaincueurs, qui ne soit mieux deu a ces vaincus? 

Le vray vaincre a pour son roolle l'estour, non pas le salut; et con

siste l'honneur de la vertu a combattre, non a battre" (I,xxxi,212). 

From beginning to end of the Essais Montaigne held military virtue in 
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highest esteem. One might say that it was the yard-stick by which man 

was measured and without which, man was less than an animal. 

Culture and the Soldier-Leader 

Of course, not all of the great men that Montaigne admired 

were great military leaders and generals. More important still, he 

admired none of them simply for military prowess, otherwise he would 

have been thoroughly enthused by the magnitude of the feats of the 

Spanish Conquistadors. Perhaps nothing has ever equalled their as

tonishing accomplishments in the face of unequalled obstacles. 

Nevertheless, those he set up as models for himself and for his 

readers were mostly men of military renown. 

Montaigne felt that the most valuable service performed by man 

is for the peace and grandeur of one's country. He had a mild case of 

inferiority complex when he compared the great men of antiquity with 

himself and his contemporaries: (A) "A 1'adventure que le commerce con-

tinuel que j'ay avec les humeurs anciennes, et l'Idee de ces riches 

ames du temps passe me degouste et d'autruy et de moy mesme; ou bien 

que, a la verite, nous vivons en un siecle qui ne produict les choses 

que bien mediocres..." (II,xvii,658). I think Montaigne was not able 

to really see the ancients in their true light whereas he was able too 

well to see his contemporaries: (A) "... ceux ausquels ma condition me 

mesle plus ordinairement, sont, pour la pluspart, gens qui ont peu de 

soing de la culture de l'ame, et ausquels on ne propose pour toute 

beatitude que l'honneur, et pour toute perfection que la vaillance" 
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(II,xvii,658). Although Montaigne honored courage and gave valor its 

due, he wanted military virtue to be complemented with some of the 

other more cultural virtues. He admits in this same essay to having 

those men around him who have various parts of greatness, but none 

(A) "...de grand homme en general, et ayant tant de belles pieces en

semble..." (II,xvii,659). Of those he considers great among his con

temporaries he does not name Bude, Erasmus, Henri Estienne or Dolet, 

nor any other of the scholars save Turnebe. Poetry, he feels has been 

raised to its perfection, and along with poetry simple courage: (A) 

"...elle [vaillance] est devenue populaire par noz guerres civiles, 

et en cette partie il se trouve parmy nous des ames fermes jusques a 

la perfection et en grand nombre..." (II,xvii,662). He names the Due 

d'Albe, the connestable de Mommorancy, Monsieur de la Noue, the Due de 

Guyse and the Mareschal Strozzi (II,xvii,661). The type of grandeur 

he admired in the Romans might be illustrated by what Montaigne re

ported of Marcus Antonius who said (B) "...que la grandeur du peuple 

Romain ne se montroit pas tant par ce qu'il prenoit que par ce qu'il 

donnoit" (II,xxiv,686). Montaigne explains that the Romans nearly al

ways gave their conquered territories back to the people who were 

faithful to Rome. The Romans may not have been as good as Marcus An

tonius painted them, but the fact that Montaigne held this up as a mo

del of greatness indicates his esteem of this form of military action. 

Great Military Men, Montaigne's Textbook of Moral Judgment 

Since Montaigne felt somewhat depressed in comparing his con-
/ 

temporaries with those of antiquity and since we have seen whom he 
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considered great during his lifetime, who did he think were the great 

men who preceded him? and which nations produced these great men? The 

latter question is relatively easy to answer. The first nations in 

greatness are Greece and Rome. Although the present generation thinks 

but briefly of Greece as the cradle of military greatness and the 

source of military virtue, it was in this atmosphere and largely for 

this reason that Montaigne began his studies of antiquity. He dis

covered a greatness beyond pure military excellence which suited his 

ideals and gave him the lowered admiration of his own contemporaries. 

"Des plus excellens hommes" (II,xxxvi) is primarily concerned with 

three Greeks connected with war. Although Homer, whom some modern 

scholars consider to be many poets, cannot be considered as a military 

commander, his entire work is about war and was a sort of breviary for 

military leaders. Alexander and Epaminondas, the other two, were both 

exclusively military commanders. The former needs no introduction, 

and although Montaigne altered his esteem of him, he never ceased to 

admire the genius of his accomplishments and the daring of his person. 

The greatest praise for a military leader he reserves for Epaminondas. 

The reason for this unreserved admiration was the total dedication of 

Epaminondas to his country and the humanitarianism that he showed in 

peace and war. Socrates' greatness in the eyes of Montaigne was based 

on the firmness of his soul in battle and before his judges. 

Montaigne also dedicates an entire chapter to the manner of 

waging war of Julius Caesar, and he often refers to him in other essays. 

Julius Caesar, he admits, would have been preferred to Alexander had 
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the former not been so terribly ambitious or engaged in the Roman 

civil wars with Sulla and Pompey. There is also a lesser constellation 

of Roman generals that Montaigne studied beginning with the brightest, 

Julian. In addition to the history of Rome, he studied the wars with 

Carthage, concentrating particularly on the leader, Hannibal. The 

greatness of these men and the nations they represented, Montaigne 

measured in the extent of accomplishment and in the restrained disci

pline of the victors. 

These great men were Montaigne's textbooks for his vision of 

moral life. Metschies gives an interesting image of the avidity with 

which the Renaissance humanists absorbed the lessons of antiquity: 

"Mit ungeheurer Lernbegier stiirzte man sich auf die alten Autoren. 

Lesen war den Humanisten ein ProzeB der Transfusion, bei dem gleichsam 

Tropfen der fremden Substanz in die eigenen Adern iibergefiihrt wur-

den.""'® Montaigne was among these hungry humanists. Boon saw that 

Montaigne sought "meurs et conscience" with EpaminondasCitoleux 

and Hallie made it their object that Montaigne be seen as a tactical 

soldier and as a hater of war.-^ 

Montaigne studied the lives of the great men as if they were 

the very substance of his nourishment. He was not always able to 

live up to their example, nor did he really want to rise to the 

50. Metschies, Zitat und Zitierkunst in Montaignes Essais, 
p. 24. 

51. Jean-Pierre Boon, "Montaigne et ses 'grands homines'", The 
French Review, volume XLIII, No. 1, Oct. 1969, p. 36. 

52. Citoleux & Hallie, (See the general reference). 
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responsible, anxiety-ridden height where they appeared to act. If he 

felt reluctant at times to attempt to live according to what he sup

posed was their manner of life, it did not prevent him from holding 

their lives up as worthy of emulation: 

(B) II me plaist de considerer leur visage, leur port et leurs 
vestements; je remache ces grands noms entre les dents et les 
faicts retenir a mes oreilles. ... Des choses qui sont en quel-
que partie grandes et admirables, j'en admire les parties 
mesmes communes. ... Ce seroit ingratitude de mespriser les 
reliques et images de tant d'honnestes hommes, et si valeureux, 
que j'ay veu vivre et mourir, et qui nous donnent tant de 
bonnes instructions par leur exemple, si nous les sgavions 
suivre (III,ix,997). 

Montaigne may have enjoyed imagining the appearance of the great men he 

studied, but he was most interested in reporting their conduct. 

Montaigne judged and praised or condemned actions of great men 

according to their rank and the situation in which the activity took 

place: (A) "C'est une espece de mocquerie et d'injure de vouloir faire 

valoir un homme par des qualitez mes-advenantes a son rang..." (I,xl, 

250). Taking the example of the nobility and pointing directly to the 

King, he declares that he should know above all else how to conduct his 

people "... en paix et en guerre" (I,xl,250). All other praise is 

worthless if he does not have this basic quality commensurate with his 

rank. Following the same basic procedure with the nation, he makes a 

comparison between the Greek city-states and France. In order to do 

this he relates the distribution of "... la gloire de 1'exploit..." 

between the Greek participants at the battle of Potidaea. He notes 

that the Spartans were deemed to have had the greatest valor; they in 

turn refused to give the highest honor to him who had shown the 
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greatest valor,saying that he was incited with a desire to purge him

self of his lack of valor at Thermopylae. With this, Montaigne praises 

the Spartan judgment of virtue and concludes about his own contempor

aries: 

(C) Nos jugemens sont encores malades, et suyvent la depra
vation de nos meurs. Je voy la pluspart des esprits de mon 
temps faire les ingenieux a obscurcir la gloire des belles 
et genereuses actions anciennes, leur donnant quelque in
terpretation vile, et leur controuvant des occasions et des 
causes vaines (I,xxxvii,230). 

In the light of the events he has just been describing, it is diffi

cult to construe Montaigne's allusion to belles et genereuses actions 

in any other way than feats of valor performed in combat—a virtue 

which should attend the rank of nobility. 

To illustrate this attitude, consider the event of the death 

of the Sire de Moneins at Bordeaux in 1548 to which Montaigne ad

dresses his judgment: 

(B) Mais il ne me semble pas que sa faute fut tant d'estre 
sorty, ... comme ce fut d'avoir voulu endormir cette rage, 
plus tost en suivant que en guidant, et en requerant plus tost 
qu'en remontrant; et estime que une gracieuse severite, 
avec un commandement militaire plein de securite, de con-
fiance, convenable a son rang et a la dignite de sa charge, 
luy eus.t mieux succede, au moins avec plus d'honneur et de 
bien-seance.... Je luy reprocherois aussi, qu'ayant pris une 
resolution, plustost brave a mon gre, que temeraire, de se 
jetter foible et en pourpoint, emmy cette mer tempestueuse 
... (I,xxiv,130). 

Montaigne does not reproach him for his initial bravery, but for his 

failure to implement it with appropriate costume, entourage and action 

convenable a son rang. He would have the commander face the undisci

plined mass with disciplined courage and strength. In a similar vein, 
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Montaigne reproaches Dionysius the Elder: (C) [qui] "...estoit tres 

grand chef de guerre, comme il convenait a sa fortune; mais il se tra-

vailloit a donner principale recommendation de soy par la poesie, et si 

n'y sgavoit rien ... par ce train vous ne faictes jamais rien qui 

vaille" (I,xvii,72-3). He also reproaches Caesar for attempting to 

show himself a great engineer with minute details of bridges and other 

non-command endeavors (I,xvii,72). It is not that Montaigne objected 

to poetry nor that he. minded that commanders be excellent engineers, 

but that they should be known for a secondary skill rather than what 

their position and rank first demanded. 

In one of those passages where Montaigne analyses another 

writer, he finds that Plutarch could have made more worthy comparisons 

in his Parattel Lives. Montaigne notes through this examination that 

(A) "... les actions les plus belles et vertueuses, non plus en la 

guerre qu'ailleurs, ne sont pas tousjours les plus fameuses" (II,xxxii, 

726). One has the impression that this remark comes with a note of 

sadness implying that the most virtuous actions are not always recog

nized as they should be. He continues: (A) "Je voy souvent des noms 

de capitaines estouffez soubs la splendeur d'autres noms de moins de 

merite..." (II,xxxii,726). Society rewards individuals more by the 

spectacular nature of the action than by its merit. The commander who 

meets the inner standards of courage and duty merits, but does not al

ways receivej the acclaim. In judging individual lives and actions, 

Montaigne would prefer to examine the events from various angles since 

(C) "... au mestier de la guerre les apprentis se jettent bien souvent 
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aux dangiers, d'autre inconsideration qu'ils ne font apres y avoir 

este echaudez..." (II,xi,426). The merit may be his who fired them up 

to the action which they accomplished and not to the individual young 

soldier. Montaigne was reluctant to give praise where it was not due. 

He was no less happy to praise the commander who met the challenges of 

his rank and position or reprove him for deviating from his calling. 

The correct response to a situation (the essence of morality) was what 

Montaigne sought. 

Montaigne studied great men in fortunate or unfortunate mili

tary actions and everyday life situations to learn from them. One 

thing Montaigne discovered in his study of man and self was that some 

men are sufficient to their private tasks of following orders who are 

not sufficient to a command position: (B) "...tel se conduict bien qui 

ne conduict pas bien les autres..." (Ill,ix,992). Therefore, he does 

not see that a king is believable when he vaunts his ability to await 

the charge of an enemy when he cannot stand to have his actions ques

tioned by a friend who has his best interest at heart (B,III,xiii, 

1078). The king or the commander must be able to listen to criticism 

and be able to himself change in order to effect what must be accom

plished. Julius Caesar did not escape Montaigne's judgment unscathed. 

He thought Caesar among the greatest of military commanders, and he ad

mired a great many of his personal characteristics: (C) "Tout mouve-

ment nous descouvre. (A) Cette mesme ame de Caesar, qui se faict voir 

a ordonner et dresser la bataille de Pharsale, elle se faict aussi voir 

a dresser des parties oysives et amoureuses" (1,1,302). Montaigne's 
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essay on Caesar is mostly concerned with military tactics, but in his 

essay on "L'histoire de Spurina" he sees this great commander under a 

different guise. He laments that a man with so many accomplishments 

and qualities be so dominated by his passion for self-aggrandizement. 

His amorous excesses Montaigne seems willing to overlook, but (A) 

"... l'autre passion de l'ambition, dequoy il estoit aussi infiniment 

blesse..." (II,xxxiii,729030), always won over the amorous (however, 

amorous conquests were nothing more than expressions of Caesar's am

bition too). All this ambition causes Montaigne to opine: (A) "Certes 

j'en suis despit quand je considere au demeurant la grandeur de ce 

personnage.(II,xxxiii,729-30). 

Montaigne felt as justified in examining Alexander a table as 

in combat (1,1,303) and though he admired the drive and conquests of 

Alexander, the marginal notes in Montaigne's example of Quintus Cur-

53 tius on Alexander, as well as some later comments, show that he did 

not approve of all of the youthful commander's traits of personality 

(III,ii; II,i,336). In still another essay, Montaigne makes a similar 

comment about Brutus (II,x,415). Those, then, who had attained to 

some order of renown were the objects of Montaigne's study. Although 

he studied them in their moments of military challenge and glory, he 

also wanted to see how they acted in their moments of repose and what 

they said to their friends the night before the battle. The "whole" 

man was his desire. 

53. Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, Armaingaud vol. XII. 
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Socrates and Epaminondas come the closest to meeting his idea 

of the whole man. He reports of Epaminondas that his greatest gift to 

humanity was the example of his military victories (A,II,vii,402). 

Montaigne reports the greatest pleasure of his Greek model: (B) "Le 

plus doux contentement qu'il eust en toute sa vie, il tesmoigna que 

c'estoit le plaisir qu'il avoit donne a son pere et a sa mere de sa 

victoire de Leuctres..." (II,xxxvi,757). But it is not the victory 

alone that draws Montaigne's attention to this incident. It is also 

the pleasure Epaminondas received from pleasing his parents. Mon

taigne does not admire the stupidly cruel, the brutish victor, but hin 

who can forget self for the cause of others: (B) "...il couche de 

beaucoup, preferant leur plaisir au sien si juste et si plein d'une 

tant glorieuse action" (II,xxxvi,757). The glory sought by Caesar and 

Alexander takes a back seat to that of Epaminondas who fought for the 

glory of Greece, for the good of his country above that of self. He 

admires Epaminondas' submission to the State in becoming a simple sol

dier after suspicion caused his fall from command. He proposed the 

steadfast submissive general whose country's cause was his own. 

The characteristic he most praised was moral firmness of soul 

tempered with clemency. Montaigne may not have condoned Caesar's van

ity, his ambition and the civil war, but he did not gainsay his accom

plishments on the field of battle (A,I,xl,249). It is the controlled 

situation, normally uncontrollable, that these men have conquered 

through disciplined force that Montaigne admired. There has been 
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occasion to mention Socrates, and he shall reappear, for Montaigne 

models so much on him. Why? (B) "II a faict grand faveur a l'humaine 

nature de montrer combien elle peut d'elle mesme" (III,xii,1038). In 

what way? (B) "...il esveille son courage aux hazards de la guerre... 

[il fortifie] sa patience contre la calomnie..." (Ill,xii,1038). Mon

taigne was not one to limit courage and resolution only to the battle 

field: 

(A) Parquoy un fait courageux ne doit pas conclurre un homme 
vaillant: celui qui le seroit bien a point, il le seroit tous-
jours, et a toutes occasions. Si c'estoit une habitude de 
vertu, et non une saillie, elle rendroit un homme pareillement 
resolu a tous accidens, tel seul qu'en compaignie, tel en camp 
clos qu'en une bataille: car, quoy qu'on die, il n'y a pas 
autre vaillance sur le pave et autre au camp (II,i,335-6). 

Although he does not mind praising the action, he wants to know if the 

man may be praised as well. For valcrous actions he continues to turn 

to the history of Alcibiades, Epaminondas, Alexander and Caesar since 

he feels that their actions come from the greatness of the men and not 

from a chance action. 

One of the attributes that Epaminondas and Caesar shared was 

clemency. It is difficult to adequately portray how much Montaigne 

felt that mercy was one of the greatest of virtues for the military 

commander and of the prince. Commenting on Caesar's clemency he 

said: (A) "Les exemples de sa douceur et de sa clemence ... sont in-

finis .... ils nous montrent au moins une merveilleuse confiance et 

grandeur de courage en ce personnage" (II,xxxiii,731-32). Only a 

prince or a commander with great confidence in his own capacities and 

a deep humanitarianism would act this way, Montaigne reasons. In 
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discussing his -plus exoellens horrmes he spends considerable space dis

cussing this very virtue that attended Epaminondas. (A) "Mais quant a 

ses meurs et conscience, il a de bien loing surpasse tous ceux qui se 

sont jamais mesle de manier affaires" (II,xxxvi,756-57). Perhaps Mon

taigne admired these traits the more since he saw so little of it 

around him as he was thinking through the Essais. 

War, Pawn of "Fortune" and Element of "Nature" 

Since war could not always be waged according to rules of in

ternational law but existed independent of the will of men or nations, 

Montaigne often viewed war as riding the tips of two horns of life. 

His concept of "Fortune" and his concept of "Nature" are not synony

mous and yet they are not so disparate either. He generally considers 

nature to be good and fortune evil. Nature is what one must bring 

one's life in harmony with in order to be happy. Fortune is what one 

needs to guard against,—the unpredictable in the scheme of things. 

He considers Fortune to be a part of Nature, the unpredictable part. 

Fortune, Enemy of "l'honneste homme" 

Since many circumstances of war seem beyond the military lea

der, Montaigne considered war as the prime object of the whims of For

tune. In one of his earliest essays he approaches his concept of For

tune from the examination of militar-y situations: 

(A) Quant aux entreprinses militaires, chacun void comment la 
fortune y a bonne part ... et quand je me prens garde de prez 
aux plus glorieux exploicts de la guerre, je voi, ce me semble, 
que ceux qui les conduisent, n'y emploient la deliberation et 
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le conseil que par acquit, et que la meilleure part de l'entre-
prinse ils 1'abandonnent a la fortune... (I,xxiv,127-28). 

From the military example, he applies the analogy to the entire range 

of human actions. Later in Book I he repeats the same point of view 

in connection with (A) "...les evenemens et issues..." and adds in ap

position: "...notamment en la guerre..." (I,xlvii,286). In the civil 

wars he wonders about his home as conflict swirls around it. In this 

maelstrom he comments: (B) "...je sgauray bon gre a la fortune qu'il 

se sauve; et autant que mon devoir me donne de corde, je l'employe a 

sa conservation" (III,i,792). Montaigne does not, as it would appear 

in earlier comments on Fortune, totally abandon himself to fate. He 

will do what his duty exacts of him. But how significant is this 

statement in regard to his feeling of duty to country—even above his 

home. Some one hundred forty pages later he again affirms the vanity 

of trying to understand causes and consequences adding: (B) "...et 

mener par la main le progrez de son faict; vaine sur tout aux deliber

ations guerrieres" (III,viii,934) . From the particular,he generalizes: 

"Je dis plus, que nostre sagesse mesme et consultation suit pour la 

plus part la conduicte du hazard" (III,viii,934). He does not condemn 

man for struggling against destiny, but he deems it often vain to try. 

There are too many positive attitudes which he expresses throughout 

the Essais to take much stock in this attitude of discouragement. 

Montaigne just is not a determinist. Nevertheless, so often is man 

unable to control his situation that Montaigne must confess that man 

often deliberates in vain. In the grand scheme of things, the causes 
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et consequences3 it is easy to accept Montaignes's reluctance in see

ing man able to control events. In war Montaigne is even more pessi

mistic. 

He even considered most particular events in war as unmanage

able. In trying to dodge rifle or canon fire, he felt it would be as 

likely that the individual move into the path of the projectile 

as move out of it (I,xii,46). From beginning to end chapter 34, 

Book I treats a series of examples in which Fortune seems to control 

the individual situation. It reads like a chapter from truth is 

stranger than fiction. Curiously, Montaigne adds (both in the edition 

of 1588 and the post-1588 editioi) examples entirely similar to earlier 

ones. Two examples added in two separate places after 1588 reaffirm 

his opinion as to the role of Fortune in the military situation. He 

notes that it sometimes happens that astonishing courage is due mostly 

to an outside stimulus, afterwards astonishing the participant as well 

as the observer (C,II,ii,347). On the other hand, one's attempt to do 

and die well (C) "...n'en gist pas tant en nostre bonne resolution 

qu'en nostre bonne fortune. Mille ont propose de vaincre ou de mourir 

en combattant, qui ont failly a l'un et a l'autre..." (II,xxi,677). 

He would admit that Fortune steps in on the positive as well as the 

negative side for the individual, whereas Fortune is not considered so 

generous for men's desires with larger projects. 

Montaigne appeared to withdraw his efforts to control the seem

ingly uncontrollable, but he untiringly admired those who faced it 

with equanimity and resolve. Citoleux would have us believe that 
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Montaigne's analysis of the writings and life of Julius Caesar makes of 

him solely a disciple of military art.-*^ However, Armaingaud is clo

ser to the reality of Montaigne's attitude in noting that he also rea

lized that Caesar's success was more due to personal qualities and 

procedures than following principles of war."'"' No doubt Montaigne 

most admired Caesar for his personal drive, magnetism, and ability, 

which allowed him to somewhat control situations which seemed uncon

trollable. What then is his advice? (A) "II faut estre vaillant pour 

soy-mesme et pour l'avantage que c'est d'avoir son courage loge en une 

assiette ferme et asseuree contre les assauts de la fortune..." (II, 

xvi,623-24). Nothing else is as controllable as one's own self since 

all else is so often quite uncontrollable. Not only must the indivi

dual actions of a common soldier be spectacular, but even those of a 

aapitocine in order for them to receive the glory of men. And then, it 

is more often the sudden twist of Fortune that brings the recorded ac

claim to the hero: (A) "...c'est la fortune qui leur donne vie, ou 

plus courte, ou plus longue, selon sa faveur..." (II,xvi,628). Mon

taigne rarely leaves the human situation in what he studies, and in 

view of the attitude he has evinced in relation to the individual fac

ing the idiosyncrasies of Fortune, it is not surprising to notice his 

admiration of the Greek and Roman attitude toward effort in face of 

Fortune. They did not judge great that man who became renowned by the 

54. Citoleux, Le vrai Montaigne, Theologien et Soldat, p. 94. 

55. Armaingaud, "Montaigne et la guerre," Revue Politique et 
Parlementaire, No. 290 - T, XCVIII, 10 janvier 1919, pp. 188-89. 
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favor of Fortune (III,vii,933). Fickle Fortune, the mysteriousness in 

nature which upsets the best-laid plans} against which man struggles 

and by which he sometimes triumphs and which sometimes buries brilliant 

feats beneath the oblivion of time. Montaigne accepts Fortune as the 

whetstone on which the souls of great men are visibly sharpened and 

the anvil upon which the courage of every man can be internally 

strengthened. 

Nature, Man's Moral Regulator 

Montaigne was an Honn&te homme not in the total sense of 

the seventeenth century's definitions, but actually halfway be

tween the Middle Ages and Louis XIV. Lanson speaks of Montaigne's 

judgment and nature: "La moralite et la nature ne s'affrontent pas en 

s'excluant; chez l'honnete homme, il y a partout de la nature et par-

tout de la moralite."Nature" is the universe, perceived or not 

perceived, surrounding Montaigne. Parslow sees Montaigne's vision of 

Nature in terms of the realist and pragmatist,-^ which is saying the 

same thing from a different perspective. Baraz defines the same Na

ture Montaigne talks about "...comme une realite a la fois materielle 

C Q 
et spirituelle." In all this vision around Montaigne, nothing seems 

56. Lanson, "La vie morale selon les Essais...", p. 853. 

57. Parslow, Montaigne's Composition: a Study of the Essays 
of the Third Book, (Unpub. Diss.), Princeton Univ., 1954, pp. 16-17. 

58. Michael Baraz, L'Etre et la connaissance selon Montaigne, 
Toulouse, Jose Corti, 1968, p. 12. 
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more evident than a moralist, Montaigne, who accepts as natural all 

the varied manifestations of the world around him. 

Although Montaigne does not call war natural, his discussion 

of it leads to the conclusion that war appeared to him as a normal ad

junct to the way of this world. When Montaigne makes statements like 

(A) "Et si vous avez vescu un jour, vous avez tout veu. Un jour est 

egal a tous jours..." (I,xx,93) and (B) "...chaque homme porte la 

forme entiere de l'humaine condition" (III ,ii,805), it seems clear 

that war, which is a manifestation of man's activities, should be a 

natural phenomenon. Baraz concludes after citing the above passages 

"II s'ensuit que chaque chose, fut-elle la plus ordinaire et la plus 

insignifiante en apparence, est dans le fond non moins admirable que 

ce a quoi 1'opinion commune attribue une valeur exceptionnelle" (p. 

14). Montaigne one time is aware of horror in war and another time 

of glory in it. Nature is largely beyond man's control, in his view, 

and one should try to conform to its rules (III,xii,1059). In the 

discussion on Fortune it was shown that the evil and uncontrollable 

part of Nature was accepted as a natural necessity: (B) "Et a une mi

serable condition comme est la nostre, 5'a este un tres favorable pre

sent de nature que 1'accoustumance, qui endort nostre sentiment a souf-

franee de plusieurs maux. Les guerres civiles ont cela de pire que les 

autres guerres, de nous mettre chacun en eschauguette en sa propre mai-

son" (III,ix,970-1, italics mine). He does not censure war but con

siders being accustomed to the miserable condition of war as a 

tres favorable present. Montaigne has wished that there were rules to 
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war; he has admired those who lived by conquest with clemency. Yet he 

can say, after describing the surprise seizure of a city by his models-

of-just-combat, the Romans: (C) "Et certes la guerre a naturellement 

beaucoup de privileges raisonnables au prejudice de la raison.(I, 

vi,28-9). Now war is aligned with Nature beyond the scope of man to 

entirely control it. 

Man and his evils and imbecilities are a manifestation of Na

ture, which still allows the evil of war to be natural. In writing of 

cruelty (of which war catalyzes its share), Montaigne discussed the 

Roman traditions of animal and then human "spectacles des meurtres" 

saying: (B) "Nature, a ce creins-je, elle mesme attache a l'homme 

quelque instinct a 1'inhumanite" (II,xi,433). To this commentary he 

later added, speaking of the natural imperfections in man and State 

and yet the utility of this function of Nature: 

(B) ...voire et la cruaute, vice si desnaturee: car, au 
milieu de la compassion, nous sentons au dedans je ne s^ay 
quelle aigre-douce poincte de volupte maligne a voir souf-
frir autruy; et les enfans le sentent.... Desquelles quali-
tez qui osteroit les semenaes en l'homme3 destruiroit les 
fondamentalles conditions de nostre vie (III,i,790-91, ital
ics mine). 

Take away man's propensity to wage war and you have taken away part of 

his fundamental condition. Throughout the essay defending Raymond Se-

bond, Montaigne compares man to the animals. They fight and defend 

themselves—likewise man (II,xii,458,473-4,516), all of which puts war 

in the realm of natural occurrences. Dow points to Montaigne's trea

tises of primitive man and primitive, simple laws as the most natural, 

hence good. Then he concludes that civilized laws are considered by 
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59 Montaigne as accidental and not natural. At least Montaigne came to 

view laws as part of man's normal and natural propensity since reason 

is naturally part of man. He notes that the most natural of men, 

Socrates, through the use of his reason was (C) "...obeissant aux 

hommes et aux Dieux qui commandent en sa ville..." (Ill,xii,1059). 

Montaigne certainly did complain about some laws, and accused them of 

being the cause of numerous conflicts, but laws made by incompetent 

good men were sometimes no better than effective laws by criminals 

(III,ix,956-7). Whatever occurred in barbaric or civilized society 

it was equally part of Nature, and war occurred with equal frequency 

in them both. 

Montaigne came to view Nature or the natural as the yardstick 

of moral conduct. Whatever action was deemed necessary by legally 

authorized representatives of society was moral. War was among the 

many events deemed necessary by the powers of society, and Montaigne 

accepted this as natural. (B) "II faut manier les entreprises 

humaines plus grossierement et superficiellement," he notes, "et en 

laisser bonne et grande part pour les droicts de la fortune" (II,xx, 

675). Hallie insists that Montaigne is not advocating that man should 

let Nature take its course in a suvvival-of-the-fittest atmosphere, 

but rather that: "He is interested in our 'tools and means' 

primarily as positive instruments for living healthfully, not as 

59. Dow, The Concept and Term "Nature" in Montaigne's Essays, 
p. 53. 
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negative weapons for hurting or destroying others."^® Some of Mon

taigne's comments would lead one to think—if it were not for the over

all picture of Montaigne's attitude toward war and Nature—that Hal-

lie's comment is totally accurate. For example, Montaigne does say: 

(B) "Nature a maternellement observe cela, que les actions qu'elle 

nous a enjoinctes pour nostre besoing nous fussent aussi voluptu-

euses..." (Ill,xii,1107-8). He also speaks of Nature as a "doux guide 

... prudent et juste...", but he also adds: "Est-ce pas erreur d'es-

timer aucunes actions moins dignes de ce qu'elles sont necessaires? 

... II n'y a piece indigne de nostre soin en ce present que Dieu nous 

a faict.... Et n'est pas une commission par acquit a l'homme de con-

duire l'homme selon sa condition..." (Ill,xii,1113-14; Cf. III,xii, 

1049,A,I,xx,96). Montaigne does not separate war from the activities 

of man. In fact he admits that war is often quite necessary, there

fore digne. Montaigne is not against plain death, but he unequivo

cally opposes unnecessarily hurting someone — he opposes cruelty. 

Villey rightly declares that the morality of our Renaissance humanist 

"...est toute palenne, et ce sont les palens qui la lui ont mise en 

main."6^ No people ever considered war more the natural right of man 

than the Greeks and Romans that Montaigne used as models. 

War is a natural, unquestioned phenomenon of the human animal 

in Montaigne's age. who besides Erasmus challenged it? Few! -How it 

60. Hallie, The Scar of Montaigne, p. 54. 

61. Villey, Source & Evolution, Volume II, p. 94. 
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functioned and the reasons for resorting to it were subject enough for 

complaint. Montaigne joins with his times in noting the abuses of 

war, but its natural rights of existence are accepted as fundamental. 

The people with whom he associates are a bit narrow in seeing valor as 

the only pursuit of war (II,xvii,658,A). He cites Plato in noting that 

women are little different from men wherein women should be called to 

military duty alongside men (III,v,897,BCB). This is not to say that 

Montaigne would have women participate with men in this most glorious 

of exploits:(B) "...il ne luy appartient pas de se mesler a nostre 

escole" (III,v,881). He merely recognized that they were capable, if 

inferior, human beings. The naturalness of the continuation of war as 

a part of life is evidenced in such simple declarations he makes con

cerning the succession of responsibilities to the succeeding generation: 

(A) "Je les (aged parents) eusse, pour leur honneur, volontiers sou-

haitez retirez en leur maison a leur aise et deschargez des occupations 

publiques et guerrieres, qui n'estoient plus pour leurs epaules" (II, 

viii,391). Montaigne was conscious of the press of time and the flow 

of responsibility from the old to the new generation. He realized al

so that merit is only established in the ring of conflict with others. 

Montaigne has difficulty fixing his attention on the whole of 

situations all the time. He contradicts himself at times. In his 

chapter on Raymond Sebond, he lists m series of uncomplimentary traits, 

among them "la guerre," which are manifestations of consciousness, and 

laments: (A) "Certes, nous avons estrangement surpaie ce beau discours 
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dequoy nous nous glorifions, et cette capacite de juger et connolstre, 

si nous l'avons achetes au pris de ce nombre infiny de passions aus-

quelles nous sommes incessamment en prise" (II,xii,486). Let us not 

forget that he also considered these traits as essential as the more 

complimentary ones, harmonizing therewith: (B) "Nostre bastiment, et 

public et prive, est plain d'imperfection. Mais il n'y a rien d'inu-

tile en nature; non pas l'inutilite mesmes; rien ne s'est ingere en 

cet univers, qui n'y tienne place opportune" (III,i,790; cf. III,xiii, 

1089-90). It is this very opposition which allowed virtue to show it

self. Because of this he pities the position of the sovereign, with 

whom no one dares to be really honest or valorous (B) "Or l'incommodi-

te de la grandeur, que j'ay pris icy a remarquer par quelque occasion 

qui vient de m'en advertir, est cette cy. II n'est a l'avanture rien 

plus plaisant au commerce des hommes que les essays que nous faisons 

les uns contre les autres, par jalousie d'honneur et de valeur, soit 

aux exercices du corps, ou de l'esprit..." (Ill,vii,918). It was the 

desire for distinction in Caesar and in Alexander which causes 

him to note of (B) "Sitalcez...[que]...quand il ne faisoit point la 

guerre, il luy estoit adviz qu'il n'y avoit point de difference entre 

luy et son pallefrenier" (I,xiv,61). Montaigne limited his efforts in 

conflict with others to verbal combat generally, but he recognized the 

role of conflict in the normal function of establishing merit. (A) 

"II n'est rien a quoy il semble que nature nous aye plus achemine qu'a 

la societe" (I,xxviii,184), a remark fraught with the realization that 

all that goes with society is natural too. 
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One of the earliest and most constant reasons for forming a 

society was to provide for its common preservation. A society, Mon

taigne realizes, need not be a Utopia to form laws and preserve itself 

as well as an ideal state (III,ix,956). The defender part of society 

seeks renown in the public eye by its defense of society, but in 

Montaigne's time renown of this variety was indeed common. He voices 

his disappointment rather gruesomely in the difficulty of having vali

ant actions remembered: 

(A) Car de tuer un homme, ou deux, ou dix, de se presenter 
courageusement a la mort, c'est a la verite quelque chose a 
chacun de nous, car il y va de tout; mais pour le monde ce sont 
choses si ordinaires, il s'en voit tant tous les jours, et en 
faut tant de pareilles pour produire un effect notable, que 
nous n'en pouvons attendre aucune particuliere recommandation 
... (II,xvi,627). 

Of course, for the individual, facing death in combat has to do with 

all the significance there is to life. For the whole of society, how

ever, it is such a common occurrence (like traffic deaths in the mid-

twentieth century), that one cannot expect even notoriety by ordinary 

feats of courage. Montaigne extends the same analogy to States in an 

earlier passage: 

(A) Tant de remeuements d'estat et changements de fortune pub-
lique nous instruisent a ne faire pas grand miracle de la nos-
tre. Tant de noms, tant de victoires et conquestes ensevelies 
soubs l'oubliance, rendent ridicule l'esperance d'eterniser 
nostre nom par la prise de dix argolets et d'un pouillier qui 
n'est conneu que de sa cheute (I,xxvi,158). 

No part of social action seems quite so ordinary to Montaigne, (and to 

us after reading all these passages from Montaigne) as the existence 
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of inter-personal and international conflict. Montaigne's matter-of-

fact declaration on Homer and his works: (A) "II n'est rien qui vive 

en la bouche des hommes comme son nom et ses ouvrages; rien si cogneu 

et si regeu que Troye, Helene et ses guerres, qui ne furent a l'advan-

ture jamais" (II,xxxvi,753) indicates the nearly unconscious accep

tance of war as a normal expression of men and societies and the means 

to national glory. 

Montaigne came to see that most men follow their natural incli

nations; nations are not unlike individuals. They too follow the natu

ral inclinations of their composing individuals. Dow contests Montai-

fi *) 
gne's application of "natural" to civilized societies, but although 

Montaigne may have preferred the simpleness of primitive societies, he 

nonetheless considered civilized societies as the natural manifesta

tion of the human species (Cf. Ill,i,790-1 & III,ix,956-7 already 

cited). Sainte-Beuve expressed a sentiment contrary to Dow years pre

viously: "...Montaigne, c'est tout simplement la nature: La nature 

pure, et civilisee pourtant....Undoubtedly Montaigne saw Nature 

as larger than civilization or primitive society. In fact he felt 

that he who could not see his own kingdom as (A) "...un traict d'une 

pointe tres delicate" (I,xxvi,157), did not have the proper perspective 

on Nature. The even more infinitesimally small entity that was man, 

who followed his inclinations, was little able to change his natural 

62. Dow, p. 52. 

63. Sainte-Beuve, Port-Royal (III,ii), t. 2, pp. 408-9. 
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inclinations even with education: (B) "On n'extirpe pas ces qualitez 

originelles, on les couvre, on les cache" (III,ii,810, Cf. II,xii,575-

6). Montaigne has brought man down from his lofty heights in his de

fence of Raymond Sebond (II,xii,459-60), and in his comparison of the 

king to the common people he does the same thing to royalty. 

In this same chapter, however, he makes a comparison relative 

to war which shows its natural position in the inclination of indivi

duals as well as nations: (A) "La mesme raison qui nous fait tanser 

avec un voisin, dresse entre les Princes une guerre; la mesme raison 

qui nous faict foiter un lacquais, tombant en un Roy, luy fait ruiner 

une province. (B) lis veulent aussi legierement que nous, mais ils 

peuvent plus" (II,xii,476). Lanson may well tell us that Montaigne 

puts reason above Nature in citing an early passage (A) "...la seule 

raison doit avoir la conduite de nos inclinations" (II,vii,387) 

One knows that this early moral position, though not entirely abandon

ed, is severely modified by his later search for inner tranquillity 

in following Nature—even to war. Montaigne returns to Caesar and 

Alexander for his models: (B) "...au plus espais de sa grande beson-

gne, jouyr si plainement des plaisirs (C) naturels et par consequent 

necessaires et justes, (B) je ne diets pas que ce soit relascher son 

ame, je diets que e'est la roidir..." (Ill,xiii,1107-8). To follow 

one's nature in peace and in war which is necessaire et juste is to be 

the well-rounded man. 

64. Lanson, "La Vie morale selon les EssaLs," p. 607. 
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Montaigne does not always follow in the path of his recommen

dations for the State, but as he ages, he presents his way of life as 

more advisable to all people. He has disdained the common man in his 

earlier essays, but he has learned from him as evidenced in his later 

additions: (C) "Heureux peuple, qui faict ce qu'on commande mieux que 

ceux qui commandent, sans se tourmenter des causes; qui se laisse mol-

lement rouller apres le roullement celeste. L'obeyssance n'est pure ny 

tranquille en celui qui raisonne et qui plaide" (II,xvii,656). He 

seems to attach an innocence to obedience which absolves the commanded 

from the anxieties of responsibility. Lest one think that Montaigne is 

simply saying that ignorance is bliss, he considered his most praise

worthy hero, Epaminondas as an innocent being: (B) "En cettuy-cy 1'in

nocence est une qualite propre, maistresse, constante, uniforme, in

corruptible" (II,xxxvi,756). It may be that Montaigne is referring to 

Socrates in this passage, but it matters little, for Socrates was also 

a warrior. In addition, Montaigne has just indicated that Epaminondas 

surpasses Socrates in matters of meurs et conscience. It is clear to 

me that one could even wage war and remain innocent according to Mon

taigne. In the immensity of nature there is room for the entire gamut 

of realities presented to the consciousness of Montaigne. Montaigne 

does not recommend that man follow the evil, ugly, corruptible side of 

Nature, but he is nevertheless saying that it is natural for it to ex

ist. He is not saying that war is good, but he is admitting that it is 

a part of Nature with which one must learn to live. He is saying that 

one can function, even in war, and maintain one's moral balance—even 
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remain innocent while seeking glorious victory over an enemy. War is 

not condemned as being unnatural. War is simply the manifestation of 

the nature of men and nations. War is not moral or immoral; men are 

these things, and war is a natural phenomenon in which men demons trate 

them. 



CHAPTER 5 

FORCE AND PEACE 

War is not always a justifiable tool of State. If Montaigne 

accepts the existence of war as a natural phenomenon of the universe as 

well as of civilized man, he does not condone its unbridled use. Since 

war is one of the manifestations of the social, gregarious animal and 

most particularly of the human species and since order is the first 

principle derived from power in any State, even war must be waged ac-

cording to order and reason. He would not justify the use of force for 

frivolous reasons. 

The Unjustifiable Use of Military Force 

One is not unjustified in acclaiming Montaigne a humanist. He 

is primarily concerned with human values—with what is morally justifi

able or what is not morally justifiable. He measured his moral con

clusions according to the value return to the individual and to the 

State. Those actions which were not for the good of the State and sub

sequently for the good of the individual in the State were not under 

his real control. For Montaigne, war must have sufficient "public" 

redemptive value to justify its use. 

Any war waged merely to answer ambitions for territorial . 

growth or because population growth seems to demand expansion by 
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conquest he deems unjustifiable. In his discussion of prayer, he cas

tigates those who pray to suit their own passions, (A) "Toutes fois nous 

appellons Dieu et son ayde au complot de nous [sic]^" fautes (C) et le 

convions a 1'injustice." One of the passions he particularly condemns 

is that of ambition —(A) "... l'ambitieux, [prie Dieu] pour ses 

victoires et conduite de sa passion" (I,lvi,324). One of the most ob

vious reasons for ambition resides in the desire for more property as 

well as the control of additional people. Ambition is as unjustifiable 

in the military leader and in the head of State as it is in any other 

person. Montaigne is not too happy about those, even on his side of 

the religious fence, who use force to justify their position, who (B) 

"... pour se purger du soubgon de leur erreur passe et pour nous as-

seurer d'eux, se rendent extremes, indiscrets et injustes a la con-

duicte de nostre cause, et la taschent d'infinis reproches de violence" 

(I,liv,313). "Nostre cause" was justified to the extent of military 

retaliation. However this violence was not justified to cover up er

rors and to bolster the public opinion of some position. 

After having discussed the means employed by the Greeks 

and Romans to "purge" the state of the too hot blood of youth and to 

"discharge" the excess of people in the state, he concludes: (A) "... 

et de vray une guerre estrangiere est un mal bien plus doux que la ci

vile; mals je ne croy pas que Dieu favorisat une si injuste entreprise, 

1. "nos" in Pleiade and Gamier Editions. 
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d'offenser et quereler autruy pour notre commodite..." (II,xxiii,683-

4). To give another State the evils of war simply because one's own 

State is sick Montaigne cannot justify. Montaigne ends his comments on 

the inequality between men and sovereigns (I,xlii) with an anecdote 

about Pyrrhus who wanted to wage war on the Italians. "What then?" was 

the rejoinder. "Then, France; then, Spain; then, Africa" was the per

sistent reply of the king. When asked why he would conquer the world, 

he replied "to take my repose." (A) "Pour Dieu, Sire, rechargea lors 

Cyneas, dictes moy a quoy il tient que vous ne soyez des a present, si 

vous voulez, en cet estat" (I,xlii,267)? It seems foolish to Montaigne 

to wage a war to increase one's domain so as to be at peace with one's 

neighbors, when one is already at peace with them, and when one has suf

ficient for one's needs. War waged merely to satisfy the population or 

territorial demands of a state or to cure or cover up some internal dis

order of the social organism or simply to insure a peace one already has 

are unjustifiable uses of war. 

Montaigne fights his own running battle with the emotions. In 

all due respect to what he says in his defense of Raymond Sebond, he 

places reason above the passions. War waged as the unreasoned response 

to passion is unjustified. Not that he felt reason so much superior to 

the passions of man. (A) "La plus part des occasions des troubles du 

monde sont Grammairienneshe notes in a discussion of reason's weak

ness. He adds: (A)"...etla plus part des guerres, [naissent] de cette 

impuissance de n'avoir sgeu clairement exprimer les conventions et 
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son for the inability to clearly express the agreements between princes 

is the emotional involvement of the participants. In this same chapter 

he does not feel that vengeance, for example, is a sufficient motivation 

for risking one's own life (BC,II,xii,558). Later in Book II he indi

cates that killing someone is not the way to avenge oneself of some 

former offence but merely a way to prevent the possibility of some fu

ture offense: (C) "...c'est une action plus de crainte que de brave-

rie.... Ce n'est pas contre luy, c'est pour toy que tu t'en deffais" 

(II,xxvii,694-95). He seems to perceive that vengeance is the response 

to a personal passion rather than a justifiable, responsible use of 

violence. 

Alexander was preferred above Caesar because of the latter's 

overpowering ambition—(A) "...pour avoir voulu chercher sa gloire de 

la ruyne de son pays et subversion de la plus puissante et fleurissante 

chose publique que le monde verra jamais" (II,xxxiii,7333; cf. II, 

xxxvi,755). Later when Montaigne discovered the ambition of Alexander, 

ambition for glory as he saw it unfold through the eyes of Quintus Cur-

tius, he was not so sure that Alexander's person was so respectable (BC, 

1,1,9-10). Julius Caesar's war for ambitious reasons was condemned 

particularly since it was his own country that fell prey to this ambi

tion. Alexander's ambitious actions in connection with certain sieges 

were likewise condemned. Echoing his comment about the problem of com

munication and war, Montaigne reiterateSj(B) "Nos plus grandes agita

tions ont des ressorts et causes ridicules" (III,x,1018). He then 
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proceeds to recount (B) "Combien encourut de ruyne nostre dernier Due 

de Bourgongne pour la querelle d'une charretee de peaux de mouton"(III, 

x,1018). He treats the causes of the Roman civil war between Pompey 

and Caesar as equally frivolous and concludes with the Trojan war, 

which like the wars mentioned before originated with (B) "...des devis 

du cabinet des dames et inclination de quelque fammelette" (III,x,1018). 

Along with his normal disdain for the capacity of woman, he would here 

condemn any war generated by emotional commerce with this sex. Mon

taigne admired those great military leaders who were not easily swayed 

by words alone. He notes how one was able to call Caesar a variety of 

things through invectives, and an exchange of invectives remained at 

the quarelling level: (A) "...oil les parolles se revenchent seulement 

par les parolles et ne se tirent a autre consequence" (II,xviii,667). 

The control of self in the commander has been seen to be capital. Mon

taigne cannot seem to justify any shallow reasons born of passions to 

result in violent conflict. A war must have more justification than the 

gratification of the desires of one's ego. 

Neither is war justified if waged merely for a private purpose 

or as a means to keep military personnel at a point of efficiency. In 

his chapter on immoderation, Montaigne recounts in the last paragraph, 

added after 1580, the excesses of taking the lives of human beings in 

order to (B) 11...gratifier au Ciel et a la nature par nostre massacre 

et homicide..." (I,xxx,201). He elaborates the sacrifices of the civi

lizations of the Near East and of the Aztecs in particular. He seems 
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not to disbelieve or gainsay Montezuma's claim of being able to raise 

three million soldiers, nor his right to have them for war. He merely 

considers it immoderate to wage war in order to provide fifty thousand 

victims to the altars of their gods: (B) "...il nourrissoit la guerre 

... non seulement pour l'exercice de la jeunesse du pais, mais princi-

pallement pour — fournir a ses sacrifices..." (I,xxx,201). Montaigne 

would have preferred that the nobility prepare for war by hunting ra

ther than by troubling one's neighbors with war. As to sacrificing 

human beings to religious superstition, for all his admiration of an

tiquity and the pristine naturalness of the New World, it was an im

moderation devoid of justification. Montaigne does not vehemently 

condemn this practice; he underlines through irony the presumption of 

man who tries to please God by "massacre et homicide." One must not 

call duty what is only an inner bitterness, and ranting nature (B) 

"...[ne] de 1'interest et passion privee..." he notes, and he con

cludes: "...ce n'est pas la cause qui les eschauffe ... ils attisent 

la guerre non par ce qu'elle est juste, mais par ce que c'est guerre" 

(III,i,793). Therein lies the key to Montaigne's view on the justifi

cation of the use of war—the "cause." Private reasons for its use 

are just not sufficient cause for engaging in the evil of war, 

although he recognizes that (A) "... la foiblesse de nostre con

dition nous pousse souvent a cette necessite..." (II,xxiii,683). 

After all, war is merely a tool, and (B) "La force, la violance 

peuvent quelque chose, mais non pas tousjours tout" (II,xvii,646). And 
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for those occasions when it is deemed necessary, it must be for suf-

ficient cause, excluding private interest, unredemptive territorial 

gain, the simple exercise of military personnel, or the solution of 

an internal turmoil. 

Civil War--"Bete noire" 

As with nearly every subject which Montaigne treats, civil 

war is treated according to his mood. In a 1580 comment (I,xxx,l57) 

he thinks civil wars portend the end of the world. He adds to this 

in a 1588 insert that he is amazed to find them (guerres civiles) so 

"douces et molles" and finishes saying: (A) "A qui il gresle sur la 

teste, tout l'hemisphere semble estre en tempeste et o1:age" (I,xxii, 

157). So, Montaigne is more or less, from time to time, wraught up 

about the Civil War according to how near it comes to his own door 

and touches his own affairs or family. He is curiously silent about 

the Saint Bartholomew Massacre and singularly pained by the death of 

one of his neighbors in a skirmish near his own "Montaigne." 2 Since he 

has deemed the Civil Wars mild in view of the viciousness of the 

people, in a "B" insert, one is a bit surprised to see him ask: (B) 

"Mais est--il quelque mal en une police qui vaille estre combatu par 

une drogue [guerre civile] si martelle?" (III,xii,l043). He then 

cites Faonius and Plato as authorities who would not justify civil 

2. Letter to "Messire Antoine Duprat, Prevot de Paris," August 
24, 1562, Montaigne, Ed. du Seuil, (L'Integrale), p. 556. 
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war to cure an internal evil. Critics who have considered Montai

gne and the religious wars have varied in their interpretation of Mon

taigne's role: Citoleux sees him as a non-fanatical Catholic aiding 

the attempts to exterminate the Huguenots and opposing these latter 

more from religion than from patriotism.^ Lanson cannot take this ex

treme approach^ but he sees the Huguenots as the culprits in the civil 

war. Undoubtedly the Protestant critics point out Montaigne's friend

ship with Henry IV. The most unbiased critics place Montaigne as a 

moderate Catholic, politically opposing the Protestant changes in cus

toms and the disruption of civil order, but not condemning their right 

to have these divergent views.5 One of the manifestations of human 

behavior that exists in all wars, but which Montaigne seemed first to 

observe emotionally in the French Civil wars, is cruelty. 

These religious wars, with the attendant cruelty, firmly esta

blished in Montaigne his hatred for cruelty. In his early discussion 

of war, cruelty is not worthy of much comment. But in reading 

Quintus Curtius later in his life, there is evidence that he began to 

condemn cruelty in Alexander, for example.6 Montaigne's early 

3. Citoleux, Le vrai Montaigne, theologien et soldat, pp. 99-
100. 

4. Gustave Lanson, Les Essais de Montaigne, Paris, Editions 
de la Pensee Moderne, 1965, p. 92. 

5. Lablenie, Essais sur Montaigne, pp. 96-7; Hallie, The Scar 
of Montaigne, p. 8. 

6. Armaingaud, Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, Vol. XII, (note 
13 of Montaigne on his copy of Quintus Curtius) p. 245. 
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treatment of cruelty takes the form of praising the resistance to tor

ture of the Spartans and of his own contemporaries (A,II,xxxii,724-25). 

He seems to separate, nevertheless,cruelty from civil war in that they 

need not exist together: (A) "Je vy en une saison en laquelle nous 

foisonnons en ex'emples incroyables de ce vice, par la licence de nos 

guerres civiles; et ne. voit on rien aux histoires anciennes de plus ex

treme que ce que nous en essayons tous les jours. Mais cela ne m'y a 

nullement aprivoise" (II,xi,432). It seems as though he is permitting 

the civil war for the sake of the crown's position in his allusion to 

"la licence de nos guerres civiles," condemning the excesses but not 

the use. He compares the "horreur barbaresque" of the cannibals of the 

New World to those of his own time "non entre des ennemis anciens, mais 

entre des voisins et concitoyens" (A,I,xxxi,209). Is he justifying 

cruelty between enemies? I think not in light of the overall picture 

of his attitude on war, but he surely seems to consider this vice more 

acceptable with an international enemy. The adverb "souvent" in the 

sentence (C) "Les guerres civiles produisent souvent ces vilains exem-

ples..." (Ill,i,800) may also imply that there are civil wars which do 

not produce such vices as cruelty. Montaigne, however, unquestionably 

condemns cruelty in the war he is most familiar with—the Religious , 

Civil war of France. 

War of any sort must be justified; Civil War, as seen through 

the experience of Montaigne, was the unjustifiable result of pure pas

sion. The critics have generally placed Montaigne as a vehement 
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adversary of the Civil War. This is not entirely true since Montaigne 

rather despised the flimsy excuses for which one went to war. Hallie's 

contention in the The Scar of Montaigne (and the entire book is used to 

prove it), is that Montaigne was trying to eliminate the Civil War 

through moderate scepticism. This may very well have been one of Mon

taigne's aims. Supporting this idea, Weiler claims that Montaigne ac

quired the respect of both sides: "...il gagna la confiance du parti 

royal, qui reconnut son loyalisme, et celle des Protestants, qui lui 

surent gre de sa tolerence."' All of which they, Montaigne and Weil

er, also admit was fraught with its own type of danger. The fact never

theless remains that Montaigne supported the royalist cause and 

maintained the validity of the King's position. He abhorred the war 

that was waged more out of personal passion than from ordered reason. 

Because passion led men around and into such violent acts, he is led to 

call his time (A) "...une saison si gastee..." (II,xviii,666) and (B) 

"...un siecle si foible" (III,xii,1037). Even though Montaigne has 

chosen the party in the conflict that he will support, it does not pre

vent him from observing that there are those who follow it for their 

own "vengences particulieres" and that even those who follow "le meil-

leur et le plus sain party" are at times forced "hors les bornes de la 

raison [qui] leur faict par fois prendre des conseils injustes, violents 

et encore temeraires" (A,II,xix,668). Montaigne himself, however, is 

7. Maurice Weiler, Pour connaitre la pensee de Montaigne, 
Paris, 1948, p. 115. 
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motivated by his own emotional view of the issue. (B) "Le party que je 

condemneray en nos guerres, je la condemneray plus asprement fleuris-

sant et prospere.(Ill,xiii,1100), he admits. So, it is not entire

ly a matter of principle with him either, or else he would condemn the 

position of the party whether strong or weak. This is no doubt the 

sympathy to which Weiler refers that kept Montaigne from being overrun 

by his Protestant friends. The real hero as well as the real villain in 

the Civil War is man himself who functions mostly at the "gut" level: 

(C) Je voy cela evidemment, que nous ne prestons volontiers a 
la devotion, que les offices qui flattent nos passions. II 
n'est point d'hostilite excellente comme la chrestienne. Nostre 
zele faict merveilles, quand il va secondant nostre pente vers 
la haine, la cruaute, l'ambition, l'avarice, la detraction, la 
rebellion.... 

Nostre religion est faicte pour extirper les vices; elle les 
couvre, les nourrit, les incite (II,xii,444). 

He laments in the middle of this passage that any tendency towards vir

tuous actions is rarely found and can hardly make any headway. The 

civil wars are seen more as the result of uncontrolled passion than the 

inverse. The civil war serves as an excuse for personal passions 

which, in turn, foster the evils of war. He thinks that he who first 

upsets the state of society is absorbed in the holocaust, but he also 

admits that the trouble does not end there: (C) "Le fruict du trouble 

ne demeure guere a celuy qui l'a esmeu, il bat et brouille l'eaue pour 

d'autres pescheurs" (I,xxiii,119). These participants in the conflict 

utilize their reason to justify their emotional position rather than 

the truth, according to Montaigne. He notes this both in the 1580 
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edition of the Essais and in a comment included in the post-1588 edi

tions, where the position from the fortunes of war had reversed them

selves for the two parties in which each side had used the same argu

ments against each other (A,I,xxxii,216 & C,II,xii,443). Montaigne's 

conclusion to man's perverted reason in relation to the religious wars 

is (A) "Dieu doibt son secours extraordinaire a la foy et a la reli

gion, non pas a nos passions. Les hommes y sont conducteurs et s'y 

servent de la religion: ce devroit estre tout le contraire" (II,xii, 

443). Immoderate man, following the dictates of his passions, reason

ing to support an emotional conclusion, and using war as a tool to fur

ther personal aims is the culprit. Unfortunately, civil war provides 

a more favorable climate for the vice of ambitious and perverted men. 

There is yet one more factor more serious than cruelty and passion in 

civil war. 

The most contemptible factor in civil war was the disrup

tion of order. Levis-Mirepoix said of Montaigne and civil war: 

"Elle a trop repugne a son humanite et a son humanisme, a son instinct 

pratique de l'ordre."8 The evidence is overwhelming that Montaigne 

had a strong humanitarian nature, but to say that civil war offend

ed his humanism is to misunderstand the way Montaigne and his contem

poraries viewed antiquity. I have found no criticism in the Essais of 

the Greek civil wars. In one statement, Montaigne can criticize Julius 

8. Levis-Mirepoix, "Montaigne et 1*individualisme", La 
Revue universelle, 1, Serie No. 58, 25 mai 1943, p. 729. 
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Caesar for having waged a civil war to the detriment of his own land, 

but he also praises the clemency of Caesar. What Montaigne in effect 

decries in the Roman civil war is the disruption of the order of the 

Roman Empire—as if he had said that the civil war would have been all 

right had the protagonists waged the war elsewhere than on Roman soil. 

Chateau, in speaking of the Catholicism of Montaigne, really puts things 

in order: "On dirait volontiers qu'il croit plus en l'Ordre qu'au 

Christ (qui n'a guere de place dans les Essais).Nothing is more 

vehemently opposed in the Essais than the lack of order. Civil war is 

one of the main breeders of disorder, hence Montaigne's impassioned in

volvement with it. 

As with war in general, in a civil war Montaigne must choose 

sides. He cannot remain entirely on the sidelines (III,i,793), and in 

choosing sides, exercising his judgment, he proposes the right and the 

wrong sides in the altercation. There is little question which is 

which upon examining his comments on the matter. He lays the blame 

squarely at the door of the Protestants whom he calls "nouveautes.11 At 

the same time I think it is clear that he blunts the attack by using 

such a term. This term places the criticism in the form of a discus- . 

sion of a principle rather than a patent emotional reaction. (It 

would seem that the responsibilities of Mayor have a profound effect on 

his outlook on this form of war.) He writes to the King from Bordeaux 

9. Jean Chateau, Montaigne, psychologue et pedagogue, Paris, 
Librairie philosophique J. Vrin, 1964, p. 30. 
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in 1583 ...Inexperience maitresse des choses a fait connaitre plus a 

clair combien les nouveautes en tous etats sont pemicieuses.... 

The majority of the comments on the religious wars appear in the edi

tions that follow this period. (B) "Rien ne presse un estat que 1'in

novation: le changement donne seul forme a l'injustice et a la 

tyrannie" (III,ix,958), he reports. He uses this same term and related 

ones ("enventeurs, nouvellete") in the same manner in inserts in Book I 

(B,I,xxiii,119,120,122). Although he severely chastizes those who 

would change customs through force, he is not devoid of understanding 

of the "right" side of the war using the same tactics as its enemies: 

(C) "•..si les enventeurs sont plus dommageables, les imitateurs sont 

plus vicieux..." (I,xxiii,120), and (C) "Le fruict du trouble ne de-

meure guere a celuy qui l'a esmeu, il bat et brouille l'eaue pour 

d'autres pescheurs" (I,xxiii,119). And these other fishermen are the 

adventurers both foreign and domestic who take advantage of the confu

sion of a civil war. There is nothing like experience to give dimen

sion, depth and understanding to the civil war: (B) "J'avois d'une 

part les ennemys a ma porte, d'autre part les picoreurs, pires enne

mys....." (Ill,xii, 1041). Montaigne can face an enemy when necessity 

calls for it, but when the enemy is all around and one's neighbors, one 

is not surprised at the epithet he uses to describe it. 

"Monstrueuse guerre" he says and repeats under various other 

terms, "miserable condition," "maladies populaires." Why is the 

10. Montaigne, Edition du Seuil (L'Integrale), p. 557. 
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Civil War so monstrous? It is such principally because of the immoral

ity of the protagonists of both sides. Licence is the rule of the day 

rather than self discipline or self-sacrifice for the good order of 

the country. He reports: (B) "...nous sommes tantost par la longue 

licence de ces guerres civiles envieillis en une forme d'estat si des-

bordee ... qu'a la verite c'est merveille qu'elle se puisse maintenir" 

(III,ix,956). Why does he consider it a monstrous war? because others 

operate on the outside of the country and this one ravages the interior 

not only of the geographic country (which does not seem to concern Mon

taigne too much), but also the moral fiber of the people and the sta

bility of the government (which does stir him up): (B) "Toute disci

pline la fuyt. Elle [la guerre civile] vient guarir la sedition et en 

est pleine, veut chastier la desobeyssance et en montre l'exemple; et, 

employee a la deffence des loix, faict sa part de la rebellion a l'en-

contre des siennes propres..."(Ill,xii,1041). Why again is it such a 

monstrous war? because the armies of the King are only held together by 

"simant estranger" and because there is no discipline even in the army 

established to maintain public order. He seems to complain bitterly 

that this army has no direction and discipline of its own: (B) 

"Qu'elle honteJ II n'y aqu'autant de discipline que nous en font voir 

des soldats empruntez...." And on the same page he laments the lost 

military precept that the soldier fear more his own commander than the 

enemy, and consequently, he really saw that commanders were more 
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manipulated by those under their command than that these men were com

manded (III,xii,1042). It is not as if these attitudes were developed 

only after 1580, for in one of the earliest essays he could not help 

comparing the manner of war of antiquity and that of his time (A,I,vi, 

28). What appears as the great shame? that (B) "...des frangois on ne 

sgait plus faire un corps d'armee constant et regie" (III,xii,1042). 

Montaigne has not made a profound analysis of civil war, but rather he 

has responded to the manifestations of the warriors during this period. 

He cannot even consider it a proper war. His disappointments, indeed, 

lie more in the manner in which the war is conducted than in outright 

denunciation of civil war as a principle. Nevertheless, he does not 

separate the dissolution of the times from the civil war itself; he 

rather equates them—civil wars and dissolute times go together. Since 

his most fundamental principle in politics is the stability of the 

State, civil war is an unfortunate implement of man, justified by the 

State but not by the revolutionaries. 

Be the civil war evil as it may, he has some advice for the 

side which he espouses; advice which applies equally well to those com

patriots who oppose the powers that be— temperance despite one's 

zeal. He would be able to excuse a man (gentleman) from taking an ac

tive side if he is not directly involved in a military command, but 

those who are in zealous command positions should act (B) "...avec tel 

ordre et attrempance que l'orage devra couler par dessus leur teste 

sans offence" (III,i,793). He has not given advice as to how one might 
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avoid a civil war but how one might function therein and escape the 

rotting effects of its influence. In analyzing one of his early com

plaints of the lack of men of conviction to a good cause in civil 

wars, one is able to see those characteristics he would like to see in 

the army of "Le plus juste party si es-ce encore le membre d'un corps 

vermoulu et vereux" (III,ix,993): (A) "...ceux qui y marchent par le 

seul zele d'une affection religieuse, et encore ceux qui regardent 

seulement la protection des loix de leur pays ou service du Prince..." 

(II,xii,443). Civil war is not the justifiable function of personal 

ambition, or the medicine to cure an internal ill. But when it ar

rives, conduct yourself with temperance and with an eye to the ulti

mate health and stability of the State. 

Historians since Montaigne have not been able to view the re

ligious, civil wars of the sixteenth century with much more objectivity 

than Montaigne; they still do not agree in their conclusions. Lacre-

telle recounts the horrors of the times with a sympathy for the Hugue

nots—pointing principally to the excesses of Catholics. He felt that 

Montaigne remained essentially neutra^ ignoring the atrocities: "...il 

oubliait des malheurs contemporains dans le commerce des sages de l'an-

11 12 tiquite. Lanson comes to the opposite conclusion. It is true 

that Montaigne did not ignore the atrocities completely, but then he 

11. Charles Lacretelle, Histoire de France pendant les guer-
res de religion, Paris, Delaunay, 1814, Vol. 1 of 4 vols., pp. 129-130. 

12. Lanson, Les Essais de Montaigne, p. 56. 
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was not much occupied with them either. In fact, in view of the long 

duration of these horrible times and the magnitude of some of these 

massacres, it is most surprising that he says so little. Hallie com

ments on Montaigne's view of the times: "...the religious wars, Hu

manism, and the explorations helped teach Montaigne that a feverish 

attachment to one's own cause and an equally feverish desire to ex-

13 tinguish other causes were inappropriate to the way things are." 

I must take exception to this conclusion in part. Montaigne did in

deed oppose a feverish attachment to any cause (particularly the wrong 

cause), but he did not consider these horrible times or attachments as 

inappropriate to the way things are but as they actually are. The en

tire essay on Sebond leads to the conclusion that things are naturally 

that way. What Hallie might more accurately have said was that it is 

inappropriate to the way things ought to be. Montaigne reflects at one 

point upon the "...confusion ou nous sommes depuis trente ans..." 

saying: "Sgachons gre au sort de nous avoir fait vivre en un siecle 

non mol, languissant ny oisif..." (Ill,xii,1046). True enough, he 

attaches an ironic remark to this: "...tel, qui ne I'eut este par au

tre moyen, se rendra fameux par son malheur." However, the remark 

fits well with his philosophy on Nature and Destiny in relation to man. 

War is war no matter what adjective one attaches to it. Civil war is 

justified for the side that is "in the right" but unjustified for 

13. Hallie, p. 20. 
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the enemy. Civil war is not justified for insufficient reasons: (B) 

"Je veux done dire que, s'il faut ainsi debvoir quelque chose, ce 

doibt estre a plus legitime titre que celuy dequoy je parle, auquel la 

loy de cette miserable guerre m'engage..." (Ill,ix,970). The reasons 

for the civil war in France as viewed by the Huguenots he rej ects: (B) 

"...il y a grand amour de soy et presomption, d'estimer ses opinions 

jusqu-la que, pour les establir, il faille renverser une paix publi-

que..." (I,xxiii,120). With all its attendant corruption and espe

cially the changes in the customs and order of his Society he ques

tions: (C) "Est ce pas mal mesnage, d'advancer tant de vices certains 

et cognus, pour combattre des erreurs contestees et debatables" (I, 

xxiii,120)? He cannot justify a war because of the differences in 

opinions the value of which he considers unproven. He does not support 

the Catholic cause to near the degree that he attacks 

the Protestant position since he sees the Protestants as disrupting 

the order of society . The Protestant role in the war is unjustified. 

War, the Tool; Man, the Moral Agent 

It is self-evident that war is neutral having only the abstract 

meaning assigned by man. It is one means of expressing man's decisions 

about his environment. The use of war in effecting the decisions taken 

by man reflect man in the moral situation. It has been determined that 

war may be morally utilized by man 'and at times it is immoral to use 

it, according to Montaigne. Whether it be an immoral or a moral 

military conflict, Montaigne felt certain actions in war to be moral 
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or immoral also. One of the foremost principles of conduct in the 

military situation Montaigne advocates is that the soldier exhibit 

a spirit of fair play. 

War and Fair Play 

It was not appropriate for war to be waged without compassion 

for the enemy. It has been noted how Montaigne admired the magna

nimity of Epaminondas (III,i,801-2) and Julius Caesar (I,xxiv,131). 

In fact, one is led to believe that he attributes Caesar's victories 

to the personal attributes of Caesar rather than to any principles of 

war: (A) "Quand je considere la grandeur incomparable de cette ame, 

j'excuse la victoire de ne s'estre peu depestrer de luy, voire en cette 

tres-injuste et tres-inique cause" (II,xxxiii,732). Although Caesar 

was not justified in disrupting the order of the Roman Empire for his 

personal reasons, his clement treatment of conquered armies and of 

his own soldiers was such as to inspire unabashed admiration from 

Montaigne (A,I,xxiv,131). He further noted that the rivalry between 

Caesar and Pompey was more of honor and command and was moderated by 

respect for each other—(B) "... sans malignite et sans detraction" 

(III,xi,1014). He underlines their attitude in the conflict thus: (B) 

"...s'il leur eust este possible, chacun d'eux eust desire de faire son 

affaire sans la ruyne de son compaignon plustost qu'avec sa ruyne" 

(III,xi>1014). His analysis of the clemency of Caesar is inspired 

from the events related by Amyot about the clemency of the Due de 

Guise (Francois), repeated at the beginning of chapter twenty-four of 
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Book I. Montaigne's letter to Monsieur Du Puy in 1584 also indicates 

his conviction that justifiable ardor in combat still should elicit 

clemency from the victor. One might come to the conclusion that Mon

taigne considered clemency a principle of war which could bring success 

to military endeavors had he not indicated also that he felt this a 

unique fortune of Caesar and not likely of success in the spoiled cir

cumstances of his own era. 

A second factor that Montaigne considered morally proper in war 

was the display of raw courage devoid of trickery. One of the major 

points for which he uses the cannibals as an example is their demon

stration of courage without undue cruelty. He says of them (A) "Leur 

guerre est toute noble et genereuse..(I,xxxi,210). "Genereuse" in 

this context means full of enthusiasm. Why was it considered so? be

cause the only object of the American native was to demonstrate his 

superiority and thereby his "virtu." He had no territorial ambitions; 

when there was war, the only glory in it was in having been victorious. 

All the victor wanted was that he who was vanquished recognize the 

superiority of the victor; but the former generally was not expected 

to lower his courage to admit this. When Montaigne concludes this dis

cussion he says: 

(A) L'estimation et le pris d'un homme consiste au coeur et en 
la volonte; c'est la ou gist son vray honneur; la vaillance, 
c'est la fermete, non pas des jambes et des bras, mais du cou
rage et de l'ame.... Celuy qui tombe obstine en son courage ... 
Qui pour quelque dangier de la mort voisine ne relasche aucun 
point de son asseurance ... il est battu, non pas de nous, 
mais de la fortune; il est tue, non pas vaincu (I,xxxi,211). 
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The same attitude prevailed in later additions in speaking of 

duels: (B) "L'honneur des combats consiste en la jalousie du courage, 

non de la science" (II,xxvii,697). He felt that duels should not be 

unequal at the outset, but that if an advantage should develop, it 

could be exploited. This same attitude he applied to wars between 

nations. (C) "On remarque cette louable et genereuse coustume de la 

nation Persienne, qu'ils parlent de leurs mortels ennemis et qu'ils 

font guerre a outrance honorablement et equitablement, autant que porte 

le merite de leur vertu" (II,xvii,659). He seemed to expect that when 

one went to war one did one's duty whole-heartedly and courageously 

but honestly: (C) "... mais celuy seul se tient pour surmonte, qui 

sgait l'avoir este ny par ruse ny de.sort, (A) mais par vaillance, de 

troupe a troupe en une loyalle et juste guerre" (I,v,25). I think he 

would have considered cowardice in war as immoral as cruelty. In fact 

what he so much admired in Epaminondas was his ability to be most ener

getic and courageous in war and yet stop the train of bellicose passion 

when required —when facing a friend in the enemy host or when the 

enemy surrendered (III,i,801-3). 

In thinking of the example of Epaminondas, he is con

vinced that not all things are permitted in war (if so in love): 

(B) "... toutes choses ne sont pas loisibles a un homme de bien pour 

le service (C) de son Roy ny (B) de la cause generalle et des loix" 

(III,i,802). Montaigne defends the rights of individuals in their 

relations with one another such as giving one's word, even to an 

enemy, and in the cases of family relationship. Yes, he would have the 
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soldier be courageous and energetic in dispatching his military duty 

but not to the point of forgetting family ties and personal honor. 

The object of the combat and the combattant was victory, but 

that victory consisted merely in subjugating the enemy and not in tor

turing, sacking or killing him once he had submitted. He treats con

temptuously the tradition of the victories of his time gained by sub

terfuge and trickery (A/C,I,v,26 & C,I,vi,28). His greatest revulsion 

of the Spanish victories in the New World along with the barbarity of 

the victor's actions was the treachery he thought he saw in the way the 

victories were gained (III,vi,909-10) and in the butchery that contin

ued afterwards (III,vi,913). He complains of his contemporaries (A) 

"...nous voulons vaincre, mais plus surement que honorablement; (C) et 

cherchons plus la fin que la gloire en nostre querelle" (II,xxvii,694-

95). He punctuates (as if for the critic) a few chapters later this 

same point with an example taken from the Hungarians: (C) "Les Hongres, 

tresbelliqueux combattans, ne poursuivoient jadis leur pointe, outre 

avoir rendu l'ennemy a leur mercy. Car, en ayant arrache cette con

fession, ils le laissoyent aller sans offense, sans rangon, sauf, pour 

le plus, d'en tirer parole de ne s'armer des lors ... contre eux" (I, 

xxxi,211). War, when justifiable, should be waged with vigor, with 

courage, not merely of the body but of the soul too. Victory should be 

the aim of war, but it should be an honorable victory gained by honest, 

equal combat where skill and determination have won the day and not 

trickery in any form. When the victory is gained there must be no 

further vengeful acts violating civil rules of order through 
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cruelty, sacking a town, theft or retribution (A,I,xlvii,282) . To 

have rendered oneself master by rules of war faithfully followed and 

to have exercised clemency with the vanquished were the terms of vic

tory. Although the laws of the land and submission to the sovereign 

were of prime importance to Montaigne, obedience to this principle did 

not preclude the exigencies of personal honor and individual duty to 

self, parent or friend. One's word given, even to an enemy, was to be 

kept. And the bond of friendship and of family suspended ferocity a-

gainst an enemy who was in this category when met in battle. 

The Special Necessities of War 

Although Montaigne felt that war, like all other functions of 

society, should be conducted according to rules and order, he recog

nized that in war there are certain practical exigencies that cannot be 

ignored: (C) "Et certes la guerre a naturellement beaucoup de privi

leges raisonnable au prejudice de la raison..." (I,vi,29). He is sur

prised at the extent to which Xenophon applied this reasoning, and he 

modifies this comment at the beginning of the paragraph: (C) "Et ne 

consens pas a la mesure de sa dispense, en tout et par tout" (I,vi,28-

29). In effect, Montaigne is saying that war has its rules but that 

they are different from those during peacetime. He recognizes also 

that these rules primarily differ in the amount of refinement, in the 

subtleties, or (if preferred) in the humanitarian outlook of these 

rules: (B) "II faut manier les entreprises humaines plus grossierement 
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et superficiellement, et en laisser bonne part pour les droicts de la 

fortune" (II,xx,675). Montaigne is not specifically referring to the 

military commander but rather the political leader. However, we must 

not forget that in Montaigne's time the political leader and the mili

tary leader were generally from the same class of people. An example 

of the sort of thing he is considering may be seen in his fifteenth 

essay of Book I,the title of which in itself is shocking enough. One 

might think he is contradicting his admiration for the defense of Ther

mopylae he praises elsewhere, but he is merely showing the practical 

side of his nature: 

(A) La vaillance a ses limites, comme les autres vertus: les-
quels franchis on se trouve dans le train du vice.... De cette 
consideration est nee la coustume, que nous avons aux guerres, 
de punir, voire de mort, ceux qui s'opiniastrent a defendre 
une place, qui par les reigles militaires ne peut estre sous-
tenue (I,xv,68). 

These are very strong words that are not repeated in new essays nor 

are they removed in subsequent alterations of Montaigne's Essais. 

It is not alone the practical necessities of war he considers here. 

It is also a matter of the involvement of the honor of the nobility. 

He is not referring to a rear-guard action such as at Thermopylae but 

to the defense of some relatively unimportant castle. Still, it is a 

statement rather out of harmony with his normal admiration of the reso

lute warrior who defends even a "pouillier." Here, at least, the prac

tical interests of war demand moderation in the normal exercise of 

valor. He gives another practical suggestion for soldiers in that they 
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should not pursue and provoke an armed man who has no other recourse 

than to die fighting. 

He would prefer that the enemy have recourse to alternatives. 

His examples of a Lacedaemonian incident involving Pharaz and one con

cerning Gondemar, king of Bourgogne, illustrate this point and show the 

practical results of making someone stand up for his life (C/A,I,xlvii, 

282). Montaigne's practical evaluation of the necessities of the State 

and of war really provokes him to blast the practice of the King hav

ing nobility attend him in his private, physical functions (A,I,xlii, 

265). He certainly felt they could be better utilized for the state. 

His praise of La Boetie, who, he felt, should have been used in a com

mand position under the Crown, is a case in point.He had no com

punction either in seeing ecclesiastical officials participate in mili

tary encounters (the Bishop of Beauvais, A,I,xli,256-7). Moral activi

ties in war seem to revolve around order, discipline, moderation and 

practical necessities. His letter to M. Du Puy in behalf of the Sr de 

Verres shows his involvement with these ideas: "II a faict chose non 

sulemant excusable selon les loix miUteres de ce siecle mais necessere 

& come nous jujons louable Et l'a faict sans doubte fort presse.... 

War has its rules and its reasons beyond these same rules, and a soldier 

is justifiable who lives and fights within the practical bounds of 

14. See the letter to Michele de l'Hospitol, 1570, Oeuvres 
completes, Pleiade, p. 1363. 

15. Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, Pleiade, p. 1380. 
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necessity and good judgment. The rules of war allow a different manner 

of conduct than during peacetime. 

The expediency of a military situation justifies such bending 

of normal, honorable actions by dissimulation and exaggeration, but not 

to the exclusion of moderation. Montaigne's aversion to cowardice, for 

example, does not preclude the possibility of retreat. In fact he ad

mired nations which were more dangerous in retreat than in frontal at

tacks: (C) "Plusieurs nations tres belliqueuses se servoyent en leurs 

faits d'armes de la fuite pour advantage principal et montroyent le dos 

a l'ennemy plus dangereusement que leur visage" (I,xii,45). His admir

ation of face to face encounters does not prevent his judgment from 

seeing the utility of a timely retreat. Montaigne keeps in mind the 

principal object of war—victory. If one must retreat to win, it is 

justifiable. Or again, if one can win without losing any blood, why 

not? He reports of Caesar that (A) "II avoit accoustume de dire qu'il 

aimoit mieux la victoire qui se conduisoit par conseil, que par force" 

(II,xxxiv,739). Montaigne makes no additional, significant remark to 

this idea, but we cannot ignore his unabashed admiration of Caesar's 

procedures. Victory is nonetheless victory for having been won at the 

conference table without any violence or valiancy—which appears con

trary to his praise of valor, honor, and glory. Montaigne seems also 

to approve of Caesar's exaggeration of the size of the enemy troops to 

his own in order to surprise them when the actual encounter takes place 

(A,III,xxxiv,736). 
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Montaigne is not only interested in the physical involvement 

of the man in conflict but also the spiritual. He is interested in 

the implications of psychological effects on the soldier and these 

ramifications on his actions. Caesar's psychological managing of the 

Swiss who wanted to pass through Gallo-Roman territory illustrates 

Montaigne's acceptance of these tactics. He reports (A) "Ces pauvres 

gens ne sgavoyent pas combien il estoit excellent mesnager du temps 

..." (II,xxxiv,737), for Caesar stalled the Swiss until he was ready 

to defeat them. Perhaps the Swiss learned this one lesson—the accept

able perfidy of the military situation. They have managed to remain 

relatively aloof from the wars of the present century—following the 

advice of Montaigne: (B) "Rien n'empeche qu'on ne se puisse comporter 

commodement entre des hommes qui se sont ennemis, et loyalement..." 

(III,i,794). Even this type of neutrality requiring two faces is an 

accepted, moral, wartime action. Individually these suggestions are 

not subject to profound, moral evaluation, but they indicate his ac

ceptance of war as a moral duty. 

Self-Discipline and the Noble Soldier 

To the individual soldier, Montaigne gives a variety of prac

tical suggestions. He was a doer and counselled that the youth be 

doers too. As in other things, he turns to the ancients for a comment 

in respect to the youth's education: (A)"A ce propos, on demandoit a 

Agesilaus ce qu'il seroit d'advis que les enfans apprinsent: Ce qu'ils 

doivent faire estants hommes, respondit-il. Ce n'est pas merveille 
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si une telle institution a produit des effets si admirables" (I,xxv, 

143). Sparta has entered the language as a symbol, its reputation is 

so well known. One could hardly miss the implication of Montaigne's 

use of Agesilaus' words. He would have the youthful noble follow the 

example of the Spartans as shown through the French nobility (who were, 

alas, not always up to the standard): 

(B) La plus contraire qualite a un honneste homme, c'est la 
delicatesse et obligation a certaine fagon particuliere; et 
elle est particuliere si elle n'est ploiable et soupple. ... 
Par tout ailleurs il est indecent; mais a un homme de guerre 
il est vitieux et insupportable, lequel, ... se doit accous-
tumer a toute diversite et inegalite de vie" (III,xiii,1083). 

Although Montaigne was not a wholesale supporter of the Spartan way of 

life, he admired their ability to endure all sorts of hardships and 

felt that the French nobleman also should be able to so live. But he 

would not insist on depriving oneself of the good necessi

ties of life: (C) "Ce n'est pas une feste peu artificielle et peu vo-

luptueuse qu'un bon traittement de table: ny les grands chefs de 

guerre, ny les grands philosophes n'en ont refuse l'usage et la sci

ence" (III,xiii,1106). Indeed, I think Montaigne would probably in

clude the ability of the Noble soldier to partake of this luxury as 

well as of abstinence. He would also have the soldier be practical in 

what he wears. He would not have him imitate the mode of the court, (B) 

"...ce lourd grossissement de pourpoins, qui nous faict tous autres que 

nous ne sommes, si incommode a s'armer; ces longues tresses de poil ef-

feminees..." (I,xliii,269). When the styles of men conflicted with the 
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practical duty of the man, Montaigne's judgment places the style out 

of order. His judgment was just as severe on the armor worn by his 

contemporaries whom he considered (C) "...plus chargez que couvers" 

(II,ix,404). The lack of mobility in these jointed pipes and the ad

vent of firearms prompted Montaigne to reject the usefulness of armor. 

Yet, he also used armor and his tomb represents him so adorned. 

With such apparent contradictions, it is not surprising to 

find our philosophical soldier noting that (A) "La vaillance, ... ne 

se peut parfaire sans l'assistance de la cholere.... Ny ne court on 

sus aux meschants et aux ennemis assez vigoureusement si on n'est 

courrouce" (II,xii,567) which passion otherwise he seems to abhor— 

preaching reason over passion. Another passion, the honor of dueling, 

he frowns upon since it does not answer the Lacedaemonian standard of 

training for the State: (B) "Les butes, les tournois, les barrieres, 

l'image des combats guerriers estoient l'exercice de nos peres.... II 

est bien plus digne et inieux seant de s'exercer en choses qui asseur-

ent, non qui offencent nostre police, qui regardent la publique seurte 

et la gloire commune" (II,xxvii,698). On this same page, however, he 

notes the practicality of inventing (C) "...nouvelle forme d'armes, 

nouvelle forme de frapper et de se couvrir selon le besoin de 1'af

faire present" (p. 698). Is not dueling an inventive form of striking 

an opponent and protecting oneself? Throughout this paradoxe, Mon

taigne is examining the conduct of the individual in war. 
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With victory as the primary goal of the soldier as well as the 

commander, a variety of interpretations on the actions of the soldier 

is allowable. What dictates the action in the field is the circum

stance at hand. The commander is free to invent new procedures, new 

weapons, and change the rules according to the needs of the time. He 

may bend the truth or alter it; he may dissimulate if it is to his ad

vantage. Whatever is practical in clothes,in food, in school or in 

honor receive moral approbation. 

In order for war to be conducted morally there was a need for 

rules. Montaigne does not make an organized list of these rules of 

conduct, but he has his concept of conduct. Of course, war has rules 

which differ from those in force during peace. Probably the most im

portant moral action of the French nobleman and soldier is centered 

around his success or failure in self-discipline. In connection with 

the practical exigencies of the soldier, we have seen that he needed to 

be able to function in all sorts of conditions. One must not ignore 

that this is also an expression of self-discipline. It was this self-

discipline that Montaigne admired in Caesar, Alexander, Alcibiades, 

Epaminondas, Socrates and Julian. Self-discipline is the essence of 

the training counseled for the son of the countess of Gurson: 

(A) Endurcissez le a la sueur et au froid, au vent, au soleil 
et aux hazards qu'il luy faut mespriser; ostez-luy toute mol-
lesse et delicatesse au vestir et coucher, au manger et au 
boire; accoustumez le a tout. Que ce ne soit pas un beau 
gar§on et dameret, (C) mais un gargon vert et vigoureux (I, 
xxvi,165). 

Self-discipline can only have fruition in the face of decisions which 

/ 
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In turn, have bearing on the morality of the man. I suppose that Mon

taigne's advice to the countess of Gurson is only a positive way of 

voicing the contempt he felt for the lack of discipline he noticed in 

the nobility, who, (A) "...pleine de mollesse..put on their 

armor only "...sur le point d'une extreme necessite..." and removed it 

"...aussi tost qu'il y a tant soit peu d'apparence que le dangier soit 

esloigne" (II,ix,403). In addition to the lack of self-discipline 

shown in this instance, it created the worst of all possible problems 

in war—"desordres." Comparing his most faithful models, those of an

tiquity, with the French army of his time, he shows in an amalgamation 

of A, B, and C passages his contempt for the lack of discipline of 

French troops: (C) "Leurs battailles se voyent bien mieux contestees; 

ce ne sont asteure que routes..." (I,xlviii,290-1). And how he praises 

the discipline of the Roman army! (C) "...ce merveilleux exeinple, 

qu'un pommier s'estant trouve enferme dans le pourpris du camp de l'ar-

mee Romaine, elle fut veue l'endemain en desloger, laissant au posses-

seur le comte entier de ses pommes meures et delicieuses?" (III,xii, 

1042; cf. II,ix,405). Montaigne has recognized that it is sometimes 

important for the soldier to have his emotions charged for the battle, 

but he admires the commanders who can face this event (A) "...si en-

tiers en leur assiette, que de n'en accourcir pas seulement leur som-

meil" (I,xliv,271). Then he gives the anecdote of Alexander sleeping 

up to the moment when his troops were to be engaged in battle and hav

ing to be awakened. His major reasons for deprecating the use of 
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firearms were the lack of control one had over the projectile and the 

eliminating of the necessity of face to face encounters, both of which 

decidedly reduced the necessity for self-discipline. The corollary to 

self-discipline is obedience. 

For the soldier, Montaigne felt that pure obedience was a first-

rank moral obligation. In this determination the commander is of 

course somewhat excepted. He must obey his sovereign as the soldiers 

under him must obey him, but the commander must also think. Montaigne 

makes this clear in a comment relating to the Order of Saint Michael: 

(A) "Ce n'a jamais este le payement d'un valeureux soldat, mais d'un 

capitaine fameux.... La science d'obeir ne meritoit pas un loyer si 

honorable. On y requeroit anciennement une expertice bellique plus 

universelle et qui embrassat la plus part et plus grandes parties d'un 

homme militaire..." (II,vii,383). Montaigne shows that he is not so 

unfamiliar with the military situation and the nature of war when he 

considers the relationship between the commander and the soldier. He 

knows that obedience is the primary necessity for the success of any 

military operation: (C) "On corrompt l'office du commander, quand on y 

obeit par discretion, non par subjection" (I,xvii,74). He then illus

trates with an anecdote about P. Crassus; then he concludes: "D'autre 

part, pourtant, on pourroit aussi considerer que cette obeissance si 

contreinte n'appartient qu'aux commandements precis et prefix" (I,xvii, 

74). One still has not forgotten that the nature of war is one which 

allows a different set of rules from a peaceful situation, and that 
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therefore the commander and the situation must be considered— 

Montaigne did not lose sight of the real necessity of order there. 

Montaigne also recognized his own nature,which he considered not 

too unlike that of all men when it came to being subject to such obedi

ence : 

(C) Nous nous soustrayons si volontiers du commandement sous 
quelque pretexte, et usurpons sur la maistrise; chacun aspire 
si naturellement a la liberte et authorite, qu'au superieur 
nulle utilite ne doibt estre si chere, venant de ceux qui le 
servent, comme luy doit estre chere leur naifve et simple 
obeissance (I,xvii,74). 

Both this passage and the (A) anecdote that precedes it typify Mon

taigne's position as to the leader-follower relationship. Montaigne 

sought not too diligently the military profession, but he would have 

probably responded to a call of command (at least at the time of the 

first publication of the Essais) had he been called to it. He certain

ly seems to have contemplated sufficiently the role of the commander 

and the soldier. Later in his life he is not so anxious for the re

sponsibilities of command: 

(C) Je fay peu de part a ma prudence de ma conduite: je me 
laisse volontiers mener a l'ordre public du monde. Heureux 
peuple, qui faict ce qu'on commande mieux que ceux qui comman-
dent, sans se tourmenter des causes; qui se laisse mollement 
rouller apres le roullement celeste. L'obeyssance n'est pure 
ny tranquille en celui qui raisonne et qui plaide (II,xvii,656). 

Montaigne has begun here to look wistfully at the time when he could 

have filled the role of a commander,as he notes the importance of fol

lowing a commander without questioning all the ins and outs of an 

order. 
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One of the few times he speaks of the terms of office as Mayor, 

of Bordeaux and the people of Bordeaux, he praises their ability to be 

obedient: (B) "C'est un bon peuple, guerrier et genereux, capable 

pourtant d'obeyssance et discipline, et de servir a quelque bong usage 

s'il y est bien guide" (III,x,1021). This is quite a compliment in 

light of his general feeling about the lack of discipline of his con

temporaries. It is not only in his letter to the countess of Gurson 

that Montaigne thinks of the youth of France and their military up

bringing. In a post-1588 addition to chapter twelve of Book III, he 

returns to the subject of war and discipline to advise that the youth 

of France not waste its time in (C) "...des peregrinations moins utiles 

et apprentissages moins honorables..but that rather half of this 

youth be sent "...a veoir de la guerre sur mer, sous quelque bon capi-

. taine commandeur de Rhodes, moitie a recognoistre la discipline des ar-

mees Turkesques..."(Ill,xii,1042). He remarks that the discipline of 

the Turks has quite an advantage over that of the then current French 

Army. He notes how harsh is the discipline of the former and recounts 

another anecdote similar to the one given about the Roman Army in 

Egypt. The dissolute circumstances surrounding the French Civil War 

were instrumental in showing to Montaigne the value of discipline and 

simple obedience to the orders of the legitimate leaders in a society. 

It was immoral for the soldier or the citizen to lack that self-disci-

pline and obedience necessary for the proper functioning of the army 

and society,which thereby maintained order. 
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Montaigne's long fight against the tendency of the emotions to 

exercise control over reason, as it manifested itself both in himself 

and in others, has its impact, he feels, in the military situation too 

(A,II,xxix,1705). He may have seen some utility for being aroused in 

order to better perform in combat—particularly when engaged in the of

fensive. However, the only justification allowing the emotions to con

trol the man was in the case of the ordinary soldier in the commander's 

cause. For the commander it was a different set of circumstances. 

Then too, he felt that emotional control in war was also necessary 

against fear and suspicion. He says at one point (C,III,xii,1055) that 

it is easier to live like Caesar and speak like Socrates than to both 

live and speak like Socrates. Many of the examples where Montaigne 

speaks of Socrates are in connection with war and always in connec

tion with his control over himself (in particular his emotions). In 

his chapter on fear Montaigne especially marks the soldier as one who 

> 

should be able to control this emotion: (A) "Mais, parmy les soldats 

mesme, ou elle devroit trouver moins de place, combien de fois a elle 

change un troupeau de brebis en esquadron de corselets? des roseaux et 

des cannes en gens-d'armes et lanciers? nos amis en nos ennemis? et la 

croix blanche a la rouge?"(I,xviii,75). Giving an example from his own 

personal experience, he notes that his property was returned to him and 

his life spared due to his (B) "visage, liberte et fermete de ... pa-

rolles, qui He] rendoyent indigne d'une telle mes-adventure,..." (III, 
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xii,1062). This episode reminds one of Montaigne's account of the de

mise of a gentleman in Bordeaux (1548) due to the patronizing air he 

assumed before a mob. Montaigne would have recommended a rather stern 

and assured demeanor (B,I,xxiv,130, Cf. note 5). Fear (cowardice) and 

suspicion are the two passions against which he most warns his soldier 

friends. 

How he disdains hypocrisy in the soldier who can go to war and 

play the brave without really putting himself in any dangerous position 

and who would avoid encounters which might assure his honor even when 

he is needed! (A) "...nous sgaurons bien pour ce coup couvrir nostre 

jeu d'un bon visage et d'une parolle asseuree, quoy que l'ame nous 

tremble au dedans." He subsequently adds to this passage the image of 

the platonic ring which could make one invisible, he says: (C) "...as-

sez de gens souvent se cacheroient ou il se faut presenter le plus, et 

se repentiroient d'estre placez en lieu si honorable, auquel la neces

sity les rend asseurez" (II,xvi, 625). Here is where one might logi

cally place his admiration of Caesar again. Caesar, he says, tried to 

make himself loved by both friend and enemy and was satisfied to sim

ply declare that he was aware of certain plots against his life. Hav

ing done this he (A) "...print une tres-noble resolution d'attendre, 

sans effroy et sans solicitude, ce qui luy en pourroit advenir, s'aban-

donnant et se remettant a la garde des dieux et de la fortune..." (I, 

xxiv,131). It seems that the only passion accepted in war was anger. 

Not that Montaigne advocated that one let oneself go to this passion, 

but he excused it in the man of war. 
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Once the decision has been made about war, and one finds one

self so engaged, Montaigne felt that it was the soldier's moral duty to 

develop himself to endure the rigors of the combat situation. He felt 

that the soldier must be able to obey his superiors,and that the com

mander must add to obedience the ability to think and act according to 

the circumstances. Indeed, he disliked war as much as anyone of his 

generation, but he did not ignore its exigencies, and he criticized 

severely the lack of discipline extant in the armies of France: (B) 

"...nous nous conduisons a discretion, et non pas du chef, chacun selon 

la sienne: il a plus affaire au dedans qu'au dehors. C'est au com

mandant de suivre, courtizer et plier, a luy seul d'obeir; tout le 

reste est libre et dissolu"(III,xii,1042). Montaigne considers the 

dissoluteness of his contemporaries as a much more severe problem than 

the war itself. War may very well be bad, "monstrueuse," but what 

makes it such in Montaigne's mind is the lack of personal discipline of 

the citizenry. Therein lies the immorality within the military sit

uation. 

And About Peace? 

Montaigne would have liked peace for mankind, but he considered 

it seriously attainable only for the individual. I suppose one could 

consider him a partner with Homer in portraying the horrors of war to 

convince all mankind of its stupidity. Unfortunately, the stupidity of 

man is what Montaigne has been talking about throughout the Essats — 

the natural state of existence. This is not to say that Montaigne 

would not gladly have peace, but that he does not consider it in the 
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realm of natural possibility. One might say that he considered peace 

in an entire society as a myth spawned by wishful thinking. 

Certainly Montaigne's main interest was in man as an indi

vidual in society, and one of his greatest models was Socrates (III,xii, 

1038) who would not compromise merely to get along with someone. In 

commenting on a particular author, he says he reads his letters (A) 

"...par ce qu'elles contiennent une tresample instruction de l'His-

toire et affaires...." Then he adds that he is more interested in dis

covering his "humeurs privees. Car j'ay singuliere curiosite comme 

j'ay dit ailleurs [A,I,xvii,72; II,xxxi,716], de connoistre l'ame et 

les nalfs jugemens de mes autheurs" (II,x,414-15). Jle is interested in 

what the individual does in the society. Socrates was able to function 

in society only to a certain point. And Montaigne admires his refusal 

to compromise with society when his individual convictions came in 

conflict with those of society. The major contention of Philip Hallie's 

study of Montaigne's defense of Raymond Sebond, is to show that Montai

gne used the scepticism of Sextus Empiricus to fight the dogmatism in 

the people of France of his time. Hallie claims that Montaigne's in

tent was not to destroy Sebond's ideas, but to help establish peace in 

France by convincing people that it was not worthwhile killing off oppo

nents over opinions: "The 'Apology' is a spiritually therapeutic 

document written to help preserve the health of France against the di

sease of disputatious pride." ̂  Hallie's arguments are well founded 

and one is ready to concede that Montaigne did indeed most fervently 

16. Hallie, p. 39. 
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desire that France be restored to some sort of political health. 

Charles Lacretelle said the same thing: "On s'egorgeait pour des 

opinions dogmatiques nees de I'ecole, et qui n'eussent jamais du en 

franchir 1'enceinte, lorsque Montaigne osa proposer a ses contempor-

ains un refuge ou il avait trouve la paix, le doute philosophique.""^ 

Only Individual Peace Attainable 

Although Montaigne complained about the civil situation in 

the religious wars, he was unwilling to move beyond the individual in 

hoping for peace in the circumstances he faced. St. Augustine states 

the relation of man and society much as would Montaigne: 

As, then, there may be life without pain, (I think this is 
impossible) while there cannot be pain without some kind of 
life, so there may be peace without war, but there cannot 
be war without some kind of peace, because war supposes the 
existence of some natures to wage it, and these natures can
not exist without peace of one kind or other. 

Montaigne made a comment somewhat similar to that of St. Augustine, in 

which he compares himself to his contemporaries: (B) "La recomman-

dation que chacun cherche, de vivacite et promptitude d'esprit, je la 

pretends du reglement; d'une action esclatante et signalee, ou de quel-

que particuliere suffisance, je la pretends de l'ordre, correspondance 

et tranquillite d'opinions et de meurs" (II,xvii,658). He recommended 

the same thing to his contemporaries in the first set of essays, won

dering why man uses his intelligence to combat the designs of Nature 

17. Lacretelle, pp. 126-27. 

18. St. Augustine, City of God, (Bk XIX,13), 
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which would have each man use his intelligence for his own comfort 

(A,I,xiv,55). 

No doubt, he wanted a socially stable situation and not entire

ly from an egotistical position. Lanson views Montaigne as solving the 

problem of peace and war because of an inherent scepticism instead of 

bringing scepticism to the solution of the problem. He thinks of Mon-

19 taigne as loving peace and hating violence, fanaticism and disorder. 

In a general sense Lanson is, of course, right. But one is forced to 

admit, in the weight of evidence to the contrary, that Montaigne is 

thinking of individual wisdom in the social system. Lacretelle, I be

lieve, again is closest to the proper analogy: "Sans doute, il n'avait 

ni le dessein ni l'espoir de separer les combattants; mais il tachait 

de calmer les transports frenetiques des Frangais."̂  in the chapter 

where he discusses how one man's profit is at the expense of another, 

he makes a list of situations in which the principle applies and con

cludes one list: (A) "Nul medecin ne prent plaisir a la sante de ses 

amis mesmes, dit l'ancien Comique Grec, ny soldat a la paix de sa ville: 

ainsi du reste" (I,xxii,107). I suppose one could not put as much 

weight on a statement he paraphrases as one could on his own thought 

in the matter, but the contention remains that he would not have para

phrased it at all had he not thought it pertinent. It is as if he were 

saying that peace is and will remain a rather rare phenomenon in socie

ty. He rather seems to expect that society will always be plagued with 

19. Lanson, Les Essais de Montaigne, p. 235. 

20. Lacretelle, p .  129. 
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turmoil: 

(B) A un danger, je ne songe pas tant comment j'en eschape-
ray, que combien peu il importe que j'en eschappe.... Ne 
pouvant reigler les evenemens, je me reigle moy-mesme, et 
m'applique a eux, s'ils ne s'appliquenta moy. Je n'ay guiere 
d'art pour sgavoir gauchir la fortune et luy eschapper ou la 
forcer, et pour dresser et conduire par prudence les choses 
a mon poinct (II,vii,644). 

Here, Montaigne is not prescribing for man and society; he is merely re

counting his own outlook. Nevertheless, the reader learns his lesson 

from such an incomparable master. In discussing The Prince of Machia-

velli he notes that one makes more than one peace: (C) "On rechoit sou-

vent en pareil marche; on faict plus d'une paix, plus d'un traitte en 

sa vie" (II,xvii,648). All of which confirms that absolute peace he 

considers as non-existent for society: (C) "...puis que la philosophie 

n'a sgeu trouver aucune voye pour la tranquillite, qui fust bonne en 

commun, que chacun la cherche en son particulier" (II,xvi,622). Per

haps Montaigne is not considering war in its total, social concept as 

we conceive of it (in terms of global involvement), but he is nonethe

less aware that a battle between two neighboring lords is still a war. 

It does not mean either that he is in favor of the war. What I believe 

he means is that peace in the whole of society, such as all of Europe , 

may just be a passing, short-lived (nevertheless happy) state. 

Although Montaigne seemed to feel that social stability was an 

unrealistic goal, he did desire peace. W.F. Jackson Knight in his in

troduction to Virgil's Aeneid, notes that most great poems are concer-

21 
ned with "wickedness, violence and horror," but that at the same time 

21. W.F. Jackson-Knight, Virgil, Aeneid, Baltimore, Penguin, 
1966, p. 15. 
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they tend towards peace and tranquillity. Hallie says that Montaigne 

in his defense of Raymond Sebond tended towards peace by following Pyr-

rho in looking to the animals for examples: "we (animals and humans) 

are equipped by nature to achieve: Tranquillity and preservation."22 

Preservation often takes a fight; only after which is one tranquil. 

The depravity of Montaigne's time prompts him to say that one could get 

off cheaply for goodness since there is so much evil. Then he notes 

how much reward would accrue to the monarch who could be honest. (B) 

"La force, la violance peuvent quelque chose, mais non pas tousjours 

tout" (II,xvii,646) he concludes. In one sentence, Montaigne has given 

his philosophy on war and peace. Force has its place as well as peace. 

Montaigne says of himself and his contemporaries that they at

tribute to themselves capacities that are not in the nature of human 

abilities, such as (A) "...raison, la science et l'honneur...." Then he 

notes the more important things man should seek: "...la paix, le repos, 

la securite, l'innocence et la sante..." (II,xii,485). This, of course, 

shows that Montaigne desired peace, but he is not speaking of peace 

in the sense of a whole society in peace, rather as individuals seeking 

for internal peace. The clearest declaration which shows Montaigne as 

desiring peace in the entire State is another early statement he made: 

(A) "...le pis que je trouve en nostre estat, c'est l'instabilite et 

que nos loix, non plus que nos vestemens, ne peuvent prendre aucune 

forme arrestee" (II,xvii,656). One must remember that instability 

22. Hallie, p. 57. 
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was what he most criticized about the armies of France,too, so that 

instability is decried in an army as it is in a State. It would be 

begging the point to say that Montaigne did not desire peace in so

ciety. Instability did exist; he did not like it. If stability could 

have been established both in the civil situation and in the military 

ranks, Montaigne would have felt a sense of peace even had the country 

been at war. In January of 1589, after Henry IV had come to power, 

Montaigne wrote him a letter in which he expresses his own most con

stant position on peace: 

Si s'est il tousjours veu qu'ou les conquestes par leur gran-
dur et difficulte ne se pouvoint bonemant parfaire par armes 
et par force elles ont este parfaictes par clemance & magni
ficence excellans leurres a attirer les homes specialemant 
vers le juste et legitime parti.... Desirant a Vostre Majeste 
une felicite plus presante et moins hasardeuse & qu'elle soit 
plus tost cherie que creinte de ses peuples et tenant son bien 
necesseremant atache au leur je me rejouis que ce mesme avan-
cemant qu'elle faict vers la victoire l'avance aussi vers des 

9 1 conditions de paix plus faciles. J 

Montaigne wants peace even if it comes through a victory. He wants 

this peace enforced by a clement victor who will kindly but firmly 

maintain a stable State. Montaigne looks to the King as the only in

dividual who can really create any peace for the State. All other 

citizens must look to their own resources for peace. 

Inner-Peace and Self-Discipline 

Individual peace is the only peace over which one has any de

finitive control. One's position in society is not a guarantee for 

23. Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, (Pleiade), (Lettre XXXLV, 
Au Roy), p. 1398. 
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inner peace; the order of nature as seen in Socrates is the way to 

peace: (A) "II me semble la [vertu de Socrates] voir marcher d'un 

victorieux pas et triomphant, en pompe et a son aise, sans empesche-

ment ne destourbier" (II,xi,424). A post-1588 addition to the essay 

on moderation will introduce his initial step towards peace of mind: 

(C) "J'aime des natures temperees et moyennes. L'immoderation vers le 

bien mesme, si elle ne m'offense, elle m'estonne et me met en peine de 

la baptiser" (I,xxx,197-8). This declaration is followed by two ex

amples of excessive vertu in war in which the offenders were punished 

by death. He added to this: "Et n'ayme ny a conseiller ny a suivre 

une vertu si sauvage et si chere" (I,xxx,197-8). Immoderation does 

not contribute to inner peace. There are other problems that beset 

the individual and the ruler which destroy his equanimity: (A) "... 

aussi l'Empereur, duquel la pompe vous esblouit en public ... ce n'est 

rien qu'un homme commun.... La cofiardise, 1'irresolution, 1'ambition, 

le despit et l'envie l'agitent comme un autre ... et le soing et la 

crainte le tiennent a la gorge au milieu de ses armees..." (I,xlii, 

261). Montaigne sees that, regardless of civil position, any indi

vidual can be subject to inner turmoil. 

One who develops a state of mind permitting inner peace is 

not troubled by outside turmoil: (A) "Pour neant evite la guerre celuy 

qui ne peut jouyr de la paix; et pour neant fuit la peine, qui n'a de-

quoy savourer le repos" (II,iii,354). To one of his earliest state

ments on the necessity of one's taking principal pleasure in the soul 
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he adds that the soul is the master of one's condition and conduct. 

He muses: (C) "De tant de milliers de biais qu'elle (l'ame) a en sa 

disposition, donnons-luy en un propre a nostre repos et conservation, 

nous voila non couvers seulemant de toute offence mais gratifiez mesmes 

et flattez ... des offences et des maux" (I,xiv,57). In Montaigne's 

earlier treatises on man in war, we saw him admiring the courage and 

constancy of the military commander. In Book III he comes to admire 

him too, who can remain an ordered individual in his private life: (B) 

"C'est une vie exquise, celle qui se maintient en ordre jusques en son 

prive" (III,ii,808). Montaigne's discussion of peace as it might ap

ply to an entire nation is not too voluminous, but when it comes to 

writing about individual peace, the ordered, constant, unperturbed soul, 

he writes considerably more. 

Since one's position in society, great or insignificant, cannot 

guarantee inner peace, it must come from one's own actions and state of 

mind. The means of attaining peace is in being wise, constant, vir

tuous and in accepting one's fate: (A) "L'ame qui loge la philosophie 

... doit faire luire jusques au dehors son repos et son aise.... (C) 

La plus expresse marque de la sagesse, c'est une esjouxssance constante 

..." (I,xxvi,161). No one would likely argue with the statement that 

wisdom is marked by serenity of soul; but how is one wise? Montaigne 

repeats the idea of wisdom in defining virtue which (C) "...fournit 

nostre vie d'une molle tranquillite, nous en donne le goust pur et am

iable..." (I,xx,82). Virtue is just another way of saying wisdom, in 
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that he who is virtuous is wise and vice versa. We have seen that in ' 

relation to war, being virtuous meant doing one's duty for prince and 

country; so, one could go off to war and still be at peace with oneself. 

In his essay on repentance he notes the relation of conscience and in

ner peace: (B) "II n'est pareillement bonte qui ne resjouysse une na

ture bien nee. II y a certes je ne sqay quelle congratulation de bien 

faire qui nous resjouit en nous mesmes, et une fierte genereuse qui ac-

compaigne la bonne conscience" (III,ii,807). Montaigne then notes the 

various ways he has acted in his "siecle si gaste" which allows his 

conscience to be untroubled "non plus en guerre qu'en paix." Peace of 

mind also comes from finding one's path in the valley of inactivity 

rather than on the mountains of decisions and action since the former 

is as low as one can go; there is no lower level where one may fall. 

Montaigne is not recommending this for others but for himself. He can

not control Fortune so he will suffer its buffeting with patience and 

attempt to direct it as little as possible (II,xvii,643-44). 

The mind decides the state of the soul; self-control is the 

means for effecting inner peace. I believe that Hallie is correct in 

pointing out that Montaigne was more interested in the individual than 

the state: "...his main business in life was his own conduct, not the 

conduct of his nation...." 24 This is probably so because Montaigne 

realized that he could only control himself—and that, not too effec

tively. In lamenting the loss of prestige that befell the order of 

Saint Michel,he proffers peace and constancy of mind as a more worth

24. Hallie, p. 117. 
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while reward for a man than military valor, which he considers easily 

demonstrable: (A) "...une force et asseurance de l'ame, mesprisant 

egalement toute sorte d'accidens enemis: equable, uniforme et constan-

te, de laquelle la nostre (de Saint-Michel) n'est qu'un bien petit ray

on" (II,vii, 382-3). Montaigne has not lowered the esteem he had of mili

tary excellence; he has merely discovered a state possible in the in

dividual man that can be manifest at any occasion, in any circumstance, 

at any geographic place. He has found the most important state of mind 

of man —peace of mind: (B) "La vraye liberte c'est pouvoir toute 

chose sur soy" (III,xii,1046). Nature, or destiny, has become not some

thing to be dreaded or avoided or endured in his later writings but 

something to grow with. (C) "La fortune ne nous fait ny bien ny mal; 

elle nous en offre seulement la matiere et la semence, laquelle nostre 

ame, plus puissante qu'elle, tourne et applique comme il luy plait, 

seule cause et maistresse de sa condition heureuse ou malheureuse" (I, 

xiv,67). 

Montaigne rather thinks of peace of mind as the control of the 

mind. Hence we must return to one of the most important principles of 

war too—self-discipline. Of the man who has complete control of him

self and can face all the troubles and dangers of life with inner peace 

he says: (A) "...un tel homme est cing cens brasses au-dessus des 

Royames et des duchez: il est luy mesmes a soy son empire" (I,xlii, 

260). It is in fact the very lack of this peace of mind which makes 

any responsible leader in war least useful. He, himself, so he claimed, 

did not give himself but rather loaned himself when duty called: (B) 
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"...par emprunt ... l'esprit se tenant tousjours en repos et en sante, 

non pas sans action, mais sans vexation, sans passion.... Nous ne con-

duisons jamais bien la chose de laquelle nous somme possedez et con

duits..." (Ill,x,1007). Peace for the individual is not an accident of 

nature so much as it is the result of controlling the mind and the ac

tions that follow thoughts. Montaigne was wise enough to see that this 

type of peace may not exist even when the State itself is at peace. 

Hence the emphasis he places on individual peace. 

Inner peace and self-discipline are corollary attributes. Mon

taigne admired valor, but he admired more whoever controlled his own 

soul (II,xvii,658). Lanson notes that Montaigne returns continually to 

Or 
'brdre3 regie, reglement3 veglev." In war or in peace, Montaigne has 

little good to say of the man who is only valorous: (B) "En celuy qui 

est enyvre de cette intention violente et tyrannique, on voit par neces

sity beaucoup d'imprudence et d'injustice..." (Ill,x,1008). It is com

ments such as the above that have prompted Lucas to say of Montaigne's 

attitude: "Strong feelings, for nothing great gets done without them; 

but no violent beliefs, for all violent beliefs involve both bad think-

ing and bad manners." The supreme example of inner peace that Mon

taigne can think of is in the area of conflict however. He envisions 

with pleasure an army general who is about to attack through a breach 

able to entirely divert his mind from that task to something different. 

Then he draws an image of Brutus amidst the forces against Roman liberty 

25. Lanson,.Les Essais de Montaigne, p. 196. 

26. F.L. Lucas, Studies French and English, London, Cassell, 
1934, pp. 136-37. 
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taking a few minutes to peruse Polybius. His analysis concludes: (B) 

"C'est aux petites ames, ensepvelies du pois des affaires, de ne s'en 

sgavoir purement desmesler, de ne les sgavoir et laisser et reprendre 

..." (Ill,xiii,1108). He pities as much the man who cannot control his 

own soul as he admires him who can. 

Self-assurance and self-discipline are twins of the ordered 

soul. Having observed these two qualities in (B) "Un gentil'homme, 

tres-homme de bien, et mon amy..." who seemed assured and calm even in 

the most difficult situations, Montaigne remarks: (C) "...ses pertes 

luy sont plus glorieuses que ses victoires, et son deuil que son tri-

omphe" (III,x,1008). The ordered soul was the only protection against 

the ravages of Fortune in peace and in war. His reason for insisting 

on the ordered soul was that tiving was what he was most concerned with, 

and the fullest life can only be lived when one is in control of mind 

and passion: (A) "II y a bien plus de constance a user la chaine qui 

nous tient qu'a la rompre, et plus d'espreuve de fermete en Regulus 

qu'en Caton" (II,iii,352). This again is the wisdom of Montaigne; this 

is the peace of Montaigne. The whole tenor of his essay on anger (or 

other passions) is toward the control of self whereby one has peace of 

mind. There are yet a multitude of statements that Montaigne made 

throughout the Essais which repeat the themes already expressed. Per

haps this next quotation could cap this paragraph: 

(C) Composer nos meurs est nostre office, non pas composer 
des livres, et gaigner, non pas des batailles et provinces, 
mais l'ordre et tranquillite a nostre conduite. Nostre grand 
et glorieux chef-d'oeuvre c'est vivre a propos. Toutes autres 
choses, regner, thesauriser, bastir, n'en sont qu'appendi-
cules et adminicules pour le plus (III,xiii,1108). 
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As he said elsewhere (II,xvi,623), one must go to war as one's duty, in 

order to have a clear conscience. But one must go there with a cons

cience void of guilt. 

Montaigne's Peace 

Montaigne was not always true, himself, to the advice he prof

fered to those who read his essays, but as to the peace of mind he 

advised, there is very little that occupied him more or that he was 

more successful in implementing for himself. Activating his judgment, 

Montaigne lived with and regulated his soul rather than attempting to 

change what was not easily changeable: (C) "Toute la gloire que je 

pretens de ma vie, c'est de l'avoir vescue tranquille: tranquille non 

selon Metrodorus, ou Arcesilas, ou Aristippus, mais selon moy" (II,xvi, 

622). In the following essay he makes nearly the same remark in con

nection with a discussion of judgment, saying that most use theirs in 

order to impress many friends, but Montaigne? (C) "...je le rapporte 

tout au repos de mon esprit et a moy" (II,xvii,657). He reports, in 

connection with the civil war dissorder that (B) "...ce crollement 

donq m'anima certes plus qu'il ne m'atterra, a l'aide de ma conscience 

qui se portoit non paisiblement seulement, mais fierement..." (III,xii, 

1047). Occasions for testing the resolve, the constancy of mind did 

not lack for Montaigne so that he could very well say (B) "J'ay peu me 

mesler des charges publiques sans me despartir de moy de la largeur 

d'une ongle, (C) et me donner a autruy sans m'oster a moy" (III,x,1007). 

He is clearly stating that he has been able to remain master of his own 
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soul. While remaining in control of his own emotions, he was able to 

be honest enough to observe the difference between his ability to sup-

port adverse conditions and his ability to control adverse situations: 

(B) "Aux evenemens je me porte virilement; en la conduicte, puerille-

ment" (II,xvii,644-45). The way he suffered with kidney stones and yet 

was able to perform his duties toward the King and himself also shows 

how well he was able to follow his own philosophy on inner peace. Al-

though he may have writhed in pain, it was not the mind but the body 

that writhed (II,xxxvii,761). Perhaps Parslow is right in claiming 

that Montaigne undertook to write in order to bring his unruly mind in-

to order. Montaigne himself says as much, but one is inclined to think 

he is exaggeratin& as he so often does in regard to his own personal 

qualities (especially on the negative side)}7 Another evidence that 

Parslow is right is the extensive concern that Montaigne shows for 

peace of mind. On the other hand, Montaigne may have been most prolix 

with this subject because this was one of the facets of his life that 

he was able to regulate. Arrnaingaud in speaking of the passions noted 

that Montaigne did not try to change his natural inclinations but that 

he was able to regulate them " ..• et qu'il en est reste en partie maitre 

" 28 It was the peace of mind that Montaigne sought in regulating 

himself. 

If he tried merely to know and conform to his own nature, the 

task would not be as difficult as it would have been to renovate him-

27. Morris Parslow, Montaigne's Composition: a Study of the 
.Structure of the Essays of the Third Book, Princeto.n, - 1954, p. 13 

28. Armaingaud, Oeuvres completes de M. de Montaigne, p. 140. 
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self. Hallie looks at change and conformity in Montaigne thus: "And 

if a certain custom did not hurt our health and tranquillity, he was 

29 inclined not to meddle with it." The secret is that Montaigne, as 

a natural inclination of his own soul, sought inner peace. He had to 

work at personal constancy in the face of armed conflict. And there is 

sufficient evidence that he was successful in mastering his emotions 

when violence swirled around him. 

(B) En fin je cogneuz que le plus seur estoit de me fier a 
moy-mesme de moy et de ma necessite, et s'il m'advenoit d'es-
tre froidement en la grace de la fortune, que je me recom-
mandasse de plus fort a la mienne, m'atachasse, regardasse de 
plus pres a moy ... (C) comme par le feu et violence des coins 
nous ramenons un bois tortu a sa droicteur (III,xii,1045). 

Montaigne recognizes that he has tried to change himself into a philo

sopher-soldier, "honneste homme," but that he fits more with the "pai-

sans simples...honnestes gens." He realizes that being between two po

sitions disturbs his equanimity, and admits that he tries as much as 

possible to retire to the latter position (C,I,liv,313). I think that 

this is more a tendency of Montaigne than a reality, for he was contin

ually involved with the political situation around him and in France. 

What is more real is that there were times and a place where he could 

be the absolute master of his own situation the tower solitude at 

Montaigne (III,iii,822,828). There he could apply the effort to know 

himself, the first step to inner peace: (C) "Qui auroit a faire son 

faict, verroit que sa premiere legon, c'est cognoistre ce qu'il est et 

ce qui luy est propre" (I,iii,15). Not only did Montaigne know him

29. Hallie, pp. 62-63. 
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self quite well, but also he was very successful in living according to 

his nature. 

His motto for his own inner peace was to live now and to 

"vivre a propos." Considering books, he said that he read them only 

for amusement or to learn how to die and how to live (A,II,x,409; cf. 

A/C/A,I,xx,81). According to these passages, his preoccupation with 

death left him rather early, and he concentrated on living well. By 

the time of the 1588 edition he is clearly commited to living life: 

(B) "Si vous avez faict vostre proufit de la vie, vous en estes repeu, 

allez vous en satisfaict..." (I,xx,93). And in the additions he made 

after 1588 he remains faithful to this position: (C) "Si nous avons 

sgeu vivre constamment et tranquillement, nous sgaurons mourir de 

mesme: (III,xii,1052). Montaigne considered the most illustrious 

occupation of any—that of living a composed life—commensurate with 

one's nature and position in life: (C) "Nostre grand et glorieux chef 

d'oeuvre c'est vivre a propos" (III,xiii,1108). That is Montaigne's 

idea of the only positively attainable peace. 



CHAPTER 6 

PEACE AND WAR: 
A SECOND LOOK AT MONTAIGNE 

Heretofore the ideas of Montaigne have been treated irrespec

tive of the time in his life that they represent. It is not entirely 

accurate to picture them as an outpouring of his final position. In 

some respects, the Esscds are indeed the manifestation of his whole 

life and thought. In some respects, too,there is an ebbing and flowing 

of his moral attitudes. In the dynamics of this multi-faceted man, 

there is place (as in all great thinkers) not only for diversity of 

thought but also for outright contradictions. Since the Essais repre

sent the thought of Montaigne over a period of twenty years, it is 

well to expect that there will be some constancy, some evolution and 

some contradiction. 

Montaigne's Contradictions 

The personal opinions and feelings of Montaigne did not al

ways manifest unanimity with his public speech and action. In this, 

there is no revelation of a new concept of Montaigne. However, it is 

applicable to Montaigne's ideas on war. And, in view of his special 

nature and his attitude on freedom, he was not always inclined to act 

in the manner he suggested for his readers in society. The gulf 

between his feelings for individual freedom and his convictions 

274 
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about the necessities of an ordered State will be the first conflict 

to be considered. 

In the exigencies of the State and because of the position in 

society into which Montaigne was born, he felt a serious obligation to 

see himself fit for military service. He is continually reminding us 

that it is the only role he should fill. This is demonstrated both in 

outright statements to that effect and in the excuses he makes about 

other activities, such as writing (A,II,xxxvii,783-84). Not only has 

he trained himself as a soldier but more specifically he sees himself 

as occupying the role of a commander. In the midst of the remon

strances he makes against his penchant for command positions, he ad

mits that he smells all too well the smoke of ambition rising within 

himself; ambition which he nips in the bud (III,ix,991-92). In three 

different places in Book III, he proclaims that he could attain to 

military sufficiency should he so desire (III,vii,917; III,iii,823; 

and III,ix,952), but he does so always amidst protestations that he 

is ill-suited to the necessities of dissimulation that the positions 

of high command require. To what is he opposing this ambitious pen

chant for high command and for the glory of public life— "... la plus 

honnorable vacation ..."? —to the personal freedom attendant on the 

unencumbered, private life. 

Although he had a feeling for command, he never rose to the 

position he envied. He gave as his reasons the lack of interest in 

the vicious necessities of these offices and the unsuitability of his 

nature to occupy such a function. It seems to me that at this very 
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juncture, if one considers the military involvement only, Lanson has 

missed the point. He states: "...il n'y a rien dont Montaigne se 

sache plus de gre que de l'accord qu'il a mis entre ses opinions et ses 

moeurs.""'' This dichotomy of feeling about command ambition and love 

of individual freedom remains with him to the end: (C) "—Si on m'eust 

mis au propre des grands maniements, j'eusse montre ce que je sgavoy 

faire" (III,xiii,1108). And at one point he complains: (B) "Je vou-

drois qu'au lieu de quelque autre piece de sa succession, mon pere 

m'eust resigne cette passionnee amour qu'en ses vieux ans il portoit a 

son mesnage" (III,ix,952). In successive moments,then, he wishes for 

one then the other. 

Montaigne says he will look to himself, but he cannot entirely 

separate himself from politics. Some critics, it seems, are entirely 

too devoted to Montaigne's search to understand himself to accept his 

devotion to the political arena also. Although Gide does not narrow

ly criticize Montaigne, he does tend to overemphasize the importance 

2 
of his self-interest. Hallie would have us class Montaigne 

3 as an out-and-out anti-machiavellian which applies to his personal 

actions in relation to the State but not in his pronouncements about 

the State; he admits that his judgment is such that he cannot make 

1. Gustave Lanson, "La vie morale selon les Essais de Mon
taigne ," Rewe_des__Deux_Monde£, jan-fev., 1924, vol. 19, p. 848. 

2. Andre Gide, Essai sur Montaigne, Paris, Schiffrin, 
(edition de la Pleiade), 1929, pp. 22-25. 

3. Philip P. Hallie, The Scar of Montaigne, pp. 51, 147. 
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decisions (II,xvii,654). And yet, one of his major aims is to not be 

suspended in indecision —which is a mark of self-control in a decisive 

person. He says of himself: .(B) "Je me laisse aller, comme je 

suis venu, je ne combats rien..." (Ill,xii,1059). This, of course, is 

his personal feeling about his nature (and who could know it better 

than he), but his actions in the light of political practicality show 

another, contradictory side to Montaigne. His thoughts and actions did 

not go in the same direction as his political life. 

His private life was always overruled by the public law: 

(B) Les loix m'ont oste de grand peine; elles m'ont choisy 
party et donne un maistre: toute autre superiority. at obli
gation doibt estre relative a celle la et retrenchee. Si 
n'est pas a dire, quand mon affection me porteroit autrement, 
qu'incontinant j'y portasse la main: la volonte et les de-
sirs se font loy eux mesmes; les actions ont a la recevoir 
de l'ordonnance publique (III,i,794-95). 

Montaigne obviously accepts this dichotomy between his thoughts and his 

actions. It is moral for a man to think what he pleases, but it is im

moral for his actions to go against public law. As long as his opin

ions and desires do not contravene the public law and the public good, 

then he may do what his desires tell him to do. His conscience will 

not let him shrink from even such public laws as going to war (A,II, 

xvi,623-24) and his very peace of mind depends on obedience to these 

requirements of the State. Nowhere is this polarity of action and 

thought so well expressed as in a post-1588 addition: (C) "Donnons a 

l'ordre politique de les souffrir patiemment indignes, de celer leurs 

vices...pendant que leur auctorite a besoin de nostre appuy. Mais nos-

tre commerce finy, ce n'est pas raison de refuser a la Justice ... 
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l'expression de noz vrays ressentiments..(I,iii,16). He would have 

all Frenchmen serve faithfully even a bad monarch rather than rise in 

rebellion against him. After the obligation to the vicious ruler has 

passed, however, one owes to posterity the revelation of those elements 

of his character which made him bad so that the citizen and the indi

vidual may profit from the example. 

The separation of his personal actions from his recommendations 

is to be found not only in his criticisms, but as well in the things he 

praises: (B) "Ce train, que je loue en autruy, je n'aime point a le 

suivre, et ne suis pas sans excuse" (III,x,1006). Hallie's thesis of 

Montaigne (p. 147) as a personal philosopher has much truth. Montaigne 

does more or less refrain from excessive prescription. The fact re

mains that although he says that the Essais are merely the examination 

of his own soul, there are plenty of passages which declare the route 

for all men to follow. Villey sees this antithetical process not so 

much as a contradiction in his personality but as the extreme limits 

in which his mind and his actions may move.^ In the light of military 

morality, submission to the State is the check of the productive 

imagination's impulse to immoderate action. 

Montaigne was not reluctant to air his weaknesses as a noble 

citizen-soldier. He was sensitive to the extremes of passion both in 

himself and in others, and yet he disdained these passions. The man 

4. Villey, Les Essais de Michel de Montaigne, p. 137. 
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who is choked up when the dogs have the hare in their teeth (II,xi,429) 

condemns this type of weakness in the warrior, the class in which he 

felt he belonged. The humanist, Montaigne, who condemns so eloquently 

every form of cruelty and is pained with the deaths of his Protestant 

and Catholic friends in the religious wars, can also justify for the 

good of the State even massacres. The man who feels so much admiration 

for the reasoned, unimpassioned Roman commander is hampered from devel

oping this ambition by his emotional ties to the easy life of the coun

try chatelain. For him, liberty, or the freedom to come and go as he 

pleases (III,xiii,1072,B), is more an emotional necessity than the re

sult of reasoned reflection. Indeed, in reflecting^, he discovered this 

part of his emotional nature. In like manner, this man who has so be

rated the passions of man and his faulty reasoning, passionately de

sires a stable, orderly society. No wonder he admires the military 

commander who can remain calm and in control of self in the face of 

the confusion of battle. Then too, when the chips were down, Montaigne 

showed that he was capable of the same type of poise he admired in 

others. 

In spite of his admiration of great military commanders, con

temporary and of antiquity, he claimed his nature was contrary to that 

sort of responsibility. Did he say this merely to justify his not hav

ing been called to such responsibility? Citoleux, who would have us 

all believe that Montaigne was first and foremost a sixteenth cei>-

tury "Turpin" must admit that Montaigne's emotional self was not that 
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of a soldier. 5 He is a soldier, not at heart, but of mind. Strowski 

outlines Montaigne's emotional evolution into public life, out of it 

and into the "chateau" retreat, t~en back into the public life of the 

soldier and courtier, and back to the "tower": "Il se recroqueville 

dans sa Tour, comme un escargot dans sa coquille."6 

His politico-private involvement, rather than undulating from 

one side to the other in long swells of time, could better be repre

sented by short, choppy waves. The truth is closer to a man who is 

alternately in pablic life and in his private retreat, as his mood 

and the circumstances die tate. I do not believe that he is ever very 

far away from either situation. Montaigne is perspicatious enough 

to see that the qualities of a man, as well as the differing qualiti es 

between men, allow this type of simultaneous contrast in him: (B) 

" ... tel se conduict bien qui ne conduict pas bien les autres (C) et 

faict des Essai s qui ne sauroit faire des effaicts; tel (B) dresse 

bien un siege qui dresseroit mal une bataille ... " (III,ix,992, italics 

mine). Montaigne's allusion to his ability to write essays but not to 

act is one of those exaggerations at which we wink, but it is a clear 

indication of his emotional climate in relation to the two poles of 

· his life. Raised as a child in the free and coddling atmosphere of 

"Montaigne" by a doting father (II,xvii,643,A), he repeatedly admits 

to his "instabilite de ... posture" (II,i,335) and his dislike for un

pleasant physical and psychological circumstances (III,xiii,ll04). 

5. Citoleux, Le vrai Montaigne ... , p. 79. 

6. Strowski, Montaigne, p. 122. 
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His admiration of Alexander, Caesar, Alcibiades and Epaminondas 

and his many reflections on valor, virtue and honor do not prevent him 

from saying: (B) "Je fuis a me submettre a toute sorte d'obligation, 

mais sur tout a celle qui m'attache par devoir d'honneur" (III,ix,966) 

or (A) "Je fuis le commandement, 1'obligation et la contrainte" (II, 

xvii,650). Is this the same man who faced the mobs at Bordeaux and 

walked the ramparts the better part of the night in defense of the 

city? Of course it is. He can have (B) "...une merveilleuse laschete 

vers la misericorde et la mansuetude " (I,i,8) and still rise to the 

demands of his duty. He can be emotionally ill at ease in the obli

gations of his own caste and yet function therein. His emotions in 

the face of war and the military career of his "etat" give him a re

vulsion of the reality of war all the while that he admires and acts 

(when necessary) in accord with the demands of his traditions. 

Civil War Contradictions 

Since Montaigne is paradoxical in his attitudes and actions 

elsewhere, it appears likely that in his attitudes on the war which 

surrounded him (the Civil War), he would be paradoxical. Within the 

tradition of the military, which Montaigne espoused, he had conflicting 

attitudes. He was a soldier-observer at the least, and a commander as 

Mayor of Bordeaux at the most in his career. He condemns the innova

tions of the Protestants and at the same time admires the future Henri 

IV who opposed the Catholic Cause. He declares that it is neither "beau 

ny honneste" (III,i,793) to remain vacillating in the civil wars of 

his time and declares his total subjugation to the will of Matignon, 
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saying he will provide him with all the information he can on the move

ments of the Protestants? And yet, he can declare he will carry a can

dle to both Saint Michael and the dragon (III,i,792,B) and tries to 

remain aloof from the conflict. He boasts gently of leaving his cas

tle open to anyone who comes and wants to take it (II,xv,616-17,C). 

He who is so scrupulous about his conduct is at times willing to be 

immoral,if he is unaware of the immorality of the act when it is done 

for the Prince (III,i,794). In many ways he declares that the Civil 

War is a monstrous aberration of human society, yet he can say that 

it is too bad that it was not Alexander or Caesar who conquered the 

New World. How can he consider himself a world, nay "universel" citi

zen and not consider a war between nations equally as bad as the Civil 

War (III,ix,973)? One wonders why, in the light of his attitude about 

cruelty, he says so little about the several massacres that took place 

—not a word about the Saint Bartholomew massacre. 

Some of his attitudes and actions seem to contradict his mili

tarist statements. But again one has a man who is convinced of the 

necessity of a stable society and who is willing to have even massa

cres for the sake of the preservation of the State with its traditions. 

He is not really torn between the problem of cruelty and duty to the 

Crown; he would merely prefer that even civil war be waged with 

the same compassion with which the ancients appeared to wage it. He 

, condemns the use of gunpowder weapons from the standpoint of removing 

the combatant from facing his enemy. Could death by the sword be less 

7. Armaingaud, Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, Vol. 11. pp. 
247-49. 
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cruel or death less courageous by the cannon or the rifle? It is the 

same kind of dichotomy in Montaigne that . allows modern man to be 

both hawk and dove at the same time according to the point of 

view and the circumstances. Is there a rift between his belief in 

the necessity of public order and his humanitarian feelings for the 

individual? 

The overwhelming majority of comments on the State favor an 

ordered society, even at the expense of individual rights, except free

dom of conscience. It is this very conflict of attitudes which causes 

Lablenie to remark that he played "...un role plus revolutionnaire que 

O 
s'il avait pris une part plus effective aux luttes de son temps." 

His defense of freedom of conscience could do no other thing than open 

the door of opposition to the current mandates of the Church. In one 

place he can muse that the laws of the country are so generous that 

they hardly touch the life of the French gentleman (I,xlii,266,A) while 

later he can complain: (C) "Je doute si je puis assez honnestement ad-

vouer a combien vil pris du repos et tranquillite de ma vie, je l'ay 

plus de moitie passee en la ruine de mon pays" (III,xii,1046). He is 

not ignorant of the fact that a great deal of the ruin was caused by 

the faction he supported both by conviction and by devotion. Did he 

not say (B) "Le bien public requiert qu'on trahisse et qu'on mente (C) 

et qu'on massacre..." (Ill,i,791)? With that sort of feeling about the 

rights of the State, what excuse could he have for complaining about 

8. Lablenie, Essais sur Montaigne, p. 100. 
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the innovators and the ruin of the Country? And yet, that is at the 

very bottom of the reason for his declaration that the order of the 

State should be maintained even at the price of individual or minority 

group desires. He at once has one foot in one camp and the other in 

the opposite camp. Noting that Julian permitted freedom of religion 

in order to divide his internal enemies, Montaigne comments: (A) "... 

ayant essaye par la cruaute d'aucuns Chrestiens qu'il n'y a point de 

beste au monde tant a craindre a l'homme que l'homme" (II,xix,671). 

Indeed, where could one find a more paradoxical man than Montai

gne? 

Montaigne is contradictory in his view of the role of the 

sovereign. He declares that vice is often essential in maintaining 

the well-being of a State. Although he would require the sovereign to 

act viciously, he yet excuses his deferring to his conscience, against 

the best interests of the State (III,i,799-800). If too, the prince 

acts viciously for the good of the State, Montaigne feels that his 

conscience should bother him. Lablenie asks if all these apparent 

Q 
contradictions can be resolved. There is room for a full-length 

study on the subject. For the realm of the military, the problem is 

solved in Montaigne's view of the variability of man —in the concept 

that there is more difference among men than there is between man 

and the animals. Where he declares his hatred for cruelty even to 

wringing the neck of a chicken or to seeing the hounds catch the hare, 

9. Lablenie, p. 68. 
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he is still honest enough to admit: (A) "...quoy que ce soit un plai-

sir violent que la chasse" (II,xi,429). He recognizes the predatory 

nature even in himself. What is it that he admires in the great lea

ders? It has been discussed before: that they were able to furiously 

pursue the quarry but be merciful once their goal was achieved. Mon

taigne is not willing to say that it is the pure soldier who commits 

the atrocities of war. He rather puts the responsibility for cruelty 

on the cowards of the baggage train (II,xxvii,693-94,A). 

If there are contradictions in Montaigne, they are the reflec

tions of contradictions in nature and in man. One has to live in a 

world of contrasts. He says: (B) "On peut regretter les meilleurs 

temps, mais non pas fuyr aux presens; on peut desirer autres magis-

trats, mais il faut, ce nonobstant, obeyr a ceux icy. ...nature m'y 

pourra prester ce pendant la main, ou les hazards de la guerre" (III, 

ix,994). Dezeimeris shows the results of studying Montaigne from one 

point of view and then looking at him from another. In a commentary 

on the notes in Quint.us Curtius, where Montaigne has mildly noted the 

sack of Tyre by Alexander, he says: "...pour qualifier ce crucifie-

ment horrible, le mot 'faute' semble bien insuffisant. Montaigne ne 

serait pas le seul qui s'en fut contente cependant...Later, 

Armaingaud opposes this conservative view in his book Montaigne, Pam-

phletaire.saying that to the contrary, Montaigne's EssaLs are 

10. Armaingaud, Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, Vol. XII, 
p. 244. 
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".. .propagande emancipatrice et tendenciellement revolutionnaire. 

The truth is that they are both. Hallie touches on this contrast: "De

spite his refusal to hunt and his hatred of fratricidal war, he saw in 

war and hunting, and in the language they used, many important vir-

12 tues." I take exception, however; for Montaigne did not refuse to 

hunt, he rather enjoyed it. It was the end of the hunt with the ap

parent cruelty of the finale that he did not enjoy. I am not so sure 

he hated fratricidal war either. I believe more that he hated the 

cruelty of the end of each contest of arms. 

Montaigne's political views often put his position in jeopardy. 

He tried to keep opposing factions in the Civil War from disturbing his 

private peace through a form of neutrality (III,i,792). He was, of 

course, not able to maintain neutrality. He also states that it is not 

honest to remain neutral. He stilled his ardor for the cause he had 

espoused in order to see praiseworthy qualities in the opponents and so 

as not to excuse the faults in his own cause (III,x,1012). Examples of 

his praise or condemnation of both sides of the civil conflagration 

could be cited. He praised the clemency of the Due de Guise for the 

Catholic cause and the generosity of the followers of the Admiral de 

Chatillon (II,xxxiv,742,A) for the Protestant cause. Montaigne dis

covered just how difficult could be his neutrality; did he not confess, 

using symbolically names from Renaissance Italy, that for the Guelphs 

11. Armaingaud, Montaigne, pamphletaire, p. xiii. 

12. Hallie, pp. 108-109. 



he was a Ghibelline and for the Ghibellines he was a Guelph (III,xii, 

143-44)? It would appear to some that he does not want to be too in-

13 volved in the cause he has accepted as the right cause. His solu

tion to the problem of living honorably between the opposing parties 

is to maintain his position of support of the cause of the King and be 

equally frank with both protagonists: (B) "Rien n'empeche qu'on ne se 

puisse comporter commodement entre des hommes qui se sont ennemis, et 

loyalement..." (III,i,794). In sum, he really is not neutral, but he 

will not use his loyalty to the King's cause to take advantage of the 

innovators whom he blames for the troubles. On the one handjLevis-

Mirepoix thinks Montaigne expresses "...la plus profonde horreur de la 

14 
guerre civile." And on the other Citoleux (p> 76) represents him as 

an ardent admirer of the King's cause and as repeatedly following his 

side into battle. There seems to be justification for both points 

of view; however, the contradiction is resolved in the realization 

that Montaigne did not remain neutral, yet he did not pursue an advan

tage either. It was sufficiently against his nature to do so. 

The Perigordian Sceptic in a Renaissance Conflict 

The wisdom of antiquity confronted the traditions of medieval 

society in Montaigne. He both admired military vigor and failed to 

13. Villey, Les Essais de ... Montaigne, p. 139. 

14. Le Due de Levis-Mirepoix, "Montaigne et 1'individual-
isme", La revue universelle, 1, Serie No. 58, 25 mai 1943, pp. 721-734. 
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achieve it. Montaigne's ambition in the politico-military domain is 

marked with both success and failure. Citoleux, as well as others, 

have rightly pointed out Montaigne's attitude about the military ca

reer he felt obligated to perform. Montaigne tells Madame Duras the he 

would rather be a good cook than a good writer. But he has just said: 

(C) "Demandez a un Spartiate s'il aime mieux estre bon rhetoricien que 

bons soldat..." (II,xxxvii,784). Obviously he wanted to be a good and 

loyal soldier. His travel journals mark this interest in recording the 

events of military significance and in commenting on the historic spots 

of military interest. He not only considered the military circumstan

ces that happened in his past, but he went out of his way to visit 

scenes of military battles."'"^ In seeing the attitude of the French 

nobility of Montaigne's time, it is not surprising that Montaigne 

1 fi should be somewhat defensive about his unmilitary activities. 

Monluc's apology for writing of his military exploits would hardly 

have been blamed by Montaigne. Monluc justifies himself by citing 

Julius Caesar who wrote of his exploits; says Monluc: "J'ay done 

voulu dresser les miens, mal polis, comme sortans de la main d'un 

soldat et encore d'un Gascon, qui s'est tousjours plus soucie de bien 

faire que de bien dire...^ Montaigne accepted the profession of 

soldier, but one has the feeling, with all the admiration of the mili

tary leader, that Montaigne would have liked to have been given an 

15. Montaigne, Journal de voyage, Ed. Garnier, Paris, 1955, 
pp. 89-91, 162, 171. 

16. Cf. Boon, "Montaigne et ses grands hommes," pp. 35-36. 

17. Monluc, Commentaires, pp. 21-22. 
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assignment of command similar to that of Monluc. One could easily 

surmise, however, that he would not have conducted campaigns in just 

the manner of Monluc. His loyalty to his "vacation" made him feel 

guilty about his writing and any other activity which did not contri

bute to its function, but he could not have been a "George S. Patton." 

Although he was part of the aristocratic milieu, he never rose 

to his early aspirations therein. In criticizing the attitudes and 

actions of some of his contemporaries in public life, Montaigne seems 

to indicate that he could not have functioned in such high places. 

Armaingaud believed that Montaigne did not want to occupy any high 

position in the governement or the military because of the duplicity 

18 and dissimulation that existed there. Had Montaigne been asked to 

occupy a high position, he probably would have put aside his repug

nance for the vice that existed there. This is not to say that he 

would have become a part of the vice. His scruples would probably have 

preserved him from becoming too tainted. The idea that he was not 

asked to occupy any such post of responsibility is probably closer to 

the truth. He discovered early in his "military" career, probably 

while he was at court, that he would not likely be asked to serve the 

King. His remark in regard to ambition is sufficient to show that 

his goal was once set high: (B)"...il y a des voyes maLngs ennemyes de 

mon goust et plus conformes a ma portee, par lesquelles si elle [1'am

bition] m'eut appelle autrefois au service public et a mon avancement 

vers le credit du monde, je s^ay que j'eusse passe par dessus la 

18. Armaingaud, Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, vol. I, p. 209. 
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raison de mes discours pour la suyvre" (III,i,795). This quotation. 

also indicates (between the lines) his conviction that he was not going 

to be called to it. In light of the extensive references to his ad

miration of and conformity to the military life of the oapitain% a 

feeling is created that his insistence on his unmilitary bearing, and 

his feeling himself unsuited to the life of intrigue at the Court-, are 

defensive utterings to cover his sense of failure in achieving greater 

renown in the military. 

Although he admired military virtue, he regretted his contem

porary military leader's lack of culture. One must not assume that 

Montaigne's ambition suffocated his retiring nature, any more than one 

should believe that his penchant for culture overpowered his penchant 

for military greatness. He chose a conservative position in the vio

lent surroundings of his time and was able to maintain it only through 

a sort of reverse psychology. Militarist by reason as he was, why did 

he not fortify his own Montaigne 1 It may have been that he was short 

of money. But too, his natural lethargy probably had just as much to 

do with the apathy of his defense. He claims that his home has been 

preserved by not defending it (C,II,xv,617). However, this is an 

afterthought. His Montaigne has been preserved as much par fortune 

as by any wit of his own^and he admits this (B,III,i,792). Vinet echoes 

the sentiments of many scholars in attributing Montaigne's repose to 

his love of freedom, his moderation and his openness with the op-

19 posing factions. Montaigne is willing to admit his own inability 

19. Vinet. Moralistes des seizieme et dix-septieme siecles, 
p. 61. 
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to make decisions and his reliance on others (A,II,xii,569) for his 

stability and his security. The safety of his status is due in part 

to his acceptance by both factions in the Civil War and by the chance 

soundness of leaving his castle undefended and thereby offering no 

target for a demonstration of valor by would-be soldier-adventurers 

(C,II,xv,617). 

His conservatism and admiration of antiquity prompted regret 

for the drift towards laxity in the discipline of his contemporaries 

and for his contemporaries' spurning of refined culture. It seems a 

little out of joint to have our relaxed Montaigne complain about the 

relaxing of discipline in the army. The undisciplined nature of 

the Civil War is more the nature of his complaint about the Civil War 

than the ruin it is causing. Even to the point of a soldier's apparel 

he chides changes: (B) "Combien soudainement viennent en honneur parmy 

nos armees les pourpoins crasseux de chamois et de toile; et la pol-

lisseure et richesse des vestements, a reproche et a mespris (I,xliii," 

269)! Probably the reason for his admiration of Epaminondas is the 

existence of these seemingly opposing qualities, refinement and mili

tary vertu in the same person (III,i,802). He confesses that his 

constant commerce with the great souls of antiquity leaves him dis

gusted with others and himself: (A) "...ceux ausquels ma condition me 

mesle plus ordinairement, sont, pour la pluspart, gens qui ont peu de 

soing de la culture de I'ame, et ausquels on ne propose pour toute 

beatitude que 1'honneur, et pour tout.e perfection que la vaillance" 

(II,xvii,658). His criticism is not aimed at military valor but at 
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the lack of culture to attend the valor. Somehow Sainte-Beuve was 

right in saying (concerning Montaigne's absence from plague-beleaguered 

Bordeaux) that one would have to search for Montaigne's "grandeur et 

20 force" elsewhere than in military courage. One can excuse him for 

not returning to Bordeaux, but one would be blind not to see that it 

was not his nature to run to this kind of danger or any other. He 

could muster the courage when it was unavoidable, but he was glad to 

avoid it. Citoleux's apology for the military soul of Montaigne 

seems a pitiable one: "Les Essais sont des confessions, non une auto-

biographie. Ainsi, Montaigne est un soldat, il nous montrera son ame 

de soldat, il ne nous confiera rien de ses campagnes, de ses dangers, 

i21 de ses exploits. Surely there was enough precedent of military 

men writing of their exploits to allow Montaigne to do so. It is not 

true that Montaigne gives us noneof his dangers or exploits. He does 

not show us a soldier's soul because one only speaks of what one has 

done and remains silent if the opposite; I suspect that he is silent 

because he did not do much worth talking about, and I believe that his 

soul (meaning his natural emotional inclination) is rather torn between 

the glory of violent physical contest and the sedentary, peaceful ex

istence he tried to live. His reason came at times to the defense of 

one, at times to the other. Discipline and culture can dwell together, 

20. Charles Augustin Sainte-Beuve, Nouveaux lundis, Paris, 
Michel Levy Freres, 1866, Vol. 6, p. 264. 

21. Citoleux, p. 239. 
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but the former can be viriLent at times while, by definition, the latter 

seldom is. 

Montaigne studied the military philosophers of antiquity and 

felt inferior in the light they seemed to represent (A,II,xvii,658). 

Yet it would appear that his idealistic attitude about antiquity led 

him to ignore the evils of the wars of those times while feeling him

self inordinately inferior to these leaders (II,xvii,646; II,xxxii, 

725). His continual feeling of inadequacy in the face of his idols of 

antiquity seemed to paralyze him: (B) "Je ne puis asseurer mon object 

.... Tant y a que je me contredits bien a 1'adventure.... Si mon ame 

pouvoit prendre pied, je ne m'assaierois pas, je me resoudrois: elle 

est tousjours en apprentissage et en espreuve" (III,ii,805). Is this 

a manifestation of an inferiority complex or a vain humility? These 

expressions of excessive humility contrast with the actions he was able 

to perform. However, he undoubtedly felt sincerely humbled before the 

exploits of his ancient models. Boon doubts that Montaigne intended to 

22 follow the models he made for himself in military and public action, 

but on the contrary, Montaigne says he trains himself for action. He 

merely does not reach the pinnacle his models seem to reach and thereby 

feels at times depressed. What he said concerning the government's ig

noring La Boetie's qualities of leadership he may well have thought 

applicable to himself. 

•22. Boon, "Montaigne et ses 'grands hommes'," The French 
Review, October 1969, pp. 34-35. 
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Evolution and Continuum 
in Montaigne's Reflections 

on Peace and War 

Some aspects of Montaigne's attitudes and actions on war and 

military life evolve; other aspects remain essentially the same from 

the beginning to the end of his writings. The thesis of evolution or 

constancy will be examined with respect to the traditions of French 

society in the sixteenth century, with respect to Montaigne's ideas 

about man's moral agency in peace and war, with respect to war and 

peace as a manifestation of nature and with respect to Montaigne's con

cept of personal and civil peace. Inasmuch as the examination of this 

thesis has necessitated the reexamination of the citations previously 

used, some of which have been used for multiple purposes, the reader 

should now be sufficiently conversant with the material to dispense 

with the majority of the references. Quotations will be use only when 

deemed necessary for clarity. 

The Faithful Inheritor 

Although Montaigne's attitude on the traditions and customs of 

society changed somewhat, his actions always supported their conserva

tion. It seems clear that Montaigne first sought to understand and fit 

into the position in society he inherited —changing in attitude only 

to the extent of his increased depth of understanding. In those refer

ences to war and traditions of society gathered only from the 1580 

edition, Montaigne still has a school-boy attitude. He examines tra

ditions; he reads books,especially from antiquity, to see the military 
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and political actions of history's great men. He observes the condi

tions of war and visits the battlefields of France. He expresses 

his pride in his own military traditions and examines his own reputa

tion as a soldier, as if it were in jeopardy. His greatest praise is 

for the military leader, and he feels that if one cannot be a military 

leader, then to be like one is the ideal. He remarks that for 

gentlemen the only profession is that of a soldier and points to the 

name of the nations as coming from a term of valor, Franc (n,vii, 383-4) . 

His early writings are filled with military terms, anecdotes, tactical 

and strategic suggestions and advice for training youth to remain in 

the inheritance of the traditions. 

The 1588 additions, with attendant alterations of the 1580 edi

tion, preserve his opinion as to the occupation for which nobility is 

destined. He argues that the duty of the King is to command in peace 

and in war. He is now able, however, to acknowledge that there are 

excesses in war and condemns them. He sees duty to State and King not 

as a passionately abandoned, self-centered activity devoid of indivi

dual exigencies. The honor one is to seek in serving the State should 

be commensurate with one's position and capacity. Honor is rising to 

one's challenges according to one's position and ability— let not a 

great general serve as the domestic to a king. 

His post-1588 reflections on the traditions of the noble State 

still put the gentleman soldier as the model of good sense and place 

the pedant and rhetorician as the opposite. He is now able to see that 

the common man is also capable of feats of valor equivalent to that of 
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the nobility; not that he is ready to turn the State over to popular 

government (note his comments in regard to the Athenian Naval Captains 

put to death by a popular government: I,iii,20,C). He continues to 

feel that the military profession is the greatest good for the nobleman 

(III,xiii,1096,B-C-B-C). He now complains of the expenditure of na

tional funds for luxuries when the glory of the State resides in its 

defences and in its army. He does not once abandon the position he 

has inherited; he merely becomes less biased about its uniqueness. 

Changing Tactician but Constant Moble. He does not vary in his 

view of the role of the nobility; he does not remain a sideline tac

tician. There is no evidence that Montaigne was ever anything more 

than an observer at the battles he witnessed. The evidence that he was 

no more than an observer lies in his declarations of his own nature and 

in his affirmation that he had neither shed French blood nor put his 

hand into any man's pocket. His observations dating to 1580 provide 

numerous statements on the tactics of war. He tells the Comtesse de 

Gurson that the best use which a noble can make of education is in war. 

The nation's supreme commander should, as it were, die standing. Ver-

cingetorix is taken to task for holing up in his fight against Caesar 

instead of carrying the war to him. For there is no other object in 

war than victory, both for the commander and for the ordinary soldier, 

and there is no victory if there is no cessation of the conflict. In 

this early attitude, he admits that the active, the energetic will 

always become masters of the others. 
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In the period following the publication of the first edition, 

Montaigne's involvement with conflict and public service receives the 

acid test at Bordeaux. He continues to believe that the purpose of 

the art of war is not for a private cause but for the good of the 

State, and maintains further that the protection of the State is the 

greatest obligation of the soldier. He continues to maintain that the 

most honorable profession is to serve the public and be useful to 

many. He has progressed beyond simple tactics to a realization that 

the first law of man is pure obedience (II,xii,428). He makes good 

this attitude by declaring that the laws have given him a party and a 

master, the obedience to which eliminates many difficulties. He fol

lows this declaration by acting accordingly. His letters to Matignon 

show how willing he is to be obediently subject to his party. He 

still believes that nothing glorious can be achieved through circum

spect action and indecision; therefore, the Prince must be decisive and 

accomplish great things. He is still enamored of great feats of cour

age and calls the defeat at Thermopylae a glorious defeat. 

In the total volume of material which comprises additions in 

1588 and thereafter, his interest in military tactics seems to wane, 

but his interest in the nobility's role in the military does not de

crease. He adds to his comments in his letters to the Comtesse de Gur-

son (concerning the education of children) that the first fifteen 

years should be devoted to education and the rest to serving the State. 

It is at this time also that he comments that if the boy is not more 

aroused by the sound of the tambour than playing with his friends, or 
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if he does not prefer to return dusty from battle, then his tutor could 

do nothing better than to strangle him or put him as an apprentice in 

a bakeshop. As for the art of self-defense, he condemns fencing as be

ing useless because it does not prepare one for war. He continues to 

believe that pure obedience is the first law for man. He does not 

change his attitude about the role of the Prince, which he still consi

ders that of commanding the armies and governing. Dezeimeris, in con

nection with Montaigne's notes on Quintus Curtius, remarks that Mon

taigne remains as interested in military tactics and the engines of war 

23 at the end of his life as at the beginning. He adds further to this 

that one owes allegiance to the truth as an individual} but at the same 

time he must obey physically even the bad king. Montaigne now admits 

that valor is not just a battlefield phenomenon and realizes that per

haps the way one fights is equally as important as the fact of service 

to the King and to the State. He is led to realize that the honorable 

soldier in combat is the best tactical asset of the commander, and adds 

to his earlier praise of the Spartans in the battle of Thermopylae. 

Montaigne continues to be interested in military tactics through

out the Essais, but in line with his growing interest in the individual, 

he sees the deeper meaning of the individual in the tactical role. He 

continues to think that military traditions are viable and that there 

are some beliefs and some customs that should be preserved, even to the 

loss of life if the choice comes to that. Boon sees Montaigne as 

23. Armaingaud, Montaigne, Oeuvres..., volume XII (Dezeimer
is1 comments on Montaigne's notes to Quintus Curtius), p. 327. 
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changing from simple admirer of antiquity's great men to desiring to 

24 
imitate them. The nobility's role remains throughout one of an essen

tially military nature. Since he is not quite as interested in 

the glory of military involvement, he sees now that it is just as 

courageous to be what one should be in private life. He remains 

machiavellian in his attitude toward the role of the sovereign. 

Constancy of Support of Legal Powers of State. In inter

national and civil war, Montaigne maintains that the legally authorized 

power has the moral right to maintain its power. He constantly upholds 

the necessity of submission and obedience to the legal powers of the 

State. In 1580 he would conserve the status quo even if the laws and 

customs of the time are corrupt (which they were). He felt that Rome 

in its youth was better than in its later state since the later Rome 

had abandoned the customs of discipline for frivolous, sedentary ed

ucation. He thinks that wars come from the inability to communicate 

the tenets of laws and treaties. He believes at this point and adds to 

the idea in both later additions, that Fortune's intervention often re

quires the abrogation of some laws (I,xxiii,122). All of his recom

mendations for the education of noble youth, directing them to a 

military and command role for the State, is purely sustaining the right 

of the powers that be to maintain themselves. This is an early posi

tion and he punctuates it by admiring Caesar as an excellent manager of 

time and opportunity. He admires him too for refusing combat in hopes 

24. Boon, pp. 36-37. 
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of winning a victory through negotiations. If Caesar was the legal 

authority in his camp, Vercingetorix was the legal authority in Gaul. 

Montaigne does not condemn Vercingetorix for fighting but rather for 

not doing what was necessary to maintain the success of the govern

ment he represented. He justifies defence against treachery by a 

nation or a commander, but he also condemns seeking peace through 

war when one already has peace (see I, xlii, 265-267, 

Pyrrhus). 

In 1588 additions he admits that violent innovation within a 

State is hard to withstand, and admits that the purgative his Party 

provides to counter this innovation is too weak to be entirely effec

tive. He laments this weakness, for he would prefer to be under the 

laws than subject to the whims of Fortune in a fluid, dangerous state 

caused by the violent oppositions of his time. His observation of the 

miseries of war around him has caused him to note, still, that the sol

dier must be able to meet any variety of circumstances in war, and that 

even in his mode of dress he should conform to the necessities of war. 

He admits that for his own account, the first three days of military 

duty are hard to bear, but thereafter he puts up with it as well as any 

other. He dislikes the civil wars of Rome and of France and rather ig

nored those of Greece. By 1588, however disenchanted he has become 

with the conditions of the Civil War around him, he still maintains 

that the legally authorized power has supremecy over the intruding 

power. He asks if there be any evil so bad as to necessitate its cure 

through civil war, for he views the Protestants as waging war to cure 



pretended evils. The Protestant cause is not too much on his mind be

fore 1580, but henceforth these nouveHet&s are categorically condemned. 

If Montaigne dislikes the ruin caused by civil war, in his early essays 

he justifies any legal power in trying to maintain itself. 

In the posthumous editions Montaigne would have youth serve the 

public good more than the king's. He condemns rhetoric as enemy to the 

public good, but he admits that it was through rhetoric that many 

great men of antiquity acceded to their positions of command. He ob

serves that the legitimate functions of society are by nature calm and 

have difficulty withstanding the shock of licentious innovation. He 

again reminds the reader that religion cannot function without the 

maintenance of customs, and cites Socrates as the example of one who 

upheld the customs of religion and society. The implication is that 

both Socrates and Montaigne support the customs of war. He considers 

it moral to retreat and defend oneself and one's country, and he cites 

a nation which was more dangerous in retreat than in face-to-face coni-

bat. He satirizes the reversal of the arguments of the opposing fac

tions at the death of the Catholic King, Henry III, and the advent of 

Henry IV to the throne. Through this satire, Montaigne voices his 

support of the existing power. Debatable opinions were never con

sidered worthy of fighting over if they opposed those legally consti

tuted powers. It may shock those who emphasize Montaigne's love of 

individual freedom, but Montaigne felt, to the last, that the best 

interests of the individual could be preserved by maintaining in 

power the current authority. His experience with tyranny was limited 
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to soma of the books he read, and he had had some real experience with 

license and near anarchy in the civil wars of sixteenth century France. 

Villey agrees that Montaigne remains constant in his attitude 

25 on the preservation of the powers of legitimate government. And in

deed, of all the areas in which Montaigne remains constant, his consis

tency is greatest in the concept of the submission of one's actions to 

the legitimate powers of State. The role of the individual in the dis

charge of this responsibility is seen with greater comprehension in 

that he does not want the individual to serve blindly a sovereign. 

Nevertheless, each individual has the obligation to bring his own in

telligence, courage and devotion to bear for the good of the State. 

Emotional Attachment to Military Traditions. Montaigne's wist

ful attitude, as an old man, about former military involvement shows a 

continual emotional tie with military tradition. Montaigne's commen

tary on the uncultured nature of his contemporaries was an emotional 

response to war. From this 1580 comment and what follows, it is seen 

that Montaigne was already concerned with the effect of the emotions 

on man.. He felt that of all the emotions, anger could best be justi

fied in. the soldier. He also muses that this soldier often does not 

fight for himself and therefore he wonders about the virtue of his 

efforts.. He wonders if the glory one seeks in combat is worth the 

deaths,, imprisonments and sufferings. Although he ponders these things 

. 25. Ville, cf. critical text p. 956 and Les sources et 
evolution des Essais..., volume I, p. 32. 
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now, declaring his hatred of cruelty, he never returns to reflect again 

upon the justification of the traditions of war. 

The additions of 1588 show him varying from an impassioned ac

ceptance of the status quo of military society to wistful reflections 

on military and command situations. With the emotions of soldiers in 

combat in mind, he advises one to avoid falling into the hands of a 

victorious and armed judge and cites examples where one is condemned 

merely through the emotions of the moment. In his discussion of the 

resistance of the normal young woman of France to amorous advances, he 

marvels at her constancy and admits that he thinks it easier to wear 

armor all one's life than to remain a virgin. I think he must have 

known what it was like to wear armor for extended periods, for he re

bukes at one time the nobility for not being willing to wear their 

armor except at the last moment of danger, and he compares the diffi

culty of wearing armor with the constancy of the young woman. It is 

during this period that he muses that there is no adventure as pleasant 

as contests between men, both corporal and spiritual, and with an ob

vious good-old-times melancholy, he recalls his association with 

military colleagues (III,xii,1096). By 1588 he is already convinced 

that his military star will not rise, so he declares that he would 

rather be the second or third in Perigord than the first in Paris. 

The other side of his rejection of any desire to be the sovereign in 

France is the unconscious admission that his ambition could have per

suaded him to high position in politics. Is not second or third in 

Perigord already quite an ambition? 
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In post-1588 additions relating to Montaigne's emotional ties 

to the traditions of the military, he laments the advent of guns and 

gunpowder on the basis of the reduction of the necessity of courage 

and the introduction of chance into battle. In speaking of vengeance 

he only weakly accuses Alexander of the horrible use of it, and in 

other places he only observes that vengeance by killing is not for 

one's glory but for eliminating the possibility of retribution. He 

accepts elsewhere vengeance, as in the example just mentioned, in that 

he does not feel that vengeance should require that two protagonists 

both die. Vengeance is just another form of angei; which in this last 

state of his soul he justifies. If anything, Montaigne's emotional 

ties to the traditions of the military society are stronger in his 

declining years than in his early years. 

Morality in War, Evolution 

Montaigne's moral attitude on war reveals some of the most 

surprising shifts in his outlook on war, and the most surprising is 

the revelation that there is so little change in his attitude. One 

would think that in the shift of his attitudes away from the external 

interests of his early life to that of interest in self and man's inner 

realities, he would condemn war and its ravages in a manner similar to 

that of Erasmus. The reality of the examination uncovers rather a har

dening of his position and a more severe outlook as to the justifica

tion of war and the military situation. 

Since he accepts war as a legitimate function of the State, he 

becomes more convinced of the necessity of the rules of war and of 
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States. There are things about war that he condemns from the very be

ginning. His first edition already shows a dislike for ambition, hypo

crisy and vengeance in war as elsewhere. One does not have to wait 

until he is an old man to have him indicate that one should not pur

chase one's glory at the ruin of one's country. His early attitude 

about courage, valor and constancy is easily seen in his examinations 

of man. For Montaigne, valor must be one's own and not the product of 

another's influence. Valor must go only so far (how far he does not 

say), beyond which it becomes a vice. He would have the soldier con

quer but stop there. Vengeance is not the object of war or of a 

gentleman. 

Rules of War. In the 1580 edition one must deduce his moral 

position on war rules since, primarily, he observes and relates. 

However, by the edition of 1588 he has begun to give more thought to 

the moral implications of one's conduct in war. He would again prefer 

that the soldier face the enemy openly with honor and courage, without 

subterfuge. He would not have the honneste homme seek honor and 

glory save according to his capacities. Any advantage gained over an 

enemy after an equal beginning is justified. He finds it acceptable 

to remain undecided between opposing belligerents when they are outside 

his country, but he thinks it is immoral to remain undecided in a civil 

strife. Honesty is the best means for a Prince to be advanced in the 

eyes of his subjects, but he excuses the sovereign from keeping his 

word if the public good demands that he break it. 
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His final opinion as to the rules of conduct in war is much 

more vigorous. In considering the battles of the Civil War, one is 

surprised to note that he laments the mild conduct of the war. He 

laments the fact that these battles are not battles at all but routs— 

not hard contests. How revealing for his moral justification of the 

conduct of war is his castigation of the Athenian judges who put to 

death the naval captains who pursued the enemy without burying their 

..dead according to the rights of war! When one goes to war one must 

battle g&nireusement. He uses the word not only to mean nobly, with 

honor, but with enthousiasm and vigor. He reiterates his love for 

valor, for raw courage and his hatred of subterfuge. He not only ad

mires Bayard, but justifies the participation in battle of the Bishop 

of Beauvais since the law of the time allowed it. One of the things 

he would punish is cowardice. The evolution here is from a simple 

observation of the conduct of men of war to an energetic espousal of 

the vigorous pursuit of war through acceptable rules. 

Discipline. This is a military necessity and a moral obli

gation in the eyes of Montaigne. He orily tempers it with a humani

tarian sentiment in subsequent additions. It was shown that Montaigne 

felt that youth should prepare and educate themselves for a military 

profession. This was the moral obligation that he put upon the no

bility of France. His position in 1580 is nearly the same as it was 

in 1592. His essay on cannibals shows his bias for the simple, disci

plined war which demonstrated superiority sufficient for victory. His 

concept of discipline required that there be no trickery involved in 
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the contest. He will not justify brutality or cruelty in war even at 

this early date. One of Caesar's characteristics which most touches 

Montaigne is his clemency. He admires the fact that Caesar and Pompey 

could exchange invectives without going to battle over it. Although 

Montaigne is categoric in his condemnation of the civil war that Caesar 

waged, he forgives victory for following on Caesar's heels simply be

cause he showed such clemency. Although he finds civil war generally 

contemptible and accepts justifiable foreign wars for the good of the 

State, he cannot justify wars to satisfy a personal whim. 

In 1588 he still believes that it is a moral responsibility 

for citizens to train for war for the good of the State. Having read 

the accounts of the Spanish conquests, he is moved to proclaim his hor

ror of their methods of subjugating the New World natives (not the fact 

that they did it) and wishes that it had been Caesar or Alexander who 

had conquered the lands. It is particularly for the discipline that 

the Romans and Greeks would have brought to the civilizing of these 

lands that he wishes this. He continues to attack ambition as the ex

cess which, existing in the conditions of the French religious wars, 

corrupts the youth. That is, youth are taught to discipline them

selves. He laments the license of the times (III,ix,956), and juxta

poses to this license the magnanimous self-discipline of Agesilaus, who 

preferred to be honest and to eschew deceit. In 1584 he writes a 

letter in behalf of the Sieur de Verres in which he requests clemency 

through the argument that the Sieur has only done his duty as a disci

plined soldier. His focus for discipline moves slightly away from 
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pure valor in combat. Without abandoning valor he notes the psycho

logical functions of discipline and concludes that force can accomplish 

some things but not always everything. His attitude on discipline is 

moving away from equating it to simple valor to a belief that control 

of self requires one to be humanitarian even in combat. 

Many of the passages begun in the essays written before 1580 

receive additions after 1588 in the form of examples or further com

ments. He adds an example to his comments about the necessity of 

youth to train for the State. He gives the Florentines and the Romans 

as examples of the discipline of nations to fight without deceit or 

subterfuge and avows that he only is conquered who knows it has hap

pened without some form of trickery or without the assistance of For

tune. He remains converted to the principle of clemency. He gives an 

example of the Hungarians who exacted only a promise from their enemies 

to refuse to bear arms against them after their subjugation. He is 

willing to admit by 1588 that the common man was capable of the 

same order of discipline as the gentleman, and he suggested that the 

latter turn his discipline to perfecting his humanitarianism, hon

esty, loyalty, temperance and justice. Throughout his whole life Mon-

·taigne felt the moral obligation of the French gentleman to discipline 

himself to serve. First, his discipline had to serve the State, later 

it had to serve the individual as well. 
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War as a Manifestation of Nature 

War and peace are normal manifestations of Nature and subject 

to its fortunes; early emphasis on defence against Fortune yields to 

following the guidance of Nature. Man's struggle against Fortune's 

control of military functions has a declining interest for Montaigne, 

whereas man's role in a military society remains natural throughout 

the essays. 

Fortune. Montaigne's reflections on society preceding his for

ty-seventh birthday show a man preoccupied with the role of Fortune. 

It was man against Fortune by the exercise of his will. He sees his 

ancestors' predilection for fighting on foot as a means to avoid 

fate's fickleness. He writes of having one's valor for oneself, well-

lodged to avoid Fortune's attacks. Some eight years later Fortune 

hardly figures in his essays. He will comment by additions on the role 

of Fortune but it will largely be eclipsed by the concept he comes to 

accept about Nature. Man's struggle against Fortune in the early form 

of his Essais is nearly synonymous with a struggle against Nature. At 

this point in his life, it is natural for man to arm himself even as 

the animals are naturally armed (II,xii). And nothing is more natur

ally good than the honor and valor of the noble-soldier. The natural 

obligation of the child is to succeed to the military obligations of 

the parents, and it is natural for man to defend himself. 
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After 1588 Fortune plays its role in that it is the chance 

events of Nature, but Montaigne no longer tries to fortify his will 

against it. He looks on military competition such as jousts as a 

very pleasant and normal activity. In speaking of death, of which 

war presents the continuous possibility, he adds in the margins of 

his 1588 edition that Fortune and not personal resolution fixes the 

expression at the moment of death. Although Montaigne does not 

abandon his concept of Fortune in the role of individuals and States, 

his interests turn to man's functioning in his environment. 

Fortune is natural. In the functions of State, of which war is 

the one and most important manifestation, both Nature and Fortune con

tinue to exercise a major role. Dow feels that Montaigne's position 

is that there are no natural laws for man. He bases his conclusion on 

Montaigne's defence of Raymond Sebond. This does not prevent war 

from being natural. Montaigne was not one to call the animal world, 

excluding man, as natural and man.as unnatural. Even man and his 

societies in their various ramifications were also natural. This 

early position —even though he is disgusted with particular circum

stances—he does not alter. Within the early attitude on man as a 

natural part of the world in and out of societies, he sees that it is 

easier to follow than to lead. He admits that even gladiators and 

26. Neal Dow, The Concept and Term "Nature" in Montaigne's 
Essays, Univ. of Penn. (Unpub. Diss.), 1940, pp. 51-52. 
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mercenaries are natural expressions of the human situation. He goes 

one step further and concludes that societies follow naturally the 

same sort of evolution as men. They are born, mature, develop wills, 

conflicts arise between individual States, decrepitude sets in and 

death comes. As natural as it is for one man to fight with another; 

it is equally natural for States to go to war. In the 1588 edition 

he continues to believe in the natural formation and dissolution of 

societies; even bad ones develop laws to govern and allow orderly 

functioning. His experiences with the Civil War show him that the 

neutral person is naturally suspect by both sides of the conflict. He 

advances a step beyond, after the 1588 edition, saying that it is easier 

to follow than to lead and says that one is happier following. He 

goes much further beyond the simple statement that war is a natural 

manifestation of man and societies. He accepts the tenet that war 

has natural privileges beyond reason's laws. 

The role of Fortune, in the State and in war, begins and re

mains the uncontrollable essence of Nature. In his first attitude on 

war, nothing buffets man more than Fortune, which very often forces 

laws and armies to cede to it (I,xxiii,122). After his experiences 

with public responsibility, he concludes with a note of practicality 

that one should handle human affairs roughly and leave the outcome 

to Fortune. He says much the same thing at the end of his life in 

connection with the sovereign's plight in facing the necessities of 
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State when his own conscience opposes this necessity. Montaigne would 

excuse the Prince in following the dictates of his own conscience and 

thereby leave the outcome in the hands of Fortune. Fortune is not, 

by 1590, so much to be feared in the function of States and armies, 

but its role remains part of Montaigne's ideas and assumes a benevol

ent as well as malevolent service. 

Montaigne's early view of man in the military situation is 

dominated by an arbitrary Fortune, against which he must fight and 

whose assistance he must avoid to be virtuous. Fortune does not lose 

its total impact, but Montaigne turns to Nature as a guide to preser

vation. Before 1580 Montaigne sees Fortune making or hiding the re

nown of military commanders. Even very capable and great captains 

can often not accede to renown without the help of Fortune. If fickle 

Fortune so decides, then it can push a soldier beyond normal capaci

ties and normal accomplishments. Between 1580 and 1588 Montaigne does 

not accept so readily the glory of a soldier who has made his position 

through the workings of Fortune. In a similar vein, he feels uncom

fortable in the thought that his very safety at Montaigne in the 

midst of the Civil Wars is largely due to Fortune. He adds to these 

ideas subsequently that Fortune not only accounts for the result of 

events but often brings the worst;results. He cites as an example of 

the refusal to accept as meritorious the accomplishments of Fortune, 

the Carthaginians who punished bad advice even if Fortune caused the 

successful result of the events (III,viii,933,B-C-B). 
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Nature and War. As with his ideas on Fortune and man in war, 

Montaigne's thoughts on Nature and war follow the same pattern. Man is 

part of Nature along with all the other creatures. This is his conclu

sion in the defense of Raymond Sebond. The nature of man merely makes 

him worse off because of reason. He already realizes that commoner and 

king function biologically the same. It is the nature of the position 

of the king which permits greater destruction in conflict. In the 

midst of his political career, he intones the submission to and the 

following of Nature as the best guide to life. Nature is the pleasant-

est of guides, and Montaigne notes that there is nothing unworthy of 

man's occupation in Nature. In the light of the thoughts of Montaigne 

on war and man in conflict, he has come to feel that war is not par

ticularly bad of itself. Man in war, of course, can be bad. One part

ing shot near the end of his life has him advise: follow Nature, obey 

your leaders, and let Fortune do the worrying. 

One of his early comments about war as being the sublime and 

the imbecilic foreshadows his later realization that Mature is made up 

of both virtue and vice. With the role of Fortune arbitrarily changing 

the fate of men, armies and nations, Montaigne sees both extremes of 

possibilities in war. He notes that Caesar tried to overcompensate for 

the role of Fortune by overstating to his troops the case of the enemy. 

Montaigne's major position before 1580 is that destiny is whimsical 

and unavoidable. In 1588 he reiterates the same concept and states 

that he will be thankful to Fortune if Montaigne, is preserved, but 
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he will also accept its loss. These same ideas are repeated in com

ments post-dating his latest lifetime edition. In an example he shows 

that it is fine to want to die for one's country but Fortune often in

tercedes to prevent it. And through another example of Timaeus (I, 

xlvii,886), he notes that war's outcome is mostly due to Fortune. Al

though Montaigne worried less about Fortune in his later additions, he 

remained constant on the one point that in matters of war, both arbi

trary and indiscriminate, destiny played a very important role. 

In Montaigne's early attitudes about death, he sees that the 

natural death is more difficult to face than the sudden death of war. 

However, the death of war was just as natural as the death of old 

age. Part of his early ideas on war is the concept of glory and igno-

miniousness attendant upon war's protagonists. Montaigne has read of 

the sublime in the accounts of the historians of antiquity in the wars 

of the Greeks and the Romans. In the French Civil War he sees also the 

imbecilic. The period between 1580 and 1588 leads him to call the war 

monstrous and the actions of most of its belligerents as monstrous. 

He realizes that the individual and public is full of imperfections, 

but he believes that nothing is useless in the universe—even vice; 

which is also a necessary and natural condition of man. The public 

well-being even requires vice. He notes that the terrible times in 

France do not preclude that there are good times elsewhere. He knows 

that society functions in spite of evil times and enjoys thinking of 

Caesar, Alexander, Brutus and Epaminondas^ who were able to enjoy their 

own and others' natures in the midst of the brutalities of war. In 
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fact the most praiseworthy attribute he singles out in Epaminondas is 

the quality of innocence the great warrior, in control of himself 

in the midst of carnage who can stop his onslaught when opposed by a 

friend facing him from the enemy ranks. At the end of his life he 

still sees good and evil as an essentially natural condition. 

Wsr is a tool in the hands of individuals and States. The individ

uals of institutions may be evil, and thereby cause nations 

to be corrupted. He says of the Civil War, as a point of imbecility, 

that often the innocent are punished; of religion, it corrupts rather 

than purifies. In this case, religion was the source of the Civil War, 

and Montaigne has to admit that this is a natural enough manifestation 

of religions. 

A Concept of Peace in Evolution 

Peace is not one of the subjects of consideration in Montai

gne's early reflections and develops in his writings in the light of 

personal discipline. In 1572 Montaigne's primary concern is in the 

soldier being able to face conflict with courage, to which he later 

adds that one should be able to face all situations with equal calm. 

From 1572 through the time of the first edition, Montaigne is 

so caught up in the traditions of the nobility, so convinced of the 

justice of the position, that the only peace he can talk about is that 

of the ordered soul. This ordered peace he finds hardly attainable 

this side of death. The role of philosophy at this point is to help 

man maintain constancy and valor in the face of pain and danger. That 
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man who controls himself and is able to face danger and the hazards of 

Fortune with this constancy is his own empire, thinks Montaigne. Peace 

is only measured at the expense of war at this time of his life. Self 

assurance he believes is a greater reward than the order of St. Michael; 

one's courage is the measure of one's conscience, one's peace. He sees 

no sense in avoiding war if one cannot enjoy peace. This last atti

tude is close to his early way of thinking and points to his later 

ideas on peace. 

His reflections following this period show the trend of the 

concept of inner peace for its own sake. He admires an acquaintance 

who can remain calm in difficult positions and circumstances—self 

mastery is the key. He indicates that the surest way to guarantee 

one's own peace is to depend on one's own measures. He realizes that 

it takes more effort to live an ordered, private life than a glori

ous, public life. In considering his own state of mind in relation to 

the Civil Wars which surrounded him, he says his own mind was not only 

at peace but proud. Indeed, true liberty is manifest in the person 

who is in complete control of himself. He says of the persons with an 

ordered soul both in public and in private: "C'est une vie exquise." 

His ever growing concern for discipline and his interest in 

Nature's way are reflected in his ideas on peace after the edition of 

1588. He knows thoroughly, now, that the soul controls the state of 

the mind and thus one's actions. He would have the individual dis

cover the attitude and the conduct commensurate with his own situation 
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for his own peace and preservation (realizing full well that preser

vation may dictate conflict). His own physical suffering has brought 

him in contact with pain in a way that his military involvement (little 

as it was) did not. This suffering causes him to state that we can let 

our bodies writhe so long as we do not allow it to bend our thoughts 

out of proper shape (II,xxxvii,761). To live "constamment et tran-

quillement" is his goal in life, and the grandest work of life is to 

live and control life; to "vivre a propos." Montaigne, who has begun 

his literary endeavors with an attitude that courage and valiancy are 

tantamount to peace, ends his life saying that peace comes from self-

disciplined submission to the natural order of personal things , whether 

in public danger or in private seclusion. 

He admits to the predatory nature of man in his early position, 

in which he says: live within the structure; then, from this external 

approach to wisdom he internalizes it by saying: know better yourself 

and live according to your own nature. He asks if there ever was a 

lawyer who hoped to see an end to disputes, a doctor who prayed for 

all to be well, a merchant who wanted his merchandise to last forever, 

or a soldier who desired peace. He is facing the world filled with 

vice and exploitation as he knew it in his first essays. He already 

knows that knowledge will not bring peace. It is wisdom that he seeks. 

If knowledge and intelligence are used to combat Nature, one is worse 

off than Pyrrho's pig. After 1580 he takes another step in connection 

with knowing. It is no longer just knowing better. He says,why study 

8aien.ce at all when the best example for peace lies in the study of 
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common people. By the time of his last few years he is expounding the 

first duty of man as that of knowing self and living appropriately for 

that self. He pities any man who has no place such as his towei; where 

he can be entirely himself. It is not just a matter of existing with

in a structure any longer. The soul at peace with itself radiates 

serenity: "...comme des choses au dessus de la lune..." (C,I,xxvi,161). 

Peace of mind is lost by overstepping one's capacities. From 

this general view of man, Montaigne gives his own procedure for peace: 

follow Nature and live the simplest life possible. This is restating 

the idea that one must live within the structure of the natural situa

tion. He says, do not break the chain, work within the frame. He 

notes that peace is sought within the State, but he also does not ex

pect it to exist, since instability is the natural condition of States 

and man. He would even prefer the stability of laws and customs in 

their imperfections to the changing of these laws, but laws are un

stable also. This is his early way of wishing for peace —incredulous 

of its possibility. Submission is the key to peace; do not try to 

change your destiny. Even a king cannot guarantee his peace of mind 

against his own emotions. Cowardice, indecision and ambition disturb 

his peace. 

After 1580, Montaigne rediscovers Socrates, or perhaps one 

should say that Montaigne is penetrated by the ideas of Socrates. He 

sees that uncontrolled desires are the worst destroyer of peace. He 

thinks that he withstands the buffetings of Fortune but conducts events 

poorly. Therefore, he will restrict his desires and worries and let 
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his actions be natural. He will avoid obligations and follow the bent 

of his own nature. If others seek praise through a lively wit, he 

will seek it through a regulated, orderly, tranquillity of opinions and 

customs. He will accept his duties even to the losing of his own blood, 

but he will maintain his mind "en repos." 

After 1588, he reiterates his position that others may seek 

glory and grandeur, but he will seek "repos de l'esprit;" his glory 

will be the tranquil life. He remains convinced that peace and war are 

recurring phenomena in any State. Disdain of death (through living his 

life in the simplest way by purging brains not bowels) is what allows 

one to have a peace of mind. Montaigne realizes in his ideas of 

the first edition, that one's position in society is no guarantee for 

peace of mind. In later studies he discovers Socrates, and thereafter 

seeks inner peace in spite of the situation by finding his own simplest 

denominator and living in harmony with this reality. 

In one area of peace, both in the State and in the individual, 

Montaigne remains constant throughout the Essais —that is in modera

tion and clemency as the means of maintaining peace. The peace he re

cognized with the ancients was a peace acquired at the force of arms, 

at the terms of the victor. The peace following the victory was main

tained by the moderation and the clemency of the conquerors. Anything 

beyond moderation was evil to Montaigne. Pleasure was impossible with

out moderation, and fear was engendered by someone's immoderation. He 

says that he studies books to know how to live and die well, that is 

to live at peace with his conscience. He says in 1588 that if one has 
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profited (had pleasure) from life, one has only to leave it satisfied; 

one has been repaid for living. He almost equates peace with the 

pleasurable, moderate life. Moderation and magnanimity are the ways 

to gain and maintain peace. 

Conclusion^ Part One 

Montaigne's preoccupation with the military and the wars of 

his time had its impact on the Essais not only in the content but in 

the style. This impact has been seen both as it was isolated from the 

context and as it meshed with the mosaic of the final fabric that is 

the Essais and Montaigne. The involvement of the military related 

features of style in these essays is by no means overpowering, but 

they are all-pervasive in that they are present from the beginning to 

the end, occurring in every facet of Montaigne's thoughts. 

If one could find a passage in the Essais which best indicates 

the impact of the military on the style of Montaigne, it would pro

bably be the one in which he indicates his preference for a language 

(A) "...plustost soldatesque..." (I,xxvi,171). There is a soldierly 

language from Montaigne's point of view. Montaigne speaks of his own 

language as (A) "...aspre (C) et desdaigneux, (A) ayant ses disposi

tions libres et desreglees..." (II,xvii,638). If one were to believe 

him completely, French was not military enough: (A) "II y a ... un 

Gascon, que je treuve singulierement beau, sec, bref, signifiant, et a 

la verite un langage masle et militaire...(C) autant nerveux, puissant 
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xvii,639). Montaigne would have liked to have had the best of these 

two worlds. He did not, however, write in the Gascon dialect; he 

wrote in French. If he could not have the best of Gascon and French, 

he did at least amalgamate the "masle et militaire" with the "gratieus" 

of French. Villey finds that Montaigne is not as military in his 

language as he pretends. Yet, the secret is not in our interpretation 

of what is military language so much as in what Montaigne considered as 

military language. No one would argue that Montaigne did not use a 

language that was common to all of France—one easily understood by 

those who could read. The point here is that those who could read 

were mostly of the nobility or the wealthy, and a large portion of 

these were directly involved one way or another with military life. 

Montaigne wanted to portray himself exactly. In order to do 

that, he had to consider the individuals who would be reading the 

EssaLs—the military-oriented nobility. Montaigne used the language 

he was familier with, the language of his associates—the language of 

the educated (and sometimes not so educated) soldier with whom he 

associated. His essays are full of military expressions, military 

anecdotes, the subjects of soldiers, the freedom of their language 

and some of the precision of the military commander, but without the 

rollicking vulgarity often seen with the common soldier. What he seem

ed to enjoy, as seen through the style of his essays, was the language 

of the cultivated soldier-noble: sometimes mildly gay, but generally 

sober, precise: (B) "Le maniement et emploite des beaux espris donne 
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pris a la langue, non pas l'innovant tant comme le remplissant de plus 

vigoureux et divers services, l'estirant et ployant" (III,v,873). He 

has rejected the pedant, the scholastic; and further along in this 

same quotation he refuses irihovative language building; so he rejects 

those in the literary trend of the Pleiade. What could he have meant 

by "des beaux esprits" if not in large part his usual company: Mati-

gnon and company? Montaigne explained in the sentence that preceded 

his statement of preference for a "...parler simple...soldatesque..." 

why the military impact on the style of the Essais is not one of 

crudity: (A) "Je veux que les choses surmontent, et qu'elles rem-

plissent de fagon 1'imagination de celuy qui escoute, qu'il n'aye 

aucune souvenance des mots" (I,xxvi,171). Montaigne's soldierly lan

guage is a sizeable, and important part of the mosaic of his language 

—so integrated as to lose all offensiveness except to the puritani

cally prudish. It is the male and military language of the French 

military nobleman. 

Quotations of military implication add their significance to 

the style of the Essais. The quotations that do fit the specifications 

of this study fall into two categories along with the general obser

vations about quotations: military anecdotes come from the histories, 

but military quotations come from the poets and the moralists. His 

27 favorite poet is Virgil and his favorite moralist is Cicero. By far 

the majority of the quotations of military bearing come from poets of 

27. Hugo Friedrich, Montaigne, Bern, 1949, pp. 62-67. 
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antiquity. Curiously, though he considered Homer as one of the three 

greatest men, de did not quote from the Iliad or the Odyssey either in 

Greek or in Latin. Montaigne's war-related quotations are not often 

associated with a military subject. They are more generally used in 

a metaphorical sense to add impact to some other subject. They 

are also used to add the weight of the authority of the former author 

to Montaigne's idea. Speaking of the literary artist in comparison 

with the scientist, Metschies says of the former: "Ihm ist eher eine 

Sinnabwandlung willkommen; gewinnt er doch ein wertvolles Ausdrucks-

,,28 
mittel, wenn er seinem Zitat eine eigenwillige Deutung gibt. Mon

taigne's military-related quotations are not used for accuracy in 

proving a point so much as to add color to what he has said or to in-

creasa the impact of his discussion. Frequently, Montaigne uses non-

military-related quotations to punctuate his discussion of military 

subjects. Therefore, although there are not a large number of quo

tations applicable to this treatise, they do have their impact on the 

style of the Essais. 

Of vastly greater importance on the style of Montaigne's 

writings is the role of the military image. They render singular 

clarity to his thought. Montaigne's military-oriented images are not 

voluminous, but they are numerous—even more numerous than the war 

stories. Most of these images are relatively simple, involving not 

more than two or three words. Many, however, are quite lengthy and 

complex in development and imagery. Without making an actual count 

28. Metschies, Zitat und Zitierkurist..., pp. 48-49. 
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of military metaphors, they could exceed military anecdotes by three 

or four times. In the military-related image, the military terms are 

represented by all the parts of speech, but as may be expected, nouns 

and verbs predominate. These terms come from an extensive military 

vocabulary already at Montaigne's disposal. Although he made use of 

a great variety of these terms, the great majority seem to fall under 

five basic words and their derivitives in the parts of speech. List

ing them mostly in the verb form, they are "armer, combattre, viser, 

trahir and ennemi." As far as military association is concerned, 

allegory is not much of an item. In the English sense of the term, 

there are not any war-related metaphors extensive enough to be con

sidered as allegory. In the French sense of the term, there is only 

the one connected with the mythological godess Pallas Athena. In 

all these cases, nevertheless, Montaigne has an uncanny sense of ap

propriateness. None of these images seems out of place when read in 

its context. In the case of the word "trahir," one has a feeling that 

it is a bit strong—but only after specifically looking for it. 

It may be quite difficult to determine whether Montaigne sought 

military examples to explain his ideas or whether, in reading the his

tories of military exploits, he saw the tremendous source of human 

drama portrayed there. But he used these examples profusely, and he 

illustrated his moral conclusions from these examples and anecdotes. 

Montaigne's interest in military history is reflected in the large 

number of anecdotes of conflict. Villey, having made a detailed 

istudy of the sources of Montaigne's borrowings, notes that "Sur les 

1000 volumes que Montaigne nous a dit posseder, nous avons retrouve la 
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trace d'environ 280. Or, parmi ces 280, ... environ 95 —un bon tiers— 

29 sont des livres d'histoire." Villey also thinks that it is due to 

his timidity as a writer that Montaigne "...n'ose point se fier a ses 

30 forces. II se tient tout pres de ses livres." What interests par

ticularly this study, however, is that the majority of these histories 

(that one is aware that Montaigne read) are concerned with war and mi

litary history. One does not have to rely on Villey for this conclu

sion; Montaigne tells one as much: (A) "Les Historiens sont ma 

droitte bale: ils sont plaisans et aysez; et quant et quant (C) l'hom-

me en general, de qui je cherche la cognoissance, y paroist plus vif 

et plus entier qu'en nul autre lieu..." (II,x,416)v So, one has seen 

by this study that there were many anecdotes from military history. 

If we contemplate the exclusion of anecdotes drawn from or recounting 

military conflict and civil strife, that exclusion would leave the 

style of the Essats entirely other than it now is. Montaigne tells 

us (I,xxi,105-6) that he does not alter his historical borrowings ex

cept by ignorance, but it has been shown that he has done considerable 

altering. One can only assume that he did it either because he 

did not want to look up his source exactly, or because it would not 

suit his purpose more accurately reported. 

Montaigne's major object of study was man (II,x,416). But in 

studying man in the military anecdote, it was not the common soldier 

that he studied. He studied historical man (along with himself) to 

29. Villey, Montaigne, p. 50. 

30. Villey, Les Essais de Michel de Montaigne, pp. 29-30. 
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determine, among other things, his moral functions; but the man he 

very often studied was the military commander. In fact, what better 

way could man be studied in his more basic self than when he must face 

some conflict whether in peace or in war? The anecdotes taken from 

history, then, serve a very necessary function in the development of 

the Essais, and are a considerably important structure in Montaigne's 

style. They reveal a sober-minded French gentleman assuming the am

bitious role of a peer of France (albeit in his own eyes only) making 

the most of his erudition through the trial of his judgment. They 

reveal a man moving away from dependence on the authority of former 

writer-doers to his own inner self. 

The military stories are not perhaps as numerous as the war-

related images, but they are more voluminous. There is an average of 

one anecdote of military significance per two pages of text. These 

anecdotes, however, do not occur with any regularity; some pages have 

several anecdotes, many pages have none. In those cases where there 

are the most anecdotes, they generally occur in connection with Mon

taigne's discussions of military tactics or where he is commenting on 

some social problem as mirrored in the civil War of his time. Critics 

have considered that Montaigne's essays, his thought and style, evol

ved. There is some evolution in the style and some features that have 

not appreciably evolved. 
\ 

Montaigne actually quotes more with the passing of time, but 

he quotes fewer war-associated ideas. The anecdotes decrease in sub

sequent editions of the Essais so that war stories also decrease. In 
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two areas there is relatively little evolution. He does not much 

change the general element of soldierly language since he has culti

vated that style from the beginning. Also, one becomes les conscious 

of the military nature of the language because he talks less about 

military things. He did not use the seamy side of military language 

from the first, so that there was no necessity for refinement beyond 

his desire for naturalness. He wrote much as he spoke and much as 

the cultured gentleman of France spoke at that time. He did not 

really decrease his usage of military terms as images to clarify and 

enhance his discussions. The vision of the military and the useful

ness of these images for his ideas made them continuously important. 

These changes in style are mostly due to the change in focus which 

took place in Montaigne in his view of life. His first way of looking 

at life is marked with the need to rely on others and to learn from 

others. As his confidence grew in himself and as he ceased to feel 

the need to look beyond his own soul for the answers of life, his 

style reflects this change: fewer stories, fewer quotations and a 

more subtle use of them. What remained constant throughout this 

evolution was the simple language of the gentleman soldier and the 

striking military-related images. 

Conclusion: 
Part Two 

War, peace, violence or order are the manifestations of man's" 

decisions and actions. They are neutral phenomena outside the context 

of their appearance. One must not ask Montaigne to blanket all wars 
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as evil and all peace as good. Montaigne does not fall into the chau

vinistic trap of labelling peace virtuous and war vicious. It is the 

individual faced with decision who acts virtuously or viciously— 

whether it be a prince or a peasant. An entire study might be made on 

Montaigne's concept of virtue. Since virtue correlates with morality, 

let it suffice to sketch his concept of virtue and morality. One is 

not virtuous if one acts only to be seen (II,xvi,622,A). Virtue is 

doing more than just what is required (II,xvi,621,C,S. Peduceus). 

Virtue is disdain for what one cannot control such as death (I,xx,82-

3,C). Military virtue is the easiest to acquire since it requires 

merely the following of orders (II,xii,382,A). Indeed, if something 

is easy, it is not virtuous according to Montaigne: (A) "Que c'estoit 

chose trop facile et trop lache que de mal faire, et que de faire bien 

ou il n'y eust point de dangier ... mais de faire bien ou il y eust 

dangier, c'estoit le propre office d'un horame de vertu" (II,xi,423). 

Montaigne does not continue interested in virtue as it is outlined 

—a virtue very military in nature. It is replaced by his interest 

in conformity to Nature. Nature is also the yardstick for moral ac

tion; man acts in accord with what is good for the State and in accord 

with his conscience in order to be moral. What he considers proper 

and good one can assume he considers moral, and what he opposes he 

considers immoral. 

Montaigne is strongly marked by his environment, much as any 

human being is marked. His family was directly involved with military 

operations in that his father had served in the campaigns of Francis I 
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in Italy and no doubt transmitted his own feelings about nobility and 

its responsibilities to Michel less by precept than by example and 

attitude. In fact Montaigne's interest in the military functions of 

his caste were undoubtedly more due to attitude transfer than to 

precept, for his father embarked on a new approach to education with 

Michel, which was revolutionary and which tended to counteract the in

fluence of a military atmosphere. Citoleux wonders how the critics 

have managed to miss Montaigne's strong involvement with the military: 

"Depuis le temps qu'il y a des admirateurs des Essais et qui lisent, 

on est etonne que tous ces passages ou Montaigne parle de sa vie mili-

31 
taire aient passe comme inapergus." These passages have not gone un

noticed, but it is not really surprising that little case has been 

made of them when one realizes that Montaigne usually employed mili

tary elements of style to illustrate non-military ideas. One must 

also admit that he was not as much a dyed-in-the-wool soldier as 

Citoleux would like us to believe. Even when one considers the times 

he assisted in the battles of the Civil War, he was mostly an arm

chair general. He never really thought of his Essais as competing 

with the histories he read: 

(A) Les seules bonnes histoires sont celles qui ont este 
escrites par ceux mesmes qui commandoient aux affaires, 
ou qui estoient participans a les conduire, (C) ou, au 
moins, qui ont eu la fortune d'en conduire d'autres de 
mesme sorte.... Que peut-on esperer d'un medecin traictant 
de la guerre, ou d'un escholier traictant les desseins des 
Princes (II,x,418)? 

One thing this passage shows is that Montaigne did not feel that he 

31. Citoleux, pp. 87-88. 
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was military enough to write a history for the use of military comman

ders. His tactical and anecdotal comments on war were not meant to be 

a manual of procedures. The military was a part of his family life; 

living was his primary concern. Therefore his Essais are penetrated 

with moral problems of man in a military situation. Along with the 

family impact on Montaigne, his contemporaries had their influence. 

Except for a few recalcitrants, such as Erasmus and much less 

Bude, there is hardly a voice lifted against the military nature of 

Renaissance society. Bude claims he writes in a similar vein to 

Erasmus, however, in the selections I read, he was cordial to the pow

ers of State and the military nature of the ruling party. Keller has 

difficulty in sustaining the thesis of anti-war writings of the 

sixteenth century. He concludes finally that what there is can hardly 

maintain any momentum. In analysing the writings of Marguerite de Na

varre he says: "But in her, as in most of these writers both Protes

tant and Catholic, there is a note of resignation, for war is regarded 

as one of the inevitable curses of earthly life, an expression of the 

32 struggle of the flesh and the spirit to which man is doomed...." 

Poets and thinkers of all sorts are mostly bowing to the realities of 

the political situation: praising mostly the exploits of such-and-such 

a member of the royal family or some other great lord. Since most of 

the exploits of the nobility were concerned with military operations, 

most of the accolades of the time were concerned with praising courage 

32. Keller, "Anti-war Writing in France, 1500-1560," PMLA, 
LXVII, March 1952, Number 2, p. 242. 
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in conflict. The bias for military glory is such that Citoleux dives 

into the fray with his eyes shut. Here is his interpretation of Mon

taigne's military involvement: 

Etant parvenu a concilier la morale et la guerre, il 
s'abandonne sans remords a son enthousiasme guerrier. 
Certes, il condamne les tueries, mais du moment qu'il ne . 
les a pas dechaitnees, il y prend part en toute surete de 
conscience et avec joie. Car le combat est la grande no
blesse de l'homme; et meme Montaigne n'a pa 
d'en refuser la gloire a ses chers animaux. 

The interpretation of the atmosphere of sixteenth century France is 

quite correct. (However, the interpretation of Montaigne is very far 

from accurate and what I believe is a more accurate interpretation 

will be discussed in a few paragraphs.) Even amid the atrocities of 

the Civil Wars of France, when many thinking men were lamenting the 

cruelties of the situation, only a few deep sighs separated these 

laments from other statements praising the vigor, the courage, the 

audacity, the feats of heroism and endurance praised in rhetorical 

paeans by the same authors who lamented the woes of the war. 

Montaigne's intellectual friends in the books he read were 

nearly unanimously favorable to the warrior society. Erasmus 

stands alone in the black-and-white view he takes of peace and war: 

"Peace is the mother and nurse of all good things. War suddenly and 

at once overthroweth, destroyeth, and utterly fordoeth everything that 

is pleasant and fair, and bringeth in among men a monster of all 

3 J.e courage 

33. Citoleux, pp. 96-97. 
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„34 
mischievous things. The militant militarists that Montaigne read 

stamped war and peace with opposite interpretations to what Erasmus 

gave. Most of them recognized the evil in war. Many abhorred the 

destruction it represented, but all accepted its necessity, and they 

justified it morally. Montaigne reflects the general attitude of the 

writers of antiquity and of his contemporaries towards war as shown in 

a comment he makes about Epaminondas: (B) "Le plus doux contentement 

qu'il eust en toute sa vie, il tesmoigna que c'estoit le plaisir qu'il 

avoit donne a son pere et a sa mere de sa victoire de Leuctres..." (II, 

xxxvi,757). Military victories (especially those favorable to one's 

bias) were grand and glorious things to contemplate. Nearly every 

military man was anxious to attain to that glory. The heritage of 

antiquity and the Middle Ages was indeed yet very strong. 

The status quo, though rifled with evil, was preferred to a 

change in the social structure. Montaigne feared that the changed 

structure could easily be worse than the structure it replaced. He 

also had a very highly developed sense of obligation to the legal 

authority in a State. Lanson accents a bit too much Montaigne's re

pugnance for his party (the cause of royalty): "Voila qui est clair: 

Montaigne ne pense pas a se faire tuer dans la defaite de son parti. 

II sera le soldat de sang-froid qui, ayant fait son devoir, survit au 

desastre et continue de servir. II ne se jugera pas oblige de mourir 

34. Erasmus, The Treatise on War, translated and edited by J.W. 
Mackail, Boston, The Merrymount Press, 1907, p. 27. 
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35 sans utilite, pour la gloire du geste." It is true that Montaigne 

had no desire to be killed to assure his glory; however, if he were 

called to die, he would have relished going gloriously. With only an 

exception or two Montaigne supported the sovereign of the State; he 

always supported the office of the sovereign. I think that if Montai

gne had been asked to serve his party in a military manner in which he 

might have lost his life, he would have put his life on the line even 

should it appear to be only uselessly; he was that convinced of the 

necessity for the maintenance of the legal authority of State. Mon

taigne's whole effort in regards to the development of the individual 

36 
gentleman is directed at forming man to public life. He has not only 

reasoned this attitude on the State but his emotional being demands 

it. 

The net result of this feeling about the importance of the 

State and the maintenance of order in society leads him to justify 

that war resulting from the legal functioning of the State and parti

cularly the war waged to maintain or reestablish the stable, ordered 

structure of society. He questions the sanity of any minor lord pick

ing a fight with a Prince, but he never questions the right of Princes 

to wage war. For him, war is the ultimate arbiter in the disputes of 

Kings. He has some strictures as to when war is justifiable, but he 

never questions the rights of nations to wage it. The main thrust 

35. Gustave Lanson, "La vie morale selon les Essais de Montai
gne," Revue des deux mondes, 1924, vol. 19, p. 843. 

36. Cf. Levis-Mirepoix, "Montaigne et l'individualisme," p. 731. 
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of his judgment of war is the man who wages it, and correlatively to 

that, when and how to wage it. 

In any case, war is not a toy of State to be used with the 

whims generated from emotional reactions. There must be sufficient 

justification based on the needs of a particular society before Mon

taigne will consider the war morally justifiable. Although he admired 

both Caesar and Alexander and although his emotional ties to the Ro

man Empire approach the idolatrous, this does not prevent him from pro

nouncing against many of the procedures they used. Wars of conquest 

which were merely to enlarge one's kingdom or to provide for the ex

pansion of one's own population (though seemingly justified in the 

Romans) are not considered moral wars when applied to Montaigne's own 

time. He could not see taking away another man's property for selfish 

personal utility. Montaigne justifies the Roman conquests on the ba

sis that they were immediately turned over to the conquered or to loyal 

allies so long as the conquered promised to remain loyal to Rome. He 

justifies Alexander because he spread civilization. Montaigne rejec

ted the concept of alleviating internal strife by provoking external 

wars as some of his contemporaries would have done. Surprising as it 

may seem, Montaigne is not so vehement against the civil Wars that 

raged throughout his life as isolated quotations have suggested. 

Montaigne laments both the results of the Civil War and its 

conduct. Those times in which he was most harrassed by the War, he 

was not so prone to condemn war itself as to blame those 

conducting the war who lacked discipline in its pursuit. He calls the 
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Civil War monstrous not because it is war, but because there is no 

order to its conduct. With some thought, it is not hard to see that 

he is condemning the license of the times which spawned the War. Be

yond the emotional outbursts on the horrors seen in this War at home, 

he justifies the defense of institutions made by the King in the name 

of traditions, and he condemns the innovators for their attempts to 

disrupt the order of things. Indeed, though his eloquence against 

cruelty is sincere, he does not deny the right of the Protestants 

(especially the future Henri IV) to defend themselves, or the right of 

the loyal forces in attempting to be victorious over the Protestants. 

There is no question which party Montaigne supported. And although 

Citoleux errs in his interpretation of the extent of Montaigne's in

volvement in the Civil War, he is nevertheless right in saying "Ce 

07 
soldat guerroya les Protestants —to the extent that Montaigne op

posed them verbally and with his actions as mayor and as negociator. 

Montaigne, however, clearly states that he has shed no French blood. 

In spite of Montaigne's emotional outbursts on the Civil War, the 

Civil War is rationally considered with the same moral imperatives as 

is any war. 

Revol is correct in stating: "II [Montaigne] ne va pas toute-

fois jusqu'a conclure a la necessite de supprimer la guerre. II se 

borne a concevoir un droit des gens, imprecis comme forme, mais bien 

,38 
fixe en tant que doctrine. For Montaigne, war is at once the 

37. Citoleux, p. 7. 

38. Revol, Montaigne et l'art militaire, p. 8. 
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grandest of human actions and the witness of human imbecility (II, 

xii,473). War remains the necessary result of non-negotiable issues 

between militant protagonists. Montaigne understood what he meant by 

the imbecility of man since it is man who uses the tool of war. 

The understanding of man is the single most impelling activity 

of Montaigne; the military commander is his prime model. Montaigne 

does not resign himself to war. He judges the man who wages it, who 

prevents it and the manner in which he conducts himself in peace and 

in war. He does not seem to regret that it exists; it is the intem

perance of man that is called to task, or his lack of courage in the 

face of adversity. In or out of war, Montaigne is unfailing in his 

insistence on the importance of valor, constancy and courage which are 

all necessary characteristics of the good warrior. Although Montaigne 

thinks of these virtues almost uniquely in the light of war in the 

first two Books of the Essais, he later extends the same conclusion to 

all features of life in conflict whether physical or psychological. 

The only exception is in the action exceeding moderation, for he con

sidered even virtuous actions in excess as harmful and immoral. 

Montaigne would have the complete man balance this hardy, mili

tary virtue with a healthy taste for culture; he would have his mili

tary leader be both energetic in the pursuit of military aims and 

refined in his personal tastes and conduct. Study his comments about 

Epaminondas, and one will discover Montaigne's concept of the perfect 

military leader. He admires the other notable commanders of antiqui

ty but all the others lack the requisite humility, or culture or 
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generosity. When the refined and cultured natures combine with an 

ardent and combative nature, considerable self discipline is required. 

Discipline, which Montaigne considered mostly a military virtue before 

1588, becomes an imperative for any man who will be worth anything and 

an absolute necessity for the leader (the gentleman) in a political or 

military position. All three of these basic personal characters tics: 

valor, humanitarianism, and self-discipline, are moral imperatives for 

the French gentleman according to Montaigne. 

Opposing the vanity of man in all three of these categories, 

Montaigne finds no factor quite as important in the control and gui

dance of man as the Nature in which one lives. Unlike Rousseau, 

Montaigne would not exclude the varied manifestations of society from 

the normal category of Nature. If there be unfortunate manifestations 

of man, these aberrations are opposed by magnificent specimens of the 

human species. His agreement with Plutarch (I,xlii,258) that there is 

more difference between men than there is between man and the animals 

is not only an allusion to the difficulties created by man's passions 

and his reason, but also to the height of attainment and glory to 

which this same reason and these same passions can elevate man. He 

•does not think these manifestations abnormal,but part of the nature 

of man. 

His early writings portray Fortune as an arbitrary force in 

Nature, against which man must struggle to avoid being crushed or un

worthily catapulted to glory. War and man in war are especially sus

ceptible to the whims of Fortune. He does not really change his view 
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of the seemingly whimsical role of this portion of Nature, but he talks 

much less about Fortune in his later years. Instead, Montaigne con

centrates on bringing himself in line with Nature and on convincing 

his readers that the only route to a satisfactory state of being is 

through following the lessons laid out by Nature. In declaring the 

pleasant and sweet route of Nature's guidance he is not opposing war 

at all; he is saying that war is one of those manifestations of the 

society of men,sometimes sublime and sometimes imbecilic. Nature is 

the way things are (and men need to learn that way) and war is one of 

Nature's ways. Curiously enough to the mind of the mid-twentieth 

century man, Montaigne is not too interested in peace as a manifesta

tion of Nature. 

Peace as an international, and often civil, phenomenon is an 

illusion, but it can be a reality for any individual. Peace is the 

manifestation of three factors of character: discipline, submission 

to authority and conformity to one's nature. Montaigne does not be

lieve that there can be any peace in an international setting, since he 

does not talk of any authority superior to that of individual States. 

He has no "one-world" concept other than his feeling that he is a citi

zen of the universe. Peace within a State is real enough for periods 

of time and is entirely dependent on the discipline of the individuals 

of the State to submit themselves to the powers of that State. He 

would have preferred this type of civil peace, and he did indeed work 

toward that type of peace. He spent much time and effort both politi

cally and in his Essais intoning the disciplined, ordered social State. 
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Indeed, I believe he abhorred anarchy much more than tyranny. Revol 

calls him a "pacifiste resolu," which, if taken as applying only to 

Montaigne's attitude about himself, is correct for him after 1588, but 

39 
he was not a militant political pacifist. And since he felt that the 

human situation was such that a completely ordered society was impos

sible, he came to the conclusion that individual peace, which is inde

pendent of the social environment, was the only realistic peace-goal 

for individual attainment. Lanson sees this when he states that for 

Montaigne "...la souverainete de la conscience..." is the first prin-

40 
ciple of life. Villey expressed it another way by saying: ...pren

dre pour modele, non pas la rigidite de Caton, mais la souplesse d'un 

41 
Epaminondas et d'un Socrate." Montaigne considers that peace is in

dependent of the situation around one and can exist in war if one has 

the mastery of oneself such as had Socrates and Epaminondas. Inner 

peace is the only guaranteeable peace for individuals of mankind. 

Montaigne's attitudes and actions continue constant in 

some areas, and in other areas there can be seen considerable 

evolution. There was a major shift in his way of looking at life, 

which came about near the time of the publication of the first edition 

of the Essais. He began his gentleman retirement attempting to 

39. Revol, p. 9. 

40. Lanson, "La vie morale selon les Essais..." p. 851. 

41. Villey, Les Essais de Michel de Montaigne, Introduction to 
essay III,xiii, p. 1065 critical text. 
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determine what exactly was his role in life as one of the landed no

bility of France and his role in the scheme of Nature. This period 

represents a period of outward examination and dependence on the 

great men. The result on the Essais is a dependence on anecdotes 

and quotations to bolster the ideas of Montaigne. He submits all his 

ideas to the authority of the great thinkers. He turned to his mili

tary traditions and to the historians of military conflict as the 

primary source for his school of life. He talked of men in combat 

against each other and against Fortune. At some time prior to the 

publication of Books I and II in 1580, he began to see that there 

was as much empire inside himself as there was in the real and histor

ical world outside himself. The result of this shift of emphasis is 

visible in the degree to which his style is less affected bv military 

life and in the abandonment of borrowings to support his ideas. It is 

likewise seen in his attitudes about military-related life and in his 

search for self-confidence in self-discipline and inner peace in self-

examination. 

Although he does not abandon the military-associated anecdote 

and quotation, he uses them much less. In addition, he no longer re

lies on the anecdote to give weight to his idea nor does he seem to be 

inspired by an anecdote. Rather, war-stories illustrate an idea that 

he is already pursuing. Since the example he has drawn from history 

no longer represents an isolated item, it is thoroughly integrated into 

the web of Montaigne's thought. In this second phase of Montaigne's 

view of life, military images are abundantly used to add impact to the 
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language and to the idea expressed. As Montaigne does not abandon 

military elements in his style; likewise, he does not totally abandon 

his early attitudes about war. He demands more humanitarianism, mo

deration and self-discipline in the soldier-leader; consequently he 

demands more duty to the State. In regards to the soldier and the 

State, he is more severe than in his early writings. He demands more 

order through submission to the legal authority of the State at the 

end of his life than he did at the beginning. One is aware that he 

is more interested in peace in his second manner of looking at life, 

but it is not the peace of State that attracts the most emphasis. It 

is the peace of mind available to any individual in any circumstance 

of order or conflict. From a fear of the fortunes of war, Montaigne 

recognizes the imperative of the role of Nature and the utility of 

conformity to its exigencies. 

Throughout the evolution of his ideas there are a number of 

factors which remain quite constant. He does not seek to eliminate 

his emotional attachment to the military nobility of France. He does 

not change his mind as to the role of the soldier and his commander, 

for whom victory must be the sole purpose and final aim. His admir

ation of courage as a military virtue never flags. Although he ad

mires the role of clemency in the warrior, he does not abandon the 

traditions of his ancestors in respect to the military customs. Lucas 

would have us believe that Montaigne placed in opposition the "... 

freedom of thought and of speech, the rights of the individual intel
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42 
ligence against the new and monstrous chimera of the state." Montai

gne may well love freedom of conscience, and he certainly would not 

submit his thoughts to the State, but he did not really consider the 

State capable of forcing submission in that form. Freedom of thought, 

for Montaigne, is a natural attribute of man not subject to coercion. 

He felt, to the contrary, that there was no State with more freedom 

than France. 

Freedom of conscience Montaigne would have accepted as part of 

the nature of man and beyond the power of the State to control. The 

fact that man has reason gives meaning to Montaigne's realization of 

the extensive differences between men. It also makes clear his convic

tion that even he himself was full of contradictions (Cf. II,i,335-

338). He lived a life of contradictions between individual freedom 

and obedience to the State, between ambition and aversion to respon

sibility, between loyalty to his party and clemency for the innovators, 

between writing and doing, between vigor and culture. Perhaps one of 

the singular marks of his genius is the seeming contradictions, which 

mark the polarity of this man who examined life in the light of his 

own life and saw there an entire universe. 

42. F.L. Lucas, Studies French and English, London, Cassell, 
1934, p. 134. 
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